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ABSTRACT 

The intensity of use of a mineral is traditionally defined as the 

consumption (production plus net imports) of the mineral divided by gross 

national product. It has been proposed that this ratio of raw material 

input to gross economic output is a predictable function of per capita 

income and that the relationship is based on economic theory. Though 

the theory has never been clearly defined, the intensity of use method 

has been used to make long term forecasts. This dissertation formulates 

a theoretical model of the consumption of minerals and the resulting in

tensity of use which is used to test the validity of the traditional in

tensity of use measure and its forecasting ability. 

Previous justifications of the intensity of use hypothesis state 

that changes in technical efficiency, substitution rates among inputs, 

and demands are explained by per capita income, which, as it grows, pro

duces a regular intensity of use pattern. The model developed in this 

research shows that the life of the goods in use, foreign trade of raw 

and final goods, prices, consumer preferences, technical innovations, as 

well as the above factors fully explain economic use, which is not 

simply a function of per capita income. The complete model is used to 

restate the traditional theory of intensity of use and to examine the 

sensitivity of traditional measures to changes in the explanatory vari-

abIes which are commonly omitted. The full model demonstrates the 

parameters that must be examined when making a long term forecast. 

xiii 
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Regular intensity of use patterns are observed for many minerals 

in many nations. Setting aside the theoretical questions, the intensity 

of use method is often used to make long term projections based on these 

trends in intensity of use as well as the trends in population and gross 

national product. This dissertation examines the forecasting ability of 

the traditional intensity of use method and finds that it is not neces

sarily an improvement over naive consumption time trend forecasts. 

Furthermore, it is unstable for very long term projections. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The provision of basic raw materials used in the production of 

final goods and services has been a major concern to all societies. In 

some reviews, the rise and fall of civilizations has at times seemed to 

rest on the abundance and eventual scarcity of basic resources. There 

is no doubt that modern organized society cannot take place without 

plentiful materials inputs. But to say that a civilization needs 

resources in general does not imply that one or several specific 

resources are of critical importance. Resources are needed for the 

services which can be obtained from them. In the short run, a 

particular material may be critical to a given set of services, but the 

long term historical record shows a great deal of variability in demands 

and in the materials required to satisfy them. 

More immediate needs for improved long term forecasts arise 

from the activities of firms, organizations, and individuals who invest in 

projects which rely on the future markets of mineral commoditites for a 

return on investment. Mineral production companies (and those who 

invest in their stock) typically have planing horizons extending well 

beyond ten years, since the development time of a new project is 

typically that long and an adequate market for their product must be 

anticipated before the project begins. Likewise, purchasers of these 

products may want to have a clear market perception before signing long 

1 
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term purchase contracts. A major portion of the forecast of the market 

situation is the demand side conditions of physical consumption 

requirements. 

This research studies the relationship between the final output 

of goods and services and the inputs of raw materials. One method of 

expressing the dynamics of this relationship is the intensity of use 

ratio, defined as the quantity of a material input divided by the gross 

national product (or gross domestic product) of a nation or region. This 

can be viewed as a material input to economic output ratio, or as a 

propensity to consume materials. It has been hypothesized by the 

International Iron and Steel Institute (1972) and Malenbaum (1973a) that 

this ratio tends at first to rise, reach a peak, and then decline for 

many minerals as a region's per capita income grows, often in a roughly 

inverted U shape. Of major importance in considering future mineral 

requirements is the question of declining intensity of raw materials use 

in the more highly developed regions. The total quantity of material 

consumption mayor may not decline, but the consumption per unit of 

aggregate output often does. If this is true in general, for a wide 

range of minerals, then further light is shed on the basic issue of 

projecting materials consumption. 

Although the intensity of use approach has been used previously 

(for example, Schurr and Netschert, 1960), the concept is associated 

principally with Malenbaum, who, in 1973, performed an empirical study 

of this relationship for several materials in a number of nations and 

regions of the world. His additional articles dealing with this approach 

have argued that it is a valid and theoretically sound method to use for 
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insight into the materials requirements of society and is especially 

valid for long term forecasting. His writings document an especially 

strong belief that the inverted U shaped intensity of use pattern with 

rising per capita income is a pervasive phenomenon with great theoretical 

validity. Nonetheless, no analytical apparatus capable of testing such 

claims has been produced. 

In this research a model is developed for the consumption of 

mineral inputs to society as a means of rigorously examining the 

theoretical bases of the intensity of use hypothesis. The objective is 

to explore for the theoretical content in the intensity of use 

methodology and to support whether it can support the widespread 

application of the concept. In this way, limitations, critical 

assumptions, and necessary conditions can be made explicit and discussed. 

Likewise, interesting properties of the demand for minerals as input 

factors derived from the demands for final goods and services are 

revealed. In addition, the framework employed to test the intensity of 

use hypothesis in this study and can provide a broader analysis useful to 

the study of many problems in mineral demand analysis. 

1.1. Problem Description 

No one to date has developed an operational forecasting 

technique for predicting raw materials consumption requirements based on 

the final demands of consumers. The intensity of use hypothesis would 

appear to do this by relating the quantity of a raw material input to 

the level of national or regional economic output. Material input is 

measured in terms of physical units such as tons, and the level of 
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output is measured as a value of gross income or production. Each is 

measured over an appropriate unit of time such as one year and the value 

of output should be in real terms to facilitate the long term 

comparisons which are made. A basic equation can be formed for a given 

period, T: 

(

Mineral consumptionT) 
Mineral ConsumptionT := E i 0 * (Economic OutputT) conom c utputT 

where: 

(
Mineral consUmptiOnT) 

Intensity of UseT = E i 0 t conom c u putT 

Malenbaum calims that this intensity of use measure can be considered as 

a function of economic output per capita: 

'" (Gross National (Domestic) productT) 
PopulationT 

This is done on the basis of a nation, region, or other 

appropriate world division, and the equation is relevant for each time 

period. The basic data series are thus material consumption, economic 

output (GNP or GDP), and population (POP). Here, material consumption is 

defined as mine production plus net imports of the raw material. The 

factor (material consumption / GNP) represents the intensity of use 

variable and is taken as the dependent variable. Figure 1 shows the 

intensity of use plot for U.S. zinc consumption, a good example of the 
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full cycle of intensity of use. This dependent variable has been 

expressed as a function of time by critics of Malenbaum' s formulation. 

Although plots of intensity as a function of time as opposed to per 

capita income are similar in appearance, there may be substantial 

theoretical differences, and the similar appearance may be due to the 

close correlation between the growth of per capita income with time for 

many developed nations. Malenbaum claims there is a "theoretical" 

relationship between intensity of use and GNP per capita, although he 

never provides a rigorous demonstration of this. Others, such as Vogely 

(1976), feel the trends are simply a time relationship. This is one of 

the issues to be examined by this research. 

Prediction of future mineral consumption requires a projection of 

GNP, population, and the intensity of use trend. The theory for 

forecasting total consumption on a long term basis is that population 

and GNP will be fairly predictable in the long term and that given the 

regularity of the intensity of use curve, a better estimate of 

consumption can be made than by projecting consumption alone. It must 

be noted that this is a consumption forecast only and implicitly assumes 

that supply conditions will continue as they have in the past, or will 

not bring important. In general, Malenbaum' s projection of consumption 

levels in the year 2000 for the minerals he studied are lower than those 

of other forecasters. This caused a re-examination of trend forecasts, 

many of which were obtained (implicitly or explicitly) by the use of an 

historic or average intensity of use coefficient assumed to remain 

constant. One of Malenbaum's contribution is to point out that these 

coefficients are not constant. 
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Malenbaum's method of the extrapolation of the intensity of use 

curve produces highly varied results in that specific extrapolations are 

subject to much judgmental adjustment, and the predicted consumption 

level is highly sensitive to these adjustments. In order for this 

intensity of use forecasting method to have widespread applicability and 

usefulness, it should provide substantially improved predictions over 

simply projecting consumption directly as a time trend. Chapters 7 and 

8 of this research examine this issue, leaving economic theory aside and 

focusing on statistical properties alone. 

1.1.1. Traditional Justification of the Intensity of Use Method 

Malenbaum asserts that the general intensity of use trend will 

be roughly an inverted U shape when plotted against national income (or 

product) per capita. Theoretical reasons proposed to explain this 

pattern of behavior begin with the assertion that the growth of nations 

has an "internal dynamic" force which is determined by the commitment of 

its citizens to the goal of economic growth and by the efficiency with 

which its public and private institutions provide leadership towards 

their goals of growth. This, in effect, would appear to imply that 

normal economic growth is not primarily a process limited by supply 

material restrictions on inputs, but is based on labor input skills and 

aspirations, i.e., the aspirations of its people. Malenbaum's emphasis is 

on the quality of organizational inputs in the form of total factor 

productivity rather than just the productivity of anyone type of input. 

His basic premise is that rapid national development proceeds because of 

the increase in the quality of human inputs which is largely 
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unconstrained by supply side conditions. Malenbaum (1973c, 1975b, 1978b) 

explains the inverted U shape by three arguments: 

1) Demand Shifts: As a nation or region develops, the final 

product mix changes towards industrial goods in a developing nation, then 

towards services (which are presumably less mineral intensive) as high 

development levels are reached. Thus the use of a material important to 

industrialization would at first increase and then decline in relation to 

total output. 

2) Technical Efficiency of Use: As development progresses, due 

to the quality of human inputs, increases in knowledge about the 

production and utilization of materials in goods manufacturing allows 

more goods to be created per given input unit, thus leading to a 

declining intensity of use after a certain development stage is reached. 

3) Substitutions Among Inputs: Forces of supply and demand, 

technical changes, and relative input price changes, result in the 

substitution of one input for another. With regard to a material's 

intensity of use, the theory is that other quality inputs substitute for 

a given material input and cause the intensity of use to decline. 

Malenbaum never provides rigorous treatment of these ideas, as 

his development of them is a general discussion as summarized here. It 

must be determined whether or not these arguments do explain regular 

intensity of use patterns over a wide range of plausible economic growth 

scenarios or for actual patterns of growth in historical settings. In 

addition, a major issue is whether these three arguments are functions 

of income per capita, time, or some other explanatory influences. A 

major assertion which arises from the above theorizing is that the 
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intensity of use measure has a significance and value beyond just the 

demand for a specific material and national income taken alone. This 

assertion must be substantiated. 

1.1.2. Other Possible Explanations of Intensity of Use Trends 

The above theoretical suggestions and premises are those which 

Malenbaum uses to support his claims to validity of the intensity of use 

concept. Several other explanations can be proposed which may influence 

material use and the intensity of use measure: 

1) Due to rising material resource scarcity (depletion), relative 

prices rise over time thus motivating substitutions away from use. The 

important point here is that supply restrictions are the motivating force 

in this case. 

2) The intensity of use for a raw material may decline in one 

region because tha t material begins to be imported in the form of 

finished goods from other industrial areas rather than being consumed 

and fabricated from the raw form in the first region. Notice that the 

demand for materials used in computing a region's intensity of use, by 

Malenbaum's definition, only include raw materials, not materials 

embodied in goods. 

3) The intensity of use measure is a flow concept. As such it 

does not include the economic stock of material in use. Perhaps as a 

working stock of materials in use builds up over time and with national 

development, the need for primary material input declines relatively, 

thus leading to decreasing intensities of use. 
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These additional propositions of the intensity of use phenomena 

may contribute to Malenbaum's speculations, may be additional, or may 

provide better and more complete explanations. These are also examined 

in this work. 

1.2. Selection of the Aggregate Approach of Analysis 

The purpose of this research is to attempt to determine the 

needs for raw minerals arising from the consumption of goods and 

services purchased by consumers for the satisfaction of their desires. 

The demand for most minerals is ultimately derived from the services 

they provide both directly and indirectly to final consumers. For 

example, metals are consumed directly in purchased appliances but also 

indirectly in the equipment needed to manufacture those appliances. The 

connection between final consumption and raw mineral production is 

extremely complex and typically involves many intermediate markets. 

This process is partially revealed in Figure 2 which uses a black box 

approach to represent economic markets and decision points which are 

complex. The flow of materials through the system is shown to satisfy 

the needs of consumers, with a counter flow of labor. Money flows 

serve to convey information, acting as an instrument of accounting. For 

lack of a better measure, GNP is used to measure the satisfaction of 

consumers' desires and can be measured at either of the two points 

shown. The consumption of the raw mineral M can be measured as shown, 

but this will miss the mineral content of foreign traded intermediate 

and final goods, a common deficiency. 
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The situation pictured in Figure 2 represents a static snapshot 

of the flows of an economy. Not shown are such dynamic influences as 

technical development and change, political forces, and other influences 

on the system. Money flows, investments, savings, and borrowing act as 

signalling devices to the various components to adjust the real goods 

flows when needed. This signal must also contain past price information 

and expectations of future prices so as to properly signal investment 

and other responses. It is assumed that the demand for raw inputs such 

as M is motivated by the desires of consumers. These desires become 

transmitted through the black boxes via money signals and goods 

production to ultimately motivate the extraction and production of M. 

Thus, in an attempt to explain the consumption of M based on the states 

of the final demand box, two approaches come to mind. 

The first is to use an aggregate method in which M is simply a 

function of some consumption variable such as GNP (and perhaps the 

numbers of consumers). This ignores all the interactions within the 

black boxes and suffers from the normal problems of dealing with highly 

aggregated data and variables. This is the approach taken by Malenbaum 

in describing the intensity of use hypothesis. 

1.2.1. The Input-Output Economic Framework 

Another approach is to place the entire model in a framework 

which expands the black boxes and reveals each step of the raw material 

to final demands process. The Leontief input-output matrix format is 

potentially capable of providing this type of disaggregation and detail. 

The entire economy, including the final demand and mineral producing 



sectors can be described by the following set of equations: 

where: 

Xi = total output of industry i, 

aijKi = amount of industry i's output purchased by (consumed by) 

industry j, 

aij = the proportion of industry i's output consumed by industry j, 

Yij a amount of industry i's output consumed directly in final demand 

(composed of personal consumption, investment, government, 

and foreign trade), 

and 

13 

This system can be written in matrix form as: X - AX = Y =: X(I-

A). Thus a row of A shows where an industry sold its output and a 
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column shows the inputs an industry purchased in order to make. its 

output. The matrix AX is given as the Transactions Data Matrix and 

shows the dollar amount of purchases and sales made by industries (final 

demand Y and total output X are also listed). 

The matrix A is the Direct Requirements Matrix and shows the 

inputs that an industry named at the head of a column required directly 

from each row industry to produce a dollar's worth of its output. 

Solving the system of equation in the form: X = (I-A)-l Y yields the 

matrix (I-A)-l of Total Requirements (direct plus indirect). Each column 

in this matrix shows the amount of output required both directly and 

indirectly from each of the row industries for a dollar of deliveries to 

final demand by the column industry. 

The information contained in the Y vector of final demand shows 

the demands of consumers at that time period. The requirements for a 

particular raw material input to produce a given good or set of goods is 

contained in the appropriate aij's for the industries involved. Thus, the 

input-output framework has many of the elements needed to examine the 

derived demand for a mineral. In particular, if M is the total output of 

the mineral industry, and assuming that M is the only product of that 

industry, then 

Xm 
- = EY 

represents the intensity of use of M for that period. More importantly, 

the input-output framework shows where M was consumed. If compatible 
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input-output matrices were available over a sufficient time period, then 

information concerning the consumption of minerals is given by the aij'S 

which are propensities to consume. However, as Y grows over time, the 

stability of the aij's becomes questionable, as Chipman (1951) discusses 

for multi-sector multipliers. 

The information contained in the aij'S also reflects the current 

state of technology in use for the period for which the input-output 

data was assembled. Therefore, this framework is capable of indirectly 

address sing the influences of technical change of the consumption of M. 

Notice that prices and money flows are not explicitly stated even though 

money is used as a proxy measurement term and the money information 

signals are operating behind the scenes of this real goods flow matrix, 

through the aij terms. For simplicity (not necessity) the foreign trade 

interactions are excluded in this discussion. The quantity Xm, if 

measured as a quantity (converted from value by the real price of M), is 

the consumption of M by the economy and is the variable to estimate. 

It would be informative to construct a multiplier expressing the 

change in Xm with a change in total final demand (GNP). This is possible 

and would follow the methods of other multisector multipliers (/3ee 

Lange, 1943, Goodwin, 1949, and Chipman, 1950). In order for this model 

to approach the concepts raised by Malenbaum's intensity of use measure, 

the demand vector Y as well as the aij's are r<"quired to change in a 

regular and consistent manner. Chipman (1951) shows that stability 

conditions are so strict that economic growth is precluded when both Y 

and A are controlled in this manner. Thus the formulation of the model 

to address our problem is not possible. Since the nature of the present 
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work is also empirical, the problems of growth, substitutions, and 

technical change make the practical usefulness of a resulting multiplier 

negligible. In add.Hion, there are the problems of aggregation within 

and among the sectors to contend with. Therefore, a general system 

using this multiplier cannot be relied upon to provide valid tests of 

hypotheses. Instead, this study sacrifices interindustry consistency for 

dynamics; accordingly, analyses are partial in that they deal with one 

industry at a time. 

Another use of the input-output framework would be to test the 

effects of technical changes on the consumption of M. This could be 

done by comparisons of several of these static matrices to determine the 

effects of changes in the aij'S on Xm• To make any firm conclusion, one 

has to remove the effects of changes in the size of GNP, the composition 

of GNP, and relative prices. It is this evolution in the goods mix of 

GNP which has changed due to prices, technically changed products, 

consumer preferences, and consumer incomes which is impossible to remove 

due to lack of data. In particular, the final demand vector is broken 

down by personal consumption, investment, government, and foreign trade. 

But to be useful for this project, these sectors would have to be 

disaggregated at least as far as structures, durables, nondurables, and 

services. In fact, if this division were present, the topic of how final 

demands influence the consumption of M could be addressed via these 

matrices. However, this approach must be abandoned due to lack of data 

for an empirical study. Even though the input-output method cannot be 

pursued explicitly, it provides a useful frame of reference for the work 

that follows. 
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1.2.2. The Exchange Model of Analysis 

An additional approach to consider in finding a relationship 

between final demands and the consumption of an input mineral is the 

Edgeworth exchange approach. We could assume two trading regions, such 

as Australia and Japan, and two goods: the mineral M and all other 

items in the economy. For any initial price vector and endowment of 

items (assumed to be measured by GNP) trading would occur until the 

optimum position is reached. This is a static model and could be 

compared to other static cases with a different initial set of 

conditions. The question arises as to whether a stable system can be 

developed under conditions of income, prices, product mix, and 

technology. These changes must be incorporated into the model to give 

it the dynamic characteristics of the intensity of use measure. Not only 

does the use of "all other goods" present large difficulties, but the 

descriptive equations necessary to desrcibe the system would be 

formidable. A model of this sort would have to address the dynamic long 

run issues in order to address the problem of this research. The 

stability of the system could be a major problem. This approach is 

abandoned in favor of the aggregate dynamic model developed here. 

Although these disaggregated approaches provide very useful 

views of the problem of this research, they must be abandoned in favor 

of the aggregate methods. We are left in a position similar to that of 

Solow (1957) when he states: 

In this day of rationally designed econometric studies and 
super input-output tables, it takes something more than the 
usual "willing suspension of disbelief" to talk seriously of 
the aggregate production function. But the aggregate 



production function is only a little less legitimate a 
concept than, say, the aggregate consumption function, and 
for some kinds of long-run macro-models it is almost as 
indispensible as the latter is for the short-run. As l~ng as 
we insist on practicing macro-economics we shall need 
aggregate relationships. 

Evidently Solow read Chipman's results, because he continues: 

Before going on, let me be explicit that I would not try to 
justify what follows by calling on fancy theorems on 
aggregation and index numbers. Either this kind of aggregate 
economics appeals or it doesn't. • •• If it does, I think 
one can draw some crude but useful conclusions from the 
results. 
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Malenbaum provides one highly aggregated, but dynamic, model for 

evaluating mineral consumption based on two consumption related 

variables (national income and population). This research explore 

aggregate forms related to this intensity of use idea. It is recognized 

that aggregate models suffer many deficiencies, but when attempting to 

describe aggregate consumption, this is all that can be done, realizing 

that assumptions must be made. Some useful conclusions can be drawn 

from this approach and an indication of the important economic 

inf luences can be gained if one is willing to consider these crude 

aggregations and the required assumptions. 

1.3. The Issue of Prices 

This study is forced to neglec t the explicit consideration of 

prices in the modeling of mineral consumption and the evaluation of the 

intensity of use concept. This is unfortunate because prices of the raw 

materials, intermediate, and final goods clearly are important variables 

in determining the flows of goods and services through the economy. As 

Berndt and Wood (1974) point out, it is necessary to specify relative 
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prices in order to be able to attribute changes in the intensity of use 

measure to specific structural changes in the economy. A possible 

method of study would be to examine a specific mineral as used in very 

specific products with limited substitutes. Only in such conditions 

would the number of items and prices to be considered be small enough 

to make detailed examination possible. This is the approach taken by 

Canavan (1983). However, this research attempts to reveal the reasons 

for observed intensity of use patterns for common minerals used in 

thousands of products. In such cases, there are impossibly large 

numbers of prices which would be important to one degree or another, 

thus making it impossible to adequately cover this aspect. Therefore, 

this study assumes that relative price changes do not matter, that they 

have been expressed by causing substitutions and technical changes which 

are tracked elsewhere in the models, or that these trends are implicit 

in the historical intensity of use and that such trends will continue in 

the future. 

If response to relative price changes has caused substitutions, 

technical changes, or structural shifts in the economy that have then 

resulted in intensity of use changes, a full analysis of the reasons for 

these changes cannot be made from the methods of this study. For 

example, if the price of a metal increased substantially relative to 

other prices and remained high, a decomposition of the intensity of use 

ratio for that metal may show that it was substituted out of products 

either through technical innovation or replacement by other materials. 

But the underlying reason (the initital price increase) for this 

substitution will remain unobserved and unknown by the methods of this 
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research. All that can be said is that the use pattern of the mineral 

changed because of technical developments, direct substitution, product 

preference changes, or other reasons, but not that a relative price 

change induced these events. Other events, such as government 

restrictions, environmental, and political factors can also cause 

technical innovations and substitutions which also affect intensities of 

use as do price changes. The methods of analysis of this study cannot 

determine the reasons for these changes in the techniques of production, 

but only the effect of the change on the consumption of the mineral. 

This more detailed and fundamental research will be left to further 

study in order to provide limits to the present work. 

It is acknowledged that price changes are important, but these 

are assumed to cause responses in the "black box" economic system, and 

these responses are examined without research as to the basic cause. 

The view that prices (expected, past, and current) and money flows act 

as a signaling and accounting system as explained in the previous section 

is appropriate to the methods of this research. Even though changes in 

mineral consumption and intensity of use are not explicitly related to 

price changes as a basic variable, the analysis can demonstrate the 

importance of other explanatory elements. 

The emphasis of this study is to relate mineral consumption with 

the final demands for goods and services in the economy. In this 

respect, actual prices of raw· materials are very small percentages of 

the total cost of the final goods produced and in many cases are 

irrelevant to the ultimate consumer. For example, if an automobile 

contains 30 pounds of copper, and the price of copper doubles from 40 to 
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80 cents per pound, this represents a $12 increase in the cost of a 

$6000 car, or 0.2 percent, a trivial amount which will certainly not 

influence his consumption decision. However, it will motivate the auto 

manufacturer to copper saving practices and techniques. These will be 

reflected as technical changes and substitutions and will be accounted 

for as such in this study. 

It is important to note that the price of a raw material input 

is not the only characteristic that determines its demand. Specifically, 

it is the full cost in use which concerns a manufacturer. This includes 

not only the actual price, but also the total costs of fabrication and 

other aspects of the conversion of the material into a useful item. 

Many materials have not been placed into widespread use until a 

technical innovation has made fabrication at a competitive cost feasible, 

despite very low raw material prices. For example, aluminum did not 

have application in the can market until the technology to fabricate 

cans cheaply was developed. On the other hand, some materials have not 

found widespread application because of consumer rejection due to poor 

product performance despite price advantages. Aluminum house wiring 

suffers from this problem, 3S this wire tended to cause fires. A 

complete consideration of the demand for a material must include not 

only its own price, but also its system-use cost. Clearly, adding this 

dimension to the already large price vector represents an enormous task. 

Changes in the price of a raw material which result from changes 

in the demand for the goods containing the mineral are not of direct 

interest to this study. In this instance, it is desirable to study the 

demand side shifts directly as they influence consumption and not the 
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resulting impact on prices. If, for example, there is a consumer 

preference shift away from some final good which is a major user of a 

certain metal and this results in a reduced price of the metal, this 

study is concerned with the reason for the demand shift and not the fact 

that a price change occurred. 

Price changes which occur due to changes in the supply 

conditions of the raw material are important because of the resulting 

influences on consumption. They may cause changes in the technology of 

production, substitutions among the factors of production, as well as 

preference shifts. It would be desirable to include these prices 

directly in this work. However, as explained, this will not be done and 

only the resulting effects of price changes will be observed. 

It must be emphasized that this is a very long term study and 

inflation corrected values must be used throughout in order to compare 

widely separated historical periods. In this respec t, real, inflation-

corrected data are used. Since prices are not considered explicitly, 

only GNP and the various components of GNP need be corrected by using 

the appropriate 1972 price indices. Mineral consumption data are in 

terms of physical units. 

This study uses gross national product (GNP) throughout as the 

measure of economic activity and as the denominator in the intensity of 

use ratio. Malenbaum uses gross domestic product (GDP) in his forecasts. 

This is somewhat more accurate for the intensity of use concept in that 

activities conducted by a nation in foreign countries presumably using 

foreign resources would properly be excluded from the intensity measure 

by using GDP. For the United States example which is used in this 
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research, the difference between GNP and GDP is very small, at most 2 

percent. Furthermore, the GDP measure cannot easily be broken down into 

the useful components that GNP can. Much of the research to be 

performed in this study involved modeling the derived consumption of 

either hypothetical minerals or subcomponents of actual minerals, and a 

slight deviation from reality by using GNP instead of GDP is not 

important. For these reasons, GNP is used throughout this work, 

although it is recognized that for actual forecasting of materials 

consumption for many world economies, GDP would be a more appropriate 

variable. 

1.4. Outline of the Study 

This research seeks to examine the determinants of mineral 

consumption by using the intensity of use framework. The previous 

sections of this introduction presented the issues to be discussed, 

selected the aggregate method for analysis, and limited the research by 

excluding the price dimension of the problem. This confines the work to 

the dynamics of aggregate measures of mineral consumption. 

Because the intensity of use measure is the central concept, the 

literature review of Chapter 2 deals exclusively with that aspect of 

previous mineral consumption research. This is necessarily brief since 

Canavan (1983) has already provided an excellent review of this 

literature. A model of mineral consumption is developed in Chapter 3 

which uses traditional economic theory to derive various measures of 

mineral consumption as determined by technology, foreign trade, and the 

desires of consumers for final goods and services. This model allows a 
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precise statement of the intensity of use measure as based on well 

defined economic principles. 

structure that is implied 

By precisely specifying the underlying 

by the intensity of use hypothesis, a 

controlled examination of each underlying element and its importance to 

mineral consumption trends can be assesed. The first portion of this 

research undertakes this examination. 

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 provide an empirical examination of the 

theoretical content of the intensity of use hypothesis by using the 

model of Chapter 3 to simulate specific examples of mineral consumption 

in specific items. The method of study in Chapters 4 and 5 is to model 

the mineral consumption of a specific mineral or good in which it is 

possible to hold most explanatory variables constant and study the 

impact on mineral consumption and intensity of use resulting from the 

change in one variable only. This is the philosophy of traditional 

economics wherein conclusions are made about the impacts of one 

explanatory variable on another dependent variable, under "ceteris 

paribus" conditions. Chapter 4 models the use of copper in motor 

vehicles for the United States from 1900 projected to 1990. The first 

demonstration of this chapter illustrates the importance of the mineral 

content of foreign trade of finished goods. It is shown that the 

intensity of use measure is very sensitive to this aspect of materials 

consumption. The second model of Chapter 4 also is of a hypothetical 

Situation; it demonstrates the importance of the length of life for 

goods which deliver their services over many time periods. This is an 

important aspect to mineral consumption analysiS and any change in the 
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average life of a mineral intensive durable good can have major impact 

on the intensity of use measure. 

The model developed in Chapter 5 addresses the question of how 

changes in the final demand preferences of consumers can impact the 

requirements for raw materials. It has been alleged that the national 

trend to a greater proportion of services in the final demand vector has 

led to a relative decline in the requirements for minerals. The model 

of Chapter 5 demonstrates that while this is basically true, there has 

also been a shift to a greater proportion of durable goods, leading to 

increased mineral requirements. It is found that structures and 

nondurable goods are the sectors in relative decline. 

Chapter 6 reformulates the model to sharply compare the 

relative importance of those factors which are related to technical 

knowledge against those that are best explained by per capita income 

growth. This chapter demonstrates that per capita income is not a 

sufficient single explanatory variable and that the determinants of 

mineral consumption are multidimensional. This conclusion is reached 

through the example of potash use as well as Canavan's (1983) tin 

examples. 

The dat.a used in the examples of Chapters 4, 5, and 6 tend to 

lend support to the theory developed in Chapter 3. The basic data of 

consumption of the final goods by consumers fits the theoretical 

expectations and the conclusions developed by the model applications are 

reasonable. Therefore, although the examples and model applications are 

abstractions and should not be used to make actual decisions or 

projections, they adequately demonstrate interesting aspects of mineral 
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consumption and reveal much about the underlying determinants of mineral 

use. These chapters show that the intensity of use concept as stated by 

Malenbaum is theoretically deficient to the extent that any use of it as 

a forecasting tool must be solely justified empirically. 

The second portion of the research takes the view that 

regardless of the theoretical content which mayor may not be present in 

the intensity of use formula, it could provide a superior forecasting 

method. This may be the case if the aggregate nature of the measure 

captures (accidentally or otherwise) sufficient information about the 

trends in minerals and the economy to provide more stable and reasonable 

projections than other simple methods. Malenbaum claims that it does, 

but nowhere does he or anyone else demonstrate this. The hypothesis to 

be tested is that the intensity of use forecasting method must provide 

superior projections to those of simple time trend projection of direct 

consumption in order to be worth using. This hypothesis must be tested 

without regard to theoretical or judgmental alteration and solely on the 

statistical properties of forecasts. If theoretical adjustments are 

required, then it must be shown that there is theoretical content to the 

intensity hypothesis. Chapter 7 develops a rigorous forecasting method 

using the intensity of use model, exploring and evaluating many of the 

alternative formulations and procedures. Chapter 8 then applies the 

most reliable method in real forecasting situations to compare the 

intensity of use and naive time trend forecasts against the actual 

values to determine the most reliable method. 

Chapter 9 summarizes these findings and draws conclusions from 

the research. The attempt is made to bring the various pieces together 
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to complete a final picture. However, many aspects of mineral 

consumption are left unresearched and this chapter identifies several 

new areas for further work. Also, the value of the intensity of use 

concept as a forecasting and analysis tool is reviewed. 

This research relies heavily on the program FUNCT to develp 

functional descriptions of the various required data series. An 

iterative research process is used to fit a wide variety of functions to 

many types of data including GNP, population, intensity of use, and 

mineral consumption. Various explanatory variables can be used. This 

program and its operation is described in Appendix A. In order to use 

the functional fits obtained by program FUNCT in making forecasts, the 

program PREDIT is used. Appendix B details the features of this program. 

The mineral consumption modeling efforts of this research rely on 

program FUNCT to develop basic equations, which are then used in program 

FULLIU to model the mineral requirements resulting from the consumption 

of final goods and services. Appendix C describes this program. 

Finally, all data used in the research is documented in Appendix D. 



CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE INTENSITY OF USE HYPOTHESIS 

This chapter briefly reviews the development, use, and criticisms 

of the intensity of use concept. The dissertation by Canavan (1983) 

provides an excellent review of the relevant literature and need only be 

summarized and added to. A review of Canavan's dissertation results is 

provided in Chapter 6 since his research model fits ueU into the 

framework presented in that chapter. 

2.1. Development of the Intensity of Use Concept 

The intensity of Ilse concept was first revealed by Barnett 

(1950) for the ratio of total energy inputs to national economic output. 

He noted that the decline in this ratio for the United States since World 

War I was the result of technical advances in energy utilization, 

substitutions among energy sources and energy uses, and changes in the 

final product mix. His work did not examine the absolute or relative 

importance of these factors but speculated that technical change and 

substitution had been energy saving influences. The impact of final 

demand changes could be to raise the ratio for some preference changes 

and to lower it for others. However, for making forecasts, Barnett 

disaggregated energy use into several homogeneous industry groupings and 

projected growth of these sectors and their energy use patterns to make 

a seventeen year energy forecast. He used both time and economic growth 

28 
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as explanatory variables in the forecasting model and did not directly 

use the intensity of use forecasting approach. 

Schurr and Netschert (1960) were the next researchers to notice 

the inverted U shaped pattern of the energy intensity of use ratio. They 

also surmised that technical changes, substitutions, and final demand 

shifts were the important influences. They concluded that the rapid 

growth in industrialization up to the 1920's had been accompanied by an 

increasing intensity of use of energy. The decline after the 1920's was 

attributed partially to the shift away from rapid industrialization, but 

more importantly, to the shift toward technical efficiency in sources 

and uses of energy. Schurr and Netschert followed Barnett's procedure 

in making energy forecasts by using dis aggregated industry groupings 

rather than the aggregate intensity of use method. 

The International Iron and Steel Institute (lISI, 1972) and 

Malenbaum (1973a) made a fundamental transformation to the intensity of 

use concept by relating the ratio to the progressive stages of national 

economic growth, as measured by per capita income. This is opposed to 

the simple and theoretically less interesting time trend used previously. 

In addition, this more complex formulation was used in an aggregate form 

as a forecasting tool. The TISI stated that a disaggregate sectoral 

analysis was a preferable technique but since the intensity of use model 

combined cross-sectional and time series data which was readily 

available, this was a second-best alternative. The intensity of use 

model was used only as a. forecasting tool to address the issues of 

world steel demand and no attempt was made by the IISI at examining the 

economic underpinnings of the concept. 
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Malenbaum's forecasts (1973a, 1978b) and writings (1973b, 1973c, 

1975a, 1975b, 1978a, 1979) provided many empirical observations of a 

roughly inverted U shaped pattern of intensity of use for a dozen or so 

minerals in several nations and world regions. His eight published 

articles brought the concept to the attention of many researchers. 

Perhaps his greatest contribution was the challenge made by these 

articles to the previous notion that mineral consumption tends to 

increase exponentially and to the use of an average historical intensity 

of use for forecasting. His works demonstrated that other simple 

aggregate forecasting tools can yield very different long term forecasts 

than the Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972) approach which was 

popular at the time. His forecasts called into question the Bureau of 

Mines' forecasts which produced results not much different than 

exponential growth rate time projections. 

Although Malenbaum published some eight works on the intensity 

of use concept, most of them are reviews of either his 1973a or 1978b 

studies. These studies consist entirely of presentation of data, 

consumption forecasts using the intensity of use model for several 

metals in several nations, and general discussion of why the method is 

logical. Nowhere does he develop an underlying economic theory or 

provide empirical research as to the underlying reasons for the observed 

intensity pattern. His entire justification is based on discussion of how 

substitutions, final demand preference changes, and technical advances 

should justify the intensity model. He does not provide concrete 

demonstration in the form of theory or empirical evidence that they do. 

Malenbaum emphasizes that the stages of economic progress as 
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represented by per capita income growth is the only explanatory variable 

of intensity of use. Malenbaum's conclusions remain unsubstantiated by 

his writings. 

2.2. Uses of the Intensity of Use Hypothesis 

One of the earliest applications of the Malenbaum forecasts was 

an intellectual attack on the Malthusian doctrine that exponentially 

growing consumption would eventually outstrip resource supplies. Brooks 

and Andrews (1974) and McHale (1976) explicitly relied upon this 

alternative consumption model to challenge the Malthusian "limits to 

growth" arguments. The idea that the structural evolution of the 

developed economies toward services and knowledge intensive industries 

progressively reduces the growth rate in demand for natural resources 

was used by Kahn, Brown, and Martel (1976) to support a "cornucopian" 

viewpoint. 

At least three studies (Johnson, 1979; Rieber, Okech, and Fuller, 

1980; and Sousa, 1981) have used Malenbaum's forecast results in the 

pursuit of other objectives. Sousa (1981) and Johnson (1979) mention the 

Malenbaum projections and compare them with other techniques in order to 

develop refined long term projections. Thus the results of several 

methods, including intensity of use, are combined via expert judgment to 

produce final consumption predictions. 

than make refined forecasts. 

These studies did nothing more 

Rieber et al. (1980) used the Malenbaum estimates by converting 

them to growth rates in consumption for copper and zinc. These future 

growth rates were then adjusted downward to reflect the smaller share 
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in the growth of consumption that would be supplied by domestic 

producers. This provided a simple and transparent method to arrive at 

future u.s. smelter production levels. These results were more 

reasonable than those of other forecasting techniques, according to the 

authors. The purpose was to project U. S. smelter production motivated 

by consumption requirements so that output of sulfuric acid from stack 

gas scrubbing could be determined. These estimates were then 

incorporated into the complete study of the future sulfur market. The 

Malenbaum hypothesis was indirectly involved in the analysis of an 

entire industry market. 

The Global 2000 Report to the President (1981) represents the 

incorporation of the Malenbaum forecasting method into a very large 

scale global resource and environmental study. Many of Malenbaum' s 

1977 medium growth case projections were used in the study as 

consumption estimates for nations, regions, and the world. The adoption 

of the intensity of use forecasting approach by this study contrasts 

with the exponential growth rate approa<;,h in the Limits to Growth 

(Meadows et a1., 1972) global model. The ultimate purpose of the 

aatural resource consumption estimates of many of these global studies 

is to attempt to determine if economic growth will reach direct physical 

barriers. The consumption forecasting methods are small but critical 

elements to this type of modeling. 

The intensity of use methodology was put to explicit use by 

Fischman (1980) in the study of potential availability problems for seven 

minerals of importance to the U.S. He used the method for data from 

1954 through 1975, smoothed by five year moving averages to make 
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consumption projections to the year 2000 for ten major world trading 

nations. This work explicitly recognized the inverted U shaped intensity 

cycle and used the expectation of declining intensity of use for the 

developed country consumption projections. However, the data base is 

short and the full cycle properties of intensity of use were not 

specifically required. These consumption projections were then combined 

with future supply estimates and world trade patterns to assess the 

impact on prices and any possible availability problems for the United 

States. 

It is interesting to note that the only credit given to 

Malenbaum is that intensity of use is: "A phrase which seems to be 

introduced by Professor Wilfred Malenbaum of the University of 

Pennsylvania, originally in projection studies done in 1972 for the 

National Commission on Materials Policy" (Fischman, 1980, p. 69, 

footnote 19). No mention is made of any theoretical or empirical 

justification of the intensity method. This is a pure forecasting use 

wherein only observed data trends are projected and no other rationale 

is required. He does mention that intensity of use seems to be related 

to the relative emphasis on investment as a part of the gross national 

output, among other things. This suggests that the composition of the 

final demand vector is important and that the investment goods 

(structures and durable equipment) are critical components of this 

vector. This study draws conclusions about the national concern of 

availability of mineral materials based partially on intensity of use as 

only a forecasting tool and does not directly calIon any of the 

postulated theoretical merits of the approach. 
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A study by Ross and Purcell (1981) is of interest because it 

applies the intensity of use ratio to a renewable resource, the pulp and 

paper consumption of the U.S. They examine the trends of intensities for 

several subsectors of this industry for the relatively short period since 

1950 and find some consistent trends. These results are used in a 

general discussion of the current and future economic conditions of the 

industry and the intensity ratios are explained by demonstrating 

underlying trends. It is notable that the intensity concept has been 

applied to a very different category of industrial resource consumption. 

Other studies, such as those of Ridker and Watson (1980) and 

Roberts (1977) use a computationally similar approach to consumption 

estimation by stating that mineral consumption per capita is a function 

of only per capita income. The arguments for using per capita income as 

the sole explanatory variable are very similar to those of the Malenbaum 

intensity of use approach. However, the dependent variable of 

consumption per capita has a different economic meaning than does 

intensity of use, even though they may produce similar empirical plots. 

This alternative hypothesis merits examination; however, this is outside 

the scope of the current research. 

2.3. Critical Literature 

The most thorough critique of the intensity of use hypothesis to 

date has been Canavan's dissertation (1983) which examined the issue from 

a detailed product approach for five basic tin solder uses. He basically 

finds for these items that technical innovations and substitutions have 

by far the greatest impact on the decline in the separate intensities of 
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use for four of these products. He finds no reason why these technical 

developments can be empirically or theoretically related to growth in 

per capita income, thus he states that this is an inappropriate 

explanatory variable. 

hypothesis but does 

This challenges 

not explain the 

the basic ITSr and Malenbaum 

empirical observation of the 

intensity of use pattern for so many minerals in lIlBny nations. His 

results will be reviewed in more detail in Section 6.3 where his method 

of analysis fits into the framework developed there. 

One issue arises concerning Canavan's results that per capita 

income is not the important explanatory variable. Factors related to 

technical change and factors related to per capita income changes 

operate multiplicatively to yield the intensity of use changes. Thus, 

even though technical factors may be more important and contribute a 

much larger share to the total changes in intensity, per capita income 

related changes must also be included otherwise the intensity changes 

must be zero. This raises the specter that the intensity of use measure 

is multidimensionally dependent upon two or more explanatory factors, 

and even though one or more of these may have less influence, they 

cannot be assumed to have no impact at all and thus be omitted. 

Malenbaum's premise is that changes in per capita income adequately 

capture the effects of other variables such as technical changes. 

Canavan states that the technical changes of influence in his examples 

have occurred unrelated to per capita income growth and are only related 

because both have evolved over time and are thus highly (and 

accidentally) correlated. Since this correlation is so great, the issue 

cannot be resolved using statistical methods. 
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Vogely and Bonczar (1977) also contend that per capita income is 

not by itself an appropriate explanatory variable and that technical 

change, prices, and materials substitution are considerably more 

important. They attempt to show that materials substitutions induced by 

relative prices and technical developments are more important than is 

per capita income growth. This research is limited and the results are 

somewhat inconclusive but do point to prices as another explanatory 

dimension which cannot logically be subsumed by the per capita income 

variable. Vogely (1976) emphasises that the Malenbaum intensity of use 

hypothesis does not address the technical progress and materials 

substitution processes and so cannot be considered as a "law of demand" 

for minerals as Malenbaum (1975a) claimed. 

The only theoretical derivation of the intensity of use relation 

is that done by Berndt and Wood (1974). They use a neoclassical approach 

of minimizing cost in an aggregate production function for the energy to 

GNP ratio. The same approach applies to any other raw material input to 

economic output ratio. They ShOTi that this ratio can indicate trends 

which have consistent economic interpretation only under highly 

restrictive conditions. If technology remains constant or is augmented 

at equal rates across all sectors, then changes in the energy intensity 

are due solely to relative price changes. Only if relative price changes 

don't matter (i.e., the partial elasticities of price substitution among 

all sectors are zero) can changes in the intensity ratio be attributed 

solely to non-neutral variations in the structure of technology. Thus, 

their work indicates that changes in intensity of use ratios cannot 

consistently indicate structural changes in the economy unless prices 
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can be specified. This work supports Vogely's contention that prices are 

an important explanatory variable of intensity of use. 

An article by Wright (1977) reviews several of the more 

prevalent long term projection methods and presents some discussion of 

the Malenbaum intensity hypothesis. He reiterates the contention that 

as an aggregate forecasting tool, the intensity model is desirable 

because of its convenience and the transparency of its assumptions to 

review and revision. The point is made that highly aggregated 

coefficients such as these are less sensitive to random fluctuations. 

However, he also mentions the fact that only part of the decline in 

intensity with high development levels can be attributed to per capita 

income related effects such as the shift to services. Much of the 

explanation must lie in technical changes and substitutions which are not 

adequately explained by per capita income growth. Additionally he notes 

that extrapolation of the intensity of use curve is not reliable due to 

lack of experience with this type of model. 



CHAPTER 3 

THEORY OF THE INTENSITY OF USE 

This chapter attempts to derive the intensity of use model from 

economic theory. No analytic framework for the expectation of the 

empirically observed intensity of use plots has ever been presented. 

Can these be explicitly shown to be justified by theory or must they, 

like the "Phillips" curve and other convenient macro relations, be left 

to implicit reasoning or to unspecified but fortunate combinations of 

data making up the indices of use? An explicit economic theory for 

intensity of use would demonstrate the proper explanatory variables. 

3.1. The Consumption of a Mineral as Derived From Consumer Theory 

Initially assume that all items are completely consumed in the 

period of purchase. This will permit the neglect of problems of stock 

vintages and of carrying stocks of items in use over from one period to 

the next, as does the Keynesian model and the Malenbaum hypothesis. 

Next assume that the total utility of some representative example items, 

A and Y, to the "representative" consumer is as shown in Figure 3 and 

applies to his purchase and use of A and Y per time period. Item A in 

this figure would represent a good for which the consumer has limited 

need, such as food, i.e., he reaches a saturation point beyond which 

additional units provide a negative utility. Many consumer durables like 

refrigerators or toasters have such a saturation point since the 

consumer can use only a few at anyone time irrespective of income. 
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Figure 3. Representative Total Utility of Example Goods Consumption. 
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Even if the consumer can afford more of these items, he would suffer 

disutility in their further purchase because of his inability to use 

them. Thus there is a desire to shift expenditures to other items. 

Other items, designated Y, would represent goods for which the 

representative consumer has no saturation point. Some luxury items, 

invest.ments, and savings might be examples of this. As a consumer's 

ability to spend more on these items grows, he will increase his 

proportional use, depending upon the particular item and the particular 

consumer's tastes and preferences. 

Most derivations of aggregate consumption of a specific good 

from economic theory do not consider the consumer's behavior at and 

beyond a saturation point, if there is one. However this extension could 

be important for many mineral intensive items. For many consumer goods, 

it seems reasonable that there is some amount of marginal consumption 

beyond which disutility in consumption sets in, thus limiting consumption 

to below this level. For example, owning more than one or perhaps two 

refrigerators per household is probably undesirable in most homes. But 

this saturation may not occur for many high income items such as 

savings, investments (such as gold), jewelry, or other luxury goods. 

The total utility obtained by both a single item A which has a 

saturation point and a package of items Y for which there is no 

saturation level can be plotted (see Figure 4) as a typical indifference 

curve map. Notice that the curve for item A Figure 3 is a cross 

sectional slice at a constant consumption level of Y. The indifference 

curves are measures of utlity. The reason for assuming that Y is a 

bundle of goods (perhaps all other goods available to the consumer 
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besides A) is that once the consumer has become saturated with A, he can 

continue to spend increases in income on the various items in Y. The 

desire for some of these other items may also become saturated, in which 

case additional consumption expenditures shift to still other items. 

Clearly, this figure shows equilibrium only for the situation in which 

these other items also are in Y. 

The income line (budget constraint line) shown on Figure 4 is 

shifting steadily outward as the consumer's income has grown. Notice 

that when the saturation point for good A is reached, Qsa is the most of 

A that will be consumed. With further increases is income, Qsa is 

maintained but additional expenditure shares are spent on the items in Y. 

Prices of goods are being held constant, although this is for 

simplicity of exposition, rather than of necessity. Relative price shifts 

between A and Y would in effect rotate and adjust the budget constraint 

line, but as long as real income continues to increase, the general 

results being developed here will still apply. 

Figure 5 plots the consumption of A against the consumer's 

income, resulting in the traditional income-consumption (Engel) curve 

except that it has been extended to include the consumer's saturation 

with item A. A different item B (perhaps savings) may not be desired (or 

possible) at all at low income levels, but becomes important as the 

consumer's income continues to grow. A third item C (perhaps cheap 

whiskey) may only be desired over a certain income range, not above or 

below it. Thus, the demand patterns for various items (or classes of 

items) are different functions of the consumer's income. 
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Figure 5. Example Income-Consumption Curves. 
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Assume that the quantities of each type of item are in terms 

which can be added, such as constant value terms. Figure 6 adds 

vertically the Engel curves for several classes of items. Also assume 

that these classes of items include all products of a society. The 

categories here are broad and idealized so as to show the ordering of 

the consumer's preference as his income grows. 

3.1.1. The Final Demand Vector 

The development to this point has been for the demands of the 

"average" or "typical" consumer. Adding the demands vertically for all 

of society's consumers at the appropriate income levels will give total 

consumption. The society's GNP will equal this vertical sum of all 

classes of goods and services. Income can now be stated as GNP per 

capita. These total results are shown in Figure 7. Notice that foreign 

trade is neglected. The point Isu is the minimum per capita income level 

needed to provide basic self-sufficient subsistence. Below this, the 

nation must borrow or be provided with aid to avoid starvation. 

Figure 8 expresses these classes of curves as a proportion of 

the total, thus this is looking at the term item/GNP and is found to be 

a function of per capita income. Therefore, the demand for an item (as 

a proportion of GNP) has been derived as a function of income, 

temporarily leaving prices constant: 

Item 
GNP = D (GNP/POP) • 
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Figure 6. Consumption of Items per Consumer with Rising Income. 
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3.1.2. Mineral Requirements of the Final Demand Vector 

Items are made of raw materials, labor, and capital inputs. The 

concern here is with the mineral inputs. Assume that the use of a 

mineral in an item is determined by a function of technology (knowledge) 

and prices: 

M 
Item = T (technology, prices) • 

Then the intensity of use of M can be defined as: 

Cons. of M 
GNP 

M = --Item 
* Item = 

GNP T (tech., prices) * D(GNP/POP) • 

As long as prices are being considered, notice that the demand for the 

item is also a function of its own and other prices: 

Item 
GNP = 0 (GNP/POP, prices) 

Thus, the static intensity of use model becomes 

IUM = 0 (GNP/POP, prices) * T (tech., prices) 

or 

IUM = IjI (income, prices, tech.) • 

The derivation of an intensity of use measure from consumer 

theory identifies the explanatory variables as per capita income, 

technology, and prices. The Malenbaum hypothesis is that intensity of 

use is a function of only per capita income, since he claims this 

variable captures the effects of technical change, substitutions, and 

changing consumer preferences. Changing consumer preferences and 
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substitutions among the materials for making goods are included as 

important parts of the process. Substitutions are not an explanatory 

variable per se, but are induced by technical change, price changes, and 

changes in consumer preferences brought about by income and technology 

changes. These substitution effects are not explicitly addressed by the 

Malenbaum model developed here. 

3.1.3. A Possible Historical Trend for Intensity of Use 

Speculation about the expected shape of the intensity of use 

function is possible by considering the development of a region's per 

capita incomes from subsistence levels to wealth with large amounts of 

discretionary income. This is a dynamic view of the long run evolution 

of the static intensity function. At subsistence levels, all income goes 

towards basic food and shelter. With increased income, certain basic 

appliances and more advanced housing can be acquired. As income 

continues to grow, a greater and greater proportion of it can be saved 

(invested) or spent on luxury and entertainment items. If it is assumed 

that the most mineral intensive items are the consumer goods, 

appliances, and housing emphasized in the middle income range, then for 

fixed investment levels, the shift from subsistence to middle income 

implies an increasing use for minerals. But as even higher incomes are 

reached, greater proportions of the consumer's income is now devoted to 

presumably less mineral intensive services, luxuries, or activities. 

Thus an inverted U shaped intensity of mineral using goods could 

reasonably result from this rise in income levels. The necessary 

assumptions are that the goods and services demanded by adequate living 
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standards (above subsistence) are more mineral using than subsistence 

requirements and that additional income above this middle level is spent 

on items which are not so mineral intensive. Also assumed is that the 

investment goods required to m~ke these products are fixed or have the 

same pattern of material use as do the products themselves. Thus the 

proportion of income spent on mineral using items rises, peaks, and then 

declines as per capita income increases. 

Figure 9 plots the proportion of these mineral using items 

against per capita income. This is simply plotting the hypothetical 

share of GNP of these items from Figure 8. Given the above assumptions, 

an inverted U shaped curve is obtained. Whether or not this trend 

results in an inverted U shaped mineral intensity of use trend depends 

on the trend in the use of the mineral per item over this same period. 

If technology has allowed a steady savings in mineral use per 

item, it may emphasize a declining intensity of use and mayor may not 

overpower the rising portion. However, the extensive substitution of one 

metal (such as aluminum) for others may overpower any declining trends 

and result in only a rising intensity trend, which could eventually turn 

downward beyond present experience. Given the assumptions described 

here, an inverted U shaped intensity of use trend can result, although 

this is not a necessary result. Any deviations from these assumptions 

can lead to various patterns of the intensity, with the inverted U shape 

being just one possible set. Since this general pattern is widely 

observed in the data, either these assumptions reflect reality or other 

trends naturally result in this overall pattern. It is of interest to 
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test some of these assumptions, and this is done in Chapter 5 for the 

United States. 

3.2. A Full Model of Mineral Consumption 

Notice that the above derivation has assumed no stocks of 

consumption goods, no durable investment goods, and that all goods are 

produced and consumed or depleted in one time period. This may be 

appropriate for crops and birthday cards, but not for longer lived items 

like automobiles or investment goods such as machine tools. For this, 

the effects of a stock of items in use is important in considering the 

actual amount of mineral in use. To incorporate these effects, 

reference is made to the income-consumption curves of Figure 5. We now 

assume that th~ quantity of items denoted by these curves represents not 

only the new items purchased in this period, but also those purchased 

previously which are still delivering services. Newly purchased items 

can increase the quantity of items a consumer has in his possession, as 

well as replace depreciated items. For example, if the item under 

discussion is a set of cooking pots, the consumer will add to his stock 

as well as replace worn out pots until his saturation level is reached. 

After that, new purchases are simply to replace worn out, lost, or 

stolen pots. 

only de si res 

If the working life of a pot is 5 years, and a consumer 

5 pots, on average he will buy one pot per year. 

Therefore, the curves shown in Figure 5 must be interpreted as the total 

quantity of items in use by the consumer, regardless of when purchased. 
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3.2.1. The Inclusion of Long-Lived Goods 

This stock of an item owned by the consumer is still seen as a 

function of his income and the prices of the goods. It is not 

appropriate to sum all of these various items as before (in Section 3.1) 

since each has a different life and the total is not limited by the 

yearly income of the consumer. Also, the total for all consumers is not 

yearly GNP, since this total would include the value of goods produced 

in previous years but still delivering services. 

Assume that Figure 10 plots the total items in use for several 

items A, B, and C for the "typical" consu:ner as a function of the 

"average" income (per captia GNP). Also assume that these items use a 

mineral M, in proportions which have changed as technology has advanced, 

as shown in Figure 11. The product of these two types of functions 

gives the mineral per consumer for each item in use, not just those 

items purchased in a given time period. Thus, in functional form, the 

mineral in use by each consumer can be represented by: 

or: 

M 
POP = 

M 
POP 

~ 
Items 

= ( Item) * ( M ) 
POP Item 

Items 

6 (GNP/POP, prices) * T (technology) • 

The problem with this formulation is that it does not fully 

account for the life of the item and how a scrapped item, built with an 

older technology, is replaced by a new item of a different mineral using 
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For example, a wooden bridge built in 1900 may be 

replaced in 1930 by a steel one, which may in turn be replaced by a 

concrete bridge in 1970. Thus and account must be kept of when an item 

was placed into service~ when it was replaced, and of the mineral 

content of the replacement. Specifically, the consumption of the 

mineral M at any time t is dependent upon the technology at the time 

(mineral per item [MPIt ] as a function of the technology present at t) 

and the new items [NIt] placed into service at time t: 

Mt = MPIt * NIt 

for one item. (The summation over all items will be done later.) 

Consider for the time being only the average use of items for 

one typical member of the population. Totals for all members of the 

society will be computed later. Given income and prices, the new items 

[NIt] consumed must be a function of the life [L] of the item and of the 

total items [TIt] the typical consumer wants in his service: 

NIt = a (L, TI)t, income, prices • 

The original items [OIt ] (not replacement) placed into service in year t 

is a function of the consumer's preferences for additional itemo and can 

be stated as: 

The replacement items [RIt ] in any year t must be all of the new items 

[NIt] placed into service in the year t-L: 

RIt = NIt-L' 

This is also equal to the difference between the total items [TIt] minus 

the original items placed in service in year t divided by the item life: 



RIt = 
TIt.- OIt 

L 
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Only l/L of the items already in service need to be replaced in year t. 

Substituting for the original items: 

= 

or: 

TIt-l 
-L-

Newly built items in t [NItl consist of replacement items and original 

items: 

'" RIt + OIt , 

su bs titu ting: 

= 

or: 

NIt = TIt - TIt-l «L-l)/L) • 

It is these new items, built and placed into service in year t, that use 

the minerals through the technology of year t, 

~(technologY)t • 

The total items (again per capita) in service include all of the new 

items ever placed into service, less those taken out of service: 

= 
tl:lO t=O 
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or: 

T 

~ 
t=T-L+1 

Total items demanded are a function of the average consumer's income as 

shown by the income-consumption curves. (Prices and changes in desire 

caused by a changing mix of available items are also implied.) 

The mineral consumed by this item can now be computed as 

MIPt * NIt 

where [MPlt ] = mineral used per item at time t. Thus the total amount 

of mineral in use [MU t ] accounted for by this item for the typical 

consumer is: 

MUT 
POPT 

= 

T 

~ (NIt) * (MPlt) 
t=T-L+1 

which can be rewritten for the total of all consumers as: 

T 

MUT = ~ (POPt) * (MPlt) * [TIt - TIt-1 «L-1)/L)] 
t=T-L+1 

for one example item. Written in functional terms of the explanatory 

variables, yields: 
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T 

~ POP t '* T(techh 
t=T-L+l 

'* [6(income,pricesh - 6(income,priceh-l «L-l)/L)] • 

3.2.2. Foreign Trade Elements 

There are additional inaccuracies brought about by the 

consumption of imported items and the loss of material useful to one 

society when it builds items and exports them to another nation. The 

total items in use by the consumer [TIt] is not dependent upon whether 

the items were built in his home country or if they were imported, so 

long as they deliver the same services. However, many items, such as 

automobiles, may use different proportions of a mineral material when 

constructed in different places with different technologies. Thus the 

accounting must consider this. This is most easily done by considering 

the proportional share of consumed items built at home [HISt] and that 

share which are foreign built [FISt]. These have respective mineral using 

technologies: the mineral per home built item [MPHBIt ] and the mineral 

per foreign built item [MPFBIt ]. Therefore, the mineral in use by the 

consumers of one item can be stated as: 

T 

~ POP t [ [MPHBIt '* HISt + MPFBIt '* FIST] 
t=T-L+l 

'* [TIT - TIT-l «L-l)/L)]] • 
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Finally, to consider the total amount of a mineral M in use by the 

society for all items [TMUt ] that use M (either directly of indirectly), 

the sum of all these function for all items is computed: 

TMUT = L ( f POP t [[ MPHBlt * mSt + MPFBIt * FISt] 
All Items t=T-L+1 

• [TIt - TIt-l «L-l)/L)lJ) • 

This model has accounted for the complete consumption of a basic 

material as derived from the demand for final goods (items) by 

consumers. The full intensity of use (IUF) of the mineral M can easily 

found as: 

Obviously, to completely account for the total consumption of a single 

mineral in all of its intermediate and final goods would require such 

vast amounts of data that it is clearly impossible in all but the 

simplest of cases. The example of potash consumption presented in 

Section 6.2 (with appropriate assumptions and simplifications) is an 

actual mineral application which can be reasonably attempted. However, 

specific subcomponents of the consumption of certain minerals can be 

informative and perhaps be representative, if not complete. The tin 

examples examined by Canavan (1983) are of this nature and are reviewed 

in Section 6.3. 



3.3. The Traditional Intensity of Use as a Special 
Case of the General Model 
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Now that a complete accounting model has been developed for the 

derived demand for a mineral as gi.ven by the total mineral in use 

function (TMU), it can be shown what assumptions, simplifications, and 

omissions are necessary to produce the traditional intensity of use 

measure as described by Malenbaum. First, it is necessary to assume 

that the life of all items is only one year which implies that only the 

mineral used to make new items in the current period is in actual use. 

This is a very commonly made assumption in that only the services of new 

mineral placed into use are counted as part of current consumption. 

Thus, by setting the life to one year in the above equations, total items 

in use [TItl must equal the new items [NIt]: 

T 

L when L=1 • 
t=T-L+1 

It is obvious that in discussions concerning mineral demand, consumption, 

or usage that a clear statement must be made as to whether only the 

newly purchased mineral is being considered or whether the full value of 

services to society delivered by a mineral is at issue. If the latter is 

under consideration, as the traditional intensity of use discussions 

imply, then the neglect of mineral in use in depreciable assets is a 

gross omission. It is clear that yearly GNP is produced by minerals 

embodied in long lived productive investments and to omit this material 

in a measure such as the intensity of use greatly alters the measure's 
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meaning. It may be that the apparent downturn in intensity of use 

occurs because developed nations already have a large stock of the 

mineral in use as productive assets which is not being counted by the 

traditional measure. 

The next assumption is to alter the accounting of the foreign 

trade aspects. The mineral content of imported finished goods must be 

omitted from the full model to yield the traditional measure of mineral 

consumption. This is an almost universal omission as virtually none of 

the statistical series of mineral consumption count the mineral content 

of goods imported in semi-finished or final form. This can be a 

substantial omission; for example, a crude estimate of copper and steel 

imported to the u.s. in the form of automobiles is roughly 20% of total 

raw consumption. Clearly, if all other imported goods were counted, the 

traditional statistics of metal consumption could be greatly understated 

as far as actual material placed into use is concerned. 

In addition, the traditional measures count the mineral content 

of exported goods as actual consumption. This is the reverse side of 

the above assumption and again represents an improper accounting for 

actual mineral in use by a region's consumers. This is a very important 

consideration when examining the intensity of use for minerals in a 

nation such as Japan which exports such a high proportion of the goods 

it produces. The people of Japan are not themselves using the 

tremendous amounts of materials listed as their consumption, but merely 

re-exporting it in the altered form of salable goods. 

The net effect of these omissions, additions, and assumptions to 

the full model is to produce the conventional model: 
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CMUt = Conventional Mineral Consumptiont 

= ~ 
All Items 

where the new items built [NBltl (per capita) include those consumed at 

home as well as those built and exported (exported home built items 

[EXHBltl ): 

NBlt = [TIt - TIt-1 «L-1)/L)1 + EHBlt 

and since L = 1: 

NBlt = TIt + EHBlt • 

In this case, any items not produced in the current period are ignored, 

thus the total items in consumption term [TId degenerates to the 

current consumption of the item in this period. The newly built it~ms 

term is essentially the demand for new items (on) both at home and for 

export and is also a function of income and prices: 

NBlt = on (income, prices)t • 

Notice that this has a different meaning than the demand for the 

services of items used in the full model (0). In functional form: 

L POP t * T(tech) * 0n(income, prices)t 
All Items 

In this case the technology function only contains the home region's 

technical characteristics. The conventional (Malenbaum) intensity of use 

measure (IUC) is then: 
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It is clear from this derivation exactly what assumptions are needed to 

produce this, and it is possible to test the importance of these 

assumptions to the relationship. 

This Malenbaum intensity of use can also be related to per 

capita income elasticity of per capita consumption by assuming that 

mineral consumption per capita is a function of only per capita income: 

M 
POP = GNP 

f (POP) , 

where M is the mineral consumption. The income elas ticity of 

consumption is 

d M GNP 
(POP) POP e "" 

d GNP M 
(POP) POP 

or 

M 
d (POP) 

e "" 
d (GNP) 

POP 

or 

* 

M 
d (POP) GNP 

= 
d (GNP) M 

POP 

* 
I 

(IUM) 

M 
d (pop) 

GNP 
d (POP) 

Therefore, the intensity of use of M is the change in consumption per 

capita divided by the income elasticity of consumption and the change in 

income per capita. 
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3.4. An Overview of the Explanatory Variables 

One of the major issues concerning the intensity of use model is 

that of the independent variables used to explain the intensity measure. 

Malenbaum contends that per capita income captures the effects of 

changes in consumer preferences, substitution, and technical change 

sufficiently to be an adequate single explanatory variable. Others such 

as Vogely, claim that per capita income is not able to act as a proxy 

for all these effects and that these and other influences, such as 

prices, must be explicitly included. The derivation of the full model 

from demand theory in Section 3.2 gives an insight into the explantory 

variables which are theoretically important. Restating the full mineral 

in use equation in functional form allows an item by item examination of 

these: 

T 

MUT = L POPt '* T(techh 
All Items t""T-L+l 

'* [6(income,pricE.~Sh - 6(income,pricesh_l «L-l)/L)] • 

The summation over all items in the economy which use, either 

directly or indirectly, the mineral M in effect measures the product 

mix, including the preferences of consumers for final goods. The life of 

each item measures (as an approximation) the durability of the good and 

serves to account for the delivery of services by the item over several 

time periods. It is assumed in this research that population is a 

function of time and any other analysis of population trends is beyond 

the scope of this research. The technical coefficients are dependent 
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upon technology: the state of man's knowledge. This is a very complex 

factor, again outside the scope of this research and time will be used 

as a proxy. It could be argued that per capita income can also serve as 

a proxy for technology; however, this breaks down in the modern world 

where technical knowledge is readily transferred. Clearly a nation 

under development today will not pursue the same steps of development 

that the now developed nations did, but will leapfrog to the most modern 

methods already developed elsewhere. Nations currently building 

communications systems do not re-invent the pony express, telegraph, and 

railroad, but simply buy microwave and satellite systems that are 

already available. Finally, the demand function is dependent upon per 

capita income, the price vector, and consumer preferences which have 

been discussed previously. 

In the simplified case of the Malenbaum measure, the life of the 

items is omitted. However, the production of items term (new items 

built) is no longer a demand function relationship, but is altered 

because it looks only at the demand for new items (both at home and for 

export), ignoring the services delivered by previously built items still 

in use. This new demand is still a function of income, the price vector, 

and consumer preferences. Therefore, the only explanatory variable 

completely omitted by the conventional model is the item life, although 

the precise definitions of some of the others have been altered 

somewhat. The conventional measure should be considered as a function 

of more than just per capita income. 

Converting both the full and conventional descriptions into 

intensity of use requires GNP. This is generally assumed to be a 
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function of time and to explain it more fully is beyond the scope of 

this research, although it can be mentioned that the state of knowledge 

(again technology) has a lot to do with it. Substitutions both in the 

means of production and among the goods produced and consumed are not 

stated explicitly as explanatory variables, but are implicitly considered 

in the respective functions and their explanations. That is, changing 

preferences as expressed by the sum of all items term, includes the 

substitution among these items, and the technology term includes 

substitutions in the means of production. These may be motivated by 

relative price changes but this is not necessary as there can be other 

motivations. The vector of prices also is an explanatory variable of 

technology and consumer preferences, even though its operation is 

extremely complex and can only be mentioned. 

Malenbaum contends that per capita income can sufficiently 

capture the effects of all these explanatory variables so that it alone 

need be dealt with. In the cases of developed nations, many of these 

variables are so highly correlated over time that they cannot each be 

statistically tested in the same function at the same time. For 

undeveloped areas where this time correlation may not be present, 

reliable data is absent. Thus, other means are required to examine the 

importance of these variables. The first portion of this research sets 

up the full and conventional models in various scenarios to demonstrate 

the effects of the variables and their omission. Throughout, the 

intensity of use concept is used as the common thread, although the 

conclusions apply to many areas of mineral consumption research. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE FULL MODEL OF MINERAL CONSUMPTION FOR A SPECIFIC ITEM 

The first portion of the research makes use of the consumption 

model and intensity of use framework developed in Chapter 3. That 

chapter derived the full economic use of a mineral by a society and 

showed how the traditional intensity of use is a partial statement of 

this complete economic use. The following chapters make tests of this 

complete model for various data situations which demonstrate the effects 

of the various explanatory elements on the full economic use as 

compared with the traditional or partial intensity of use measure. For 

example, neglecting the mineral content of £lnal goods imports may 

easily cause a downward sloping traditional intensity of use curve, 

whereas the full use would not show any decline. This could be the case 

for a region such as the United States which is turning more and more to 

the import of manufactured goods. It would be true that the consumption 

of raw materials may be declining, but the actual total amount of new 

material placed into use would not be decreasing in intensity. 

The life of durable items in use can also be of importance in 

producing a disparity between the full and the traditional measures. 

Likewise, with certain crude aggregations and assumptions, the model can 

evaluate the effects of changes in the product mix of goods in the final 

demand vector. The model of Chapter 3 has been formulated as a 

computer program in which these various assumptions, conditions, and 

68 
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parameters can be changed and the resulting full and traditional 

accounting for use can readily be compared. Appendix C describes 

program FULLIU in detail. The purpose is to demonstrate, through actual 

or simulated data, the effects of the various assumptions and oversights 

of the traditional intensity of use model and how the inverted U shape 

of the function can arise. 

Of equal importance is the ability to evaluate the importance of 

the explanatory variables. The derivation of Chapter 3 demonstrated 

that several other economic trends besides just per capita income would 

logically be expected to be explicitly included in explaining intensity 

of use. The following chapters comment on the importance and direction 

of influence of these underlying trends which are referred to here as 

explanatory variables. 

Chapter 6 isolates the influence of technical change and basic 

input substitutions on mineral consumption and the resulting intensity of 

use. It is shown that these technologically related factors have been 

more important than the per capita income effects in explaining mineral 

consumption trends. However, some interesting aspects of the 

requirements for minerals can be revealed if this technical dimension is 

fixed and attention is focused on other explanatory variables. In this 

and the following chapter, the technical coefficients of mineral use per 

final item consumed are held constant primarily due to lack of data for 

estimating changing technical parameters. This is an unfortunate 

restriction but does allow a clear, "ceteris paribus" examination of the 

magnitude and direction of the influence of other variables on mineral 

consumption trends. 
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4.1. Copper Consumption in Motor Vehicles and Foreign Trade 

4.1.1. Model Description 

The full mineral consumption model developed in Chapter 3 can be 

applied to a single item, in this case motor vehicles. The model for 

total mineral in economic use is: 

T 

TMUT = ~ POPt [[MPHBlt * HISt + MPFBlt * FISt] 
t=T-L+1 

* [TIt - Tlt-1 «Lt-1)/Lt)]] 

where: TMUT = total mineral in economic use, 

POPT = population, 

MPHBlt = mineral per home built item, 

MPFBlt = mineral per foreign built item, 

HIS t ~ home item share (the proportion of the items 

consumed which were built in the home nation), 

FISt = foreign item share (the proportion of the items 

consumed which were imported), 

TIt = total items in use per capita, 

Lt = economic life of the item, 

in years t and T. 

This can be contrasted with the measure of new mineral placed 

into use in each year which also includes the accounting for the mineral 

content of traded finished goods: 



NMCONS t = POPt [MPHBIt * HISt + MPFBIt * FISt] 

* [TIt - TIt-1 «Lt-l)/Lt )] 

where NMCONS t is the new mineral consumed in year t. 

Note that 

[TIt - TIt-1 «Lt-l)/L)] 

is simply the new items consumed in year t. 
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This measure omits the stock of mineral in economic use but 

still is not the conventional measure of mineral consumption. This 

traditional accounting is given by: 

TMCONS t = MPHBIt * HBIt • 

where HBIt are the home built items. 

Home built items include those consumed at home as well as 

those exported and represent the factory production of new items in the 

home region in year t. By knowing the exports of home built items, the 

imports of foreign items, and the new items consumed as derived from the 

total item function and item life, each type of item accounting can be 

obtained. Multiplying by the respective mineral consumption per item 

coefficient will yield these three measures of mineral consumption or 

use. These can be compared to demonstrate the differences between 

apparent (traditional) consumption and the other more complete measures 

of consumption. Likewise, if each of these three accountings are divided 

by GNP, then the resulting intensity of use measures can be compared. 
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4.1.2. Development of the Required Functions 

Using motor vehicles in the U.S. is convenient because the total 

items (vehicles) in use per capita function is given by the motor vehicle 

registration and population data, extending from 1900 through 1980. 

Motor vehicle registrations are the proper accounting of the total stock 

of the items in use. Figure 12 plots motor vehicle registrati(,~s per 

capita along with the modified exponential function which best fits this 

data as explained by per capita income. Although a levelling off 

(saturation) is not yet present, the function (and data) is tending 

towards th:ts, and thus fits the theoretical arguments of Chapter 3. 

This function is used to represent the total item (TIt) variable and from 

it the new items placed into use (NIt) can be obtained given the average 

life of motor vehicles. Table 1 presents this and the other functions 

used in the full model being developed. The functions for GNP and 

population are the same as those developed in Section 7.1 and are 

plotted there as Figures 47 and 48. 

Imports and exports are both estimated as functions of time and 

the discrete growth rate function provided the best fits to these. 

Figure 13 shows the data and function for imports while Figure 14 shows 

the export data. The actual data in Figure 14 is very scattered, but 

since this is a long term approximate model, these functions are 

adequate. Again, the equations are listed in Table 1. 

The average life of motor vehicles in use has fluctuated between 

5 and 9 years over the period for which data are available (1917-1980). 

The simple average life of 6.5 years was rounded to 6 years for 

convenience and to reflect the most recent data. Table 2 shows these 
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Table 1. Functions Used in the Motor Vehicle Model. 

GNP t = 1085.6 x 1.033851
s 

POP t 
s = 204.9 x 1.010391 

where s 0 in 1970 

GNPPCt = GNPt/POP t 

where t = 0 in 1900 

Total Items 
Per Capita 

GNPPC 
TIt = 1.7411 - 2.0106 x 0.90873 t 

Exported Items = 0.066364 (1.031238 t
) 

Imported Items = = 0.0018912 (1.10130t
) 

Mineral per Home 
Built Item = MPHBI t 

= 30.236 

Mineral per Foreign = 
Built Item MPFBI t 

22.435 

Item Life = 6.0 
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Table 2. Average Vehicle Life and Copper per Vehicle, 1918-1980. 

Average Copper Average Copper 
Year Vehicle Life per Vehicle Year Vehicle Life per Vehicle 

1918 5,0 0.0000 1941 6.0 0.0000 

1919 5.0 0.0000 1942 7.0 0.0000 

1920 6.0 0.0000 1943 7.0 0.0000 

1921 6.0 25.8045 1944 7.0 0.0000 

1922 7.0 20.6368 1945 8.0 0.0000 

19.23 7.0 15.1215 1946 9.0 0.0000 

1924 8.0 14.9042 1947 9.0 0.0000 

1925 7.0 0.0000 1948 9.0 0.0000 

1926 7.0 0.0000 1949 8.0 0.0000 

1927 7.0 0.0000 1950 8.0 0.0000 

1928 7.0 0.0000 1951 7.0 0.0000 

1929 7.0 0.0000 1952 7.0 0.0000 

1930 7.0 30.3301 1953 7.0 0.0000 

1931 7.0 30.9244 1954 6.0 0.0000 

1932 8.0 30.0300 1955 6.0 0.0000 

1933 8.0 33.8624 1956 6.0 0.0000 

1934 7.0 29.5944 1957 5.0 17.7261 

1935 6.0 28.9600 1958 6.0 0.0000 

1936 6.0 30.9348 1959 6.0 0.0000 

1937 6.0 29.9378 1960 6.0 27.5130 

1938 6.0 29.2663 1961 6.0 32.2001 

1939 6.0 30.6492 1962 6.0 29.7320 

1940 6.0 0.0000 1963 6.0 27.9l2l 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Average Copper Average Copper 
Year Vehicle Life per Vehicle Year Vehicle Life per Vehicle 

1964 6.0 30.2411 1973 6.0 30.8618 

1965 6.0 28.3079 1974 6.0 32.0608 

1966 6.0 32.2393 1975 6.0 27.6016 

19-67 6.0 29.1332 1976 6.0 32.0122 

1968 6.0 26.7774 1977 6.0 31.5792 

1969 5.0 31.2408 1978 6.0 30.1064 

1970 5.0 31. 3752 1979 6.0 32.6466 

1971 6.0 28.0598 1980 6.0 31. 3358 

1972 6.0 29.7223 

Average Life = 6.5 years 

Average Copper per Vehicle = 30.236 
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average lives. Also shown is the data available on copper consumption 

per vehicle produced by u.s. manufacturers. This is the total 

consumption of copper used by the auto industry divided by the number of 

vehicles produced, and represents the copper directly contained in the 

vehicles as well as that used indirectly in their manufacture. As the 

data are not complete and do not show any clear trend, a constant 

average value was used. This has the effect of holding technology 

constant, allowing a clear look at the effects of changing income, 

exports, and imports on the consumption of copper by this industry. No 

similar data could be found on the copper content of imported vehicles. 

However, this was estimated by finding that the weight of imported autos 

was 74.2 percent of the weight of typical American produced autos, on a 

weighted average basis. It is therefore assumed that the copper content 

of foreign vehicles is 74.2 percent of that of American ones. These 

technical coefficients are rough estimates only, but serve to 

demonstrate the model. Additional research could refine these to yield 

a more accurate model, but the principles being demonstrated would 

remain the same. 

4.1.3. The Model of Copper Consumption in Vehicles 

The functions shown in Table 1 are used to model the consumption 

and use of copper by motor vehicles in the program FULLIU. This program 

estimates the measures of mineral consumption described in Section 4.1.1 

from the functional description of the basic data and then plots the 

results for visual comparison. Figure 15 compares the total items in 

economic use (+'s) with the new items consumed (N's) as a function of per 
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capita income for the period 1916 through 1990. This ten year projection 

is used to more clearly illustrate the cycle of copper intensity which 

results from this model. The new item function results from the 

requirements of consumers to maintain as well as add to their stock of 

total items in use. In the limit, when the total items in use per capita 

reaches a constant value, the new items would only be replacement items 

and in this example would be one sixth (0.1667) of the total items in use 

due to the assumed constant life of six years. This limit is not yet 

observable in Figure 15 and new items are 0.1915 of the total items for 

the last time period (1990), a slightly higher amount which accounts for 

the continual addition to the stock of vehicles in use. 

Figure 16 plots the results of calculating the three measures of 

mineral consumption. Total copper in economic use in motor vehicles 

(+'s) is much greater than the copper placed into service (N's) which is 

almost identical with the traditional (Malenbaum) accounting of copper 

consumption (T's) except in recent years (high levels of per capita 

income) when the imports of lower copper content vehicles gain a 

significant market share. This difference can be emphasized by 

calculating the net copper imports embodied in the trade of finished 

goods by subtracting the traditional measure from the new mineral 

measure. This result is plotted in Figure 17. For the early part of the 

period, exports of finished vehicles exceeded imports, thus the net is 

negative causing the traditional measure to overstate the actual amount 

of new copper placed into service in the United States. At the extreme 

point, the traditional measure overstates the actual measure by 2.6 

percent. This is not a significant error for the United States, but for 
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a mBjor exporting nation such as Japan, this misstatement could be very 

large. 

The later portion of Figure 17 demonstrates that net imports of 

copper in terms of finished vehicles has become very important. At the 

extreme point, the understatement of the traditional measure by 

neglecting these imports is 19.2 percent of the actual amount of new 

mineral placed into use. This is of great importance to the proper 

accounting of mineral placed into use. For major exporting nations, the 

traditional measure would seriously overstate its actual requirements 

for mineral needed in its own economy. On the other hand, a major 

importing nation would actually be consuming much more mineral than is 

being accounted for by the traditional consumption statistics. 

Furthermore, this complicates the forecasting of mineral requirements 

because those requirements can be satisfied either from raw materials 

inputs or from the importation of finished (or semifinished) goods. In 

either case the requirements can be met, but the shift towards imports 

of finished goods can have a drastic effect on the raw material 

production industry of the nation. These effects are currently exerting 

heavy pressure on the steel and copper industries of the United States. 

Even though the consumption of finished goods (such as automobiles) is 

not declining, severe declines in the requirements for raw materials are 

being felt by the copper and steel industries, partly due to the import 

of finished and semifinished goods. 

This difference in mineral consumption measures is of importance 

to the intensity of use measure and is shown in Figure 18. The 

traditional or Malenbaum intensity of use (+'s) shows a well pronounced 
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inverted U shaped trend, whereas the new mineral actually in use (N's) 

displays only a slight downward trend after the peak. It is evident 

that the downtrend in the Malenbaum intensity measure is due mainly to 

the neglect of the copper content of imported motor vehicles. Thus, 

this partial intensity of copper consumption is not really declining, but 

only appears to be doing so because of this lack of full accounting for 

all mineral being placed into service. 

This example raises the question that perhaps most of the 

declining intensities of use which are observed in developed and major 

importing nations are only apparent and not real, occurring because of 

the neglect of the mineral content of goods imports. This seems likely 

in that developed nations which are major exporters, such as Japan, do 

not display declining intensities of use. In fact, the actual mineral 

placed into use within Japan would be greatly overstated by the 

traditional measure, as much of it is being transformed into goods which 

are then exported. From this example, it would appear that the 

intensity of use plots as measured by Malenbaum are at least to some 

extent statistical artifacts resulting from an incomplete accounting of 

the mineral actually placed into use. The extent of this misstatement 

depends on the extent of foreign trade in semifinished and finished 

goods. Therefore, users of the traditional and Malenbaum measure must 

apply it only in the appropriate context. For example, it is erroneous 

to make forecasts of mineral consumption requirements and neglect 

potential large changes in the relevant import and export goods markets. 

Likewise, it is improper to talk about the economic consumption of a 

mineral by using the traditional measure of raw mineral consumption. 
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Furthermore, the concept of economic use involves the life of the item 

and also adds to the amount of mineral in use. This aspect is modeled 

next. 

4.2. The Effects of Item Life on the Intensity of Use Measure 

In this section, the foreign trade elements are omitted and the 

emphasis is placed entirely on varying the life of the item to 

demonstrate the importance of this aspect on the intensity of use 

measure. It is assumed that the same total item per capita function 

applies as in Section 4.1; thus consumers will always have the same 

number of items in use at a given income level but they must replace 

them at intervals corresponding to the productive life. The lives 

assumed vary from 2 to 32 years; therefore the model represents a 

hypothetical item rather then a representation of motor vehicles. By 

assuming that there is no foreign trade, the effects of varying item life 

are isolated. The functions of Table 1 are used except that all 

equations relating to foreign trade are fixed at the zero level. This 

assumption also makes the traditional (Malenbaum) consumption measure 

identical to the new mineral consumption measure. In addition, 

projection to high levels of per capita income is made to demonstrate 

the full cycle effects. Again, mineral use per item is held constant. 

Figure 19 illustrates the total items per capita (top curve) 

projected to per capita income levels of 13,270 (real 1972 dollars) in 

the year 2010, starting from 1933 (GNPPC = 2,266). The lower lines are 

the new items required to be purchased by consumers at every income 

level in order to maintain the total items in use, given the various item 
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lives. The total item line also corresponds to an. item with a life of 

only one year and thus all items in use must be replaced in every 

period. Naturally, the longer the item life, then the fewer new items 

need be replaced each period in order to maintain the stock of total 

items. By totalling these curves for all consumers and multiplying by 

the mineral content of each item, Figure 20 is obtained. This shows the 

new mineral required at each income level in order to obtain the desired 

level of total mineral in use, as dictated by the desire for the services 

of the items in use. Figure 19 demonstrates a reduction in the rate of 

increase (concave downwards) as per capita income increases because of 

the tendency towards saturation built into the total item per capita 

function. Figure 20 does not have this property and is a more complex 

function because of the multiplication of the functions of Figure 19 by 

the continually growing total population. 

The functions of Figure 20 can be divided by GNP to obtain the 

intensity of use measures for the total mineral in economic use and the 

new mineral placed into service at each income level. These results are 

shown in Figure 21. All of these intensities illustrate a roughly 

inverted U shaped pattern, with the peaks marked by the year in which 

they occur. It is interesting to note that the peaks do not occur at the 

same per capita income level (or year) and that the longer the item 

life, the earlier the peak in intensity is observed. It should also be 

noted that the longer the item life, the less dramatic is the rise, peak, 

and decline in intensity of use. Given the assumptions of constant 

mineral use per item and of no foreign trade, it can be expected that 

minerals used primarily in long lived items exhibit earlier and less 
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pronounced peaking of the intensity of use pattern than those minerals 

used mainly in short lived items. These results may not be observable 

in real data due to the complication of mineral use in many items, 

changing technology, and foreign trade. Additional research could add 

these elements to the model to develop a more realistic analysis of the 

effects of various item lives. 

It is important to note that the intensity patterns actually 

observed are the new mineral placed into use measures. This cannot be 

used in a simple manner to derive the total mineral in economic use even 

if an appropriate average life is available. The total item intensity of 

use is not a simple multiple of the new item function, as shown in 

Figure 22. This figure plots the ratio of the total item intensity 

divided by the respective new item intensity, with the value for the last 

time period (2010) shown. Thus, for an item life of two years, the total 

item intensity is not two times the new item level. This simple result 

would only be true if populatiun and GNP were growing at the same rate, 

total items in use per capita were constant, and all other trade and 

technology levels were held constant. Therefore, a modeling process is 

needed to find the total mineral in use intensity given the new mineral 

function observed and a life function. 

Figure 22 also demonstrates the magnitude of the difference 

between total mineral in economic use and the traditional measure of new 

mineral consumed. For long lived items, the difference can be an order 

of 10 or more, and even for medium lived (4 years) durable goods, the 

traditional measure can understate the actual mineral in use by 3 or 4 
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times. These ratios are not constant and are less at lower levels of 

per capita income. 

The use of the concept of total economic use of a mineral as 

opposed to the traditional measure of new mineral placed into service 

may not be desirable or called for in many mineral consumption studies. 

However, by using the Malenbaum intensity of use measure, the forecaster 

is implicitly assuming that the life of the items in which the mineral is 

used are remaining constant over long time periods. This may be 

reasonable in some cases; however, as seen in Figure 21, a change in life 

can have large effects on the intensity of use. For example, if items 

yielding services for just one year were made more durable to last for 

two years, this would shift the intensity of use function downward to 

nearly half the former level. This implies a drastic change in the 

resulting mineral consumption forecast. 

The Malenbaum method which ignores all aspects of product 

durability can be subject to a large range of error if technical changes 

(or consumer preferences) alter average lives of mineral using products. 

The intensity of use forecasting method has no means of accounting for 

these types of changes which do not operate through the per capita 

income explanatory variable. Per capita income cannot be expected to be 

related to item life changes, thus it is not a relevant explanatory 

variable for this aspect of mineral use. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE EFFECTS OF FINAL DEMAND CHANGES ON MINERAL CONSUMPTION 

This chapter provides a preliminary examination of the effects 

of changes in four broad sectors of aggregate demand on metal 

consumption: services, nondurable goods, structures, and durable goods. 

Malenbaum (1973c) asserts that the shift to the service sector of the 

GNP vector has caused the decline in intensity of use since services are 

assumed to be less mineral intensive than other GNP sectors. 

Specifically, it must be shown that there has indeed been a shift in the 

composition of GNP toward services, as a nation achieves post 

development growth. This implies 1) a shift away from some other 

sectors, and 2) these sectors are more mineral intensive than is the 

service sector. Both these conditions are required for total mineral 

intensity to decline. 

The first hypothesis to be tested is that services in fact 

comprise an increasing share of GNP. The U.S. record from 1930 to 1980 

provides a sample of the final demand sectors of services, nondurable 

goods, structures, and durable goods. The first section of this chapter 

examines this hypothesis for these sectors. 

The second assumption to be tested is that the mineral content 

embodied (both directly and indirectly) in the service sector is actually 

less than the that of the sectors it is displacing. For this, a 

composite mineral is used which consists of the entire nonferrous metal 

95 



category of the 85 sector input-output tables. Section 5.2 demonstrates 

these technical mineral use coefficients. The full model as developed 

in Chapter 3 is used in Section 3.3 to combine these factors and 

demonstrate the resulting effects on mineral consumption and intensities 

of use. 

The model developed in this chapter ignores all foreign trade 

transactions. These are mentioned in Chapter 4 and must be omitted in 

this chapter in order to isolate the effects of changing final demand 

preferences. Furthermore, the additional data requirements of 

estimating the foreign trade parameters are beyond the scope of this 

research. 

5.1. The Trends in Final Demand Components 

To represent the items being consumed as required by the model 

of Chapter 3, four components of GNP as tabulated in the National Income 

Accounts (Bureau of Economic Analysis, various years) were used: 

services, durable goods, nondurable goods, and structures. 

accounted for in real dollar terms, and thus sum to real GNP. 

These are 

Figure 23 plots the share of total GNP for each of these sectors 

as a function of per capita income for the period from 1930 to 1980. It 

can be seen that the service sector has increased in share for the 

latest two thirds of the data period. Durables have increased in share 

for the entire period. Structures at first increased but have been 

deceasing slowly for the last half of the period. Nondurable goods 

consumption has been steadily decreasing. 

data in a cumulated form which better 

Figure 24 presents this same 

demonstrates the relative 
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magnitudes of sectors but less clearly shows the increasing or 

decreasing nature of the individual sector shares. From these figures it 

is evident that the service sector is a major portion of the final demand 

vector. 

The theory and model, developed in Chapter 3, which is used in 

this examination requires that consumption be expressed on a per capita 

basis and that this is a function of per capita income. Since all of the 

"items" used here are in fact broad aggregate groupings, it is not 

necessary that saturation properties be observed or assumed, although 

these may be present. The model as implemented in the program FULLIU 

uses only equation representation instead of actual data. Therefore, the 

program FUNCT (see Appendix A) was used to select the best functional 

form and to estimate the parameters. Since the purpose of this chapter 

is an historical description and not forecasting, all observations are 

weighted equally and the entire data period is used for functional 

fitting. Table 3 lists the error of fit (E) for functions which are 

theoretically appropriate according to the derivation in Chapter 3 and 

also provide good fits to the data. The selected results of fitting the 

dependent variable of final demand sector per capita against the 

explanatory variable of per capita income are shown in Figures 25 

through 28. Table 4 presents the functions and their parameter values. 

It is interesting to note that functions which ultimately reach a 

saturation level or asymptotic leveling off fit the actual data 

extremely well. It is reasonable for nondurable goods and structures to 

be showing signs of reaching per capita saturation levels at current 

levels of per capita income. It is somewhat surprising that the service 
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Table 3 •. Functional Fitting of GNP Sector Shares per Capita Against 
per Capita Income. 

Three year moving average, 1930-1982. Error (E) of functional 
fit: Sector/Population vs. GNP per Capita. 

Nondurable 
Services Structures Durable 

Goods Goods 

Line .8688 E-3 .2711 E-2 .4164 E-l .6751 E-2* 

Exponential 
Growth .2082 E-2 .1770 E-2 .5295 E-l .1870 E-l 

Modified 
Exponential .7261 E-3* .1186 E-2 .3518 E-l .8317 E-2 

Logistics .8645 E-3 .1136 E-2* .3232 E-l* .9242 E-2 

Gompertz .7935 E-3 .1157 E-2 .3367 E-l .7512 E-2 

*. Selected function. 
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Table 4. Functions Used to Describe GNP Components per Capita as 
Functions of per Capita GNP. 

Nondurable Goods eND): 

ND 
POP 

Services (S): 

S 
POP 

= 

= 

3.8579 - 3.6200 (.92634)GNPPC 

6.2219 
(1.0 + 12.408 e-·37820 GNPPC) 

Structures (Investment Goods) (I): 

I .61760 
= 

POP (1.0 + 21.219 e-·98273 GNPPC) 

Durable Goods (D): 

D 
POP 

= -.24746 + .23296 GNPPC 

POP population in millions 

GNP = U.S. Gross National Product in billions 1972 $. 

GNPPC = GNP per Capita, thousands of 1972 $. 

Components are in billions of 1972 $. 
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sector is also showing these signs of leveling off. The durable goods 

sector does not show any strong indications of this behavior, as shown in 

the straight line fit in Figure 28. As will be shown, this constant 

linear increase in durable goods per capita leads to an only slightly 

declining intensity of use after the peak. It could be that durables do 

not exhibit a tendency to level off because of the continual and rapid 

introduction of new types of items, such as first black and white, then 

color television, and now video recorders, satellite and big screen 

television. New products are introduced so rapidly that the bulk of 

consumers cannot acquire them in quantities which even approach 

saturation levels. In the ordering of items discussed in Chapter 3, 

perhaps the durable goods category should replace the services group as 

a category for which no saturation is expected, in the aggregate. These 

results lend support to the theoretical model developed in Chapter 3. 

Since these results are sufficiently consistent with theoretical 

expecta tions, they are used in the full model to show the resulting 

mineral consumption. The functions of Table 4 are used to represent the 

new items placed into productive service at each time period as a 

function of per capita income. 

In addition, the model requires a life for each item. This 

represents the length of time over which each item delivers its 

services. By definition, the life of services and nondurables is only 

one year. Since the durable goods and structures categories represent 

such a wide range of items, it is simply assumed that the life of 

durables averages six years and that structures deliver services for an 

average of twenty years. 



5.2. The Technical Coefficients of Mineral Consumption 
per GNP Sector 
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The purpose of the model being developed in this chapter is to 

demonstrate the effects of changes in the composition of the final 

demand vector on the consumption of minerals. This purpose is 

obtainable only if simple aggregate mineral use per item technical 

coefficients are used. If one is uncomfortable with the derivation of 

aggregate technical coefficients, then the numbers used can be assumed 

to be only hypothetical examples. The derivation will be presented as 

an example of a method which might be refined and used in further 

research. Due to limited data and the many assumptions required to 

develop these coefficients, they are used as constants only, with no 

change over time, technology, or per capita income. This effectively 

ignores the technical change dimension in the model and forces it to be 

a function only of per capita income and life of the item (which is also 

fixed). This simplifies the mineral consumption and intensity of use 

results and allows the isolation of the effects of final demand 

preference changes. 

It is necessary to estimate technical coefficients, the mineral 

required--both directly and indirectly--per final demand item. Besides 

the direct mineral content of the final good, it is necessary to account 

for the mineral required in intermediate goods, plant and equipment, and 

other factors produced the final good. For example, the total copper 

required in the production of an automobile includes the copper actually 

in the car, as well as all of that embodied in the tools, factories, and 
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supplying industries. These coefficients of total mineral per item are 

not available and must be guessed. Furthermore, the items used in this 

model development are broad groups of thousands of goods and services, 

thus some form of aggregate coefficients are required. 

Input-output matrices contain data which give both the direct 

and indirect requirements of one industry's output for the supplies from 

other industries. In particular, the total requirements table gives the 

direct and indirect requirements of the row industry for each dollar of 

delivery to final demand of the column industry. These are in the form 

of the coefficients required by the model. However, there is the 

problem that the final demand vector used in the input-output tables is 

not categorized according to services, structures, nondurables, and 

durables; consequently some large aggregations (and assumptions) are 

necessary to obtain the required coefficients. If it is assumed that 

each of the 85 industries delivers all of its output to only one of the 

four final demand categories; aggregation of all 85 industries into four 

final goods producing sectors plus the mineral producing industry can 

yield some approximate coefficients. These are extremely strong 

assumptions; nevertheless they are necessary to develop some initial and 

very crude coefficient estimates. Five estimates of each of the four 

required coefficients were made, using the 1958 (Goldman, Marimont, and 

Vaccara, 1964), 1962 (National Economics Division, 1969), 1967 

(Interindustry Economics Division, 1974), 1972 (Ritz, 1979), and 1977 

(Interindustry Economics Division, 1984) 85 industry input-output total 

requirements tables. 
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The aggregate total requirements coefficients were obtained by 

aggregating the total requirements table directly. This is opposed to 

the method of aggregating the interindustry transactions table and then 

inverting it to obtain an aggregated total requirements table. Leontief 

states: "Under certain ideal conditions, the consolidated inverse of the 

original matrix is identical with the inverse of the consolidated matrix. 

When these conditions are not fully, but approximately satisfied, the 

aforementioned identity is, of course, only approximately realized" 

(Leontief, 1966, p. 151). 

It is assumed that these conditions hold in order to simplify 

this process, allowing the computation of only those coefficients of 

direct relevance to the model. Hopefully, this assumption is no more of 

a distortion than the others used in this derivation. 

The first aggregation combines the nonferrous metal ores mining 

industry row with the primary nonferrous metal manufacturing row to 

create a single nonferrous metal supplying industry. Next, the column 

industries are combined into the four categories of final demands. These 

groupings are very arbitrary as many industries obviously sell to 

several of these final demand categories. When combining the column 

coefficients, only those for the nonferrous metal industry need be added 

since there is no concern for any interindustry transactions other than 

these. The column coefficients are added and then divided by the number 

of industries being aggregated in that category. This maintains the 

table definition of requirements per one dollar of final demand sales. 

Table 5 presents these coefficient results (multiplied by 100 

for convenience). It was felt that the time span of observations is too 
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Table 5. Technical Coefficients of Total Mineral (Direct and Indirect) 
Required for Dollar of Sales to Final Demand Sectors. 

Nondurable 
Year Goods 

1958 1. 327 

1963 1. 382 

1967 1. 653 

1972 2.341 

1977 3.079 

Average 1. 956 

Technical Coefficient (x 100) 
Final Demand Sector 

Services Structures 

1.432 5.180 

1.199 5.458 

1.092 6.521 

1.161 6.324 

1.209 6.465 

1.219 5.990 

Durable 
Goods 

7.705 

7.613 

8.126 

8.989 

8.524 

8.191 
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short and that the assumptions of the derivation of these coefficients 

are so great that only the average value could be used. No trends over 

time (or technical development) were inferred from these limited data. 

Thus the technological dimension to the model is omitted. The four 

categories are used to represent the mineral per home built item 

coefficient in the model. Although very crude, they at least attempt to 

include both the direct and indirect mineral content of the sectors. If 

these figures have any accuracy at all, they indicate that services may 

indeed be less mineral intensive than the other sectors and that durable 

goods are the most mineral intensive. The implementation of these 

results in the full model demonstrates the implication of changing final 

demand shares under conditions of constant technology. 

5.3. Implementation of the Final Demand Compon.ents Model 

The full model presented in Chapter 3 included foreign trade 

aspects which, when omitted as in this chapter, yield the model: 

TMUT ... ~ Items ( f 
All t a T-L+l 

* POPt [MPHBlt (TIt - Tlt-l «L-l)/L»V • 

where: 

TMUt = total mineral in use, 

POP t :I population, 

MPHBIt = mineral per home built item, 

TIt :: total items in use, and 
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L = life of item 

in period T. 

The technical coefficients developed in Section 3.2 are used as 

constant MPHBI coefficients. However, the new items per capita 

functions of Section 3.1 do not yield the total item variable directly, 

but must be summed over the item life: 

T 

~ 
t=T-L+1 

where NBlt = newly built items placed into service per capita in year t. 

This distinction is made only for structures and durables whose lives 

are greater than one year. 

New mineral placed into use in each year t is given simply as: 

~ POPt (MPHBlt) * (NB1t) , 
All Items 

and this is the conventional measure of mineral consumption, remembering 

that the items considered are only those in the final demand vector, but 

the technical coefficients (MPHBI) in this case include both direct and 

indirect mineral required. Therefore, summation theore tically 

approximates total new mineral consumption. 
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5.3.1. The Final Demand Model for Components of GNP 

The first step of the model implementation is to calculate the 

new items per capita as a function of GNP per capita from the equations 

of Table 4. This is shown in Figure 29 for the period 1930 through 1990. 

The equations for GNP and population are the same as those used in 

Section 7.1: 

= 

= 

1085.6 (l.033851)t 

204.9 (1.010391)t 

where t = 0 in 1970. These functions, which were fit to the actual 

data, are shown in Figures 47 and 48. Total items per capita are shown 

in Figure 30 for the four items. The equations are calculated beginning 

in 1910 to allow for the 20 year accumulation needed for the life of 

struc tures, but only the period 1930 - 1990 are plotted. Figure 30 

clearly shows how total structures per capita are leveling off at high 

levels of per capita income, and how durables are continually increasing. 

Nondurables per capita are only very slightly increasing and services 

tend to increase only slowly on a per capita basis. Services and 

nondurables plots in Figure 30 are unchanged from those in Figure 29 

because each has a one year life. 

Each of these (new items per capita and total items per capita) 

can be multiplied by population and then successively cumulated so that 

the difference between plotted lines represents the expenditures on each 

of the components of GNP. Figure 31 shows this for the new items; the 

top line (+'s) yields GNP. This can be contrasted with the full 

accounting for all items in economic use shown by the cumulative total 

item plot of Figure 32. It is obvious that structures represents a 
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sizable share of this total economic use concept as opposed to the 

simple yearly GNP expenditure because of the long life. 

The relative shares of the newly produced (yearly) components of 

annual GNP are shown in the cumulated form in Figure 33. This is 

essentially the same plot as Figure 24 except that it is derived from 

the functional representation rather than a plotting of actual data. 

These figures are very similar except for the smooth appearance and 

projection to 1990 shown in the model representation of Figure 33; 

therefore, the model is accurately describing the actual historical 

pattern. 

The model to this point can be stated as: 

= 

where the components of GNP at time tare: 

Nt = nondurable goods 

St ... services 

It .. structures 

Dt = durable goods (plotted as either D or +). 

An important question to be addressed is as per capita income 

has increased, how much has each sector contributed to the growth in 

GNP? In other words, how much of the change in GNP can be attributed to 

each sector? Taking the difference from one period to the next in the 

above equation and dividing both sides by the change in GNP yields: 
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1.0 = 

These values are the proportion of the change in total GNP due 

to the change in each component sector. Figure 34 plots these and it is 

evident that the changes in the service sector are most important to 

changing total GNP. Durables and nondurables switched relative 

importance halfway through the period, and structures have been least 

influential throughout the period. 

An alternative view of the change in relative shares of the 

various sectors of GNP as per capita income changes can be obtained by 

computing the slopes of the plots of component shares versus per capita 

income. This is the marginal change in component share with a unit 

change in per capita income. Figure 35 plots this, and it can be seen in 

the recent data that as per capita income increases, the service sector 

increases its proportion of GNP, but at a decreasing rate. Durables also 

increase in share, but both structures and nondurables decrease. Over 

the entire period, durables have always been increasing and nondurables 

always decreasing in r.elative importance to the total GNP, but both at 

declining rates of increase or decrease. Services and structures have 

both switched direction as well as magnitude of marginal change. This 

plot shows the sectors of GNP which are gaining or losing relative 

importance to GNP for any change in per capita income. Thus, those 
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sectors with slopes above the zero line are increasing in relative 

importance to the economy, while those below zero are declining. 

Although services have been of major importance to the economy and 

increasingly so, the rate of increase is declining and may not be much 

different from the increase in durable share in the future. 

5.3.2. The Final Demand Model for Mineral Intensity of Use 

These conclusions apply only to GNP and not· the resulting 

mineral consumption. Even though the service sector is of major 

importance to GNP, it may not be very influential in determining mineral 

consumption if its technical coefficient is small relative to those of 

other sectors. The full impact of changing sector proportions of GNP on 

the consumption of a mineral can be addressed by performing the 

proportion of change calculations on the equation which includes the 

mineral per item coefficients: 

CONSt = GNP t * IUt 

= Nt * MNt + St * MS t + It * MIt + Dt * MDt 

where: 

MNt = mineral per nondurable good 

(= MPHBIt for nondurables), 

MS t = MPHBIt for services, 

MIt = MPHBIt for structures, and 

MDt = MPHBIt for durable goods 

in year t. 
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Since all these mineral coefficients have been specified as 

constants, any changes in consumption are due to changes in the final 

demand components: 

CONSt - CONS t -1 = 

Dividing both sides of this equation by (CONS t - CONS t _1) yields 

the relative share of the total change in new mineral consumption 

contributed to by changes in each of the GNP components. These are 

plotted in Figure 36. This shows that changes in the durable goods 

sector contributes most heavily to the changes in total new mineral 

consumption. Services are second in importance even though they have 

low mineral requirements per dollar of output because of their large 

relative share of GNP. Structures are of least importance due to their 

small GNP share even though the mineral use coefficient is large. 

Figure 37 plots the resulting intensity of use of new mineral 

consumption in a cumulated form, wherein the difference between lines 

represents the contribution to the total intensity of use by the 

respective sector. The intensity of use plotted here is only for the 

new mineral required and not for the full accounting for mineral in use. 

It can be seen that the durable goods oector represents a large and 

increasing proportion of the total intensity of use. The total intensity 

declines only very slightly after a peak and therefore does not exactly 

match the expectations proposed by Malenbaum. This is probably due to 

the assumption of constant technology. Figure 38 :l.S a plot of the 

actual intensity of use of nonferrous metal consumption from 1902 to 
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1967, with a five year moving average smoothing of data. The 

consumption is expressed in real dollar terms so that the various metals 

can be aggregated. A comparison between this figure and Figure 37 shows 

that the model developed in this chapter does not capture the 

downturning intensity of use. Since the model functions of the 

components of GNP fit the actual data well, this indicates that the 

inaccuracies in the model are due to the mineral per component 

coefficients. In particular, the use of constant values forces the model 

to assume constant technology and, as other portions of the research 

show, this is of major importance to the intensity of use trend. 

However, by assuming constant technology, the importance of the 

changes in final demand preferences can be demonstrated. The intensity 

of use result shown in Figure 37 demonstrates that these changes have 

produced only a slightly inverted U shaped trend. But these alone are 

not sufficient to account for the full pattern actually observed; 

therefore changing technology must account for the rest. It has been 

shown that the final demand vector changes can be reasonably associated 

with per capita income gr.owth and this alone has not produced the actual 

intensity of nonferrous metal use pattern. Thus, per capita income is 

not a sufficient single explanatory variable. Adding changing mineral 

per component coefficients to the model would add the additional 

explanatory variable of technology (perhaps represented by time). It is 

unfortunate that sufficient data are not available to attempt this 

further development of the model. 

For the amount of the intensity of use trend that is explained 

by changing demand preferences, the durable goods sector is most 
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influential. This result holds so long as durable goods remain 

substantially more mineral intensive than services. It is true that 

services have been increasing in their share of the economy and that this 

relative substitution has been accompanied by leveling off or declining 

intensity of use. However, it is probably more accurate to state that 

the decline in the structures component and the declining rate of 

relative increase in the durable goods sector has been the major 

motivation for the flattening of intensity of use. The durable goods 

sector has been shown to exercise the greatest influence over the 

resulting intensity of use pattern. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL Ca~GE 

This chapter reports on works which closely examine the role of 

technical change in influencing the requirements for mineral materials. 

Section 6.1 develops an altered version of the full model of Chapter 3 

which neglects the life of the item and expands the item components to 

show the transfer of the mineral input through the production of 

intermediate goods which ultimately result in final products. This 

expansion more clearly separates the technology, input factor mix, and 

final demand changes from each other. Section 6.2 applies this to the 

example of potash use in fertilizer in the United States. This is an 

example of a mineral in which its productive life is short, thus the 

economic use is nearly identical to the traditional consumption measure. 

The work of Sections 6.1 and 6.2 is also reported in the paper by 

Roberts and Harris (1984). Section 6.3 reviews the results of Canavan 

(1983) for tin consumption in the U.S. His basic framework of analysis 

is similar to that developed in 6.1 and also addresses the importance of 

technical change. Item life is also neglected in Canavan's study. 

6.1. The Development of the Basic Mineral Accounting Model 

A basic accounting is developed which defines the flow of a 

mineral from its raw form through various intermediate goods into its 

final consumption as a final good. This is a simplified "flow" model in 

that it does not address the issue of the economic use of minerals 

130 
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embodied in long-lived assets. The model presented here assumes the 

complete use of a mineral over a short time period. Potash is an 

example of a mineral of this type, as are energy minerals and some 

portions of uses of other minerals. 

6.1.1. Defining the Measures of the Supply and Consumption of a Mineral 

For any given region (for example a nation such as the United 

States), and for each time period of one year, the supply of a mineral M 

is given by: 

Total Domestic = Production + Secondary + Net + Net Stockpile 
Supply Recovery Imports Releases 

M = 

where: 

Total Domestic 
Supply = Total Domestic 

Consumption 

Net Imports = Imports - Exports 

Ne~e;~~~~ile = Net Government and Industry Stockpile 

and Inventory Releases 

This is equal to the supply consumed in the region during year t, and is 

equal to apparent domestic consumption of the mineral in its raw form. 

This is a total for all forms of the mineral M which are traded 

as a raw material, converted to a common unit such as metal content. 

The consumption of M in the year t and in the given region is the sum of 

its use in all forms: 

M ... Ml + Ma + M, + ..... + Mi + ••...... + MI 

where: Mi is the amount of M used in each distinct use i; that is, each 
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Mi is used to produce <;>ne intermediate good, which is then used for 

further production of goods and services. 

6.1.2. Model of a Mineral's Use in Final Consumption 

Each Mi is assumed to be used to make one distinct intermediate 

good 1Gi. The amount of Mi needed to make one unit of 1Gi can be 

measured by the ratio Mi/1GiJ at each point in time t. This ratio 

changes over time as substitutes for Mi become more or less important in 

producing 1Gi and as technology allows for changes in the amount of Mi 

needed per unit of 1Gi produced. 

Each intermediate good is used to contribute to the production 

of one or more final goods, FGj. Thus, the total use of 1Gi is the sum 

of its uses in all final goods which contain or use it: 

1Gi = 1Gi,j + 1Gi,j+1 + ... + 1Gi,J 

where each 1Gi,j is the amount of 1Gi used to produce the final good FGj. 

The index j on FG and 1G must start at i in order to avoid 

confusion with other final goods which don't use 1Gi. That is, all final 

goods are numbered j = 1 to j g F and only those final goods for which j 

-= i to j '" J contain any of the intermediated good IGi in their 

manufacture. There are thus F final goods in the economy. GNP equals 

the sum of all goods (including services) produced, 

F 

GNP a: L FGj • 
j=l 

Notice that the term "goods" used here also includes all services, that 

is, FG may be a physical good, a service using some physical materials, 

or a pure non-material using service. Many services use mineral 
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materials either directly or indirectly, and thus must be accounted for 

in the full consideration of the use of minerals. 

The ratio 1Gi,/FGj is a measure of the amount of 1Gi needed to 

produce one unit of the final good FGj. Over time this ratio may change 

as substitution among intermediate goods takes place to allow the 

production of FGj with differing amounts of each intermediate good. 

Changes in the characteristics of FGj can occur to allow the production 

of FGj with more or less of 1Gi even if subsitutions among 1Gi's do not 

occur. For example, automobiles can be made smaller, thus using less 

intermediate materials while still using the same basic mix of 

materials. 1Gi,j/FGj would thus show a decline even though the services 

to society of FGj would remain the same, assuming that consumer 

preferences for smaller cars is the same as for larger ones. 

Returning to the uses for M, we see that it is used in many 

intermediate and ultimately many final goods and services. Combining 

the ratios developed so far gives a large accounting relationship: 

Ml IG 1 IG 2 2 * FG 2 + IG 2 "' * FG,) + ••• M = (FG
1

) FG 1 ( FG: 
, 

IG 1 ~ 

or: 

I 
Mi 

J 
1Gi,j 

M = ~ ~ * FGj) 1Gi ( FGj 
i=l j=i 

The goal of stating this relationship is to define a framework for 

considering the flow of minerals from their raw forms to their final 
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uses. If both sides of the above identity are divided by GNP, two 

additional ratios are obtained. On the left, M/GNP is the intensity of 

use of M. On the right, FGjlGNP is the proportion of FGj used in the 

total economy. This is a measure of the relative share of FGj to the 

entire production of goods and services. 

= == I (Mi ( J L IGi L 
i=1 j=1 

IGi,j 
( FGj 

Most final goods (FGj) are composed of at least several intermediate 

goods, and many intermediate goods also contain other intermediate 

goods. Thus the accounting relationship stated here does not account 

for the materials used to produce a given final good. The intent is to 

show the flow of a mineral M to its final uses and to account for all 

of its uses rather than to account for all the materials which make up a 

given final good. It should be noticed that many minerals are used in a 

chain of intermediate goods before they are finally used in final goods. 

This has not been stated explicitly in the relationship provided above, 

but can easily be added by computing additional ratios such as if IGi is 

used to make any additional intermediate good IGia, then the ratio 

IGi/IGia tells the amount of IGi used to make a second intermediate good 

IGia. IGia may then be used to make the final good FGj and so the ratio 

IGia/FGj would also be computed. The use of M in Mi to ultimately 

produce FGj would then be stated as: 
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M = 

The additional ratios added to the accounting identity in this manner 

specify in greater detail the flow of a mineral through its various 

production stages to its end use. Changes in these ratios over a 

society's evolution tell how that evolution has affected the use of a 

mineral in the economy and how the importance of that mineral to the 

economy has evolved. Obviously, a complete accounting for all of these 

factors is very difficult for most minerals because of the tremendous 

amounts of data needed for such detail. Simplifications can be made so 

that the essential aspects can be captured. Some minerals have been 

used in the past in restricted and well defined uses so that this 

accounting is possible. Potash provides a ready example of this. 

6.1.3. Adding Foreign Trade to the Basic Model 

The model stated above does not include the foreign trade 

aspects of the production and use of intermediate and final goods and 

services. These can be important elements in most economies. The above 

model did account for the foreign trade of the raw mineral itself, as M 

was defined to include net imports. In the above accounting, all te~ms 

specified on the right side of the identity were assumed to be the home 

use and production of IGi, IGi,j, and FGj. All M and Mi terms have the 

foreign trade components accounted for. 

In the ratio Mi/IGi, Mi is the apparent consumption of M used to 

make only the 1Gi made at home. But when FGj is made from 1Gi,j it can 
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be made from IGi manufactured at home as well as the IGi imported for 

use in making FGj. In addition, the IGi made at home may be used 

partially at home and the rest exported. The ratio Hi/IGi correctly 

states the use of Hi to produce IGi, but the ratio 1Gi,j/FGj does not 

correctly state the use of IGi,j if imports are involved. Therefore, the 

term IGi,j must include the net imports and is thus meant to mean the 

actual consumption of IGi,j used in home production of FGj. 

Similarly, the term FGj/GNP has the same difficulties, where GNP, 

of course, applies to GNP in that nation (or region) but FGj must include 

the net imports of the final good so that FGj represents the actual 

consumption of FGj in that nation. However, on the home production side, 

FGj in the ratio IGi,j(net)/FGj is the actual home production of FGj. 

Therefore, a complete accounting which includes these foreign 

import and export elements can be stated as follows: 

= 

H 
GNP 

i { Hi [J ~ IGi ~ 
i=l h j=i ome 

( 

IGi j IGi j ) ~ FGi FGi~] } 
* ho":e + ~~e im~ort. "home + ~~~ import"; 

This represents a full accounting for the uses of a mineral in a modern, 

world trading economy. Notice that for many intermediate goods (such as 

ferrochrome) and for many final goods (such as automobiles or 
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televisions), the foreign trade elements can be a very important element 

in the accounting. To specify the use of a mineral without these 

aspects could seriously misrepresent the actual patterns of use. 

6.2. Application of the Model to the Example of Potash Consumption 

6.2.1. Historical Information 

Potash represents a unique mineral example in that it is used 

almost entirely in one category of product: fertilizers containing 

potash in various chemical forms. Fertilizers are in turn used in one 

basic industry, agriculture. The only other uses of potash are in 

various chemicals, but this usage is minor. Therefore, potash can be 

considered as having essentially one use as a clearly defined input to an 

equally well defined industry. 

The other aspect which makes potash an ideal example with which 

to test the concepts presented here is that this is a mineral which is 

consumed almost entirely in the year of use. It does not accumulate as 

a stock of material in use to any significant degree, as the case would 

be with metals in machinery, bridges, and other long-lived durables. 

Potash delivers its services for only a very few periods immediately 

after its application as fertilizer and not over the life of a productive 

asset. This is one of the few examples of a mineral used as a "flow" 

resource and is thus useful in testing the "flow" model developed here. 

The potash example is a somewhat incomplete example of the full 

accounting model developed in Section 6.1 in that the foreign trade 

aspects of the intermediate and final good elements are not completely 
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specified. The net imports of potash in fertilizer form and the imports 

of final agricultural goods have been omitted. 

6.2.2. Intensity of Use for Potash 

Data on potash use have been collected from 1910 to 1981 and 

have been expressed in terms of the intensity of use. Unfortunately, the 

separation between chemical uses and fertilizer uses can only be made 

since 1955. This study uses a longer term perspective, and thus it is 

necessary to use total potash consumption (chemical plus fertilizer) and 

assume that chemical uses are not significant. Thus, about 5 of potash 

consumption is not properly explained by looking only at the 

agricultural sector. This error is unavoidable but of known quantity. 

Figure 39 shows the standard intensity of use of potash as a 

function of time whereas Figure 40 shows the same intensity of use as a 

function of real per capita GNP. Both Figures 39 and 40 demonstrate a 

clearly increasing trend in the intensity of use of potash, and both are 

very similar to each other owing to the high degree of correlation 

between per capita GNP and time. A more detailed look at the use of 

potash attempts to pinpoint the underlying causes of this growing 

intensity of use trend. 

6.2.3. Components of the Intensity of Use of Potash 

The basic model for the components of the intensity of use of 

potash can be written as: 

IUPotash =-
Total Potash 

GNP 
Chemical Potash + Fertilizer Potash 

GNP GNP 
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The chemical uses of potash are varied and extremely difficult to track, 

and sufficient data for a long time period are not available. Since tlrls 

use averaged only 5.6 % of the total for 1955 through 1981, assume that 

all potash is used in fertilizers. Given thls assumption, the structure 

of intensity of use can be explained using data for the period 1910 

through 1981-

The agricultural sector happens to be convenient to work with 

because data are available in a useful form. Indexes (1967 = 100.0) of 

agricultural output and input are available by detailed inputs and 

outputs for the period being considered. The input indexes attempt to 

measure all input factors including land, labor, capital, and some 

details within these major groups. The output indexes measure all major 

categories of output from both crop and livestock agricultural 

enterprises. 

here. Also 

This form of detail is useful for the analysis attempted 

available from agricultural statistics are details of 

fertilizer use by chemical type. 

Agricultural input and output data which include both crop and 

livestock subsectors is desireable because much crop production is used 

for livestock feed, thus fertilizer use is indirectly motivated by 

livestock output. Even though potash is not directly used by livestock, 

potash use is embodied in livestock production as a consumed input and 

potash usage is thus partially dependent upon the desire to produce 

livestock. 

The model to be fitted takes the form of the general accounting 

model previously described. Although some variables are expressed in 

real tonnage terms and others in an index form based on quantities, this 
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does not affect the analysis because of the ratio method used in the 

identity. Relative changes are of interest, not an absolute accounting 

for materials. The accounting relationship is as follows: 

IUPotash = Potash 
GNP 

Potash 
Potash 

Fertilizer 

Potash 
* Fertilizer * 

Farm 
Output 

Farm 
Input 
Farm 

Output 

Farm 
* Output 

GNP 

The variables "Farm Input" and "Farm Output" describe all inputs and 

outputs from all agricultural operations. That is, "Farm" is used as a 

generic descriptor for all types of agricultural operations. 

The ratio of potash/potash fertilizer describes the amount of 

raw potash needed to produce a unit of the potash contained in all 

fertilizers used in the U.S. Since the fertilizer use measured here is 

in terms of the potash content, this ratio would be expected to remain 

fairly constant. If the fertilizer use were measured as total tons of 

fertilizer, the ratio would change as the mix of various types of 

fertilizers changed. Any changes in the ratio are due to the changing 

efficiency of converting raw potash into contained potash, inaccuracies 

of the data, neglecting net imports of potash contained in fertilizer 

imports and exports, and the assumption of neglecting chemical uses of 

potash. A slight upward trend is noted in this ratio. Figure 41 plots 

this ratio against time. 

The ratio of potash fertilizer/farm input relates the amount of 

potash contained in fertilizers used in U.S. agriculture to all of the 
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inputs of agriculture. This ratio has been increasing dramatically as 

seen in Figure 42. This is not totally unexpected as the use of 

fertilizers has been increasing substantially. This is a very graphic 

demonstration of this increasing trend, especially since the late 1940's. 

This increasing use of fertilizers accounts for most of the rising 

intensity of use of potash, as will be shown. This ratio is in a sense a 

measure of the relative substitution of one input for others. It would 

appear then, that potash fertilizers are substituting for other inputs in 

U.S. agriculture. 

The ratio farm input/farm output is the inverse of the usual 

agricultural productivity index. This measure states the amount of input 

(of all types) needed to produce a unit of agricultural output (in an 

aggregate sense). As has been commented on extensively elsewhere, 

productivity in U.S. agriculture has been rising steadily, thus this ratio 

has been falling steadily. Figure 43 plots this against time. This is, 

in a sense, a measure of technical change, and technical progress is 

being demonstrated in that more output can be produced with less inputs 

as the technology of agricultural production develops. This trend is 

expected, and acts to lower the needs for potash, but not nearly enough 

to counteract the trend of the ratio of potash fertilizer to farm 

inputs. 

Finally, the ratio of farm output to real GNP expresses the 

total relative share of agriculture in the total economy. This has been 

declining as shown in Figure 44. This ratio does not demonstrate that 

agriculture has been declining in absolute terms, as it has actually 

increased absolutely. But the rest of the economy has grown more 
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rapidly, thus agriculture's share of total GNP has decreased. This 

measur~ demonstrates a relative shift in final demands away from 

agriculture to other goods and services. The decline in agriculture's 

relative slice of GNP acts to decrease the intensity of use of potash, 

but not sufficiently to counteract the increases brought on by the shift 

to greater fertilizer use in agriculture. 

6.2.4. The Causes of the Intensity of Use Trend for Potash 

The previous ratios and their plots show how developments in the 

direct, indirect, and final markets which rely on potash have changed 

over time (and .national economic evolution). It would be desirable to 

express these changes so that specific amounts of change can be 

attributed to each of the various factors. Expressing the ratios in 

terms of an annual growth rate from a base period level achieves this. 

The initial base period was chosen to be 1910 through 1929 and 

the mean of each of the four ratios plus the intensity of use itself 

were used to provide a base level. A mean of each ratio for the final 

period of 1970 to 1981 was also obtained. The average annual growth 

rate required to move from the initial period to the final period was 

computed and is shown in Figure 45 as a vector diagram. This 

demonstrates the relative magnitude of the changes in the ratios so that 

they can be compared with each other. It is apparent that the growth in 

the ratio of potash fertilizer use to farm inputs is so rapid that this 

trend dominates all others, causing the pattern of increasing intensity 

of use. This demonstrates the great importance of the extensive 

relative substitution of fertilizer for other agricultural inputs. The 
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declining use of total agricultural inputs needed to yield a unit of 

agricultural output acts to lessen the rise in the intensity of use of 

potash. The ratio of raw potash per unit of potash contained in 

fertilizer h~,s been a slightly increasing trend but of much less impact 

than that of the other trends. 

A brief review of a omaller data set from 1955 through 1981 

decomposes the ratio of potash containing fertilizer/total farm inputs 

into two additional ratios: potash containing fertilizer/chemical farm 

inputs and chemical farm inputs/total farm inputs. From a base period 

of 1955 to 1961 to a final period of 1975 to 1981, the ratio of potash 

contained in fertilizers to chemical farm inputs has declined by 0.81 

percent per year, whereas the ratio of chemical farm input to total farm 

inputs has increased by 5.47 percent per year. Thus, potash's use as a 

fertilizer ingredient in agriculture has been declining slightly, but 

agricultural chemical use has been growing substantially. The extensive 

adoption of chemical inputs to agriculture has been a large relative 

substitution of chemicals for other factors of production. It is this 

major technically related trend which has most influenced the 

consumption of potash. 

6.3. A Review of Canavan's Tin Examples 

Tin is a metal whose consumption pattern shows a dramatic 

inverted U shaped intensity of use curve for the United States over the 

past century, as shown in Figure 46. Since World War n, not only has 

the intensity of use of tin declined, but absolute declines in 

consumption have been observed. U.S. consumption of tin for tinplate, 
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brass and bronze, babbit metal, and collapsible tubes and foil has 

declined over the las t four decades. Tin consumption for solder has 

fluctuated around stagnant levels for decades, with a significant drop 

occuring in the 1970's. However, tin usage in chemical forms has 

exhibited actual growth since the second World War. With this great 

variety of uses, tin is a difficult metal to analyze for decomposing the 

full intensity of use trend. However, some of the major uses of tin can 

be examined from an engineering-product fabrication point of view to 

reveal trends in at least some of the important uses. Canavan (1983) has 

taken this product fabrication analysis point of view as a method for 

examining the intensity of use hypothesis. This section briefly reviews 

his study and its conclusions. 

Canavan chooses five major uses of tin which are quite specific 

and clearly defined: automobile solder used in radiators and car body 

fillers, and tin based solders used in fruit and vegetable cans, 

evaporated m:f.lk cans, and beverage cans. Thus he concentrates on the 

solder usages of tin in some major products. The basic model used is a 

simplified version of the model developed in Section 6.1 and consists of 

two ratios for each single final product a: 

Metal Consumption in a 
GNP 

... Metal Consumption in a * Final Product a 
Final Product a GNP 

The first ratio of metal consumption/final product reflects the impact 

of technical change and substitution in the production process. Canavan 
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asserts that these influences are not related or controlled by per 

capita income. The second ratio of final product/GNP reflects the 

income elasticity of demand for the final good and the substitution 

among final goods in the final demand vector. He feels that there is 

some relation between this ratio and per capita income, although he does 

not deal further with it. The thrust of Canavan's argument is to 

identify which of these two ratios account for the major changes in tin's 

intensity of use for each product. The hypothesis is that if the second 

ratio of final product to GNP has the greatest influence over the 

intensity of use trend, then perhaps per capita income is indeed of major 

importance in explaining intensity of use. If, on the other hand, the 

first ratio of metal consumption to final product is most influential, 

then technical change and materials substitution in product fabrication 

are the controlling factors. These factors are not functions of per 

capita income, although they may be highly correlated with it over time. 

Thus, if the metal consumption to final product ratio proves to be most 

important in explaining the intensity of use trend, then the traditional 

Malenbaum intensity of use hypothesis is very questionable and the use 

of per capita income as the sole explanatory variable is not reasonable. 

The uses of tin in cans represent a case of an item whose life is 

reasonably assumed to be less than one year. These examples are similar 

to the potash example in that the difference between economic use and 

measured current consumption is small and can be neglected. This is not 

the case for the automobile solder uses and the Canavan model is not 

applicable to the concept of full economic use. Canavan's procedures 

and comparisons do not explore this issue. His method is to separate 
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only the effects of technical change, whatever their underlying causes, 

from income related influences in explaining the traditional intensity of 

use trends. Likewise, he does not fully specify or explicitly model the 

foreign trade issues presented in the full model. 

In the case of tin used in solders for automobile radiators, 

Canavan finds that since World War II, the development of new radiator 

designs and production techniques allowed the use of smaller amounts of 

increasingly lower tin content solders. In addition, recent downsizing of 

automobiles requires smaller radiators, inducing still further tin 

savings. Therefore, the radiator tin content per automobile has declined 

significantly. Canavan finds that these technical substitutions outweigh 

the changes in the final product (automobile) to GNP ratio and thus the 

intensity of use for radiator tin is most influenced by the first ratio. 

Therefore, this example would indicate that GNP per capita is not the 

most important explanatory variable for this use of tin. 

For tin solders used in automobile body filling, the rapid 

adoption of low tin content solders in the late 1940's led to lower 

usage levels per vehicle. This level remained stable through the 1950's 

and 1960's until vehicle styling changes, the use of plastic body 

fillers, and the use of no fillers at all for some vehicles has lead to 

recent further declines in tin use per vehicle. Again, these technical 

and material substitution changes were found to be more important than 

changes in the final product/GNP ratio in determining the resultant 

intensity for this specific use. 

In the cases of fruit and vegetable and beverage cans, since 

World War II there was initially an important technical change to low tin 
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content solders for these cans. In more recent years, the adoption of 

new can types (such as aluminum) which use no solder at all has been of 

major importance. The use of beverage cans per unit of GNP has grown 

substantially, whereas fruit and vegetable cans have declined somewhat 

in relative share. In both cases, however, the influence of the 

technical ratio of material input to final product output has been the 

controlling influence in determining the resulting partial intensity of 

uses. 

Only in the case of the evaporated milk can market did Canavan 

find that the decline in intensity of use of tin in the specific product 

could be primarily attributed to the decline in the ratio of the final 

product to GNP. Thus, per capita income might be the major explanatory 

variable in this case. 

Canavan concludes his study by stating: 

• • • the evidence suggests that technological change and 
substitution, brought about in response to a myriad of often 
unpredictable forces, play the principle role in determining 
mineral demand. This finding not only casts doubt on the 
validity of the intensity of use hypothesis as a methodology 
for modeling the demand for specific minerals, but also 
brings into question whether or not long run mineral demand 
can be forecast with any degree of precision at all 
(Canavan, 1983, p. 174). 

His use of the term substitution refers to the substitution of 

various materials and factors in the production of products and not to 

changes in the final product mix of consumer demand. The conclusion 

that technical factors are most important to determing the intensity of 

use trend agrees with the results of the potash example presented in 

Section 6.2. The myriad of unpredictable forces which he finds influence 

technical change include price changes, cost of fabrication changes, 
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governmental regulations and restrictions, and technological discoveries 

and innovations. It is reasonable that influences such as these are not 

controlled or motivated by per capita income changes. 



CHAPTER 7 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORECASTING METHODS 

The purpose of this portion of the research is to examine the 

intensity of use model solely as a forecasting tool. The argument of 

whether or not there is a valid economic theory behind the intensity of 

use model is temporarily set aside. Users of the model have generally 

disregarded the theoretical isuues and have made forecasts based only on 

its empirical properties. This chapter examines forecasting by the 

intensity of use model as stated exactly by Malenbaum and then some 

simple variation from this strict interpretation. 

It has been asserted that the intensity of use measure has an 

inherent stability and predictability which allows it to perform more 

reliably as a predictor of mineral consumption than other methods. The 

hypothesis to be tested is that the intensity of use method provide a 

forecasting tool that is superior to other methods. Specifically, the 

intensity of use model must provides forecasts that are significantly 

superior to naive time trend projections of mineral consumption directly 

in order to be worth using. 

This chapter sets the stage for testing this hypothesis by 

developing the model and testing various options and procedures in a 

forecasting situation where the answer is known. Development of the 

intensity of use and the direct consumption models is carried out where 
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the selection of the best equations, formulations, and options can be 

based on comparison with a full forecast test period. This allows the 

identification of the best possible results of each model. The results of 

the chapter do not test the hypothesis in a real forecasting sense, but 

as the best achievable performance of each model. The primary goal is 

to develop the procedures, sort out the alternatives, and test some 

properties of the intensity of use model. Testing of the hypothesis 

under actual forecasting conditions is done in Chapter 8. 

The basic premise in testing this hypothesis is that a 

fOl'ecasting model must have a duplicatable method in order to be a 

scientifically based tool. This says that all forecasters, looking at a 

given set of data and given a specific model, will arrive at the same 

conclusions. The work of this chapter develops the specific methods to 

use in making intensity of use based forecasts as well as direct time 

trend consumption forecasts. These may not be the only procedures 

possible, but they are developed from actual testing and can be 

duplicated. The problem with the intensity of use model to date has 

been its lack of a specific and duplicatable formulation. Malenbaum 

makes vague statements about how substitution, technical change, and 

changing consumer preferences justify the use of an inverted U shaped 

intensity curve. But in his own forecasts he draws straight line 

segments in a "reasonable manner" to project the intensity data. The 

fitting procedure apparently relies on professional judgment to draw 

lines which correspond to what looks like a reasonable intensity of use 

level in the future. This is a popular forecasting method; however, it 

is an art form rather than a scientific method, as it is not subject to 
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duplication. Theoretical arguments which would aid the forecaster in 

using the intensity of use model should provide guidance in answering 

such questions as: 

1. The proper explanatory variable(s) to use. 

2. The specific intensity function or at least class of function 

to use. 

3. How to fit it to the data. 

4. The development level, point in time, or some other guideline 

as to when the peak in intensity of use will occur. 

5. The behavior of the extrapolated function. Does it level off 

and to what value, or what rate of decline should be expected? 

Nowhere does Malenbaum provide theoretical guidelines to help the 

forecaster with these issues, and neither has any other researcher to 

date. 

Thus, alterations of the model based on judgments cannot be made 

in testing this hypothesis. In making actual predictions, the forecaster 

is free to alter the results of a model based on judgemnts and intuition 

as this contributes knowledge which cannot otherwise be used in a model. 

In comparing capabilities of models, no subjective alterations or 

adjustment:, can be used, as these are non-duplicatable and would not 

form the basis of a rigorous, scientific forecasting method. If economic 

theory concerning the intensity of use method could state in specific 

ways some details about the intensity function, its numerical values, or 

other characteristics so that different forecasters could arrive at the 

same results, this would be an appropriate addition to the tests to be 

made here. To date, no such theory has been developed or proposed. 
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Thus, the intensity model must rest solely on its empirical attributes: 

mathematical form and statistical abilities. 

It is important to note that the functions and parameters being 

fit in this forecasting context cannot be interpreted as implying any 

theoretical constancy to the parameters and function to the underlying 

model. If a certain intensity function and its parameters are 

statistically selected as the best fit for one set of data, this in no 

way implies that either a theoretically constant function or its 

parameters have been found. Each set of data requires its own special 

functions and parameters to fit it, and no a priori requirements are 

imposed. About all that can be said is that the intensity of use 

function could be expected to follow some sort of life cycle pattern, 

but even this is relaxed in certain situations. Therefore, the 

theoretical models offer only guidance as to the type of data to use and 

how to combine it, rather than requiring specific functional forms or 

parameter values. Likewise, the results of a forecasting example say 

nothing about any universal functions or parameters for the models. 

As interest is in forecasting mineral consumption, it is 

reasonable to compare predictions made through the intensity of use 

method against those of simply predicting consumption against time. 

Notice that by using the Malenbaum intensity of use model, GNP, 

population (POP), and intensity of use (IU) must each be forecast in 

order to arrive at consumption (CONSI = intensity of use consumption): 

Alternatively, per capita GNP (GNPPC), GNP, and IV can be forecast: 
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CO~SIt = G~Pt * IO~ = G~Pt * ~(GNPPCt) • 

Therefore, a subsidiary issue is whether GNPPC is best forecast 

directly to yield GNPPC or via independent forecasts of GNP (to give G~P) 

and POP (to give pOP) which are then combined as G~p/pOP. The first 

section of this chapter examines this question. However, in either case, 

GNP and IU (the intensity of use function ~) must both be estimated. 

The above model is to be compared with simply forecasting 

mineral consumption directly as a function of time (CONSn = direct 

consumption): 

= C(time) 

The traditional intensity of use model must provide substantially more 

robust forecasting results than this simple model in order to be worth 

using, in the absence of any strong and justifiable theoretical arguments 

(which is found to be the case in the theoretical modeling portion of the 

research). Chapter 8 undertakes this hypothesis test. 

Two computer programs were developed and used to perf orm the 

necessary computations. Program FUNCT (described in Appendix A) is a 

function fitting program which iteratively searches for the function 

parameters which minimize a specified error term, for any given equation. 

The error term can be weighted in several different ways, including 

providing equal weights for each data point. Throughout this chapter the 

weighting function used is a linear function of time which gives emphasis 

to the most recent data: 
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WTi = i 

n 

~ i 
i=l 

The weights always sum to 1.0. The particular error function used, 

which is minimized, produces a computationally similar result as finding 

a weighted generalized correlation coefficient (R2) closest to 1.0. 

However, the statistical characteristics are not identical because of the 

iterative search procedure used and the smoothing of raw data. The 

fitting error function used is: 

n 

E = ~ 
i=1 

where: 

i = the year of period number, 

n = the number of observations, 

~t = the predicted value of Y at period i, 

Yi = the actual value of Y (smoothed) at period i, 

Y = the mean value of Y from i=1 to n, 

WT = the weight ascribed to the period i. 

This program is especially useful, since regression analysis cannot be 

used for estimating parameters of many of the functions required in the 

present application as they cannot be linearized. 

The second program (PREDIT) is described in Appendix B and uses 

the functional choices obtained by FUNCT to calculaate the intensity and 

mineral consumption predictions, compare these to the original data, 
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provide statistics about the fits obtained, and plot the results. 

Extrapolations and forecasts are easily made with this program. 

The error of forecast obtained when the results of a prediction 

are compared to the actual data over the forecast test range are 

compared by use of the mean forecast error (MFE): 

MFE = 
nf 

where: 

nf = the number of observations in the forecast test range, 

1i = the predicted value of Y in period i, 

Yi = the actual smoothed value of Y in period i. 

The use of weighting is not appropriate as all forecast test points have 

equal significance. 

7.1. Forecasting GNP, Population, and Per Capita GNP 

Forecasts of mineral consumption using the Malenbaum intensity 

of use method require estimates of GNP, population (POP), and of per 

capita GNP (GNPPC) either directly or via G~p/pOP. The first question is 

whether GNPPC can be most accurately forecast directly: 

GNPpct = y(time) 

or if G~p/pap provides a more robust result: 

= G(time) 
p(time) 

A direct forecast (GN~PC) will have an error of fit such as ±ey 

GN~PCt = y(time) ± ey 
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resulting from the statistical properties of the best fitting function. 

This error term can be expressed as a confidence range given a specified 

probability confidence level and assuming that the errors are distributed 

according to a certain probability function such as the normal function. 

The direct estimating error, ±e y , is to be compared with the resultant 

error from G9p/pOp: 

= 

If: 

= 

G(time) ± eG 
p(time) ± e p 

= 

then clearly the indirect method would have a much wider range: 

-+ 

which is much greater than just ±e y • However, this is not a general 

case as each error is dependent upon the data series and the function 

used to fit it. Therefore, the actual data, functions, and resultant 

fits must be examined. This examination uses the MFE over a forecast 

test range as the decision criteria. 

The data series for constant dollar GNP, population and 

resultant per capita GNP (GNPPC) extend from 1870 through 1981. A 3 

year moving average is used to smooth the data. Only the data from 1871 

through 1970 are used to estimate the function parameters, with the 

period of 1971 through 1980 used as the forecast test range so that the 

accuracy of forecast could be calculated. The fitting uses a time 

weighting wherein later observations are accorded more importance in the 

fitting. This is desirable in forecasting, as more recent data should be 
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more important to the future than "ancient history". A set of twelve 

func tional forms are available, ranging from simply a mean value to 

complex life cycle forms. It is impossible to test all possible 

functional forms, and this selection contains enough variety to 

adequately fit many common situations. The fitting results produce an E 

for the actual fitting range 1871 through 1970, and the MFE statistic 

for the forecast range of 1971 through 1980. Appendix A describes these 

functions and Table A.1 in that appendix lists these, along with equation 

numbers for reference. 

7.1.1. Forecasting GNP 

Table 6 presents a summary of the attempts to forecast GNP, as 

explained by time, for ten equation (function) types. Equation 10 in this 

case is not a fitted function but is simply the traditional growth rate 

approach where GNP for a base year (1970) is used as PI and is allowed 

to grow by an assumed discrete growth rate P z: 

G~Pt = P 1 (1.0 + Pz)t 

In this case, the assumed growth rate was the average of the yearly 

growth rates from 1952 to 1970 which is 3.3851 percent per year. The 

annual growth rate for 1952 to 1970 is remarkably stable compared to 

earlier times, prompting the use of this data period. 

An important forecasting problem is how to select the best 

function. This problem is most reliably solved by withholding some end 

data and seeing how well the function actually performs, as is done 

here. Table 6 ranks the functions according to how well they fit the 

data in the fitting period and how well they performed in the forecast 
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Table 6. GNP Equation Fits. 

-"" GNP = G(time) 

E is the weighted fitting statistic: 

[

A 2 
E = ~ WT. (Y.-Y.)/Y] 

). ).). 

MFE is the mean forecasting error: 

1871-1970 1971-1980 

Type of 
Fitting RaI!.Se Forecast Range 

Function G E Rank MFE Rank 

1 .01177 1 3,939.7 5 

2 .01395 2 400.5 2 

3 .01407 4 490.3 3 

4 .01482 6 600.7 4 

5 .01441 5 54,030.5 7 

6 . 93910 9 1,109,446.7 9 

8 .01704 7 5,908.7 6 

9 .13026 8 166,554.2 8 

lOa .01400 3 381.3 1* 

Rank Correlation = 0.75 

a. Not fitted, growth rate based on 1952 to 1970 average. 

*. Selected function. 
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range. In this case, the rank correlation is fairly acceptable, at 0.75. 

However, in the case of population (Table 7) these rank correlations are 

much worse. This illustrates that to select a function based on how 

well it describes the fitting data would often not select the best 

forecasting function. The use of suppressed end period data as a check 

on a function's forecasting ability is an appropriate selection 

procedure. 

Based on these results, GNP can best be forecast using the 

function: 

G~Pt = 1085.6 (1.0 + 0.033851)t 

where t = 0 in 1970. The resultant MFE is 381.3. Figure 47 plots this 

function (line) compared to the actual data (+'s) for the period 1907 to 

1970, with the projection continuing to 2010. The data before point A 

(1971) was the fitting range, and that after was the forecast period. 

The long run forecasts from 1981 through 2010 are used later to 

demonstrate the results of the intensity of use forecasting. 

7.1.2. Forecasting Population 

Table 7 presents similar informa tion for population forecasting 

functions. Notice that the rank correlation is only 0.37. In the case 

of function 10 (the discrete growth rate type), the annual population 

growth rates were stable only for the period 1967 to 1970, resulting in 

an average growth rate of 1.0391 percent per year. Again, this proves 

to be the best forecasting function: 

pOPt = 204.9 (1.0 + 0.010391)t 

where t = 0 in 1970. This results in an exceptionally good fit to recent 
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Table 7. Population Equation Fits. 

POP =p (time) 

1871-1970 1971-1980 

Type of Fitting Range Forecast Range 

Function P E Rank MFE Rank 

1 .000957 1 15.7 4 

2 .000997 2 35.9 6 

3 .001001 3 20.1 5 

4 .001084 4 4.1 2 

5 .001355 5 11.2 3 

6 .229790 10 19,869.4 10 

7/3 .010505 8 807.0 9 

8 .002604 6 126.8 7 

9 .003582 7 189.6 8 

lOa .018601 9 .0718 1* 

Rank Correlation = 0.37 

a. Not fitted, growth rate based on 1967 to 1970 average. 

* Selected function. 
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data, as shown in Figure 48, but not to early data. The fit is 

remarkable for the forecast period beyond point A. 

7.1.3. Forecasting Per Capita GNP 

The same methods are presented for the direct prediction of 

GNPPC in Table 8. In this case, the modified exponential (function 1) 

proved to make slightly better forecasts than did the simple average 

growth rate (function 10). This results in a prediction formula of: 

GNPpct = 1.05025 + 0.2508 (1.02883)t 

where t = 0 in 1869, with a forecast period MFE of 0.01339. Figure 49 

plots these results for the direct forecast of GNPPC. 

The last required forecast to complete this comparison is that 

of per capita GNP obtained indirectly as the ratio: 

1.0856 (1.033851)t 
204.9 (1.010391)t 

where t = 0 in 1970. This results in an MFE of 0.00772 over the test 

period 1971 through 1980. Notice that this is superior to that obtained 

by the direct GNPpc method, indicating that the combination of separate 

forecasting error range: 

is less than that of the direct estimate ±ey • 

This section has demonstrated that in this case it is best to 

forecast GNP and population, and then take the ratio to arrive at a 

GNPPC forecast. These results are now used to develop the intensity of 

use comparisons. 
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Table 8. Per Capita GNP Direct Equation Fits • 
............ 

GNPPC = 1<time) 

1871-1970 1971-1980 

Type of Fitting Range Forecast Range 

Function 1" E Rank MFE Rank 

1 .01264 1 .0113 1* 

2 .01509 5 .1339 5 

3 .01265 2 .1506 6 

4 .01572 6 .1789 7 

5 .01268 3 .0834 4 

6 .35453 10 18.8383 10 

7/3 .04666 9 2.4749 9 

8 .01374 4 .0766 3 

9 .03208 8 1. 3978 8 

lOa .01593 7 .0313 2 

Rank Correlation = 0.74 

a. Not fitted, based on average growth rate for 1952-1970. 

* Selected function. 
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7.2. The Fitting of Copper Intensity of Use Functions 

Now that a satisfactory method of predicting GNP and population 

(thus GNPPC) has been developed, these results can be used in the 

traditional Malenbaum intensity of use model for copper consumption in 

the United States. The copper consumption data include primary plus old 

scrap for the period 1906 through 1970, and is smoothed using a 3 year 

moving average. The ten most recent years, 1971 through 1980 are 

withheld from the fitting procedure, to be used as the forecast test 

range. Actual GNPPC (smoothed) is used as the explanatory variable in 

searching for the appropriate function to describe the historical 

intensity of use trend. As Malenbaum emphasizes the importance of the 

inverted U shaped trend, only functions of this general form are 

consi.dered. Table 9 lists these functions, their ability to fit the 

actual data (E), and their ability to forecast for the period 1971 

through 1980 (MFE). Again, the rank correlation between the orderings by 

best fit shows that the fitting range error is not a perfectly reliable 

indicator of the forecasting ability. Most of the functions show a 

reasonable fit to the fitting range data, as indicated by E and as the 

following figures show. However, the ability to forecast is highly 

dependent upon the behavior of the function beyond the fitting range. 

Two of the functions, the 4 and 6 parameter lognormals, become 

asymptotic to some constant intensity level which is chosen by the best 

overall fit, and could be positive, zero, or even a negative level. The 

3 parameter lognormal, the first derivative logistics and the first 

derivative Gompertz are forced to become asymptotic to zero at high 

levels of the explanatory variable. The 5 parameter lognormal declines 
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Table 9. Copper Intensity of Use as Explained by Actual per Capita GNP, 
Functional Fits. 

IU = l/I (GNPPC) 

1906-1970 1971-1980 
Fitting Range Forecast Range 

Equation E Rank MFE Rank 

4: 1st Der. Logistics .02353 6 .6022 6 

6: 1st Der. Gompertz .021211 5 .5292 5 

7/3: 3 Par. Lognormal .02014 4 .3866 4 

8: 4 Par. Lognormal .01670 3 .0207 2 

7/5: 5 Par. Lognormal .01583 2 .0116 1 

7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal .01572 1 .0282 3 

Rank Correlation = 0.83 
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in a linear fashion once the lognormal component of the function becomes 

asymptotic. This can result in negative intensity levels at high GNPPC. 

Thus the upper end behavior of the function is extremely 

critical to the forecasts which result. The 6 parameter lognormal is 

the best fit to the actual 1906 to 1970 data, but this implies a rapidly 

decreasing future intensity. 

7.2.1. Forecasting Copper Consumption with the Intensity of Use Model 

These functions are now used in conjunction with the estimates 

of GNP and population developed in Section 7.1. Thus, the full model to 

predict mineral consumption is developed as: 

= 

The intensity of use function has been estimated as described above. To 

use it, the estimated GNPPC as obtained by GRp/pop is now used as the 

explanatory variable (rather than the actual GNPPC). This allows a true 

testing of the full model's forecasting ability for the test period 1971 

through 1980. In addition, projections can be made into the future, to 

illustrate the long term behavior of the resulting functions. Table 10 

summarizes these results for the six life cycle functions being 

considered for the test forecast period. It is evident that the overall 

performance is not good. Figure 50 plots the best of these, the 5 

parameter lognormal, as intensity of use as a function of: 

projected to the year 2010. Figure 51 then plots the results of: 
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Table 10. Forecasting Accuracy of the Intensity of Use Model for Copper 
Consumption. 

4: 

6: 

7/3: 

8: 

7/5: 

7/6: 

C6ns = 00 * ljJ (GNP /POP) 

where 00 G(time) 

PoP = P (time) 

1971-1980 Forecast Period 
........ 

Co?i's IU to IU 

IU Function MFE Rank MFE 

1st Der. Logistics .58762 6 1,118,811 

1st Der. Gompertz .51622 5 981,285 

3 Par. Lognormal .37635 4 720,782 

4 Par. Lognormal .02003 2 41,909 

5 Par. Lognormal .00946 1 21,046 

6 Par. Lognormal .02768 3 56,104 

Rank Correlation = 1.00 

to Cons 

Rank 

6 

5 

4 

2 

1 

3 
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= 

and although each of the fits along the way to this result were 

reasonable, the full combination produces a poor long term relationship. 

The full model resulting from this is: 

:: 
2.4798 

[ 

G~Pt/pOPt 2J 
* -(Ln( 3.06 » 

exp 2*0.03503 

+ 3.1379 - 0.23404 (G8Pt/pOPt) } 

where: 

G~Pt = 1085.6 (1.033851)t 

and 

204.9 (1.010391)t 

where t = 0 in 1970. Notice that the lognormal portion of this function 

becomes asymptotic to the downward line portion beyond a GNPPC level of 

about 5,700 (about 1973). After this point, the function is essentially: 

= 1.085.6 (1.033851)t [3.1379 - 0.23404 (G~Pt/p6Pt)] 

or: 

0.23404 [1085.6 (1.033851)t]2 
3.1379 (1.085.6 (1.033851)t) -

204.9 (1.010391)t 

It is apparent that the negative squared GNP term must eventually 

overtake the positive term and drive the consumption into absolute 

decline as time increases, shown in Figure 51. 
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7.2.2. Alternative Intensity Model Forecasts 

In order to avoid this problem, the 6 parameter lognormal was 

developed to allow the intensity of use function to level off at higher 

GNPPC levels. Again, the function was fit to the data of 1906 through 

1970 without forcing the intensity through any particular level, as this 

would require some preconceived notion of what the proper level is. 

Figure 52 plots the intensity function and its projection from 

the 6 parameter lognormal, and Figure 53 shows the full copper 

consumption result. In this case, the leveling off of IU allows 

consumption to grow at the rate of GNP growth, again a questionable 

result. The full model for consumption in this case is: 

= G~Pt { 2.9606 * exp 
(G~Pt/pBpt) ,121T*0.040015 

[ 

G~Pt/paPt 2J 
-(Ln( 3.0875 » 

2*0.40015 

+ 1.8201 + 2.8732 (0.51942)GGPt/POPt} 

where G~P and G~P /pOp are as before. At high levels of GNPPC, the 

intensity becomes asymptotic to 1.82, thus consumption is simply the 

function: 

+ 

which produces the result that consumption grows at the rate of GNP 

increase, as is happening past point A in Figure 53. 

An additional equation type, the four parameter lognormal, 

produces the second best fit to the data in the forecast test period. 
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This function als~ levels off at 1.82, as did the 6 paramete~ lognormal. 

It is interesting to note that both these intensity functions fit the 

data with the same asymptotic value. The mineral consumption results 

for this four parameter lognormal are thus very similar to that of the 

six parameter lognormal, producing a copper consumption plot almos t 

identical to Figure 53. 

To complete this discussion, the long term forecasts for the 

three parameter lognormal are shown as the intensity in Figure 54 and as 

the consumption projection results of Figure 55. 

which is required to level off asymptotically to 

This is a function 

zero. These same 

results apply to the first derivative logistic and Gompertz functions. 

None of these three function types fit the forecast period data at all 

well, and the consumption results (illustrated by Figure 55) and 

similarly for the other two functions) are not usable. 

Although none of these intensity functions perform very well in 

a long term sense, the 5 parameter lognormal does a very good job for 

the short forecast test period. Several of these functions adequately 

describe the data used for fitting, but fail to produce acceptable 

forecasts. There is, of course, no end to the functions which could be 

tested to describe the intensity of use function; however, those used 

here represent common ones and contain enough flexibility to adequately 

describe most life cycle situations. The polynomial class of functions 

have not been tested because although they are excellent at fitting data 

of this sort, they become very erratic beyond the fitting range, and thus 

do not perform well as long term forecasting tools in general. The best 
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prediction in this test case for copper is that of the five parameter 

lognormal, however it is only believable for a limited forecast period. 

7.3. Forecasting Consumption Directly and Comparison 
with Intensity of Use Forecasts 

The procedure used to forecast direct mineral consumption is the 

same as before except that copper consumption (again a 3 year moving 

average smoothing) is fit to a function of time. The results of this 

fitting for nine functions are shown in Table 11. They have also been 

ranked by best fit over the forecast test period. The rank correlation 

coefficient is -0.22, demonstrating that the ability to fit past data has 

little to do with the ability to deliver a good forecast. 

forecasts are produced by a simple straight line: 

CORSIt c 407.14 + 26.524 * t 

where t = 0 in 1905 (thUS t = 75 in 1980). 

The best 

The forecast period MFE is 20,227. This is a very simple and 

direc t sort of forecas t. The results of this simple linear fit are 

shown in Figure 56. 

7.3.1. Comparison of the Direction Consumption Projection 
with the Intensity of Use Forecast 

The best possible direct predictions can be compared against the 

best possible intensity of use forecasts. This compares the full 

intensity model: 

against: 

CORSDt == C(time). 

Table 12 presents this comparison for the four best estimates of each 
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Table 11. Copper Consumption Forecast Directly by Time, Functional Fits • 

............... 
Cons = C(time) 

Function C 

1. Modified Exponential 

2. Exp. Growth 

3. Logistics 

4. 1st Der. Logistics 

5. Gompertz 

6. 1st Der. Gompertz 

7/3. 3 Par. Lognormal 

8. 4 Par. Lognormal 

9. Straight Line 

1906-1970 
Fitting Range 

E Rank 

.03568 5 

.04154 8 

.03424 2 

.03514 4 

.03487 3 

.16877 9 

.03667 6 

.03333 1 

.03680 7 

Rank Correlation = -0.22 

1971-1980 
Forecast Range 

MFE Rank 

36,723 3 

31,210 2 

83,354 6 

163,637 8 

57,331 4 

2,071 ,158 9 

58,124 5 

160,900 7 

20,227 1 
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Table 12. Comparison of Intensity of Use Forecasts Against Direct 
Consumption Time Trends. 

Intensity of Use Model Direct Consumption Model 
Forecast Period Forecast Period 

IU Function Rank MFE Time Function Rank MFE 

5 Par. Lognormal 1 21,046 Straight Line 1 20,227 

4 Par. Lognormal 2 41,909 Exp. Growth 2 31,210 

6 Par. Lognormal 3 56,104 Mod. Exponential 3 36,723 

3 Par. Lognormal 4 720,782 Gompertz 4 57,331 
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method. In all cases, the direct consumption forecast procedure is 

slightly better, although not very much so. However, the forecasts of 

the intensity of use model rapidly become very poor upon selection of a 

worse functional fit, whereas the direct method becomes only slightly 

worse as a less than ideal functional fit is chosen. This indicates that 

the potential for error resulting from choosing the wrong func tiona1 

model is much greater with the intensity method than it is with the 

direct approach. In addition, the projections made through intensity 

functions rapidly become wild beyond the fitting range. The simple, 

direct forecasts remain much more stable with large extrapolations, 

particularly the linear function. 

7.3.2. Additional Model Comparisons 

An important aspect of the procedure used in this chapter 

requires emphasis. This is that the best ex post forecast of each 

component being ·forecast is used as the basis for making the final 

prediction. That is, the results of the forecast test period were used 

in selecting the best functions. For example, the straight line time 

trend of direct copper consumption proved to produce the lowest MFE 

over the forecast test period. Thus, this was chosen as the best direct 

consumption forecast function. Notice from Table 11 that had the best 

function been selected based on its ability to describe the fitting range 

data, a 4 parameter lognormal would have been chosen. For convenience 

of terminology, designate the choice of a function based on its ability 

to match the fitting data as the a priori choice; and the choice of a 

function based on the ability to predict into the forecast test range as 
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the ex post choice. Table 13 demonstrates the results of using the ex 

post compared with the a priori procedures in arriving at the final 

copper consumption prediction, with the final MFE result being 

underlined. This table essentially presents the results of all logical 

combinations of functions that are best fits in the a priori or the ex 

post sense and demonstrates the final forecasting ability. The first and 

most obvious observation is that ex post (A through E) forecasts are 

considerably better that the a priori ones (F through H). Also notice 

that the intensity of use method performed a priori (F and G) was 

superior to the a priori direct method (H). The use of GNPpc direct and 

GRp as opposed to G9p and p6p (calculating GNPPC from G9p/p6p) does not 

alter the final results much and the alteration is not consistent 

between cases: compare A to B, C to D, and F to G. Therefore, the 

choice of using GRp and p6p as opposed to GRp and GNPPC is not critical. 

The important conclusion to be drawn from these results is that good 

forecasts require the selection of a model based on its results from a 

forecast test period. 

7.4. Additional Optimization of the Intensity of Use Model 

In order to fully explore the complete life cycle intensity of 

use model, an additional functional fit is attempted. This is the full 

model represented by A in Table 13 using the average growth rate method 

of finding GRp and p6p (which gives GNPPC), and the 5 parameter 

lognormal IU func tion. But in this case, the best results of this 

fitting are used as the starting point for a new optimization of all 

parameters at the same time. Thus nine equation parameters are searched 
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Table 13. Results of Various Intensity of Use Forecasting and Direct 
Prediction Procedures. 

Fitting 
Range 

E 

Using some knowledge from the forecast test period: 

A. Best ex post fit 

GNP 
POP 
GNPPC 
IU 
ConsI 

10: Avg. growth rate 
10: Avg. growth rate - -Resulting from GNP/POP 
7/5: 5 Par. Lognormal 
Result 

B. Ex post alternative 

GNP 
POP 
GNPPC 
IV 
ConsI 

10: Avg. growth rate 
not used 
1: Nodified exponential 
7/5: 5 Par. Lognormal 
Result 

C. Ex post GNP, POP; apriori of IU 

GNP 
POP 
GNPPC 
IV 
ConsI 

10: Avg. growth rate 
10: Avg. growth rate 
Resulting from GNP/POP 
7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal 
Result 

D. Ex post GNP, GNPPC, a priori of IU 

GNP 
POP 
GNPPC 
IV 
ConsI 

10: Avg. growth rate 
not used 
1: Modified exponential 
7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal 
Result 

E. Ex post of consumption vs. time 

1: Straight line 

.01400 

.01860 

.01583a 

.01400 

.01264 

.01583a 

.01400 

.01860 
-

.01572a 

.01400 

.01264 
o . 1572a 

.03680 

1971-1980 
Forecast Test 

Period MFE 

381.3 
.0718 
.00772 
.00946 

21,046 

381. 3 

.001129 

.01049 
23,255 

381.3 
.0718 
.00772 
.02768 

56,104 

381.3 

.01129 

.02705 
55,104 

20,227 



Table 13 (continued) 

Using no knowledge from the forecast test period: 

F. A priori GNP, POP, IU 

GNP 1: Modified exponential 
POP 1: Modified exponential - -GNPPC Resulting from GNP/POP 
IU 7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal 
ConsI Result 

G. A priori GNP, GNPPC, IU 

GNP 1: Modified exponential 
POP not used 
GNPPC 1: Modified exponential 
IU 7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal 
ConsI Result 

H. A priori of consumption vs. time 

Consn 8: 4 Par. Lognormal 

Fitting 
Range 

E 

.Olln 

.000957 

.01572a 

.000957 

.01264 

.01572a 

.03333 

a. Using actual GNPPC as the explanatory variable of IU. 
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1971-1980 
Forecast Test 

Period MFE 

3,939.7 
15.7 

.02315 

.02638 
104,512 

15.7 

.01129 

.02705 
106,438 

l60 z900 
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to optimize the entire model at once, starting from where the previous 

model (A) left off. Table 14 shows the model and the parameters before 

(as in case A of Table 13) and after. The parameters have changed 

significantly and no longer have the same interpretation as before, 

especially in the case of the GNP and population equation parameters. 

However, the fit between predicted and actual consumption has improved 

considerably, which is the intent. 

relevant in this case. 

GNP and population fits are not 

Figure 57 demonstrates the resulting intensity of use results. 

It is interesting to note how the intensity of use equation no longer 

fits the actual data even though consumption does extremely well, as 

shown in Figure 58. In fact, the ability of this functional model to 

describe the fitting period (before point A) consumption data is the best 

of all models attempted in this chapter. However, its forecasting 

ability is not good and leads to exponentially increasing copper 

consumption projections. This model emphasizes that the ability to 

describe the consumption data based on the intensity of use idea no 

longer describes the under lying intensity, GNP or population portions of 

the model. 

Table 15 presents a summary comparison of the abilities of the 

best models obtained so far in this chapter. The capability of the 

model to describe past data is expressed as the unweighted MFE for the 

period 1906 through 1970. 

the MFE for the period 

The forecasting ability is also measured by 

1971 through 1980. Notice that using the 

unweighted MFE over the fitting range is not the same as the weighted E 

statistic used before. Previously, emphasis was planced on the most 
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Table 14. Additional Optimization of the Best Intensity of Use Model. 

Model form: 

-POP 

= PI (1.0 + P2) 
t 

t 
P3 (1.0 + P4) 

where t=O in 1970 

-(Ln(! / P71f 
-IU = 

~ -Cons I = IU * GNP 
t 

Starting Parameters 
(from Sections A&B) 

PI = 1085.60 

P2 .033851 

P3 = 204.900 

P4 = .010391 

P5 = 2.47980 

P6 = .035031 

P7 3.06000 

P8 = 3.13790 

P9 = -.234000 

E = .04100 

2 e P6 + P + P (00) 
8 9 POP 

Parameters After 
Additional Minser Optimization 

791. 240 

.017611 

221.411 

-.002449 

.655469 

.008181 

2.19079 

.182818 

.262626 

E = .01582 
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Table 15. Stmmmry of Models Comparing Predicted and Actual Copper 
Consumption. 

Model 

Direct Consumption (ConsD) 

Straight Line 

Exponential Growth 

4 Par. Lognormal 

Consumption via Intensity of 

A of Table 13 

B of Table 13 

C of Table 13 

F of Table 13 

Additional Optimization of A 

Fitting Range 
Unweighted MFE 

63,335 

62,927 

63,629 

Use (Cons
I

) 

73,711 

74,628 

72,410 

63,251 

36,522 

Forecast Test Period 
Unweighted MFE 

20,227 

31,210 

160,900 

21,046 

23,255 

56,104 

104,512 

70,725 
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recent data for forecasting purposes. In this table the demonstration 

of how well these models describe past and future data. Thus, the 

models were selected on forecasting abilities but are now reviewed on 

their fitting abilities. It can be seen from this table that the 

additional optimization shown in Figure 58 greatly improves the 

description of the fitted data, but produces only mediocre forecast 

results. 

This demonstrates that even with a function that has a great 

deal of flexibility such as this (9 parameters are selected), the 

intensity of use formultation still does not have superior forecasting 

ability over the naive time trend variety in the best possible cases of 

each model. Furthermore, this last model shows that the intensity of 

use model cannot describe both consumption and intensity well at the 

same time. The entire intensity of use forecasting model is somewhat 

suspec t since, as Table 15 shows, those formulations which describe 

intensity well are not particularly good at describing consumption, and 

those which describe consumption well are not very good at describing 

intensity of use. 

7.5. Neglecting the Full Intensity of Use Cycle 

The results obtained so far apply when the model is developed 

exactly as Malenbaum explains it. However, certain modifications may 

alter these results. The first requirement to be relaxed from the 

strict model is to use only the recent intensity of use data. This in 

effect says that the historical record is not of importance and removes 

the need to fit an inverted U shaped or life cycle function to the 
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intensity of use data. Even though Malenbaum stresses the importance of 

the full historical life cycle shape, he does not rigorously use this for 

developed nations as non-life cycle functions were fit in his 

projections. His extrapolations are simply linear hand drawn 

continuations from the last data point, plotted in a reasonable manner. 

In the case of developed nations past the intensity of use peak, these 

lines tend to level out or are nearly level projections. For developing 

nations, he mayor may not bend the intensity over to account for a 

peaking. No quidance or description is given as to how or when the peak 

in intensity trend is to be fit and extrapolated. The purpose of this 

critique is not to argue with his intensity fits or numerical results, 

but to point out that from the information Malenbaum provides us, these 

forecasts are entirely subjective. 

7.5.1. Using Data Only Beyond the Peak in Intensity of Use 

Let it be assumed that perhaps the proper procedure is to fit a 

function to the most recent intensity data, and use this for 

extrapolation. Per capita GNP is still assumed as the appropriate 

explanatory variable. Any well fitting intensity function can be used in 

this case, as the life cycle properties are no longer important. The 

results of fitting many functions to the copper intensity of use data 

for the period 1946 through 1970 are shown in Table 16. In this case, 

the equation ranking between the fitted and forecast periods are very 

close, at a rank correlation of 0.95. The five parameter lognormal is 

the best fit among these, and its intensity plot is shown in Figure 59. 

Notice that the range of fitting is between points B and A (1946 through 
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Table 16. Copper Intensity of Use Functional Fits for 1946-1970. 

1946-1970 1971-1980 
Fitting Range Forecast Test Period 

Equation E Rank MFE Rank 

1: Mod. Exponential .002776 3 .03939 3 

2: Exponential Growth .005613 6 .05343 6 

4: 1st Der. Logistics .005861 8 .06120 8 

5: Gompertz .006039 9 .07468 9 

6: 1st Der. Gompertz .005708 7 .05446 7 

7/3: 3 Par. Lognormal .004857 5 .04010 5 

8: 4 Par. Lognormal .002789 4 .03754 2 

7/5: 5 Par. Lognormal .001616 1 .01798 1 

7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal .001654 2 .03954 4 

9: Straight Line .006494 10 .10565 10 

Rank Correlation = 0.95 
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1970), with the most recent data being emphasized by the weighting of 

errors procedure. Thus the function and data to the left of point B 

have no relevance in this case. This intensity of use fit is very good. 

Figure 60 demonstrates the results of using this intensity function, 

along with the average growth rate estimates of GNP and population as 

used before. The function plotted here is: 

= 
{ 

0.789 
G~P t -:-( G=~=P-t-:-/P-::O=P-t )~,t~2=1T::;::*O;;::.~0~0 5~7~6~2::-2 

* -(Ln( 3.4787 )) 
[ 

G~Pt/POPt 2] 
exp 2*0.0057622 

+ 3.0085 - 0.1939 (GGPt/POPt) } 

where 

G~Pt = 1085.6 (1.033851)t 

and 

204.9 (1.01391)t 

where t = 0 in 1970. 

Table 17 compares these results against those obtained 

previously. Notice that the mineral consumption prediction results of 

this short period intensity method are not as reliable as the best of 

those obtained before for the test period. However, the forecast to the 

year 2000 agrees well with the simple time trend projection. But as can 

be seen in Figure 60, the decline in consumption caused by this 

functional form (specifically the linear, downward slope, of the 

intensity function) has already come into play by 2000. This aspect of 

the behavior in mineral consumption is a necessary consequence of using 
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Table 17. Comparison of Copper Forecasts by the Best Three Estimates. 

Chapter 7.5 
1946-1970 
via IV 
(7/5 Lognormal) 

Chapter 7.2 
1906-1970 
via IV 
(7/5 Lognormal) 

Chapter 7.3 
Copper Direct 
via time trend 
(Straight Line) 

Forecast Period 
1971-1980 

MFE 

31,434 

21,046 

20,227 

Year 2000 
Copper Consumption 

Forecast 

2839 

1972 

2929 
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this model.. It also applies to the forms Malenbaum used in his 1978 

work, although he does not show this. 

7.5.2. The Complete Projection of Malembaum's Intensity Function 

Figure 61 plots the results of using the equations Malenbaum 

used implicity by his graphical projections. The numerical results are 

not directly comparable to the results in this research because of 

different data bases. For example, Malenbaum uses GDP in 1971 dollars 

instead of 1972 real GNP in this case. Also, it is not clear whether 

Malenbaum included old scrap in his consumption data. The point of 

Figure 61 is not to argue numerical differences, but to illustrate the 

nature of the function implied by Malenbaum's own estimates. The 

resulting equation being plotted here is: 

where: 

GOPt = 1122.0 (1.032)t 

and 

214.0 (1.01)t 

and where t = 0 in 1973. 

This demonstrates that actual copper consumption continues to 

increase up to about the year 2011 and then absolute declines take 

place. Whether this was Malenbaum's intention is not stated, as his 

projection is only made for two points, 1985 and 2000. But if one is to 

use Malenbaum's model and figures, then this is the result delivered. 

The prediction of long term absolute declines in consumption requires 
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strong justification on a richer theoretical basis than just the 

computational results of an equation. Malenbaum makes no mention of 

this aspect of his model, although it must result at some point if the 

intensity function has a negative coefficient of per capita GNP. 

7.5.3. The Instability of the Intensity of Use Model 

As a graphic demonstration of the large projection differences 

caused by asymptotically different functions, Figure 62 plots the 5 

parameter and the 6 parameter lognormal intensity of use functions. 

Both of these functions fit the data in the fitting period almost 

identically, but their asymptotic values are quite different; the 

difference occurring just beyond the fitting range. The resulting 

consumption projections are dramatically different as shown in Figure 63 

even though they describe the past consumption data almost identically. 

Any function (such as the 5 parameter lognormal shown here) that has a 

negative slope coefficient of GNPPC will always ultimately result in 

absolutely declining consumption, at the rate that GNP increases. Any 

function with a constant or positive slope coefficient (such as the 6 

parameter lognormal used here) will result in consumption which 

ultimately increases at the rate that GNP increases. This is a necessary 

result of the intensity of use model and cannot be avoided with 

asymptotic intensity projections. Thus, for long term projections, the 

resulting consumption func tion will ultimately behave in a manner which 

may not be intended or reasonable. This behavior must be accounted for 

in using the intensity of use approach as the forecast period may be 

long enough to come into this range of extreme behavior. 
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This section demonstrated that neglecting the life cycle nature 

of the intensity function and fitting only the recent data does not 

improve the traditional intensity forecasting method. This section also 

emphasizes the long range behavior of the intensity method which mayor 

may not be expected, justifiable, or desired. Malenbaum's own implied 

equations also produce this long term unexpected behavior, although it 

takes place beyond his last forecast value. 

7.6. An Empirical Examination of Other Explanatory Variables 

It has been argued by Vogely (1976) and others that per capita 

GNP is only one of several important explanatory variables for intensity 

of use trends. The theoretical model developed in Chapter 3 illustrates 

that intensity of use is dependent upon several basic explanatory trends 

besides just per capita income. Perhaps better intensity of use model 

projection can be obtained through the use of other explanatory 

variables. The major appeal of the intensity model is its relative 

simpliCity and ease of use compared with large multi-variate econometric 

models. Therefore, perhaps some other single explanatory variable can 

be used to deliver improved results. The use of more than one 

explanatory variable will have to be left to other research. 

The alternative variables that come immediately to mind are GNP 

and time. The use of GNP implies that mineral consumption is related to 

the absolute yearly level of economic activity in the region. This is 

reasonable, although perhaps not as rich in explanatory value as is per 

capita income. Time is an uninteresting variable in that it is simply a 

linear trend which one hopes will act as a proxy variable for all other 
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economic trends which consistently increase. For a nation such as the 

United States, most important trends have been increasing consistently; 

thus they are highly correlated with time and it may perform well as an 

explanatory variable by default. 

Table 18 presents the results of fitting the intensity of use 

function ~ to these alternative explanatory variables (X). Included for 

comparison are the previously developed results. Notice that per capita 

income still produces the best intensity of use fit, but both time and 

GNP also have excellent fits to the data for some functions. The final 

results of using these intensity functions are shown in Table 19 where 

predicted consumption is compared to actual consumption over the 

forecast test period of 1971 through 1980. Time appears to be superior 

to GNP in this case, although not as good as the best of the GNPPC based 

predictions. Figure 64 shows the intensity of use fit to time by the 

five parameter lognormal function and Figure 65 presents the resulting 

consumption forecasts projected to the year 2020. Even though time is 

used as the explanatory variable of intensity, GNP is still required to 

deliver the final consumption results. In this case the equation is: 

c09s ::: G9p t * { _--:-:;1::::;5~. 9:::;1;:;:8 :;;:::;::;:-
z tl {2n*0.017847 

+ 3.7095 - 0.02799t1 

where tl ::: 0 in 1905, and 

* -(Ln( 39.773 » 
[ 

tl z~ 
exp 2*0.017847 

G9Ptz ::: 1085.6 (1.033047)t z 



Table 18. Copper Intensity of Use Functional Fits to Various Explanatory Variables. 

fu = 1f(X) 

TIME GNP 

IU Function ~(X) 
Fitting Forecast Fitting Forecast Fitting 

E MFE E MFE E 

4: 1st Der. Logistics .02052 .0681 .02303 .5599 .02353 

6: 1st Der. Gompertz .02167 .0189 .02153 .5598 .02121 

7/3: 3 Par. Lognormal .02634 .0675 .01747 .2825 .02014 

8: 4 Par. Lognormal .02537 .0257 .01503 .0394 .01670 

7/5: 5 Par. Lognormal .01361 .0126 .01220 .0356 .01583 

7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal .01378 .0181 .01207 .0220 .01572 

GNPPC 

Forecast 
MFE 

.6022 

.5292 

.3866 

.0207 

.0116 

.0282 

N ..... 
.po. 



Table 19. Forecasting Accuracy of the Intensity of Use Model Based on Various Explanatory Variables 
for Copper Consumption. 

... "", I J Cons = GNP * ~(X) " where GNP G(time). For 1970-1980 forecast period. 

IU Function ~(X) 

4: 1st Der. Logistics 

6: 1st Der. Gompertz 

7/3: 3 Par. Lognormal 

8: 4 Par. Lognormal 

7/5: 5 Par. Lognormal 

7/6: 6 Par. Lognormal 

Copper Direct via 
Straight Line 

TIME 
A A 

IU to IU Cons to Cons 
MFE MFE 

.0681 

.0189 

.0675 

.0257 

.0126 24,959 

.0181 35,148 

20,227 

GNP GNPPC 
A A A "-

TU to IU Cons to Cons IU to IU Cons to Cons 
MFE MFE MFE MFE 

.5599 .6022 1,111,811 

.5598 .5292 981,285 

.2825 .3866 720,782 

.0394 77 ,377 .0207 41,909 

.0356 73,045 .0116 21,046 

.0220 40,886 .0282 56,104 

N .... 
VI 
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where t2 = 0 in 1970. Again, absolute declines in consumption are 

projected after the lognormal portion of the intensity function reaches 

its asymptotic value (after 2010). 

Similar results are obtained by using GNP as the explanatory 

variable for intensity; that is, actual consumption prediction either 

declines or increases exponentially depending upon the asymptotic value 

of the intensity func tion. Thus the results of using an alternative 

explanatory variable are not improved over using per capita GNP even 

though population is removed from the overall function for example. 

This conclusion klis not surprising in light of the underlying theory 

which indicated that at least several underlying explanatory economic 

trends are needed to account for the intensity of use pattern. A 

further line of research would be to use several explanatory variables 

to explain the intensity of use function. The research of Chapters 3, 4, 

5, and 6 should help in developing which variables to choose. Once they 

are chosen, additional statistical work could be done to develop and 

test multivariate intensity functions. 

7.7. Summary of Chapter Findings 

This chapter has explored the basic concept of the intensity of 

use model from a statistical viewpoint. It has developed a range of 

functions to use, procedures to fit these functions, and ways to combine 

the results into a specific intensity of use model. The comparison 

between the intensity of use based predictions and those of the naive 

time trends has illustrated the limit to the abilities of each approach 

under conditions where the best forecasting formulation can be 
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determined with certainty. In this setting, the intensity of use model 

is not superior to the simple time trend method. That is, if a forecaster 

were able to pick with certainty the proper functional form for each 

model, then the simple time trend forecast of consumption would be 

superior in this example. However, this is not the real forecasting 

situation, thus the basic hypothesis is examined in Chapter 8 under more 

realistic conditions. 

The conclusions of this chapter can be enumerated as follows: 

1. The ability of a function to fit past data has little to do 

with its forecasting ability. The rank correlation comparisons and the a 

priori and ex post analysis demonstrates this. 

2. Therefore, it is necessary to withhold some end data from 

the fitting process to use as a forecast test period in order to select 

the best forecasting function. 

3. The use of G~p/pOp appears to be somewhat superior to GNPPC 

in predicting per capita GNP, but this is not of overwhelming importance 

to the intensity of use model and can be tested when required. 

4. If a single explanatory variable for intensity of use is to 

be used, the per capita GNP appears to be superior to either time or GNP. 

5. Neglecting the full life cycle property of the intensity of 

use function does not improve the overall model results. 

6. Optimizing the full intensity model will improve the ability 

to describe past data, but does not improve the forecasting ability. 

7. The intensity of use model becomes unstable and can produce 

highly questionable results with long term projection. It necessarily 
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degenerates into either exponential growth or decline once an asymptotic 

intensity pattern is reached. 

8. If the intensity model does degenerate into a simple 

exponential consumption projection and this is judged to be correct and 

desirable, then this should be used to begin with and the intensity of 

use approach is no longer relevant or necessary. 

9. The best possible formulations of each model as used in this 

chapter is not a valid test of the model's performance under actual 

forecasting circumstances. 

10. The intensity model is not able to accurately describe both 

intensity of use and consumption at the same time. Optimizing the fit of 

intensity precludes obtaining the best consumption fit, and vice versa. 

This chapter has dealt with a projection period of 10 years 

which is not a particularly long term forecast and the intensity of use 

model is intended for long term projection. But this chapter has 

illustrated the long term instability of the intensity model and thus its 

application to long range forecas ting is suspec t. Chapter 8 tests the 

intensity of use under more realistic conditions where a true test of 

the basic hypothesis is made. 

Table 20 provides forecast values for some of the procedures 

used in this chapter, as well as those of others. Note that the 

estimates made here are for forecasts based on data ending in 1970, thus 

these are 30 year forecasts to the year 2000. The forecasts of others 

are shorter term than this, being made at various times from the mid 

1970's to as recent as 1983 [Newcomb's (1983) estimate]. 
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Table 20. Long Term Forecasts of V.S. Copper Consumption by Chapter 7 
Methods and Other Authors. 

Data given in thousand short tons. 

Method 

Actual 

Full cycle intensity of use vs. GNPPC 
GNP, POP: avg. growth rates 

3 Par. Lognormal IV 
4 Par. Lognormal IV 
5 Par. Lognormal IV (ex post best) 
6 Par. Lognormal IV 

Optimized 5 Par. Lognormal 

GNP, GNPPC 
5 Par. Lognormal IV 

A priori GNP, POP 
6 Par. Lognormal IV (a priori best) 

A priori GNP, GNPPC 
6 Par. Lognormal IV 

Recent data only intensity of use vs. GNPPC 
GNP, POP: avg. growth rates 

5 Par. Lognormal 

Malenbaum's equations (Chapter 7 data) 

Intensity of use vs. time 
5 Par. Lognormal IV 

Intensity of use vs. GNP 
6 Par. Lognormal IU 

Direct Time Projection 
Straight line (ex post best) 
4 Par. Lognormal (a priori best) 

Others by various methods (from Newcomb, 1983) 
U.S. Bureau of Mines 
SRI 
Fischman 
Australian MEP 
Leontief 
Newcomb 
Malenbaum (his own work) 

1980 

2481 

1248 
2765 
2390 
2812 
2802 

2360 

2968 

2971 

2599 

2217 

2561 

2706 

2398 
1909 

1990 2000 

712 
3839 
2483 
3870 
3619 

2368 

4269 

4271 

2921 

2720 

2982 

3527 

2664 
1804 

329 
5355 
1972 
5373 
4721 

1589 

6220 

6221 

2839 

3186 

3335 

4751 

2929 
1675 

3500 
4200 
3400 
2900 
3700 
2500 
3500 

2010 

124 
7470 
132 

7485 
6219 

-960 

9118 

9118 

1790 

3449 

3501 

6551 

3195 
1541 
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The estimate made by Malenbaum (1978b) is of interest. It 

appears to be reasonable and was made through the procedure used here, 

as he describes it. However, this appears to be a completely subjective 

estimate since nowhere does Malenbaum describe an intensity function 

being used, a fitting procedure, or any method of duplicating his result 

that this author can determine. The procedure he used appears to be 

fitting a line by eye on the intensity of use plot, adjusting it to come 

out at the desired level, then performing the necessary calculation 

estimates. Although Malenbaum states the importance of the inverted U 

shaped curve, in no way is this property being used in his estimates for 

U.S. minerals. This property is subjectively utilized for developing 

countries which have not yet reached the peak in intensity, but guidance 

as to when the peak and turnover in intensity should occur is not given. 

For Malenbaum's purposes of making actual forecasts, these subjective 

methods are acceptable (although not subject to duplication by others), 

but for developing and testing the models, subjective adjustments cannot 

be used. 

The forecasts beyond the test range ending in 1980 obtained by 

the various methods of this chapter can be compared against those of 

others. The preferred "best" fitting forecast (based on minimum forecast 

test period error) would be that of the straight line direct time trend. 

This gives a year 2000 copper consumption level of 2,929,000 short tons, 

somewhat lower than most other forecasters' results. If the selection 

was the preferred intensity of use method best fit (the 5 parameter 

lognormal using GNP and POP based on average growth rates), the 

predicted copper consumption level in the year 2000 would be 1,972,000 
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short tons -- a very low estimate resulting from the exponentially 

declining nature of the intensity model. However, this is the forecast 

that must be selected if Malenbaum's intensity of use methodology is 

strictly applied (not as he does, but as he says to do). As these are 

true forecasts, there is no way of determining which method delivers the 

best results. 



CHAPTER 8 

ACTUAL FORECASTING TESTS OF THE INTENSITY OF USE MODEL 

This chapter tests the hypothesis that the intensity of use 

model provides superior forecasts to simple time trend methods in actual 

forecasting situations. The intensity model must be at least superior to 

naive time trend projection in order to justify its use. This chapter 

makes predictions in a manner similar to Chapter 7, except that the 

actual prediction test data is completely unknown to the models until 

the final predictions are made. Only then can the errors of fit be 

determined for the chosen forecasts of each model. 

The previous chapter developed the most reliable method to use 

in making forecasts of this type. The data are divided first into a 

fitting period which is used for all functions under consideration. A 

test range of data is withheld from the fitting and is used to select 

the function which provides the best prediction into this test range. 

This procedure hopefully develops and selects the best functional model 

for each of the methods to be compared; the intensity of use model and 

the direct time trend consumption method. Once the preferred functions 

and parameters are selected for each method, these are then projected 

over the actual forecast period and compared with the actual data. 

Since the details of the model formulation, parameter selection, and 

forecasting procedure were developed and discussed in detail in the 

224 
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previous chapter, this chapter simply states the results of the various 

forecasting cases. 

The data series used are real GNP, population, and zinc and 

copper consumption for 1870 through 1981 for the United States. Copper 

and zinc consumption are ideal examples to test because they show a full 

life cycle example of intensity of use as shown in Figures 66 and 67. 

The testing of the intensity model for several periods -- before, during, 

and after the peak thus covers the full range of situations. Copper 

and zinc intensity of use peak roughly during the period 1925 to 1945. 

This suggests that some interesting forecasting cases can be formulated 

as: 

Fitting Range Test Range Forecast Period 

1871-1950 1951-1960 1961.--1981 

1871-1925 1926-1935 1936-1960 

1871-1915 1916-1925 1926-1950 

These are long term forecasts, covering either 21 or 25 years 

but actually projected from the end of the fitting data for 31 or 35 

years, with the function test range being 10 years, which is sufficiently 

long to avoid the influence of business cycles lasting less than a few 

years. The data in the fitting range are smoothed using a 3 year moving 

average, however both the test range and forecast period data are in the 

raw form. In addition, the fitting range uses a time weighting to 

emphasize the most recent data. 

In the case of direct time trend projection, the consumption data 

are fit using various functions as explained by time. The best of these 
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as measured by the mean forecast error (MFE) over the test range is 

selected as the best choice of this model. This selected function is 

next projected into the forecast period and the mean forecast error over 

this range is computed. 

The intensity of use model requires the selection of GNP, 

population, and intensity of use functions. Each of these data series 

are fit using all of the functions appropriate to the situation and the 

function selected as best is according to the lowest MFE in the test 

range. Not all functions are appropriate in every situation and some are 

excluded a priori. For example, a function which forces GNP or 

population into a life cycle projection is not appropriate. In addition, 

functions with more than 3 or 4 parameters are not reasonable for 

intensity of use fitting before the peak because these will not capture 

the life cycle property which is required. Once the functions which best 

describe GNP, population, and intensity of use are individually developed 

and selected, they are combined into a full intensity of use model using 

the program PREDIT (Appendix B) and the resulting model is projected into 

the actual forecast period. The MFE of actual prediction is calculated 

in this program. This result can be compared to that obtained by the 

direct time trend model in order to determine the model which forecasts 

most satisfactorily. 

The results of these comparisons are shown in Tables 21 through 

26. These tables give the final results as to the types of functions 

selected for each model in each situation. The results are more breifly 

compared in Table 27. In four out of the six cases, the direct time 

trend model performs best. However, for both copper and zinc forecasts 
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Table 21. Results of Zinc Consumption Forecasts for 1926-1950. 

Element 

Fitting Range: 
Test Range: 
Forecast Period: 

1871 through 1915 
1916 through 1925 
1926 through 1950 

Forecasting Function 
Number & Name 

Test Range 
MFE 

Intensity of Use Model 

GNP 3: Logistics 287.48 

POP 5: Gompertz .69 

IU 7: 3 Par. Lognormal .1316 

Cons. 
Result 

Direct Time Trend Model 

*Cons. 7: 6 Par. Lognormal 8,342.3 

* Selected model. 

Actual Forecast 
Period MFE 

15,254.30 

31.83 

1.055 

84,371. 9 

23,927.4 
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Table 22. Results of Copper Consumption Forecasts for 1926-1950. 

Fitting Range: 
Test Range: 
Forecast Period: 

1871 through 1915 
1916 through 1925 
1926 through 1950 

Element 
Forecasting Function 

Number & Name 

Intensity of Use Model 

GNP 3: Logistics 

POP 5: Gompertz 

IU 4: 1st Der. Logistics 

Cons. 
Result 

Direct Time Trend Model 

*Cons. 8: 4 Par. Lognormal 

* Selected model. 

***. Number too large for output. 

Test Range 
MFE 

287.48 

.69 

1.968 

83,821. 2 

Actual Forecast 
Period MFE 

15,254.30 

31.83 

*** 

503,815.4 

226,034.7 
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Table 23. Results of Zinc Consumption Forecasts for 1936-1960. 

Element 

Fitting Range: 
Test Range: 
Forecast Period: 

1871 through 1925 
1926 through 1935 
1936 through 1960 

Forecasting Function 
Number & Name 

Test Range 
MFE 

Intensity of Use Model 

GNP 5: Gompertz 

POP 3: Logistics 

IU 3: Logistics 

*Cons. 
Result 

Direct Time Trend Model 

Cons. 3: Logistics 

*. Selected model. 

1,760.5 

1.67 

.0503 

19,931.1 

Actual Forecast 
Period MFE 

51,727.8 

65.77 

.324 

41,013.0 

212,027.6 
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Table 24. Results of Copper Consumption Forecasts for 1936-1960. 

Element 

Fitting Range: 
Test Range: 
Forecast Period: 

1871 through 1925 
1926 through 1935 
1936 through 1960 

Forecasting Function 
Number & Name 

Test Range 
MFE 

Intensity of Use Model 

GNP 

POP 

IU 

*Cons. 
Result 

5: Gompertz 

3: Logistics 

3: Logistics 

Direct Time Trend Model 

Cons. 7: 6 Par. Lognormal 

* Selected model. 

1,760.5 

1.67 

.2483 

64,853.0 

Actual Forecast 
Period MFE 

51,727.8 

65.77 

4.475 

100,998.1 

742,140.3 
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Table 25. Results of Zinc Consumption Forecasts for 1961-1981. 

Element 

Fitting Range: 
Test Range: 
Forecast Period: 

1871 through 1950 
1951 through 1960 
1961 through 1981 

Forecasting Function 
Number & Name 

Test Range 
MFE 

Intensity of Use Model 

GNP 1: Mod. Exp. 373.7 

POP 10: Discrete Growth 7.8 

IU 4: 1st Der. Gompertz .03583 

Cons. 
Result 

Direct Time Trend Model 

*Cons. 13: Avg. Growth Rate 12,647.0 

* Selected model. 

Actual Forecast 
Period MFE 

1,966.3 

19.0 

.62877 

969,480.2 

88,228.6 
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Table 26. Results of Copper Consumption Forecasts for 1961-1981. 

Element 

Fitting Range: 
Test Range: 
Forecast Period: 

1871 through 1950 
1951 through 1960 
1961 through 1981 

Forecasting Function 
Number & Name 

Test Range 
MFE 

Intensity of Use Model 

GNP 1: Mills Mod. Exp. 373.7 

POP 10: Discrete Growth 7.8 

IU 4: 1st Der. Logistics .1423 

Cons. 
Result 

Direct Time Trend Model 

*Cons. 9: Line 38,918.8 

* Selected model. 

Actual Forecast 
Period MFE 

1,966.3 

19.0 

1. 6638 

2,848,417.8 

46,698.7 



Table 27. Summary of Forecasting Results. 

Direct Time Trend 
Forecast Period Metal Forecast MFE 

1926-1950 Zinc 23,927* 

1926~1950 Copper 226,035* 

1936..,..1960 Zinc 212,028 

1936-1960 Copper 742,140 

1961-1981 Zinc 88,229* 

1961-1981 Copper 46,499* 

*Best forecasting model. 
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Intensity of Use 
Model MFE 

84,372 

503,815 

41,013* 

100,998* 

969,480 

2,848,418 
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made during the intensity of use peak period, the intensity of use model 

provides the best results. According to the criteria that the intensity 

of use model has to provide substanially better forecasts than the naive 

time trend method in order to be worth uSing, this test does not 

indicate adoption of intensity of use as a preferred forecasting 

methodology. The intensity of use model as formulated by Malenbaum 

does not provide consistently improved forecasts in these tests. This 

research has concentrated only on the overall performance of the model 

and finds it lacking, but the special case where it performed well 

perhaps deserves greater testing and research, as this may provide a 

useful circumstance in which to use the method. Even if it proves to be 

superior in this case, a forecaster must be sure that he is indeed in 

this peaking period before any reliance can be placed on the intensity of 

use forecasts. This is a difficult thing to know with certainty. 

The fact that the intensity of use model performed well in one 

third of the cases tested and that at least some linkages to economic 

theory have been exposed, even though weak and poorly expressed by the 

intensity model, indicates that perhaps some additional work on this 

concept could be fruitful. In particular, the intensity of use model 

could be modified from that presented by Malenbaum and tested here, into 

one which captures additional elements of economic progress and more of 

the determinants of mineral consumption, as revealed in the first part 

of this research. For example, technology is demonstrated to be a 

critical determinant of mineral consumption, thus this should be 

explicitly included in the model as an explanatory variable. Other 

explanatory elements previously discussed (such as foreign trade) and 
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those not dealt with by this research (such as prices) add additional 

explanatory dimensions to the intensity of use concept. Research to 

explicitly include these could prove useful in developing a better 

aggregat~ forecasting tool out of that initiated by Malenbaum's intensity 

of use ideas. 



CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This research has examined the general determinants of mineral 

use as originating from the demands for final goods and services by 

consumers. The intensity of use hypothesis is used as the central 

concept, both as a method of accounting for consumption and as a 

framework to demonstrate theories, models, and specific trends and 

conditions in the economy. Although the analysis and description of the 

long term historical record of mineral consumption and economic trends 

is central to the study, the intensity of use idea has had widespread 

application as a forecasting tool and, therefore, the research has made 

an examination of the value of the concept for forecasting mineral 

consumption. 

This chapter reviews and summarizes the findings of this study, 

striving at the same time to integrate the empirical findings with the 

theoretical framework developed in Chapter 3. The research probably has 

uncovered more areas for further research and study than it has 

resolved, and these are pointed out. 

9.1. Review of the Theory of Mineral Consumption 
and the Empirical Findings 

From the outset, prices were neglected from explicit 

consideration in order to make the study of manageable size and to allow 

concentration on other aspects of the determinants of mineral 
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This neglect of prices has the effect of assuming the 

effects of price vector changes are implicitly contained in other 

explanatory variables, thus the theory developed is not a demand model 

but only one of consumption. The derived consumption requirements for 

minerals in a society is found to be a function of the desires of 

consumers (based on their income), the numbers of consumers, the mix of 

goods in the economy, the durability of the goods, the technology of 

production, and the extent of foreign trade in goods and services. 

It was posited that a typical consumer purchases the useful 

services of an item according to his ability to do so (his income) and 

the total utility to be gained from all the items of this type in his 

possession. Many items, such as certain services and nondurable goods, 

deliver value only in the period of purchase and thus the total stock 

must be replaced in every period. Other items, such as structures and 

durables, deliver utility to the consumer over many time periods and 

only need to be replaced periodically. It was also posited that at high 

income levels the typical consumer could become saturated with any given 

item and thus his total consumption level would become constant. The 

broad categories of services, structures, and nondurable goods in the 

United States show some evidence of this. However, this saturation 

effect is not necessary to the intensity of use hypothesis, although it 

can contribute to the downward trend in intensity of use after a nation 

reaches a highly developed status. 

From these facts concerning the demand for total items in 

economic use of consumers, the requirements for newly built items can be 

determined. It is these requirements for new items that motivate the 
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consumption of a specific raw material input in each time period. This 

aspect of minet'al requirement is a function of per capita income, the 

numbers of consumers, and the durability of the items. With this view in 

mind, Malenbaum is correct in surmising that per capita income is an 

important determinant of mineral consumption (hence, intensity of use), 

but even at this point in the theoretical derivation another important 

variable enters, the product durability or economic life. The model of 

Section 4.2 demonstrates the dramatic effect of changes in product life 

on the requirements for new mineral given that the total items per 

capita in service remain constant at any given income level. This also 

demonstrates an important distinction between the new mineral placed 

into use and the total mineral in economic use, as embodied in goods 

deliveri.ng value to consumers over several time periods. Section 4.2 

also demonstrates that the total economic use of a mineral can be many 

times greater than the traditionally measured new mineral placed into 

use because of the life of durable goods. Malenbaum and other 

researchers implicitly assume that economic lives are constant and equal 

to one year; this study demonstrates the large errors possible if this 

assumption is not correct. 

At this point in the review of the theory and the summary of the 

empirical research findings, technology and foreign trade (and prices) 

are being held constant. An additional dimension of intensity of use can 

be studied at this point using the same constraints: the changing mix of 

items in the final demand vector. Chapter 5 undertook this analysis by 

looking at four broad categories of final demand: nondurable goods, 

services, structures, and durable goods. Approximate average mineral 
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use per sector coefficients were developed and used as hypothetical 

constant values since their reliability is doubtful. Assumed average 

economic lives were also chosen and foreign trade aspects were ignored. 

This allows the impact of the historical evolution of the components of 

final demand on mineral consumption to be revealed. The shift toward 

the less mineral intensive service sector away from nondurable goods and 

structures has contributed toward a declining intensity of use. However, 

this is mostly offset by a shift towards very mineral intensive durable 

goods. These changes in shares of the final demanci vector and the 

resulting mineral intensity of use are viewed as functions of per capita 

income. 

It is seen that the inverted-U-shaped-intensity-of-use curve can 

be consistent with the curve that is generated by changing demand 

preferences alone, given the constraints specified. But, since the 

actual final demand changes as a function of per capita income alone do 

not produce a complete inverted U shaped intensity cycle, other effects 

such as technical innovation and foreign trade must also be important. 

The model of Chapter 5 showed that these final demand effects do 

contribute to the observed pattern, but in the abscence of technical 

change, the shift to services has not been sufficient to cause declining 

intensities of use because of the concurrent shift to highly mineral 

using durable goods. Malenbaum claims that the shift to services is of 

primary concern, but this model demonstrates that it is the combined 

effect of all relative share changes that is important, not just the 

shift in the service share. It must be noted that the shift towards 

durable goods largely negates the mineral savings shift towards 
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services. But since a downward intensity of use trend is observed for 

many minerals after the peak, other factors besides just shifting demand 

preferences must be occurring. As Chapter 6 revealed, technology is the 

most important of these. 

Another important point can be illustrated by returning briefly 

to the model used to illustrate the effects of item life on the 

intensity of use trend shown in Section 4.2. 

constant technology, and no foreign trade, 

intensity-of-use function is easily obtainable. 

For any given item life, 

an inverted-U-shaped-

This happens whenever 

the consumption of the item (hence mineral consumption, because the 

technical coefficient is constant) grows more rapidly than GNP at first 

and then grows less rapidly later on. This is a simple mathematical 

result due to dividing a function which increases rapidly and then tends 

to level off by one that increases slowly at first but later begins 

rapid increases. An inverted U shaped curvilinear function is easily 

created with two functions of this sort. The denominator, GNP, is often 

assumed to grow exponentially, thus satisfying this property. It was 

found that functions which increase rapidly at first, only to become 

asymptotic later on are reasonable descriptions of the requirements for 

new items per capita in the numerator. Thus, with population growing 

less rapidly than GNP and a constant technical coefficient of mineral 

consumption, the inverted U shape should result. This happens for any 

item life as shown in Figure 21 in Section 4.2, although the shorter the 

life then the more dramatic is the peaking in intensity of use. 

By combining the results of the Chapter 5 study of the 

components of GNP with this simple mathematical demonstration, 
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conclusions can be made for those factors which are dependent upon per 

capita income for explanation. The shifts in demand vector shares can 

produce only a very weak intensity of use trend, if any, for an 

aggregate mineral (as used in that analysis). But the tendency towards 

a saturation with anyone good can produce a distinctive inverted U 

shaped trend for a specific mineral used in its manufacture. Therefore, 

shifts in broad sectors of final demand are not as important to the 

intnsity of use pattern as are the shifts in demands for specific items 

which are extensive users of the mineral in question. Even though there 

has been a shift towards the service sector of the U.S. economy, this 

fact alone is not sufficient to produce the observed intensity of use 

trend. If, however, this shift includes a tendency towards relative 

saturation with the goods which use most of a given mineral, then the 

inverted U shaped intensity of use pattern will be produced. 

Returning to the development of the full theoretical model, it 

has been reviewed to the point of including item life and the 

requirements for new items as derived from the demand for the services 

of all items in use. New items can be provided both from items 

manufactured in the home nation and those imported as finished goods 

from other nations. Again assuming that the technical coefficients of 

mineral use per item are held constant, the importance of these mineral 

imports embodied in finished goods can be studied. Section 4.1 performed 

this analysis for copper consumption in motor vehicles. It can be seen 

that the intensity of use plot for copper consumed in purchased vehicles 

does not have a particularly noticeable inverted U shape. However, when 

only the copper consumed in U.S. produced vehicles is counted, as 
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Malenbaum and traditional measures of consumption would do, then a 

distinctly inverted U shaped trend appears. This is due to the neglect 

of the mineral actually consumed as imported vehicles but not counted in 

the traditional measure of consumption. This suggests that a large part 

of the inverted U shaped intensity of use trend is due to the neglect of 

the foreign trade of minerals embodied in final and semifinished goods. 

Additional research using at least several goods with one mineral, 

viewed from both the importing as well as the exporting nation's points 

of view would be interesting. These foreign trade elements were not 

formulated as functions of per capita income, thus this aspect is an 

explanatory dimension of intensity of use beyond Malenbaum's hypothesis. 

Since this portion of mineral consumption clearly impacts on intensity of 

use, his formulation is deficient. This omission and inaccuracy can have 

great consequences for forecasts made using the simple Malenbaum model, 

particularly if a nation shifts to being a large importer. This shift 

would be completely neglected by the Malenbaum method. 

The final dimension to be added to the theoretical model is the 

explicit consideration of the technology of mineral use. This is done by 

simply using coefficients which measure the mineral used per item 

produced. This factor is not expected to be explained simply as a 

function of per capita income. The emphasis of the study using changing 

technical coefficients is to determine the extent of influence of these 

technically related changes as opposed to those which can be explained 

by per capita income trends. If it can be shown that most of the 

changes in intensity of use are due to technically related events, then 

the use of per capita income as a single explanatory variable for 
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intensity of use is not reasonable. Chapter 6 undertook this work by 

reformulating the basic tbeoretical model in a form which concentrates 

on the technology of mineral use. This is applied to the case of potash 

use in agriculture to illustrate that most of the intensity of use 

changes are explained by technically related shifts, rather than per 

capita income related trends. Canavan (1983) makes the same conclusion 

for four out of five specific uses of tin based solders which he studied. 

These results indicate that the neglect of technical explanatory 

variables in the Malenbaum intensity of use hypothesis is not 

appropriate. The work of this chapter is only sufficient to demonstrate 

that these elements should be explicitly included. A great deal of 

additional research could be done by incorporating specific technical 

change elements into the theoretical model of Chapter 3. In particular, 

it would be desirable to estimate variable technical coefficients for the 

components of final demand and incorporate these into the model 

implementation of Chapter 5. Likewise, the motor vehicle example could 

profit from the explicit consideration of changing technology. This work 

is left for additional research. 

Some implications for the theoretical content of Malenbaum's 

intensity of use hypothesis which result from these modeling experiments 

can be drawn. It is found that per capita income is a proper 

explanatory variable, although not the only one and in many cases it is 

not the most important. The life of economic usefulness can be an 

important consideration if this changes for items which are major 

consumers of a specific mineral. Foreign trade in finished goods is of 

major importance to the intensity of use measure, and this is not 
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explained by per capita income and should be explicitly considered. The 

changing relative shares of final demand components is reasonably 

explained by income effects, but broad sector share changes are not as 

important towards explaining intensity of use trends as are the final 

demand patterns for specific major mineral using items. In particular, 

the tendency towards saturation with each particular item as income 

rises could control the intensity of use trend for a specific mineral if 

it does not find widespread use in other items. Finally, the technology 

of mineral use in specific products is of great importance to the 

consumption trend of minerals, and this is not a function of per capita 

income. Although the intensity of use measure is an interesting and 

useful construct for the study of mineral consumption, the specific 

formulation used by Malenbaum is deficient because of its lack of 

consideration of the complete set of explanatory variables. 

9.2. Review of Intensity of Use as a Forecasting Model 

Because the theoretical foundations of the intensity of use 

hypothesis have been found to be deficient by not explicitly including 

all important explanatory variables, the forecasting use of the concept 

must be based only upon empirical usefulness. Therefore, examining this 

usefulness requires the use of actual examples for evaluation. This 

evaluation is made by comparing forecasts made using the intensity of 

use approach against those made by simply projecting consumption as a 

function of time. The intensity of use method must provide 

substantially better forecasts than this naive time trend method in 

order to be worth using. 
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Chapter 7 set the stage for this analysis by developing the 

mathematical procedures and testing the various possible approaches 

which could be used. For example, although Malenbaum states that the 

full inverted U shaped cycle is important, he does not explicitly use 

this in his functional forms. In contrast, the projections of this study 

were made using both the full cycle equations as well as only recent 

data beyond the peak. It was found that neglecting the full cycle does 

not improve the overall model results. Another alternative is to 

optimize the full consumption model resulting from the intensity of use 

equations. This provides an excellent description of past consumption 

data but does not improve the forecasting abilities. This procedure also 

revealed that it is not possible to accurately describe both intensity of 

use and the resulting consumption with the same functional form and 

parameters. This indicates that empirically, the method is deficient. 

The best intensity of use model results were obtained by finding 

the best functions for GNP, population, and intensity of use with a full 

cycle functional form. 

produce a per capita 

GNP and population estimates are combined to 

GNP projection, which is then used as the 

explanatory variable for intensity. Once intensity of use is forecast, 

this is simply multiplied by the GNP forecast to obtain the consumption 

prediction. It was also found that the best way to select the proper 

functional form is to withhold a portion of the latest data to be used 

as a test period. Alternative explanatory variables for intensity of 

use, time and simple GNP, were tested but it was found that if intensity 

of use is to be considered as a function of only one explanatory 

variable, then per capita GNP was superior. 
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Chapter 7 also revealed that the intensity of use model provides 

consumption forecasts that ultimately degenerate into exponential 

trends, either increasing or decreasing. This happens whenever an 

asymoptotic or linear intensity of use function is obtained or used in 

the projection period. Malenbaum's own projections are of this nature, 

although his point estimates do not reveal this property. It must be 

noted that if exponential consumption trends are reasonable and 

desirable, they can be used to begin with, without the need of the 

intensity of use model. 

Even though Chapter 7 revealed some interesting aspects of the 

intensity of use model, it did not test it in a real forecasting 

situation. This was done in Chapter 8, where several long term 

forecasts for copper and zinc consumption were made under realistic 

conditions. These intensity projections were compared with direct time 

trend consumption forecasts and both were compared against the actual 

data. For example, if a forecast were to be made from 1931 through 

1955, the actual data would be withheld from the models until both 

methods had produced forecasts. Only then would this actual data be 

revealed in order to find the errors of the forecasts. Vnder these 

actual forecasting situations, it was found that in some situations the 

intensity of use model provided slightly better forecasts, While in 

others the naive time trend model performed best. Overall, it cannot be 

claimed that the intensity of use model is superior to the simple 

consumption method as a forecasting tool. Therefore, the preferential 

use of the intensity model as a forecasting methodology is not 
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recommended, especially since it tends to degenerate into unwarrented 

results. 

9.3. Overall Review 

This research has developed a theoretical model of mineral 

consumption which has been used to evaluate the intensity of use 

hypothesis. Although this hypothesis has been found to be lacking in 

theoretical and empirical features, by using the theoretical model it 

may be possible to expand the original Malenbaum intensity of use 

formula to be more complete. Specifically, by including foreign trade, 

technology, and the durability properties of goods as explicit 

explanatory variables the theoretical content and perhaps the 

forecasting abilities could be improved. Further research is required to 

determine how to include these elements in an aggregate form in order to 

complete the intensity model while retaining its appealing 

characteristics of using commonly available aggregate data. The 

theoretical models and tests could be refined and added to in order to 

guide this additional work. 



APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF PROGRAM FUNCT 

Program FUNCT was written to fit a wide variety of function 

types to various data series. It allows the formulation and use of the 

explanatory (independent) variable X and the dependent variable Y from 

various combinations of up to six different raw data variables. The 

program relies upon a library subprogram MINSER to iteratively search 

the parameters of the selected function in order to minimize an error 

function. This method of function fitting was chosen because it allows 

the use of any function (especially those which cannot be linearized), 

does not require the calculation of derivatives, allows the use of data 

smoothing, and the error term can be weighted to emphasize certain 

portions of the data. 

The error term being minimized is: 

n 
E = L 

i=l 

where WTi is the observation weighting, Yi is the actual value of ~, Yi 

is the functional estimate of Yi' and Y is the mean of the Yi's. 

Subroutine MINSER requires some initial starting guesses as to 

the parameter values. These are provided either externally or through 
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various function estimating procedures in the subroutine INITL. MINSER 

then calls upon the subroutine CALCFX to use the parameter estimates in 

the selected function to find the ~i's. These are then used in the error 

function to find the E value for that set of parameters. MINSER 

iteratively searches the parameters to find the combination which 

minimizes E, within the accuracy limits specified. 

The subroutine CALCFX currently contains the function listed in 

Table A.l. More can be added if desired. The subroutine NAME is used to 

provide a printout of the name of the function being dealt with at any 

one time and to provide the function name on the plots. NAME is called 

at various points, but not while MINSER is optimizing the parameters. 

CALCFX provides additional statistics concerning the fit of the estimated 

function to the actual data. It can also provide a point by point 

listing of the data and fitted values when desired. 

Table A.2 is the flowchart for program FUNCT and shows the 

sequence of operation, the subroutines called to perform specific tasks, 

and the ahility to estimate many functions of several independent 

variables in one program run. Tables A.3 through A.4 describe the data 

file arrangement and the options and selections that are available. The 

execution of these selections is done by the appropriate subroutine. 

Details of these operations are available from the comments in the 

program listing. Since MINSER is a library subprogram and is not 

documented with comments, details of its operation are not available 

except through separate documentation (Harris and Carrigan, 1980). 



Table A.l. Functions. 

Equation Number of 
Number Parameters Name Formula 

Hills Hodified X 
1 3 Yt = PI + P2 0 P3 

t 
Exponential 

Continuous Expo-
P oX 

2 2 Y = P e 2 t 
nential Growth t 1 

3 3 Logistics Y = 
PI 

t -P X 
(1 + Poe 3 t) 

2 

PI 0 P2 0 P
3 

e 
P3Xt 

4 3 
1st Derivative Y = Logistics t 

( -P X ) 
2 

1 + P
2 

0 e 3 t 

X 
P

3 
t 

5 3 Gompertz Yt PI 0 P2 

X 
P

3 
t X N 

1st Derivative o Ln(P
3
) t VI 

6 3 Y = P 0 Ln(P ) o P o P N Gompertz t 1 2 2 3 



Table A.l(continued) 

Equation Number of 
Number Parameters Name Formula 

-(Ln X/P 3) 
2 

PI 
2 0 P 

3 Parameter 2 
7/3 3 Lognormal Yt 

o e 
X

t
lz1T O P

2 

-(Ln Xt/P 3) 
2 

4 Parameter PI 2 0 P 
7/4 4 Y 2 

Lognormala P + 0 e 
t 4 X

t
lz1T O P

2 

-(Ln Xt/P 3) 
2 

S Parameter PI 2 0 P 
7/S S 

2 + P oX 
Lognormal 

Y = P + 0 e 
t 4 X

t
/21T o P

2 
S t 

-(Ln X/P3) 
2 

6 Parameter PI 2 0 P X
t 

7/6 6 
2 

Lognormal Yt 
P + 0 e + PS

oP
6 4 X

t
/21T o P

2 
N 
\Jl 
W 



Table A.l (continued) 

Equation 
Number 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Number of 
Parameters 

4 

2 

2 

1 

varies 

2 

Name 

4 Parameter 
a Lognormal 

Line 

Discrete 
Growth Rate 

Constant 

Cons. to Cons. 
via IU formulas 

Average b 
Annual Growth 

Formula 

- P + " P Yt - 1 X y2TI- 2 
t 

P
4 

e 

Yt = PI + P2 Xt 

Y = P -
t 1 

x 
(1.0+P

2
) t 

-(Ln(X/P 3» 2 

2-P 
2 

Y = P 
t I 

(such as the Mean) 

Specified by User 

Y
t 

x 
= PI - (1.0 + P2) t 

a. Function 8 forces Minser to optimize the constant level parameter PI first, whereas in Function 7/6 
this is the last parameter to be optimized. 

b. Minser is not allowed to optimize the parameters of this function. They are selected by setting PI 
to the value of the last observation and P2 is the average of the previous annual growth rates. 
This is the usual simple method of forecasting GNP and population. 

N 
VI 
.i:'-



Table A.2. Program FUNCT Flowchart •. 

Read Run Instructions 
y 

Read Actual Data 

+ .. Calculate Actual Y ...... 111------ Call Type Y 

+ Calculate Actual X ;.q;:::====::!: , 
Order Observations by 

.. Call Type X .. Call Order .... 
X if desired 

+ 
Smooth Data ; ... i===============~~ IF Call Smooth , 
Smooth Data ; .. ;===============~~ .. Call Smooth , 
Calculate Weights ::;j ... ;:=========~~ .. Call Weights 

Write dati (optional) 

+ Estimate the Initial ; ... ;:======~ .. = Call Initl 
Parameters 

O . I +. f -;::======= .. ~ pt10na wr1te 0 ... Call Calcfx 
Initial Fit 

+ MINSER Parameter ~ .... ;:=========::!: ... Call Minser 
4+ 

Call Calcfx 

... Call Calcfx 
Optimizatrn .========:= 
Write Results ... 

... + Plot Data and Resulting ;~~===~ Call Letplot 
Function + 
Provide Forecast Test .; ... i===~.~ Call Forest 
Projection Fitting Statistics 

+ yes If another equation to fit 
+no 

yes If another kind of x to try 
,no 

End 
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Table A.3. Program FUNCT Data Period Specification. 

INDEX YEARS 

1 NBYR 

\ a 

LPB LPBY R- -

KB KBYR ~ 

F O ° Ordered U d ° 
l.ttl.ng'=:>Smoothed,=> se l.n 

} Data W ° ht MINSER el.g s 

1 } Used in 
Initial 

> a 

KE KEYR 

LB LBYR .---' 
Function 
Forecast 
Test 
Period 

-, Additional 
t 

LE LEYR 

Forecast 
Statistics 

LPE LPEY R- ~ 

> a 

NE NEYR 

> Plottin 
Period 

g 

> 
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Data 
Available 
in a 
*. FUN File 

a. Data ignored and not used by function fitting and forecast test 
process. 
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Table A.4. Program FUNCT Data File Format. 

=:====================="-~~~~--~,~~ 

Line 
Number 

16A5 
TIT LEO F G RAP H S , F I LEN A M E 

1 XI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

II II F4.0 F4.0 
KY KVV XAL YAL 

2 XI_IXI_IX'XI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_I 
912 

K E Q S . 
3 XI_'_I_'_I_'_I_'_I_'_I_'_I_'_I_'_I_'_I 

5Il 14 
K X S XZYEAR 

4 XI_I_I_I_I_IXI_'_'_'_I 

Il 
e-<IlIl 
z 
H Z 

14 F6. 0 ~ 0 
MAXIT SCALE ~ ~ ~ 

5 XI_'_'_'_I_'_'_'_'_'_IXI_I_I_I 

14 14 14 14 14 14 
N B Y R N E Y R K B Y R KEY R L B Y R LEY R 

7 XI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXl_'_'_'_IXI __ '_'_'_1 

9 

P(l) 

VlI 

10(lX,F.lO.5) 
INITIAL PARAMETERS 

P(2) 

4 (lX,ElO.5) 
INITIAL CUMULATIONS 

V2I 

ACTUAL DATA 6(FlO.3) 
Vl(i) V2(i) VV(l,i) 

P (3) 

V3I 

10 

I 
-'-'-'-'-'-'-'_'_'_1-'_'_'-'-'-'-'_'_'_1_1_'_'-'-'-'-' 

END 

Note: X Blank space. 

HINERAL 1 
CONSUMPTION 

I 

etc. 

etc. 
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Data File Description of Program FUNCT 

1: Title of run, files and plots. 

Leave column 1 blank, 2 through 20 used as plot title, 

21 through 80 will title the run output and can be used as 

file identification. 

2: KY: Kind of dependent variable Y 

1. Y = VI (GNP) 

2. Y = V2 (POP) 

3. Y = VV(KVV) (Mineral Consumption) as specified by KVV 

4. Y 
VV(KVV) 

(= 
Min. Cons. 

IU) = = 
VI GNP 

5. Y 
V2 (= POP) 

= VI GNP 

6. Y 
VI GNP 

= V2 (= POp) 

7. Y = 
VV(KVV) 

(= Min. Cons.) 
V2 POP 

KVV: Kind of VV (Mineral Consumption) 

VV is an array, 4 by NO where KVV specifies which of the 1 to 4 

mineral consumption series is to be used. 

XAL = length of the X axis for the plots, in inches. 

YAL = length of the Y axis for the plots, in inches. 

3: KEQS: Kind of equations to be used: See Table Al for the 

mathematical function description. 

1. Modified exponential 

2. Exponential growth rate 

3. Logis tics 



4. 

4. First derivative logistics 

5. Gompertz 

6. First derivative Gompertz 

7/n.3 to 6 parameter lognormal 

n = 3 parameter 

4 parameter where P(4),-the minimum Y value is 

started at 0.0 

5 parameter 

6 parameter 

8. 4 parameter lognormal where pel) is the minimum Y value 

9. Straight line 

10. Discrete growth rate 

11. Constant 

12. Externally specified function 

13. Average annual growth rate 
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The program will continue fitting the functions specified until 

a KEQS = a is found. 

KXS : Kind of explanatory variable X 

1. X = time, where t = a in year XZYEAR 

2. X = VI (GNP) 

3. X = vl/v2 (GNP/POP) 

4. X = cumulative VI (Cum. GNP) 

5. X = V2 (POP) 

The program will fit all equations specified by KEQS to all XIS 

specified until KXS = a when the run terminates. 



XZYEAR = year when x = 0 if time is used as X 

5: MINSER Specifications 

MAXIT: Maximum Minser iterations, generally 20 to 40 is 

sufficient 

SCALE: Scaling factor, normally 200.0 works well 

IPRINT: Minser printing 

1: prints search progress after each iteration 

0; no printing (use unless Minser is stopping abnornally 

and needs partial results) 

ICON: Minser accuracy parameter 

1: Normal accuracy 

2: Greater accuracy 

MS: Money save option for entire program FUNCT. Saves on 

printed output 

0: Full printing 

1; Omits calculation printouts 

2: Final results output only (preferred except for 

difficult fittings) 

6: Program Options 

KORD: Ordering of observations 

0: Ordered as originally given, no reordering 

1: Reordered according to increasing X 

MA: Moving average smoothing of X and Y. Any odd integer 

greater than 2 will provide a MA period moving average 

data smoothing. 
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MA2: Same as MA and will provide a double smoothing 

KWT: Kind of weighting in error function 

1: based on VI (GNP) 

WT(i) = 
Vl(i) 

LVl(i) 

2: based on V2 (POP) 

WT(i) = 
V2(i) 

LV2 (i) 

3: based on X 

WT(i) = 
XCi) 

LX(i) 

4: based on Time (t) 

WT(i) = 
t (i) 

Lt (i) 

5: equal weights 

WT(i) 1 
II of fitting 
data points 

NM: No Minser optimization if NM = 9. Bypasses the 

Minser subroutine. 

LPS: Let the parameters be specified. If LPS > 0, then LPS 

number of externally specified parameters will be read 

from Card 7. This bypasses the initial parameter 

estimates made by subroutine INITL. 

LPLOT: Plotting options. Data and functions will be plotted 

from LPBYR to LPEYR. 

0: No plots 

1: Plot of actual X and Y data only 

2: Plot of actual data with the fitted function 

drawn through 

3: Both plot options 1 and 2. 



LPBYR: The first year of data to be plotted. 

LPEYR: The last year of data to be plotted. 

7: Data period specifications: 

Raw data is given in the data file as annual data from NBYR 

through NEYR. The data from KBYR through KEYR is used for 

fitting the function. The data from LBYR through LEYR is 

not used for function fitting but is withheld for function 

testing. An addition forecast test period is available if 

LPEYR > KEYR and extends from KEYR +1 through LPEYR. 

NBYR: The first year of data available in the data file. 

NEYR: The last year of data available in the data file. 
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KBYR: The first year of data to be used for function fitting. 

KEYR: The last year of data to be used for function fitting. 

LBYR: The first year of data in the function test period. 

LEYR: The last year of data in the function test period. 

See FUNCT Data Structure for the data arrangement diagram. 

8: Initial P.respecified Parameters. 

These will be read and used instead of the INITL subroutine 

estimates if LPS > O. 

9: Initial Cumulations. 

Use if dealing with cumulated data and desire an initial 

base cumulation other than zero. 



10: Actual Data, from NBYR through NEYR. 

V1(i) 

V2(i) 

VV(KVV ,i) 

where KVV = 1 through 4 

GNP 

POP 

Mineral Consumption 

and i = 1 through the number of data points 
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Program FUNCT Source Code Listing 

ROBER. BNbe ~C/:qz o' TlO. 
Pl/. 
PEOUEsr.lGO,PF. 
FT~5.L·C. 
CATAlOc,LGQ,FUNNy,ID-MAWKFUN.RP-C. 
"z 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

PkOr.~AM FU~CT(lNPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT,TAPE5·INPUT,TAPE3-0UTPUT, 
lTAPEc-,C;-PlOTI 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

WPITTEN ~Y MARK C. ROBERTS ORIGINAL I DECEMBER, lQ83 
CU~~ENT V~RSIONI D~C. 11,l~6~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lANGUAGEI FO~TPAN 77. 

PROG~AM FU~CT FITS ANY SPECIFIED CURVE TO DATA USING MINSER 

lZ F~NCTIGNS ARE BuILT IN, OTHERS CAN Bl ~DD~D 

THE DATA CAN BE MANIPULATED AS NeEDED 
.EIGHTED PERCENT~Gf EPROR IS MINIMIZED. 

C·····.···.·.··.· .. ·· ..... · .. · ... · .. ·.· .... · .... · .. ··· ...............• 
C 
C 

C 

PEAL P(lOI,C(lOI,VVI4,ZOOI.XOlD(ZOOI.YOlD(ZOOI 
INTlGER XZYEAR.KEOSI~I.KX~(51 
ChARACTER ITITLEX.ZO,lTJTLEY.ZO.ITITLE.45,TITlEO.Z5 
C~ARACTER TITLE.eO,STITlE.~l 
COMMON II/~~K/WIZOOI 

COMMON ICAlKI NIT,NRST,lPkNT,E(lOI 
COMMON IRDATAI Vl(ZOOI, VZIZOOI, V3(ZOOI 
CC~MO~ IFDATAI X(ZOOI.Y(ZOCI,YH(ZCCI,WT(ZOOI,NYEAR(ZOOI,YBAR 
COMMON IPERIQDSI KB,Kf,lB.LE,lPB.lPE 
COMMON IOPTIONSI NTPLOT,KORD.~S,XAl.YAl,KEO 
INPT·5 
I (,LlT-3 

C RfAD INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C 

C 

READ(INPT.ZOl,ENO-Z211 TITLE 
ZOI fORHAT(Bl.A&OI 
ZZI WPITE(IOUT,Z311 TITlf 
Z31 FCRMAT(IIIIIIIIIIII,AEOI 

PEAD(INPT.ZOO.END-ZZOI ~y,KVV,XAL.YAL 

ZZO wPITE(IOUT,ZOOI KY,KVV.~AL.YAl 
ZOO FQRMATIBZ.IX.Il.IX.II,lX,ZllX,F4.111 

C 
READIINPT,20Z,ENO-ZZZI I~EOSllll.Ll-l,QI 
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C 

C 

C 

c 

ZZZ WRITEIIDUT,ZOZ) IKEOSILl),Ll-l,Q) 
ZOZ FDPHATIBZ,lX,9IZ) 

~EAoIINPT,Z03,FNo-ZZ3) IKXSIL2),LZ-1,5),XZYEA~ 

ZZ3 wRITEIIDUT,Ze3) IKXSILZ),LZ-1,~),XZYEAR 
Z03 FCRMATI8Z,lX,~11,lX,14) 

REAoIINPT,Z04,ENO-ZZ4) HAXIT,SCALE,I~RINT,lCON,MS 
ZZ4 WRJTf(IDUT,ZG4) MAXIT,5CALE,IPRINT,ICON,MS 
Z04 FORHATI81,1X,I4,F6.0,lX,3Il) 

READ 15,Z05) KDRo,MA,HAZ,KWT,NH,LPS,LPLOT,lPBYR,LPEYR 
WRITEI3,ZO~) KDPo,HA,MAZ,KWT,NM,lPS,LPLOT,lPBYR,LP~Yk 

Z05 FORMATIIX,4I1,lX,Il,IZ,Il,211X,I4» 

RFAOIINPT,209) NBYR,NEYR,KBYR,KEYR,LBYR,LEYR 
~PITEIIOUT,Z09) NBYR,~EYR,KBYR,KEYR,LBYR,lEYR 

Z09 FORMATIIX,bII4,lX» 
c 
C SET DATA ARRAY INDICES 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

226 
ZOe. 

KII - ICBYR - NBYK + 1 
KE - KEYR - NBYR + 1 
l B - LBYR - NBYK + 1 
lE - lEYR - NBYK + 1 
NE - NEYR - NBYR + 1 
l FB - lPBYR - NBYR + 1 
l PE - lPEYR - NBYR + 1 

REAOIINPT,20b,ENO-Z2b) IPII),I-I,IO) 
WRITEIIOUr,ZOb) (PII),1-1,10) 
FCRHATIBZ,IO(IX,FIO.4» 

227 
ZC7 

C 

PEAoIINPT,ZOl,F.No-227) VII,VZI,V31,V4I 
WRITfIIDUT,207) V1I,VZI,V3I,V4I 
FORMATIBZ,411X,EIO.5» 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

READ INITIAL DATA 

Will TE 1I0UT,32) 
FGRMATIIIIII,10X,'YhE RAW DATA lSI ',IIZX,'YEAR',7X,'~1',10X, 

Z'VZ',AX,'VVIl)',AX,'VVI2)',bX,'vvI3)',bX,'VVI4)') 

DO 101 I-l,NE 
REAoIINPT,Z06,ENo-Z21') VlII),V2IJ),IVVIK,1),K-l,4) 

Z08 FCQMAT(BZ,6FIO.3) 
228 NYEA~II) - NBYR + I-I 

V3II) - VVIKVV,I) 
WRITEIIOUr,Z3d) NYEARII),V1II),V2II),IVVIK,I),K-1,4) 

238 FORMATIlX,14,bI2x,FIO.3» 
101 CONTI NlJF 

C PLACING FUNCTION 13 LAST, IF PRESENT. 
C 

N13 - 0 
DO 131 1-1,9 
IF IK~OSll) .EO. 13) N13 - I 
IF IKEOSII) .EO. 0) ThEN 
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C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

N F - 1-1 
GO TO 132 

ENDIF 
131 CONTINUf 

132 PPINT '(IIT20,A,I211I','THf NUMBER OF FU~CTIONS Tu E~TIMATE IS ' 
Z,NF 

IF (N13 .GT. 01 THEN 
~ECSINI31 - KECSINF) 
KECSINFI - 13 
PRINT.,' THE AVfPAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RAl~ FUNCTION 113) IS LAST' 

Et.DIF 

NMOI<G - "1'1 

C SCAN STUFF 1 I SCAN OF ~XS 
C 

C 
C 

YI\AfI • 1.0 
S\jT - 0.0 
F - C.O 
LPRNT - 0 
NR S T - 0 
NIT - 0 
NTPLOT-O 
Ll-1 
LZ-l 

990 KX - ~XSIL2) 
LOPPRT - 0 
K)(D • 0 

C SETTING TH~ TYPE OF DEPtNDENT VARIABLt Y I GIVEN KY ) 
C 
C 

C 
C 

CALL TYPEYIKY,ITITLEy,Nf,Y) 

C SETTING THE TYPE OF INDfPE~DENT VARIABLE X I GIVEN ~X I 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

130 IF IKEC .tC. 131 THEN 
CALL TYPEXll,ITITLfX,V1I,KEYR,Nf,X,N8YKI 
lOPPRT - ~ + lOPPRT 
K XD - 1 

elSE 
CALL TYPEXIKX,lTITLEX,VII,X2YFAR,N~,X,NBYR) 

ENDIF 
IF (KX .EO. II KXD - 1 

C ORDeRING OF OBSERVATIONS IF ~ORD-l 
C 

IF IKORD .EC. 1) CALL ORDEPI~B,KE,X,y,KBYk,KtYR,NY~A~) 

C 
C S~OOTHING uF X ANO Y BY MOVING AVERAGES, IF DESIRED. 
C 
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C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

DO 3C I·1,NE 
WTlII • Q.O 
YOlDIII • YIII 

30 XOlDIII • XIII 
IF IlrpPRT .GT. ~I GO TO 133 

IF IMA .GT. 21 THEN 
IF IKXD .CO. 11 GO TO 135 
SlITlE • 'FIRST SHOOTHING rF X ' 
C~ll SHOOTHIMA,KB,KE,X,STITLE,NBYR,NEI 

135 STIllE· 'FIRST SM001HING CF Y , 
CALL SMOOTHIMA,K~,Kf,Y,STIllE,NBYR,NEI 

EI'DIF 

IF IHA2 .GT. 21 THEN 
IF IKXO .EO. II GO TO 13b 
STITlE • 'SECOND SMOOTHINu OF X' 
CAll SHOOTHIHAZ,KB,KE,X,STITlE,NBYR,NEI 

13b STITlE • 'SECOND SHOOTHING OF Y' 
CAll S~UOTHIHA2,KB,KE,Y,STITlE,NBYR,Ntl 

ENOIF 

C FINDING THE WEIGhTS 
C 

133 CALL .EIGHTSIKWT,SWT,KB,Kfl 
C 
C WRITE INITIAL DATA 
C 

34 

35 

C 

C 

3t> 

C 

105 
37 

3& 

C 
C 
C 
C 

15b 
9Ql 

WRITEIIOUT,341 TITLE 
FORHATIII,A60,111 
WRITEIIOUT,351 NE,MA~IT,SCALc,IPRINT,ICO~,NBYk 
FCR~ATIZOx,'~O. OBSEI/V. ·',I3,3X"MA~. ITE~. ·',14,3X, 

Z'SCALE-',Fb.0,3X,I,20X,'IPRIN1·',Il,3X,'ICON·',Il,3X, 
Z'~ASE YEA~.',I4,111 

IF IMS .GE. 21 GO TO l~b 

WRlTEIIOUT,3bl 
FORHATI/,5X,'INITIAL DATA TO eE FIT',11,2X.'YEAR'.8X.'RAW X'. 

ZllX.'X'.11X,'RAW Y'.10X.'Y',13X"~l'.7X,'INDEX N'./l 

DO 105 l·l.N( 
WPITEIIOUT,371 NYEARIII,XOlDIII,xIII.YOLOIII.YIlJ,wHII,I 
FCRHATI2X,I4.2x.~IF13.b,lXI.3x,I31 
W~ITEIIOUT.361 SWT 
FORMATI/.55X,'SUH OF WT·',F12.b,1111 
WRlTEIIOUT,QSIJI 

SCAN STUFF 2 SCU>! OF KE05 

CONTINUE 
KEO • KEOSIUI 
IFIIKEO.Eu.131.AND.IIKX.NE.11.0R.IXIKEI.Nc.0.0111 THeN 
IF IL(lPPRT .GT. 01 THEN 

PPINT.,' •••••••••• INFINITE Lrop STOPPED •••••• , 
G(1 TO 999 

fNDIF 
GI] TO 130 
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C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

c 
c 
c 

C 

C 

C 
C 

39 

fl;olF 

SETTINC: TH~ I;U"1BER OF PAPAMEHPS F OR PiE 7 TYPE LOGI;ORHAl. 

IF I K EO .'=0. 73) NP·3 
If I K EO .F.O. 74) NP·4 
IF IKEO .Eo. 75) NP·5 
IF HEO .100. 76) NP.t: 
lfllKEO .GT. 70) • AND. IKEO .l T. tlO)) KEO - 7 

ESTIMATING THE INITIAL PAPAMET~RS 

IF IKEO .Eo. 13) THE~ 

AVERAGE GROWTH RATE FUI;CTICN IS USED, 1;0 HIHSER AlLOW~D. 

CALL GROWTHIKB,KE,NP,P) 
HI" - 9 

ELSE 

FOR ALL OTHER FLNCTIONS USE INITl Ta SELECT STARTlNG 
PARAMeTERS AND HINSEP WIll DPTIMIZE THeM. 

CALL INITLINP,P,lPS,KX,LE) 
CALL NAHEIKEO,TITLEO,I;P) 

ENoIF 

WRITE (10UT,39) 
FOPMATIII,20X,'PARAMETEP ACCU~ACYI',15X, 

2'~AX. PARA~ETER CHANf~I') 
00 1Gt: I-l,NP 
EIIl- AflSIPII)lISCALE+10.0» 
CII)·EIll+SCALE 

106 .RITEIIOUT,4G) I,EII),I,CII) 
40 Fr,RMATIZ5x,'tl',11,' ).',Flb.B,9X,'CI',Il.')-',F16.B) 

IF IINP.eO.4) .AND. IKEO.£0.7» THf.N 
P(4) - 0.0 
WRIHIIOUT.47) 

47 fOPMATIII,ZOX,' 4 PAR. LOfNORMAL TYPE 7 EOUATION USED,', 
1 I,Z5X,'P4 STARTS AT 0.0',11) 

ENDIF 

IF IMS .GE. 2) GO TO 155 

LPR~T·IO 
WRITE I IOUT,45) 

CALL CALCFXINP,P,F) 

155 F-O.O 
LPRNT·O 
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C 

NIT·O 
hRST·O 

C NOW LET MlhS~R WORK 
C 

c 

IF I~H .NE. 9) THEN 
CALL HINS[~IP,E,NP,F,SCALt,IPRINT,ICON,HAXIT,.9b9) 

ELSE 
PRINT.,' -------- HINSER hOT UStD --------------------, 
GO TO 157 

ENDIF 

C 
960 
~1 

WRITEIIOUT.~l) TITLE 
FORMATIIIII,2X,'RESULTS OF HINSE~ 

C 

C 

107 
43 

Z'PARAHETEO RESULTS AREI',/) 
DO 107 I·l,NP 
WRITfIIOUT,~3) I,PIII 
FGRMATI2,X.'PI',11,'I·'.Elb.9,/) 

WRITFIIOUT.44) F,NIT 
44 FOQMATIII.30X,'FINAL lRROR·',l16.6,11,30X, 

l'NO, TIMES CALCFX CALLED·I,llu,111 

157 CAll NAMEIKfO.TIILEC,NPI 
C 
C FINAL R~SUlTS OUTPUT 
C 

C 

c 

C 

c 
C 

wRIT£IIOUT.41) TITLE 
WPIIEIIOUT.~5) 

45 FORMATI/,2X.'···· ESTIMATED EOUATION RE~ULTS 

lll.2X,'YEAR'.9X.IY'.15X"YH',13X,'~',15X,'FE'. 
110X.'PlRCtNT ERROR',/) 

lPRNT • 10 

CALL CALCFxINP,P.F) 

lFRNT • 0 
WRITEIIOUT,4bl SwT,F 

•••• 1, 

~6 FORMATI/,15X.'SUH OF WTII) • '.F10.5,4X.'SUH uF ERROR. I, 

2EI6.b.lll) 

C PLOTTING OF DATA AND kESUlTS IF ~ESIRED 
C 

C 

C 

c 
C 
C 
C 

LPRNT g 20 
CALL CALCFXINP,P,FI 
LPRNT • 0 

IF ILPLOT ,NE, 0) THEN 
ITITLE • TITlFIZl201 II TITLEC 

CALL LcTPLOTILPL01,ITITLfX,ITITLEy.ITITlt,F.KWT) 
EHDIF 

IF ILF .GT. KEI CALL FORCSTllB,lEI 
IF ILPE .GT. LEI Clll FORCSTllE+I,lPEI 

SCAN STUFF 3 RECYCLES ~AC~ IF SCAN IS REOUESTlD 
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c 

C 

C 

QB7 WRITEIIOUT,9861 
986 FO~HATIIIIII, 

23~,'XXXxXXXXXXXXXX)X~X~XXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXX)XXXXX' 
Z,II,3X,'XXXxxxxxxxxxxxX NEw EQUATION COMING UP XXXXXXXXXXXXX' 
l.II,3),'XXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXxxx' 
l."IIII 

NM - NHOIIG 
11 • Ll + 1 
IF- IKEQSILlI • EO. 0 I GO TO 993 
IF ILl.lT. 10 I GO TO QQl 

QQ3 l2 - L2 + 1 
IF (KXSllZI • EO. 0 I GO TO 99Q 
IF ILZ .IT. 5 I GO TO QQO 
GO TO Q9Q 

C ERROR RECOVERY STUFF 
C 

QBq W~ITEIIOUT,Q8BI 
QBP fORMATIIIII,5X,'~IN~fR ERRDR IN DDMAG fOki ',II 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

CALL NAMEIKEO.TITLEO,NP) 

PRINT.,' •••••••••••• rINSFR TROUBLES IN THIS EQUATIU~ Tu fIx' 

GC TO QBO 

QQ9 WRITEIIOUT,99BI NT PLOT 
QQ~ FORHATIIIIII.3x,'111 III IIIII!IIIII II THERt APE ',12, 

Z' PLOTS TO PICK UP IIIIIIII!I!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII',,,", 
23X,'1!!1!!111!!1!1!!!11! RUN OVER, GOODBYE IIIIIIII!!!I!IIII') 

STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE I~ITLINP,P,lPS,KX5,NO) 

ChA~ACTER TITltO.2~ 

REAL PIIOI.CXI2501,CYI25J),FYIZ;OI 
C[~~ON IFDATAI XI20CI,YI2001,YHI2001,WTI2001,NYEARI2'~I,YBAR 
COHMON IOPTIONSI NTPlOT,KORD,MS,XAl,VAl,KEO 

C INITL CAlCuLArES THE INITIAL VALUES OF THt PARAMETERS IPI 
C 
C 
C IT ALSO SETS THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS BAStD ON THE 
C EOUATION CHOICE. 
C 

C 
C 

C 

TYI - 0.0 
TvZ - 0.0 
TV3 - 0.0 
12 - 0 

CALL NAMEIKEO,TITlEO,NPI 

IF IlPS .Gf:. 11 GO TO 409 
GO TO IIO.IO,10,ll.10.ll.700,770.10.100,llO,40~.4911 ,KEQ 
CAll GOTOER 

10 DO 4 I-I,NO 
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e 

e 

e 

e 

C 
e 

C 

C 
C 

O(1)-XII) 
4 CYIIl - YII) 

GO TO 14 

11 IIPITE: n,b) 
b FORHATIII,~X,'CU~ULATIVE Y USED IN INITL'",Z~,'YEAR" 

l6X, 'ex' ,lZx, ICY' I II 
OIl) - XIll 
CYII) - YIll 
00 5 I-Z,NO 
J-I-l 
OIl) - XII) 

5. CYII) - CYIJI • YCII.lxlll - ~IJII 
IF I~S .GE. 11 GO TO 14 
OU 3 I-1,NO 

3 \lPIH13,71 NHARIII,CXIII,CYIII 
7 FOR~ATCZX,I4,ZX,ZCF13.t,IXI) 

14 N1-NO/3 
HZ-Nt.l 
H;'-Nl.NI 
H4-N3.l 

GG TO 143.4Z,43.43,43,43.7vO,77u,4Z.100,llO,409,49ll I~tC 

CALL GOTOER 

4? 

43 

430 
49to 

419 
4liO 

'tZ9 

N P- Z 
GO TO 419 
NP·3 
IF I KEo .EO. 51 
If C KEO .EO. bl 
GO TO 419 

00 4lie: 1-1,NO 
FYII)-AlOG(CYIIII 
GC H' 4Z9 
DO 490 I -l,ND 
FYII I-CYI 11 

5X1-0,O 
Sl-0.0 
5'1'1-0.0 
SXz-v.o 
SZ-C.C 
5YZ-0.0 
S)(3-0.0 
S 3-C. 0 
SY3-0.0 

DC 4bC 1-1,,.1 
sn-sXl • OIl) 

GO TO 
GO TO 

Sl-51 • Il.V : FYIII) 
4bO 5Y1-SY1. FYII) 

n-SYl/NI 
Xl-S~lINl 
00 4bl I-NZ,N3 
SXz-sxz • eXIII 
SZ-S2. 11.0 I FYIIII 

4bl SYZ-SYZ.FYIII 

430 
430 
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C 

C 

C 

YZ-SYZlNl 
XZ-SXZlNl 
DO t,E>Z I-N4,NO 
Sl/3-sx3 ~. CX(11 
S3-~3 + 11.0 I FYll11 

4b2 SY3-SY3+FYIll 
Y3-SY3/INO - N31 
X3-SX3/(NO - N3I 

IF IMS .GE. 11 GO TO 3~3 

WRITf13,4~31 NO,Nl,N2,N3,N4,SYl,SYZ,SY3,Yl,YZ,Y3 
4 b 3 F C.R pot A T( II, 1 ex , • NO - • , 13, 2 X, • N 1 - • , I 3 , Z x, • N Z - • , I 3 , 2 X, 'N 3 - , , 

ZI3,zx,'N4-',I3.11,10X,'SYl-',Flb.b,3X,'SYZ-',Flb.b,3X,'SY3 a ' 

Z,Flb.b,I,11X,'Yl-',F1b.b.4X,'YZ-',flb.h,4X,'Y3-',Flb.bl 
~~IT~13,4b41 SXl,SXZ,SX3,~l,5Z,S3,X1,X2,~3 

4b4 FORMATI10X,'SX1-',F1b.b,3X,'SXZ-',Flt.b,3X,'SX3-',Flb. b,l 
7,lll1, 'SI-',F1b.b,4X,'SZ-',F1b.b,4X,'53-',Flb.t.I,11X, 
Z'xl-',Flb.b,4X,'XZ-',Flb.b,4X,'X3-'.flb.bl 

C FINDING TH~ lNITIAL PARAMETER VALU~S 
C 

C 

393 Gn TO 1401,40Z.403,403,401,401,700.77~.40U,100,11u,409.4911 ,KEO 
CHL GOTOER 

C MCDIFlED EXPONENTIAL AND GOMPIRTZ EQUATIONS 
C 

C 

C 

401 SL~GN- ABSIIY2-YlI/IX2-Xlll 
SLEND- ABSIIY3-YZl/lx3-XZII 
SLOVER- IY3-Yll/IX3-xll 

IF I SLBGN .r-E. Sl[ND I GO TO 505 
IF I SLuVeR .LE. 0.0 I GO TO ~07 
CC-Yl 
IFIKEC .EO. 11 GO TO 501 
c-n - 0.2 
GO TO 509 

507 CC-Yl 
IF I KED .FO. 11 GO TP 502 
C - Y1 + O.Z 
GO TO 509 

505 IF I SLOVER .LE. 0.0 GO TO ~~b 

C C - Y3 
IF I KtO .EO. 1 I GO TO 502 
C - Y3 + 0.2 
G[ TO ~09 

~O(: CC - Y3 
IF I KEO .EO. 1 I GO TO 501 
C - Y3 - O.Z 
GC TO 509 

501 C - 0.8 • CC 
Gu TO ~09 

50Z C - I.Z • CC 
C 
C 

C 
C 

501f PI31 - IIIY1-CIIIY3-CIIUIl.OIIXl-Jt3JlI 
A - IY3-Cl/lrI31 •• X31 
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C 

C 

C 

CAll GDTDi:R 

40£1 PCZ)-A 
P Cl ) -C 
G[ TO 410 

407 PCZ)-fXPCAf 
PCl)-FXPCC) 
GO TO 4010 

C P4-MIN. V 5TVLE- 3 TO 6 PAR. LOGNGR~AL EOU. PARAMi:TEP ESTIMATION 
C 

C 

700 Jt'I~-l 

00 7el I-Z,NO 
7el IF CVCI) .IT. VCJMINI) JHIN-I 

Plio) - YCJHIN).O.~ 
IF C ~p .FO. 3 ) P(4)-0.0 
PCI)-CVCI'-PC4)).CXIZ)-XCI)) 
00 702 I-Z,NO 
J-I-I 

70Z PCl)-PCII+IVIII-P(4)I.CXII)-XCJ)) 
O(l 7C3 I-I,ND 
IF CXII) .lE. 0.0) XCI)-XCI+}) 

703 CYCII-IYCI)-PC4)I/PC1) 
P3-CALOGCXIl)I)·CYCl)·CXCZ)-XCll) 
00 704 I-Z,NO 
J -1-1 

704 P3-P3+CAlOGCXll))).CVII).CXCI)-XCJ)) 
P(3)-eXPCP3) 
PCZI-IIIALDGIXCl)))-P3)··Z)·CYI1)·lxI2)-XI1)) 
00 -7 0 5 I - 2 , NO 
J-I-l 

705 PIZI-P(2)+IIIALOGIXII)I)-P3) •• Z)tCVII)tIXI})-XIJ)) 
If INP .EO. 5) P(5)- -O.O~ 

If CNP .EO. 61 THEN 
PIS) - YIJMINI - PC41 
Plf;) - o.qq 

ENOIF 
GO TO 410 

C PI-MIN. V STYLE 4 PAR. LDGNC~~Al EOU. PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
C 

770 J-l 
NP-4 
OQ 771 1-2,,,"0 

771 IF CYII) .IT. YIJ)) J-I 
PIl) - YlJ).O.CI 
PC41-CVCl'-Pllll·IXCZI-XCll) 
00 772 I-Z,NO 
J -1-1 

77Z PI41-PC41+IYIII-PIl)).lxll)-XIJII 
00 773 l-l,ND 
IF IXCI) .If. 0.01 XIII-XII+l) 

773 CYCI)-CVC11-PCl)I/PI4) 
P3-CAlOGCXII)II.CYIl)·CXCZ)-XCI)1 
00 774 I-Z,NO 
J-I-l 

774 P3-P3+CAlOGC~CI)I).CVCI).IXCI)-XCJII 
PC31-eXPCP31 
PCZ)-CCCAlDGIXIl))I-P31.·2).CYI11·CXC2)-XCl)) 
DO 7H I-Z,ND 
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J-I-1 
775 PIZ)·PIZ).IIIALOGIXIl»)-P3).'Z).CYII)'IXIJ)-XIJ» 

GC TO ~10 
c 
C STRAIGHT LINE PARAMET~~ ESTIMATION 
C 

C 

~OO PIZ) • IY3 - Yl) I IX3 - 11) 
PII) - YZ - P(2).XZ 
GO TO 410 

C G~OWTr EQUATION 
C 

C 

40Z PIZ)-IALOGISY3) - ALOGISVl»/IX3-Xl) 
PII)-CYI1)/EXPIPIZ)'CXII» 
GD TO 410 

C LOGISTICS EQUATION 
C 

C 

403 IFIIXINO).Gf.0.a'NO).ANO.lxl~0).LE.1.Z'NO»GO TO 311 
IF IKXS .EO. 1) GO TO 311 

C LCGISTICS FORMULA FOR NON-TIME X 
C 

C 

310 DO 301 1-1.5 
T~l - FVII) + TYI 
J - NO - I • 1 

301 TV3 - FYIJ) + TY3 
AYI - TYl/5.0 
AY3 - TY3/5.0 
x~ALF - IIXINO) - )11)1 I Z.O ) + XII) 
DC 30Z I-l,NO 
IF I ABSIXII)-XHALF) .GT. o.It'X~ALF) GO TO 3u2 
lZ - 12 + 1 
TVZ - FYII) + TYZ 

302 CONTINUE 
IF lIZ .EQ. 0) THEN 

AY2 - YBAR 
fLSf 

AY2 - TY2 12 
E~OIF 

DI-Il.O/AYl) - Il.0/AY2) 
DZ-Il.0/AYZ) - II.O/AY3) 
P(3)-IALOGIOl,-ALOGID2»/XHALf 
PIl)-1.C/I1.0/AYl-fDI"2)/IOl-D2» 
P(2)-IIPIII/AYl)-1.0) 
wRITEI3,303) AYl,AY2,AY3,IZ.Dl,D2 

303 FORMATI/,lOx,'LOr,ISTICS VS. ~ON-TIHE X FORMULA USED',I,l,X, 
Z'AYl-',F14.6,2x,'AYZ·',F14.6,eX,'AY3·',F14.b,I,12X,' IZ·', 
ZI4,12X,' Dl-',F14.b,ZX,' OZ-',Fl~.b,') 

GC TO 410 
C 
C LCGISTICS FORMULA wH~Rf X IS TIME 
C 

311 R-IX3-Xl)/2.0 
PI3)-(ALOGISl-S2)-ALOGIS2-S3»/R 
CR-ll.0-EXPI-R+PI3)1)/11.0-EXPI-PI3») 
P(2)-IIIS1"2)-2.0'51+5Z+IS2'.2»/ISI'S3-IS2"2»)+I~1CR) 
Pll)·R'ISl-2.0·S2+S3)/IS1'S3-ISZ·'Z» 
W~ITE(3,~9~) R,Ck 

494 FC~MAT(/,lOX"LOGlSTICS VS. lIME uSEO',1,12x,'R·',F14.b 
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C 

1,3X,'CR-',F14.b,/1 
GC TO 410 

C DISCRETE GKOWTH RATE PARAMeTeR ESTIMATIO~ 
C 

C 

leo N P - 2 
pel) - yell 
P(2) - «(tINO)/Y(l» •• (l.O/XI~O») - 1.0 
C.C TO 1010 

C CONSTANT Y PARAHETER ESTIHATION 
C 

C 
C 
C 

l10 NP - 1 
PH) - YBAR 
GO TO 410 

C OPTIONAL rXTfRNAL PARAHETER S~ECIFICATION 

C 
"09 NI' - LPS 

~RITE 13, 1t9!» 
495 FORHATIII,lOX,'PARAHETERS P~lSPECIFItD ExTERNALLY',II) 

C 
C 
C 

C 

410 wRITE(3,493) NP 
493 FOKMATIIIII,3X,'FROH INITL, T~E INITIAL PARAHETER VALUES AREI' 

Z,,')OX,'THERE ARE ',12,' PARAMeHRSII,/1 
DC locH I-l,NP 

1091 WRITEI3,t,9Z) I,PII) 
492 FOR~ATI15X" P',Il,' - ',Flb.b) 

R ETl'RN 
END 
SuBROUTINE CALCFX(NP,P,F) 
R£AL HFElIU 
DIMENSION PlIO) 
CeHHON ICALKI NIT,N~ST,LPRNT,E(10) 
COHHON IFDATAI X(200),YI200),YHI200),wTI200),NYiAR(2CO),YBAR 
CeHHON IPERIOOSI KB,KE,LB,LE,LPB,lPE 
COHMON IOPTIONSI NTPLOT,KORO,~S,XAL,YAL,KEQ 

FE-O.G 
F-O.O 
SYSO-C.O 
SYHSO-O.O 
WSYSO-O.O 
I/SYHSO-O.O 
NIT-NIT+l 

C CHECK FOR ILLEGAL PARAMtTE~ VALuES 
C 

C 

C 

GO TO 120l,209,209,209,205,205,205,205,20~,209,209,2u~,209) ,KEQ 
CALL GOTDER 

201 IF 1 P13) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 209 
NRST-NRST+l 
UPITEI3,210) NPST,Pll),PI2),FI3),NIT 
P 13 ) - 20.0. (:( 3 ) 
WRITEI3,210) NRST,PIl),PI2),P(3),NIT 
GO TO 209 
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C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

205 If I PIZI .GT. 0.01 GO TO Z06 
NRST-NRST+1 
WRITEI3,ZIOI NRST.PI11,PIZI,PI3},NJT 
PIZI-ZO.O+fIZI 
WRITEI3,ZIO} ~RST.PIll,PIZI,PI3},NIT 

Z06 IF I PI31 .GT. O.O} GO TO ZO~ 
hRST-NI1ST+I 
WPITEI3,Zlvl NRST.PIll,PIZ},PI31,NIT 
P 13}-ZO.O*tl3l 
WRITEI3,Z10} NRST,P(1),PI2),PI3),NIT 

ZOq CONTINUE 
210 FOPHA Tl3X, 'CALCFX PfSET NO. ',15, ZX, 'P (1)-', Fllt.e, ZX, 

Z'PIZ)-',F11t.e,zx,·PI3}·',F11t.~,Zx, 'NIT·',15) 

IF ILPRNT .EO. ZO) ThEN 
HI - LPB 
NZ • LPE 

ELSE 
N1 • KS 
NZ - KI: 

ENDIF 
HE - N2 - N1 + 1 

C HODIFIED EXPONENTIAL EQUATION 
C 

IF IKEO .EO. 1) THE~ 
DO 101 I-~H,NZ 

leI YHII}·PI1}+PIZ)+IPI3)++IXII))} 
C 
C GROWTI- EOUATION 
C 

El~tIF IKEO .EO. Z} THEN 
DO 10Z I-tH,NZ 

10Z YhIII·PIll+lXPIPIZ).XII)) 
C 
C LOGISTICS EOUATION 
C 

ELSE IF IKeO .~O. 3) THEN 
D[j 1(,3 I-Nl, N2 

103 YHIJ )-PIl)/ll.O+PC2)+EXPI-PI3)+XII))} 
C 
C FIRST OERIVATIVE LOGISTICS tQUATl(j~ 

C 
ELSEIF IKEO .EO. 4) THEN 
DO 104 I-Nl,NZ 
DD-PIZ)*ExPI-PI3)+XIJ}) 

104 YHII)-IPIll.PI3)+DDI/III.0+DD).+Z) 
C 
C GOHPfRTi EQUATION 
C 

ElSE[F IKEO .~O. 5) THEN 
D[j 105 I-Nl,NZ 

105 YHII)-PIll+IPIZI •• IPI3) •• IXI[})}) 
C 
C FIPST DERIVATIVE GOHPERTZ EQUATION 
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C 
ELSfIF IKEQ .EQ. bl THEN 
DO 106 I-NI,NZ 
BO-IPI31 •• IXIIII) 

106 YHII)-PI11+IAlOGIPIZIII+IAlOGIPI3111+IPIZ).+~OI.BO 

C 
C 3 TO ~ PAR. lOGNOR~Al EQUATION, P4- ~lN. Y , P5-0VERAll SLOPE 
C 

ElSEIF IKEQ .EQ. 71 THEN 
DO 107 I-NI,NZ 
YHIJI-IP(1)/IXIII·SORTIPIZI+6.Z631B5211,· 

ZfXPI-IIAlOGIXIII/PI3111.+ZI/I~.O+PI2111 
I~ INP .EO. 41 YHIII-YHIll+PI41 
IF INP .EQ. ~I YHIII-YHII)+PI41+~151.XIII 

107 IF INP .EO. 61 YHIII-Y~III+PI41+P(5).IPI61 •• XIIII 
C 
C 4 PAR. lOGNORMAL EQUATION, PI- MIN. Y 
C 

C 

ElSEIF IKEC .EO. BI THE~ 
DO lOB I-Nl,~2 

IuS YHIII-PIl)+(PI41/IKIJI*SQRTIPIZI.b.2b31B~ZII). 
2EXPI-IIAlOG(K(I)/PI3111++ZI/I~.C·P(ZII) 

C STRAIGHT LI~f FQUATIGN 
C 

ELStlF (KEO .EQ. 91 THEN 
DO 10~ l-~I,~Z 

109 YHIII - PIl) + PIZI * ~IIl 
C 
C DISCRETE GROWTH RATf EQUATION 
C 

ELSEIFI(KEQ .tQ. 10) .O~. (KEO .EO.1311 THEN 
DO 110 I-Nl,N2 

110 YH(II-PIll.lll.O+PIZII++XIIII 
C 
C SIMPLE CONSTANT 
C 

ElSEIF IKeQ .EO. III THEN 
DC III I-~l,~Z 

111 YHIll-PI11 
C 
C COMFlEX CONSH TO CONS VIA IU FORMULA 
C 

ELSEIF IKEO .EO. lZ1 THFN 
IF IlPRNT .EO. 10) WRITlI3,4) 
DO lIZ I-Nl,NZ 
GhP - P(1)+lll.0+PIZI, •• XIIII 
POP - PI31.lll.0+PI41, •• XIIII 
GNPPC - GNP / POP 
I~ - IPI~I/IGNPPC.SQRTIPI61.6.Z631E52111+ 

ZEXPI-I(AlOGIGNPPC/PI7111.+ZI/IZ.0*Plblll + 
ZPI81 + PIQI.GNPPC 
YHIII - IU + GNP 

112 IFIlPRNT.EQ.IOI WRITEI3,51 I,XIl"GNP,POP,GNPPC,Iu,YhII),YIII,I 
C 

C 
C 

ENDIF 

IF IlPRHT .h~. 101 THEN 
DO 100 I-Nl,NZ 

100 F - F+kTIII+IIABSIIYHIII-YIIII/YBARII+*ZI 
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c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

C 

c 

c 

GO TO Qq 
EL~E 

00 10 I ·~l,NZ 
PE-IYHIII-YIIII/YBAR 
FE·WTIII*IIAPSIPEII··ZI 

IF IwTIII .NF. 0.01 THEN 
SYSC • 5Y5C + IAB5IYIII-YBAKII •• Z 
SYHSC • SYHSC + IABSIYIII-YHIIIII •• 2 

E NO I F 
WSYSO • WSYSO • ~TIII.IIABSIYIII-YBA~II •• 21 
WSYHSC • ~SYHSQ + WTIII.I(ABSIYIII-YHIIIII •• ZI 

WRITE(3,ZI NYEARIII,YIII,YHIII,XIII,FE,PE 
2 FOPMATIZX,I4,312X,F14.41,2X,F14.4,4X,E13.41 

10 F·F+FE 
E~DIF 

HFE • SYHSO I NE 
WHFE • wSYh50 I HE 
ERSC • 1.0 - I$YHSC I SYSOI 
w~RSO • 1.0 - IwSYH50 I WSYSOI 
WRITEI3,31 NYEARINll,NYr-ARIN21,SYSO,5YHSO,~RSQ,WtR5C.MFE'WMFE 

3 FOR~ATIII.IOx.'CORRFLATION OVER FITTING ~E~IOD " 
ZlX,I4.' THROUGH '.14,' ".II.l0X. 
Z'SUH OF IY-YHI SOUARED • '.£14.b,I,10X. 
Z'SUH OF IY-YBARI SOUARtO • '.EI4.e.II.IOX, 
2' fR SOUAkED • '.F14.e.II.IQx. 
l'WEIGHTEO EQ SCUARFD • '.FI4.b.ll,lOx, 
l'HfAN FITTING ERPOR IHFEI • '.FI4.b.II,10X, 
Z'WEIG~TEO H(AN FITTING EkROR IWnFcl • '.F14.b,1111 

4 FORHATlIII5X,'RESULTS OF COMPLEX COMPUTATIONS',I/3X,IJ',eX,'XIll', 
ZqX"G~p',llX.'POP'.lZX"GNPPC'.lOX.'IU',llX.'YHIII"~X. 
Z'YIII·,~X"I'.111 

5 FCRHATIZX.13.712~,F12.51,5X,131 

QQ I<FTURN 
HD 
SUBPOUTINE NAMEIKEC,TITLEC,NPI 
CHARACTER TITLEC.2~ 

C NA~E GIVES THE ECUATIO~ TYPE SEING USE~. 
C 

C 

C 

c 

GO TO 1411.412.413,414,415,41~.417.410,41Q.510,511,51Z,5131 ,KeO 
C/ilL GOTOER 

~11 wRITE13,4211 
421 FGRHATIII.I0x,IHuDIFIED EXPONENTIAL fOUATION',',I~X. 

Z'Y·Pl+IPZ.IP3 •• XI)'./1 
TITLEC. I, HODIFIED EXP. FIT' 
GO TO q 

41Z WRITE13,4221 
422 FCPHATIII.I0X.'SIHPLE GRO~TH EOUATION',I.I~x, 

l'Y·Pl.EXPIP2.xl',11 
TITLEC • " EXP. GROwTH FIT ' 
(;0 TO q 
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417 WRITE(3,4271 
427 FORMATIII,lOX,'3 TO ~ PAP. LOC-NORMAL IGI~EN NPI',1,15X, 

Z'V-P4.IPI/X.IIP2.2.PIEI •• 0.51.~XPI-I!LNIX/P31, •• 21IZ.PZI " 
Z'. EITHE~ P5.X OR P~IP6 •• XI' 

C 
413 
423 

C 
414 
424 

C 
415 
425 

C 
41~ 
426 

C 
41P 
4Z~ 

C 
419 
429 

C 
510 
520 

C 

7,11,15X,IP3-FXP(MEANI, P2-VAR., P4-YMI~, PI-AREA UNDER V,I, 
l'P5·0~ER'LL SLOPE, Pb-CHANGf IN SLOPt',/1 

IF (NP .EO. 3) THEN 
TITLEO - 'I 3 PAR. LOGNORMAL FIT,7' 

ELSEJF (NP .EO. 41 THEN 
TITLEO - 'I 4 PAR. LOGNQ~MAL FIT,7' 

ELSEIF (NP .EO. ~) THEN 
TITLED - 'I 5 PAR. LOGNO~MAL FIT,7' 

ELSE 
TITLEO - 'I 6 PAR. LOGNO~HAL FIT,7' 

EhDIF 
GC TO q 

~RITf(3,423) 
fCRMAT(II,10X,'LOGISTICS EDUATIONI,I,15X, 

lIY-Pl/11+P2.EXP(-P3.XII',/1 
TITLEO • 'I LOGISTICS FIT' 
GO TO q 

WRITE(3,4241 
FOP~ATIII,10X,IFIRST DERIVATIVE LOGI~TICS EOUATION',1,15), 

I I V-Pl.P2.P3.EXP(-P3.Xl/ll+P2.EXPI-PJ.XI, •• ZI ,I) 
TITLEC • 'lIST DER. LOGISTICS FIT' 
GO TQ q 

WRITE13,4251 
FORHATIII,lOx,'GOHPERTZ EOUATIONI,I,15X, 

ZIY-Pl.PZ •• P3 •• IXII,/1 
TITLED - 'I GOMPERTl FIT' 
GO TO q 

WPITE13,4261 
FORMATIII,lOX,'FIRST DERIVATIVE GOMPfRTZI,I,15X, 
lIY-Pl.Lh~2.LhP3.IP2 •• P3 •• XI.I~3 •• XI',/1 

TITLED. 'lIST OER. GOMPERTZ FIT I 
GO TO 9 

WRITEI3,42bl 
FORMATIII,10X,'4 PAQ. LCGNORMAL EOU. PI-MIN. YI,I,15x, 

Z'V-Pl+IP4/x.IIP2.Z.PIEI •• O.~I.EX~I-IILNIX/P3)) •• Z)/Z.P,)I 
1,1,15X,'P3-EXPIHEANI, P2.VAR., Pl·YMIN, P4-ARtA UNDE~ Y',/) 

TITLEO - 'I 4 PAR. LOGhOkMAL fIT,S' 
GO TO 9 

WRITE(3,429) 
fOR~'TIII,lOX,'STRAIGHT LINt lCUATIOh l ,I,15X 

Z,'Y - PI + PZ • X',/I 
TITLEO - 'I STRAIGHT LINE FIT' 
GO TO 9 

WRITEI3,~20) 
FOk~ATIII,lOX"DISCRETE GRGWTH RATE',1,15X, 

lly - Pl.ll.0+P21 •• x' ,I) 
TITLEO - 'I DISCkETt GROWTH FIT' 
GO TO 9 

511 WRITE(3,5211 
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C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

521 FORMATIII,IOX,'SIHPlE CONSTAN1',1,15X,'Y a PI',/) 
TITlEC. 'I SIMPLE CONSTANT' 
GO TO 9 

512 W~ITE(3,522) 

522 FOR~AT(II,10X,'CONSH FIT TO CDNS.',I,15X,'Y a COMPLEX FUNCTION'/) 
TITLcQ a 'I CO~PLEX FUNCTION' 

513 WRITEI3,523) 
523 FOR~ATIII,1uX"AVERAr,E PREVIO~S GROWTH RATE',1,15X, 

7'Ya Pl.ll.0+P2) •• X',/) 
TITLcQ a 'I AVERAGE EROWTH RATE' 

9 RETUR N 
END 
SUBROUTINE TYPEXIKX,ITITlE~,VII,XZYEAR,NO,X,NBY~AR) 
INTEGER X1YE AR 
CHARACTFR ITITLEX.20 
COHMON IRDATAI Vl12001, V2(200), V31Z00) 
REAL X(200) 

C TYPEX CHOOSES THE TYPE Of INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TO BE uSED. 
C 

C 

C 

GO TO 1601,602,603,604,605) ,kX 
CALL GOTOER 

601 WRITE(3,611) XZYEAg 
611 FGR~AT(III,5X,'TIHE USED AS T~E tXPLANATORY VARIABLt X',I, 

Z5X,'X-THIE',2XoI4.' a ZERO YEAR') 
ITITLEX - , X a lIME' 
DO 621 1-1,1'10 

621 X(I)a~BYEAR + I - 1 - XZYEAR 
GO TO 690 

602 w~ITE13,b121 
b12 FORMATIIII,5X,'Vl USED AS TH~ EXPLANATGRY VARIABLl X',I, 

BX,',..-GNP (VII') 
ITITLEx • , X • GNP' 
DO 622 1-1,NO 

bZ2 XIII·VlIII 
GO TO oQO 

C 
b03 WRIT~13,b13) 
~13 FORHATII/I,5~,'VI/V2 USED AS THE EXPlA~ATURY VARIABll X',I, 

Z5X,'X-GNP/POP IVI/V21'1 
ITITLEX - , ~ a GNP / POP' 
DO 6Z3 Ial,NO 

623 XIT)aV111I1VZIII 

C 
604 
614 

b24 

C 

G(i TO b90 

WRITE 13,6141 
FORMATIIII,5~"CUHULATIVE VI 

Z/,5X,'X.CUM GNP (CUM VII'I 
ITITlEX - , X • CUM. GNP' 
XillaVlI + VIlli 
DO 6210 I-",NO 
J aI-l 
XII)aXIJ) + VIllI 
GO TO bC;O 

~~EO AS THE EXPLANATORY VARIABLE X', 
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C 

C 

605 WPITf(3,6i~) 
615 FCRMAT(III,5~,'VZ USfD AS THE EXPLANATORY VARIABLt XI, 

lI,5X, IX - POP (VZ) I) 
ITITLEX - , ~ - POP' 
DC 6~5 1-I,NO 

6Z5 XII) - VZII) 

690 11 HUliN 
fND 
SUBROUTINE ORDER(KB,KE,X,y,KBYR,KfYR,NYEAR) 
REAL ~12001,YIZOOI,NYEAIIIZOOI 

C O~DEI1 WILL I1EORDER THE OBSERVATIONS ACCORDING TO INCkEASING X 
C 
C 

WI1ITE13,3011 KBYR,KEYII 
30) FORMATII/,5X,10~SE~VATI0NS O~&ERED ACCORDING TO INC~lASING XI 

Z,IFI10M 1,14,1 THI10UGH '014,1 ONLY.II 
DO 303 J-KB,K~-1 
H-J 
IU-J+l 
DO 30Z l"MA,KE 

30Z IFI~III .LT. XIMI) M-I 
H~P)-XIJ) 

NTEMP-NYEARIJ) 
TEMPZ-YIJ) 
XIJ)-XIH) 
NYEARIJ)-NYEAI1IM) 
YIJ)-YIMI 
~Clll-1EMPI 
NYEAr. IH) -NHHP 

303 YI'n-TEMP2 
C 

RETUfiN 
fND 
SUBROUTINE WEIGHTSIKWT,SWT,Nf,NE) 
COMMON /RDATAI VIIZ001, VZIZOO), V31~OOI 
COMMON IFDATAI XIZOG),YIZOOI,YHIZOOI,.TIZOG),NYEARIZuOI,YBAR 

C 
C ~~IG~TS ASSIGNS RELATIVE WEIGHTS TO THE OBS~RVATI0N ll1ROR 
C ACCOI1DING TO THE PATTERN SP~CIFIED BY KWT. 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

XTOT-O.O 
YTOT-O.O 
TTOT-O.G 
VlTOT-O.O 
V2TOT-O.0 

NOZ - NE - NB + 1 

DC 370 I-NB,NE 
YTOT - YIOT + YII) 
TIOl - 1 - NB + 1 + TTOT 
XTOT - XII) + XIOT 
VITOT - VIII) + ViTOT 

370 VZTOT - VZIII + V2TOT 
5IoT-".0 
yeAII - YTOT I N02 
W~ITEI3,304) YBAR,NOZ 
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C 

364 FORMATI/I,~X,'AVERAGE Y IYBARI - ',F14.b,5X,' 
7,13,' DATA POINTS',III 

GO TO 1801,80Z,603,604,60;) ,KWT 
CALL GOTDER 

BAStD ON INOZI ' 

C 
801 
1111 

WRITEI3,6111 
FORMATIII.5x,'WtIGHTS BASED ON GNP IV1I',1111 
DD 671 I-HB,NE 
WTIII - IVllll/VlTOTI 
SliT - WTlll + S~T 
G£1 TO flOO 

C 
80Z 
812 

WRIH 13.BlZI 
FORHATIII,5X,'wEIGHTS BASED O~ POP IVZI'.IIII 
00 f7Z I-HB,NE 
WTIII-IVZIII/VZTOTI 

en SliT-liT( I I +SWT 
r,0 TO 800 

C 
803 
813 

IIIlITE 13.B131 
FORHATIII.5X.'WEIGHT~ RASED ON X',IIII 
DO R73 I-~B,Nt 

C 

C 

C 

C 

~TIII-IXIII/XTOTI 
873 SIoT-IoTlII + S~T 

GO TO 600 

804 WPITE13,8141 
1114 FCR~ATIII,5x,'OASERVATIONS WEIGHTED ACCORDING TO TIHE',IIII 

00 1>74 l-~B,NE 
IITII)-III-NA+11/TTOTI 

874 S~T-~TIII + SWT 
GO TO flOO 

80~ WRITfl3,&I~1 
815 FORMATIII,5X,'ALL OBSERVATIONS ARE WFIGHTED EOUALLY',II/) 

DC 1'75 I-~B,NE 

IITIII-I.O/NOZ 
R75 SIIT-~TIII+SIIT 

flOO RfTURN 
END 
SUBPO~TIHE LFTPLOTILPLOT,ITITlEX.ITITLtY,ITITLE,F,KWTI 
CHARACTER ITITLEY.*ZO,ITITLfY*Zu,ITITLE+45.ITITLEZ+45 
REAL xIZOOI,YIZOOI,YHl2001,XDI41.YDI41 
CDMMON IFDATAI RXIZOOI.RY(200),RYHI2001,WTIZOOI,NYlARIZOO',YBAR 
CO~~ON IPERIODSI KB,Kf,LB,LE,lPB.LPE 
COHMON IOPTIDNSI NTPlOT,KO~D,~S,~AL,YAL,KEQ 

C LlTPLCT PLOTS THE RESULTS DESIRED, A~ SP~CIFIED BY LPLOT. 
C 
C 

C 
C 

10 FORHATIIII,10X,'DATA FIlOH LETfLOTI',I.IOX.'TX - " 
lFID.4,' OX - ',FIO.4,' YHAX - ',FIO.4,' YHIN - ',F10.4, 
Z' SY - ',FlO.4,1111 

T) - 0.0 
Ox - 0.0 

liTO • KlrIT 
BYFA~ • NYEARILPBI 
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C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

EYEAR - NYEAP(LPE) 
Xl - )(AL 
Yl - YAL 
XR - -(XL + 1.0) 

NO - LPE - lP~ + 1 
Y~AX - RYI-l(lPf-) 
H'IN - RYIlPB) 

DO 2 1-1,"10 
XII) - ~XII + LPB - 11 
YII) - RYII + LPB - 1) 
YHIJ) - RYHII + LPB - 1) 
IF !VII) .GT. YMAX) YHAX-YIIl 
If IVI-·Il) .GT. YHAX) YHAX-YH(J) 
If IYIII .LT. YHINI YHJN-Ylll 
IF (YHlll .IT. YMINI YHIN-YHIII 

2 CO"!TINUE 

YMAX - INTll.O + VHAXI 
YHlN - INTIYMINI 
SY - (YMAX - YMI"!) I YL 

IF INTPLOT .EO. 01 CALL NAHPl T 
IF IlPLOT .EO. 21 GU TO 702 
IF INTPLOT2 .EO. 11 [,0 TO 702 

ITITlE2 • ITITlEI11201 II I ACTUAL DATA O~lY 
CALL QIKSFTI~L,TX,O~,Yl,C.O,C.OI 
CALL CIKPLTlx,V,-NO,ITITLEX,IllTLEY,lTITlE21 
CHL ENOPlT 
NIPlOT2 • 1 
~l~lOl.l + NTPlOT 
.~ITEI3,lOI lX,DX,VMAX,VMIN,~y 

IF ILPlOT .EO. 11 GO TO qq 

702 CALL CIKSETlxl.TX,OX,Yl,VMIN,~V) 
CAll OIKPLTIX,Y,-NO,ITITLEX,IIITLF.Y,ITITlE) 
CALL PlOTIXR,l.5,-3) 
CALL OLINtIX,YH,NO,31 

C POINTER SHnwlNG FITTro AND T~ST RANGLS 
C 

C 

C 
C 

3 

0(1 3 I-l,It 
~O(J) • RXILPBI 
YOIl) • YMIN 
IF IKB .GT. LPBI 
IF IKE .GT. LPtj) 
IF ILS .NE. KEI 
IF HE .LT. LPEI 

XIIR - Xl - 1.5 

XOlll-RXIKBI 
XO(2)-RXIKEI 
XO(3)-RXILB) 
XOllt)-RXILE) 
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C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

CALL SYM~OLIXR~,-O.6,O.1,'fR - ',0.0,51 
CALL NUMBEPI999.0,999.0,0.l,F,0.O,41 
CALL SYMijQLIG.0,9.25,O.1~,'K~T - ',0.0,61 
CALL NUH~ERI~99.0,99~.O,O.15,~TD,O.O,-11 
CAll SYMBOlIO.0,9.O,O.15,'lPBYtAR - ',0.0,101 
CALL NUMBERI~9~.D.999.C,O.15,BYEAk,O.O,-11 
CALL SYMBOLI2.5,9.0.G.15,'LPEY~AR • ',~.~,lul 
CALL NUMijERIQ99.0,999.0,O.15,EYtA~,O.O,-11 

CALL ENDPLT 
NTPLOT - ~TPLOT t 1 

99 RnURN 
E~D 
SLBROUTINE TYPFY(KY,ITITLEY,NC,YI 
C(MMON IRDATAI V112001, V212001, V312001 
REAl YI2001 
C~AQACTtR ITITLEY.20 

C TYPFY FORMULATES THE DEPENDENT VARIABLe Y fROM THE RA~ DATA 
C ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATIO~ Of KY. 
C 
C 

C 

GO TO 1401,402.403,404,40~,~Ot,4071 ,KY 
CHl Gf1TOEfI 

401 WRITE13.4211 
421 ~OQMATIIII,5X,'GNP 1~11 IS T~~ DEPlNC~NT V~~lABl~',I,~X,'Y-GNP'1 

ITITLEY • , GNP' 
DC .. 31 1-I,NO 

431 YIII-VlIII 
GO TO 4~0 

C 
1,02 
422 

WRITE 13,42<:1 
FOR~ATIIII,5X,' POP IV21 IS l~E DEPENDENT VAPIABLE',I ~X, 

432 

C 
4C3 
t,23 

433 

C 

l'Y - POPULATION'I 
IIITLEY - , POPULATICN , 
DO 432 I-I,NO 
YIlI-1I2III 
GO TO 4'10 

IIflITE 13.4231 
FDkMATIIII,5),'CONSUMPTION 

Z.I,5X,'Y • CONSUMPTION'I 
ITITLEY - , CONSUMPTION' 
DO .. 33 1-1.,.,0 
YIII-V31l1 
GO TO 490 

IV31 IS ThE DlPEHDENT VARIABLE' 

4C4 II~IT~13.4241 
424 FOPHATIIII,~X, 

C 

Z'IHTENSITY OF USE IV3/1111 IS THt UEPcNDEHT IIARIABlE',1,5X. 
l'Y - IU - CONSUMPTION I GNP'I 

ITITlEY - , CONSU~PTION I GNP' 
DO 434 I-l,NO 

434 YIII-V3III/IIIIII 
GO TO 4'10 
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C 

C 

405 ~RITE(3,4251 
425 FORMAT(III,5X, 

2 1 POP/GNP (V2/V1I IS THE DEP[NCENT VA~IABlEI,I,5X, 

lly - POP/C,NPII 
ITITLEY - I POP I GNP I 
DD 435 I-l,NO 

1,35 Y(J)-V2(IIIVJ(I) 
GO TO 490 

406 ~~ITE(3,4261 
426 FORMAT(III,5X, 

ZIf,NP I POP (VI I V21 15 T~E ~EPENDENT VARIABlEI,I,5X, 
Z' Y • G"P I POP I, 

ITITlEY - , C,NP I POP I 
DO 436 I -l,NG 

It3t> Y(II - VlCll I V2(l) 
G(l TO 490 

I,C7 W~ITE(3,427) 

427 FGRMAT(III,~X, 

Z'PER CAPITA CONSU~PTION (V3/V21 IS THt DEPENDENT VARIABl£l, 
Z',5~,IY ~ CONSUMPTION I POP'I 

[TITlEY - , CONS. PlR CAPITA' 
D(l 437 I-l,NO 

437 Y(II - V31I1 I VZ(II 
C 

C 

1,«;0 R ETUP" 
E"'D 
SlBROUTINE S~OOTH(MA,Kd,KE,S,llTlE,NBy~,N~1 

CHARACTER TITlE.21 
REAL SI200l,DSI200l,DYEARI2001 
Cr.MMDN IODTIONSI NTPlDl,KORD.~S,XAl,YAL,KEQ 

C SMOOT~ rOES AN MA PERIOD HOVING AVtRAGt SMOOTHING uF THE DAlA 
C S FPO~ KB l~~OU~H ~t. 

C 
C 

c 

c 

C 

C 

c 
c 

DO 1 I-l,NE 
D~EAR(I) - NBYR - 1 + I 

1 D~(ll· SIll 

M - (MA-ll I 2 
DO 2 J-KB,KE 
1S - 0.0 

DO 3 K-J-M,J+M 
K2 - K 
IF (K2 .LT. KBI K2-I<B 
IF IK2 .GT. I<EI K2-KE 

3 TS - T5 + 051K21 

2 51JI • T5 MA 

KPYR • KB + NBYR -1 
K[Y11 - KE + NBYR - 1 
WRITE(3,lu) TITlE,MA,KBYR,l<EYR 

10 FORMAl(/,5X,A20,' BY A ',II,' YEAR MOVING AVERAGE FROM " 
214,' THROUGH ',14," 

IF (MS .GE. 11 GO TO QQ 
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c 

c 

W~lTFI3.111 
11 FrRMATIII.3~.'----------PLOT DF HOVING AVERAGE SHOOTHING '. 

Z'wILL BE MADE ------------------------------------------ './1 

IF I~TPLOT .EO. 0) CALL NAMPLT 
CALL CIKSETIXAL.O.O.O.O.YAL.O.O.O.OI 
CALL OI~PLTIDYtAR,DS,-NE,' YEAR ',TITLE.' ~AW AND SMOOTH DATA 'I 
T~B • -IXAL + 1.0) 
CALL PLOTITXB,1.5,-31 
C6LL CLINEIDYEAR,S,NE.31 

VAL • MA 
CALL NUMBE~13.5,0.1,0.2,VAL,0.O,-11 
CALL SYHBOLI~~9.0,999.0,0.2,' YfA~ MOVING AVG.',C.u.171 
IF IKOQO .GT. 01 THE~ 

CALL SYMBOLI3.5,O.4,0.2,'WARNINGI DATA ORDERED BUT NOT YEAkS' 
Z.C.O,351 

ENDIF 
CALL ENDPLT 

NTPLOT • NTPLOT + 1 
9Q RETUQN 

E~D 
SUBRO~TINE FORCSTCLB.NOI 
DlMeNSION DIFI2001 
R~AL ~FE 
CPMMO~ IFDATAI XI20ul,YI20CI,YHIZOOI.WTI2001,NYEARI2uvl,YBAk 

C 
C FORfCASTS CALCULATES STATISTICS ABOUT THE EHROR OF ~O~ECAST 
C W~EN END DATA IS SUPRESSED. 
C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

Nt • LR - 1 
TY • C.O 
SYSO • 0.0 
SVDIF • 0.0 
SDIF • 0.0 
SOIFSO • 0.0 

DO 1 I.NE+l.NO 
TY • TY + YIII 
DIFIII • YIII - YHIII 
SGIFSQ • SDIFSQ + ABSIDIFIII •• ZI 

1 SDlf· SDI~ + DIFCII 

Y"EA~ • TY I INO - NEI 
ERMEAN • SOIF I INO - NEI 
Mff • SDIF~O I INO - NEI 

DO , 1 • NE+l.NO 
SYSO • SYSO + IABSIYIII - YMEANII •• 2 

5 SVDIF. SVOI~ + IABSIOIFIII - ERMEANII**2 

VARfR • SVDIF I INO - NEI 
ERSO • 1.0 - ISDIFSO I SYSOI 

N22 • NE + 1 
WPITfI3.21 NYEARIN221,NYEARINOI.SOIF,SDIFSO,ERME4N.MFc,VARER 

2 FGRHATIIIIII,5X,'ERROR OF ~ORECASTS FROM '.14,' THROUGH '.14, 
Z' AREI ',11,7X,' SUM OF ERROFS • ',F14.5, 
Z' SUM OF F.kPORS SOUARED • ',Flb.b,I,lOX,' MEAN tRROR •• , 
2F14.5.5X,'MEAN FORECAST EHROP • ',Flb.~,1,3X, 
l'VARIANCE OF ERRORS. ',F14.5,///"x.'FORECAST RESULTS', 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

Z II, Z)(, , YE A R ' , 11 X, , X' , 13ll, , V ' , 15 X, , 'I' H ' , 11 X, 'E II II O~ , , II 

IF I~S .GE. )1 GO TO 9 

DO 4 1-"IE+l,NO 
4 wIIITEI),31 ~VEARIII,XIll,VIII,VHlll,OIFIII 
3 FORHATIZX,14,4Izx,F14.411 
9 W~ITEI3,bl ERSQ,HFE 
b FORHATIIII,10X,'CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ~RSQ - " 

ZF14.~,III,lCX,IHtAN FORECAST eRROR IMFEI - ',F14.5,1111 

lIE TUR N 
END 
SUBROUTINE GRO~T~IKB,KE,NP,PI 

REAL PII0),GRI2001,DGRIZOOI 
C~HHON IFOATAI XIZOOI,Y(200),VH(ZOC),WTIZOO),NYEARI2uOI,YBAR 

NP - 2 

DO 10 I-KB+loI<E 
10 GIIIII - IYIII - YlI-l11 I VII-II 

DC 14 I-KB+2,I<E 
14 OGRIII - GRIl) - GRIl-11 

J - 0 
SGR - 0.0 
DO 11 1 - KE-4,KE 
J - J +1 

11 Sr,~ - SGR + GRIl) 

A(: 11 - SGR I J 

DO 12 II • KE-5,KB,-1 
IF (ABSIOG~IIl+lll .GT. 0.05.AGII) GO TO 13 
J • JH 
SGR • SGR + GRIlli 

12 A~~ - SGR I J 

13 Pili· YIKEl 
P(2) • AGII 

WRlTfI3,1) J,PIlI,PI21 
DO ) I-KB,KE; 

3 WPITFI3,Z) l,NYEARIll,Vlll,GRIIl,OGKlll 

1 FORHATIII,10X,'AVERAC,E ANNUAL GPQWTH PATl USlO FOR THl',I3, 
Z' HOST RECE;NT YEARS',11,10X,'P(1) - "t14.~,4X,'PIZ) - I, 
ZE 1 to. b, " , 11 X, I l' , 3)(, , V EAR I , 9 X, I Y I , lOx, I G R Y I , lOx, I 01 F GR Y I , III 

Z FORMATIIOX,13,2x,I4,2X,FI4.4,2IZX,Ell.511 

RETURN 
END 
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C 

S~BROUTI~E MINSER IX,E,~,F,ESCALE,IPKINT,ICON,MAXIT,., 
COMMON IWORK/~12001 
DIMENSION XIIOI,ECIO) 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C S~BPOLlINE HINSERI OPIGINAL OPlAINED FROM THE UNIVER~llY OF 
C APIZONA COMPUTfR LIBRAPY. 
C 
C CONVERTED TO FOkTRAN 77 JANUA~Y 31, lqB~ 

C 
C CONVERSIONS, ADDITIONS, AND MGDIFICA110NS HADE BY HARK R06tRTS 
C CAlTE~~D LINES DC ~OT prTAI~ TH~ E4003 LIBRARY ~UHHtRI 
C 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 

OOMAC,-O.l·EHALE 
SCER-C.OS/ESCALE 
JJ-"'.N+N 
JJJ-JJ+N 
K-N+1 
NFCC-l 
IND-1 
Um-1 
DO 1 I-I,N 
DC 2 J-l,N 
\I (IO-C. 
IFII-JIlo,3,1o 

3 1I11<1-A6Sll:lll1 
\lIII-ESCAL~ 

4 K -K + I 
2 CONTI NUE 
1 CONTI NUE 

ITERC-l 
lSGPAO-2 
CALL C~lCFXIN,X,F) 

FKEEP-ABSIFI+ABSIF) 
5 ITONE-I 

I- P-F 
SL'M-O. 
J)lP-J J 
DO b I-I,N 
IXP-IXP+l 
WIDr-)-XIII 

b CONTINUE 
IDlIiN-N+l 
IUNE-1 

7 OHAX-\jlllINE 1 
DACC-DMAHSCER 
DHAG-AHINIIOOMAG,O.l.DHAX) 
O~AG-A~AXIIDHA(',20.'DACC) 
DDMAX-10.·DHAG 
IF IIlONE - 2) 70,70,71 

70 OL-O. 
O-OHAG 
FPREV-F 
I s-~ 
FA-F 
OA-Dl 

6 DO-D-DL 
Dl-D 
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E~OO3 
EltOO3 
llt003 
f.4003 
E4003 
EltOO3 
1:4003 
1:4003 
EloOO3 
Elt003 
~10003 
tlo003 
Elo003 
1:4003 
~4003 
EloOO3 
Elo003 
B003 
Elt003 
f:lt003 
t4003 
~ltOD3 

H003 
Elo003 
1:4003 
H003 
£:10003 
1:10003 
£:lt003 
f:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
£:lt003 
f:lt003 
EltOO3 

EltOO3 
1:10003 
Elo003 
Elt003 
1:4003 
t't003 
Elo003 
Elt003 



, . , ' 

~B K-IOIRN E4003 
DO 9 I-1,N E4003 
~III-Xlll+00.w(KI E4003 
K -K+ 1 E4003 

9 CONTINUE t4003 
CALL CALCFXIN,X,FI E4003 
NFCC-NFCC+1 E4003 
GO TO 110.11,12,13,14,961,15 
CALL GOTDER 

14 IF(F-FAI15,lb,24 t4003 
It> J F (ABS(OI-OMAXI 17117,18 E4003 
17 0-0+0 E4003 

GO TO R 1:4003 
IB \I~ ITf ( 311C;1 E4003 
19 FOR MA T 15X,45HHINSER MA~lMUM CHANGE DOES NOT ALHIl FUNCTION 1 1:4003 

GC T(1 20 l4003 
15 F B-F 1:4003 

011-0 c4003 
GO TO 21 Eltu03 

24 F II-F A l-4003 
08-oA E:4Ci03 
F A-F E4003 
OA-O l't0"3 

21 IF (ISGRAO .~O. 11 GO TO 63 
23 0-08+I:B-OA E4003 

IS-I t4003 
GC TO 8 e't003 

B3 0-0.5+(OA+OB-IFA-FBI/(OA-OBII H003 
IS-I, E4003 
IF « OA-I)I* (0-081125, Et f! E4003 

25 15-1 E4003 
IF (ABS(O~OBI-OOHAXI 6,fl,2f1 l:'tOCi3 

26 0-OB+SIGN(00HAX,08-0AI 1:4003 
IS-I E4003 
OOMAX-OOHAX+OOMAX Elt003 
IF( ABS(OOMAGI .GT. O.H25CI ~fTURNI 

OOMAG-ODHAG+OOHAG Elo003 
IF(00HAX-OMAXI~,F.,27 1:4003 

27 OOMAX-OMU E4003 
GO T('1 B E4003 

13 IF (F-FA 128,23, 23 E4003 
26 Fe-PI c4003 

OC-08 E4C03 
29 F B- F E4003 

OEl-O Elo003 
GO TO 30 c4003 

12 IFIF-FBI2B,2b,31 E4003 
31 FA-F Elt003 

OA-O t:40Ci3 
GO TO 30 E4003 

11 IF(F-FBI32,10,10 1:4003 
32 FA-F8 E4003 

OA-OB t4003 
GO TO 29 E4003 

71 Ol-l. E4003 
00l'AX-5. E4003 
FA-F P E4003 
OA--l. E4003 
FB·FHOlO E4003 
OB-O. E4003 
0-1. E4003 



10 FC-F 
OC-O 

30 A-IOB-OCI*IFA-FCI 
B-IDC-OAI*IFB-FC) 
IFIIA+BI*IOA-OCI133.33.34 

33 FA-FB 
OA-OB 
F (hF C 
Oil-DC 
GO TO 26 

34 O-0.5*IA*IOB+OCI+B*IDA+OCI)/IA+BI 
OI-OB 
F I -F B 
IFIFP-FC)44,44.43 

43 OI-OC 
FI-FC 

44 IF IITONE - 2) 86,~6,e5 

115 ITONE-2 
G(I TO 45 

6b IF (ABSIO-OII-OACC) 41,41.93 
~3 IF IA6SI0-OI)-0.03*ABSIOII 41,41,45 
45 IF I(OA-OCI*IOC-O)) 47,46.46 
46 FA-FB 

OA-OB 
F !:I-FC 
Oil-DC 
GO TO 25 

47 I S-2 
If 1(08-0)*(0-OCI) 4~.H.e 

46 IS-3 
GO TO B 

41 F-FI 
O-OI-Ol 
00-SORT(IOC-061·(OC-OA)+IOA-OBI/IA+BI) 
DO 49 I-l,N 
XIII-XII)+O+WIIOIRNI 
WIIOIRNI-OO.WIIOIRN) 
IOIRt;-lOIQN+l 

49 CONTINUE 
WIIlINE I-WllLINEIIOO 
I lINt-a INf+l 
IFIIPRINT-1151.50.5l 

50 WRITF 13,521 ITERC,NFCC.F 
52 FO~~AT l/lX,9HITtRATION,I5,I15,lbH FLNCTION VAlU~S. 

llcx.3~F -.E2l.91 
WPITE (3.54) (X(I).I-l,N) 

54 F(lQ~AT 15E24.9) 
IF I IPiHNT .EO. 2) GO TO 53 

51 IF IITOl>E .fO. 2) (,0 TO 38 
5~ IF IFPR~V-F-~U~I 94,95.95 
05 SLM-F PIlEV-F 

Jll-lLINE 
~4 IF 110I~N-JJ) 7.7.64 
B4 IF lIND .EO. 21 GO TO 72 
112 FHOlO-F 

I S-6 
I)fP-JJ 
DO ~q I-I.N 
I XP-!)'P+l 
\0 IIX P ) - X ( 1 ) -W ( IX P) 

59 CONTI ~UE 
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Elt003 
E:lt003 
E:4003 
E4003 
t4003 
E'o"03 
E4003 
Elt003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
t:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
1:4003 

E4003 
t:4003 
1:4003 
1:4003 
£4003 
':4003 
t4003 
E4003 
EIo003 
H003 
t4003 
H003 
1:4003 
£ 4003 
t4003 
14003 
E:4003 
E4003 
1:4003 
1:40(,3 
E4003 
1:4003 
1:'1003 
1:4003 
E:4u03 
E4003 

E4003 
E40"3 
E4003 

I: 4003 
E4003 
1:4003 
£'1003 

E4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
1:4003 
E4003 



DC-I. 
GO TO 58 

~6 If lIND .EO. 21 GO TO ~7 
112 If IFP-FI 37,37,ql 

ql 0-Z •• IFP+F-Z •• FHOLOI/IFP-FI •• 2 
IF ID.IFP-FHOLD-5UMI •• Z-5UMI &7,37,37 

e7 J"'JILltN+l 
IF IJ-JJI bO,bO,~l 

60 DO t-2 I-J,JJ 
K-I-N 
WOO-Will 

t:2 CONTI NUE 
on q7 I-JIL,N 
WII-lI-~llI 

·q7 CONTINUE 
bl JOIRPi-IOIRN-N 

ITON E-3 
I<-IOIPN 
IltP-JJ 
AAA-O. 
DC b5 I-l,t. 
I XP-DPH 
WIKI-\oIIXPI 
If I~AA-ABSIWIKI/EIIIII 6b,67,~7 

~6 AAA-ABSIWIKI/FIIII 
67 I<-K+l 
f:5 CONTI NUE 

OOl'lAG-l. 
wINI-eSCALE/AAA 
HIt-f-N 
GC TO 7 

37 IXP-JJ 
AAA-C. 
F-FHOLO 
DO C;q I-l,N 
IXP- J)(P+l 
XIII-XIII-wIIXPI 
IF IAAA.A6SIEIIII-ABSlwIIXPJIJ q&,qq,qq 

q8 AAA-ABSIWIIXPI/EIIII 
qq CONTIt.U£ 

GO TO 72 
38 AtA»AAA.ll.+DII 

IF lIND .EO. ZI GO TO lOb 
72 I~ IIPRINT-ZI 53,50,~0 

53 IF lIPiD .EO. 21 GO TO liB 
10q IF IAAA-0.11 ~q,8Q,7b 

f.~ IF IICON .EO. 11 GO TO ZO 
lIb 1t-0-2 

IF lINN .fO. ZI GO TO 101 
100 It-N-Z 

K -JJ J 
DC, 102 I-l,N 
K-I(+l 
WIKI-XIII 
XIII-xlll+10.·eIII 

102 C GNTI HUE 
FKHP-F 
CALL CALCFX (N,X,FI 
t.FCC-NFCC+l 
ODMAG-O. 
G(1 TO lOB 

E4003 
1;4003 

1;4003 
(:4003 
1;4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
E4Ci03 
1;4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
£:4003 
£:4003 
E"003 
E4003 
E4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
f.4003 
1:4003 
E,,003 
E4003 
1;4003 
(:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
t4003 
E4003 
£:4003 
E4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E40C3 
1:4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 

E4003 

E4003 

£:4003 

1:4003 
E4003 
£:4003 
£:4003 
£:4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
1;4003 
~ ,,003 
t"003 
t4003 
E"003 
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76 JF IF-FP) 35,78,78 
76 '"'PIlE 13,~C) 
fO FCK~AT 15x,39H MINSER ACCURACY LIMITED BY ERRORS IN ~) 

GO TO 20 
6A INO-l 
35 DDMAG-0.4.SCRTIFP-F) 

lSGRAD-l 
lCR I1ERC-ITE~C+l 

IF IITE~C-MAXIT) 5,5,61 
~1 ,",~ITE 13,~2) MAXIT 
A2 fOP~AT II~,3)H ITE~ATI[NS CO~PlETED BY MINSER) 

IF IF-FKEFP) 2~,20,l10 

110 F -FH EP 
DQ III I-I,N 
JJJ-JJJ+l 
X(1)-\jIJJJ) 

111 CONTlNUf 
e.C TO 20 

101 Jll-l 
FP-FKFEP 
IF IF-FKEcP) 105,7R,l04 

104 Jll-Z 
F p. F 
F -FKFEP 

105 I XP-JJ 
DO 113 I-I,N 
UP- I XP+l 
K-IXP+N 
IF IJIl ~EQ. 2) GO TO 115 

114 WIDP)-WIK) 
GO 1t' 11] 

115 Wllxp )-XI II 
XII)-IoIK) 

113 C CNTI HUE 
J n-z 
GO TO 92 

106 IF IAAA-0.1) 20,20,IC7 
ZO R Hl'PN 

107 INN-} 
GC TO 35 
ENO 

E,4003 
f4003 
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E41,,03 
E4003 
t4003 
1:4003 
1: .. 003 
1:4003 
1:4003 
I:le003 
t4003 
Ele003 
i:le003 
£:le00] 
Ele003 
E.le003 
E.4003 
I:le003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E4003 
E400] 
1:4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
1:4003 
1:4003 

E4003 
Ele003 
1:4003 
I:le003 
Ele003 
fle003 
f4003 
1:4003 
E4003 
E4C103 
1:4003 
1:4C103 



APPENDIX B 

DESCRIPTION N~D LISTING OF PROGRAM PREDIT 

This program is used to make mineral consumption torecasts based 

on the GNP, population, and intensity ot use functions obtal.ned with 

Program PREDlT (or by other means). It simply calculates annual data 

pol.nts based on the tunction type and parameters given in the data tile. 

These are projected over any speclll.ed time span. The actual data is 

also included in the data t1le, allowing the computation of statistics 

concerning the errors ot fit such as the mean torecast error (MFE) over 

the applicable range. Tne program can also compute d1rec t mineral 

consumption projections (not using GNP and population) as torecasts 

beyond tile dd ta se t. 

obtained as output. 

Var10us plots, data series, and stat1st1cs are 

Tne tollowing materials describe the data set 

structure and program use. 
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Table B.l. Program PREDIT Data File Format. 

Line 
Number 

TIT L E o F 
A80 

G RAP H S , F I L E 

294 

N A M E 
1 XI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

12 II GNP 6(lX,El1.5) 
KEQA NPA PA(l) PA(2) 

2 XI_'_IXI_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_fXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

KEQB NPB 

12 14 

PB (1) 

14 

POP 6(lX,El1.5) 
PB(2) 

KSEL TAZYEAR TBZYEAR 
4 XI_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_I 

KEQY NPY PY (1) 
Y (IU) 6(lX,El1.5) 

PY(2) 

11 11 14 14 14 
KX MA NZYEAR BDYEAR ED YEAR 

6 XI_IX'XI_IX1_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_1 

11 II 14 14 14 14 
KY MS TZYEAR BPYEAR EPYEAR NPYEAR 

7 XI_IX'XI_fXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_lXl_'_'_'_1 

Rl (GNP) 

END 

ACTUAL DATA 3(FI0.3) 
R2 (POP) 

Note: X = Blank space. 

R3 (NI~. CC::S.) 
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Program PREDIT 

1: Title of run, files, and plots. 

Leave column 1 blank, 2 through 20 used as plot title, 

21 through 80 will title the run output and can be used 

as file identification. 

2: Equation A (GNP) Parameters 

KEQA: Kind of Equation A. See list of function types 

given in Table A1. 

NPA: Number of parameters for Equation A. 

PA(i): The parameter values, i=l to NPA. 

3: Equation B (POP) Parameters 

Same meanings and formats as in A (card 2). 

4: Functions A and B conversion into X. 

KSEL: Kind of selection 

1: Actual X is calculated from actual raw data R1 and R2 

according to KX. Predicted X (X or XH) is calculated 

from function A (AR) and function B (BH) according 

to KX. 

2: Actual X is calculated from actual raw data Rl and R2 

according to KX. Predicted X (XH) is calculated from 

BH only. 

TAZYEAR: Year in which time = 0 for Equation A. 

TBZYEAR: Year in which time = 0 for. Equation B. 



5: Equation Y (IU or Cons) Parameters 

Same meaning and formats as in A (card 2). 

6: KX: Kind of Explanatory Variable X. 

7: 

1: X= time, where t = ° in year TZYEAR 

2: X = Rl and All (GNP and GNP) 

3: X = R1/R2 and AH/BH (GNP/POP and G~P/p6p) 

4. X = Cumulative R1 and All (Cumulative GNP and GNP) 

5. X = R2 and BH (POP and P~P) 

MA: Moving Average of raw data Rl, R2, and R3. 

If MA is an odd integer greater than 2, then an [MA] period 

moving average smoothing of the actual data is made. 

NZYEAR: The year when the data array = 0, i.e., the year before 

the first actual data point. 

BDYEAR: Beginning year of actual data period. 

EDYEAR: Ending year of actual data period. 

KY: Kind of Dependent Variable Y 

1: Y = R1 (GNP) 

2: Y = R2 (POP) 

3: Y = R3 (Min. Cons.) 

4: Y = R3/R1 (Min. Cons./GNP = IU) 

5: Y = R2/R1 (POP/GNP) 

6: Y = Rl/R2 (GNP/POP) 

7: Y = R3/R2 (Min. Cons./POP) 
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MS: Money Save, controls printed output to reduce printing costs. 

0: Gives all plots, raw, fitting, and forecast data. 

1: Gives all plots and forecast data, reduces other output 

to minimum. 

2~ Only plots IU and Cons, and gives forecast data, minimizes 

other output. 

3: No plots, minimal output. 

TZYEAR; Year when time = 0 when using X as time. 

BPYEAR: Beginning year for IU and CoAns estimation range. 

EPYEAR: Ending year for fb and Cons estimation range. 

NPYEAR: End of fitted range plus 1 year. (Fitting range used 

in parameter estimation by Program FUNCT.) 

8: Actual Raw Data from i=l to end, as given in years by BDYEAR to 

EDYEAR. 

R1 = GNP 

R2 = POP 

R3 = Min. Cons. 



Program PREDIT Source Code Listing 

ROSER,8N~B5G692 ,T12. 
PW, 
REOUEST,LGO,PFo 
FTN~,DB•PMD,L•Oo 

CATALCG,LGC,PREDCT,ID•MAWKP~ErRP•O. 
~z 

PROGRA~ PREDlT!lNPUT,OUTPUT,PLOTrTAPE5•l~PUT,TAPE3•0UTPUT, 

lTAPE9G•PLOTl 
c 
c 
c 
C PROGRAM PREDIT PROJECTS THE FU~CTlO~AL FITS OVER THt RANGE 
C DESIREDr AS SPECIFI£0 ~y THl YEARS BPYEAR AND EPYlARo 
C THIS IS COMPARED TO THE ACTUAL DATA GIVE~ BY THE YEA~S 
C BDYFAR A~D EDYEAR. THE ER~OR Of FIT BETwEEN THE PkEDIClED 
C FUNCTIO~AL FIT AND THE ACTUAL DATA IS CuMPUTEDo THE FITTtD 
C PfSULTS ARE PLOTTfDo 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C WRITTEN BY ~ARK C. ROBERTS, MARCH 1964 
c 
C LANGUAGE! FO~TRAN 77 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

c 

c 

DIMENSION AH!ZOOl,BHI200l,V31200l•X(200),YI200),XH(2COl,YH(200l, 
ZYhHI200lrTI200),PA(6),P8(f)rPY(flrSXl200),SYI200lrTBl200lr 
ZR11200lrR2(200),R31200),NYPI2COlrTAI200l 

REAL NYDI200l 
CHARACTtR lTITLEX+ZO,TITLE*BO,ITITLEY+zo,ITITLE*45,TlTlt0+20 

l,TD+10,TITL*30 
l~TFGER BPYEAR,BOYEAR,EOYEAR,EPYEAR,TZYEAR,TBZYEA~•TAZYcAR 

COMMON /TX/ ITITLEX 
COMMON /TY/ ITITLEY 
CO~MON /TTl TITLE 
COMMCN /Tl/ !TITLE 
COMMON /TO/ TITLEQ 
CCMMQ~ IT21 TO 
COMMON /Tl/ TITL 
COMMP~ /TIM£/ T 

C ~FAD INITIAL CONDITIONS 
c 

c 

c 

WRITEIIOUT,100l 
W~ITFIIOUTr3i1l 
WRITEIIOUT,IOOl 

100 FOR~ATI//////1///) 

P~INT*•' THE INITIAL I~PUT CATA lS1 1 

READIINPTr111l TJTLE 
111 FORMATIBZrAEO) 

WPITEIIOUT,112l TITLE 
112 FOR~ATI//1//,ABOl 

R£ADIINPTr12ll KEQA,NPAriPAIL1),Ll•l•6l 
WPITEIIOUTrl21lKE0ArNPAriPAILllrll•l•6l 

121 fORMATil~•l2rlXrilroi1X,Ello5ll 
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c 

c 

C 

c 

C 

R~ADIINPT,1211 KfQB,NPB,IPBILZI,LZ-I,bl 
WprTEIIOUT,121IKEQB,~PB,IPeIL21,L2-1,bl 

R~ADlrNPT,1411 KSfL,TAZYfAR,TSZV~AR 
WPITfIIOUT,1411 KSEL,TAIYEAR,TBZVEAQ 

141 FOR~ATIIX,11,211x,I411 

REAOIINPT,121) KEQY,NPY,IPYIL3),L3-1,bl 
WPlTEllOUT,121IKEQY.NPY,IPYll31,l3-1,bl 

RfADIINPT.1511 KX.HA,N2Y~AR,&UVEAP,EDYEAR 
wPITfIIOUr,151) KX,MA,NZYEAR,BDYEAR.fDYEAP 

151 FDRHATIIX.11,2x,11.311X,I4)1 

RfADII~PT.lbl) Ky,HS,T2YfAR,BPYEAR,EPYEAR,NPYEA~ 

WRITfIIOUT,lb1) KY,MS.TZYEAR,6PYEAR,EPYtA~,NPYEAk 
1b1 FOR~ATIIX,11,2X,Il,411X,I4)1 

C . 

c 

IBD - BOYEAR - NZYEAR 
I~D - EDVEAR - NIYEAP 
1& - BPVcA~ - NZYEAR 
IE - EPYtA~ - NZYEAR 
18P - NPYEA~ - NIYEA~ 

C READ AND wPITE T~F ACTUAL DATA 
C 

C 

WRITFIIOUT,1711 
171 FORMATIIIII,lOx,'THE RAW DATA ISI',11,2x,'Y~AR',7~,'k1', 

ZlOX,IR2',10X,'R3',/1 

DC Ib2 I-I&D.lED 
RFADIINPT,lb3) PIII),R2II),P3111 

163 FORHATIBZ,3~lO.3) 
If I~S .LT. 11 THEN 

~YEAR - NIYEAR + I 
WPITEIIOUT,1b41 NYF.A~.Plll),R211).R3III 

1b4 FORHATI2X,I4,312X.FIO.31) 
ENOIF 

1b2 CONTINUE 
C 
C FORM THE ACTUAL X DATA 
C 

C 
C SETTING TITHE TIMF VARIABLE FO~ AI AND TS ITHAT FOk B) 
C 

TDIF - N1YEAQ - TZYfAR 
TADIF - NlYEAR - TAIVEAR 
TBOIF - NZYEAR - TBIYEAR 
DO leI l·I,I~ 
TAIII - I + TADIF 
TBIl) - I + TBDIF 

201 Til) • I + TDIF 
C 
C FINCING AH 
C 

WPITFIIOUT,3111 
PRINT •• ' THE EQUATION TO ~STIMAT~ AH lSI' 
CALL NAMEIKEQA,NPA) 

C 
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C 
C 
C FI~DING ~H 

C 

C 

C 
C 

~RINT." ThE ECUATION TO ESTI~AT~ BH lSI' 
CALL NAMEIKEOB,NPBI 

C FINDING X AND XH, r.IV~N KSEll 
C 

IF I~SEL .EO. 11 THEN 
C X IS FROM PI AND Pl, XH IS FROM AH AND BH 

CALL TYPEXIIBD,IED,KX,Ql,P2,YI 
PRINT.,' ~H IS ESTI~ATED FRQM AH AND BH BYI' 
CAll TYPEXll,IE,~x,AH,BH,Xhl 

ElSEIF IKSEL .fC. II THEN 
C X IS FROM PI AND Pl, XH IS FROM BH O~LY 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

CAll TYPEXIIBD,IED,~X,Rl,~2,XI 
PPINT-,' XH IS ESTIMATED F~OH Bh ONLY BYI' 
CAll TYPEXll,IE,5,AH,BH,XHI 

ELSE 
QQa PRINT.,' ILLEGAL SfTTUP AS SP~CIFIED, PUN ABORT~DIII' 

GO TO ~~q 

251 

ENDIF 

Hl • IBD + liMA - 11 I 21 
HU • IFO - IIHA - II I 21 
NO • MU - Ml + 1 
CALL SMOOTMI~A,IRD,IED,X,SXI 
CAll SMDOTHlrA,IBD,IfD,Y,SYI 

Ml AND MU ARE REDEFINED SHOOTHED ARRAY INDICES 

FINDING YH IYH I~ PPEDICTED FRO~ AtTUAL SMOOTH X O~lYII 
AND ONLY OvEQ ~MOOTHED ACTUAL DATA RANGE 

WRITE(IOUT,3111 
PRINT.,' YH IS CALCULATED FROM SMOOTH~D X USINGI' 
CALL ~AME(KECY,NPYI 

FINDING YHH (YHH IS PREDICTED FROM PREDICTED XH FOW 
THl WHOLE PREDICTION r~RIOD I 

PPINT.,' YHH IS CALCULATED FROM XH USINGI' 
CALL NAHE(KEOY,NPYI 

wQITE THE RESULTS 

WRITFIIOUT,2~11 
FORMAT(IIIII,~X,'THE FULL DATA RESULTS A~EI','I,lx,'YEAK',3),'T' 
Z,~x"x',12X"SMOOTH ~',QX,'XH',13X"Y',11X"SHOOTH Y',11X. 
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C 
NTD-NIYtAR-T1YEAR 
00 252 I-1tl£: 
J - I t NTD 
HYPII) - 1 t NZYEAR 

252 WRIHIIDUT,2!13) NYPII),J,XII),Snl),XHII),YII),SYI1),YHIl), 
ZYf-HII),NYPII),I 

253 FORHATIIX,14,2X,I3,712X,F13.5),2X,1~,'X,13) 

C 
C 
C 
C FINDING THe ERRORS uF EOUATION FIT 
C 
C ERROR OF XH FIT TO X 
C 

C 

C 

M l'2 - I BP - 1 
HS2 - 0 
IIRITFIIOUT,lOO) 
PPINT.,' THE ERROR OF FIT BETWEEN S~ AND XH' 
WI1ITEIIOUT,3111 

CALL FORCSTIHL,HU2,SX,XH,NZYEAR,MS) 
WRITElIOUT,311 ) 
IF/IBP.NE.IBD) CALL FoRCSTIIBP,HU,SX,XH,NZYEAI1,HS2) 

WIiITEIIOUT,lOO) 
311 FQRMATIIIII) 

C 
C ERROR OF YH FIT 10 SY 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

c 
C 

PRINH, , THE ERROR OF FIT Sf TwEEN SY AND YH' 

WIIITE IIOUT,311) 
CALL FORCSTIHL,MU2,SY,YH,NZYEAR,MS) 
Will TE IIoUT,311) 
IFIIBP.NE.1BO) CALL FORCSTIIBP,HU,SY,YH,NlYEAR,HS2) 

WRITElIoUT,IOO) 

ERROR OF YHH FIT TO SY 

THt ERROR OF FIT BETWtEN SY AND YHH' 

WRlff IIoUT,311) 
CALL FORCSTIML,MU2,SY,YHH,NZYEAR,HS) 
WRITE IIOUT,311) 
IFIIBP.NE.IBD) CALL FO~CSTIIBP,MU,SY,YHH,NZY£:AR,HS2) 

C CAlC~LATING MINERAL CONSUMPTION P~ECICTIOhS 
C ALSO CALC. CUM. MINERAL CONSUMPTION AS C~ IACTUAL) CV3 IPREO.) 
C 

c 

CR • 0.0 
CV3 • 0.0 
WRIT£: (I(lUT,IOO) 
W~ITFlIOUT,~Ol) 

~01 FORHATIIII,3X,'MINERAL CONSUMPTION P~EDICTION RESULTS',11,2X 
1, • Y': A R • , 11)c, • GNP • , lOX, • GN PH' , lOX, • M-C ONS • , 7 X, • I1-C ON S-H • , ~ x, 
Z'CUI1 H-CoNS',3X,'CUM H-CONS-H',3X,'YEAR',II) 
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c 

c 

NZ • lED - IBD + 1 
DO ltlO I•l•H 
IF II .LE. NZI THEN 

CR • CR + R 31 II 
ELS~ 

11311). o.o 
ENOIF 

TIII • NYPIII 
V31II • AHIII * YHHIII 
CV3 • CV3 + V31Il 

itlO WRIT~IIOUT,Itlltl NYPIII,Rllli,AHIII•R31II,V31Il,CR,CV3,NYPIII 
ltllt FCI!M.TI2X,IIt,b(2X•Fl3.31•2X,IItl 

C SMOOTHING OF RAW DATA Rlt RZ, R3 
c 

c 

c 
c 

IF IKSEL .Eo. 2) THfN 
DO ltl5 I•IBO.JED 

415 RZIII • Rllll I Q2111 
ENDlF 
c•LL SMOOTHI~AtlBD,IfO,RZtR21 

CALL SMOOTH( M•.IBD.IEO,R1,~11 
CALL SMOOTHI~A,IBDtlfD,R3,R31 

C CALCULATf EPwOR OF MINERAL CPNSUMPTION PREDICTION, SMOOTHED 
c 

c 
c 

c 

WRITEIIOuT,lODI 
P~INT*•' THE ERROP OF MINE~~L CONSUMPTION P~EOICTION VIA lU1 1 

PRINT*•' !ACTUAL MINfRAl CO~SU~PTIUN IS S~OOTHEDI 1 

WI'ITE (lOUT .311 I 

CALL FO~CSTI~L,MU2,R3,v3,NZYEAR,MSI 

WRITf llOUT•llll 
TFII~P.NE.IBDI CALL FORCSTIIBPtMU,R3tV3,NZYEAR•MS21 

C CALCULATE THE ERROR OF GNP P~EDICTICN, S~OOTHED 

c 

c 

c 

WRITE II OUT tlOOI 
PRINT*•' THe ERROR OF GNP P~EDICTION !ACTUAL GNP IS SMOOThE:DI' 

WRIHIIOUT,3111 
CALL FORCSTIML,MUZ,Rl,AH,~ZYF.AR,~SI 
III<IHIIOUT•3lll 
IFIIBP.N£.1801 CALL FORCSTIIBPtMU,R1,AH,NZYEAR,MSZI 

C CALCULATE THE ERROR OF BH P~fDICTlO~ 

c 

c 

WRITEIIOUT•100l 
IF IKSFL .tO. 11 THEN 
PRINT*•' THe ERROR OF P 0 P PREDICTION !ACTUAL POP IS SMOOTh)' 
ELSEIF IKSEL .EO. 21 THEN 
PRINT•,' THE ERROR OF GNPPC PREDICTION !ACTUAL GNPPC IS SMOOTHI 1 

E:LSE 
GO TO 999 

END IF 

WRITE I IOU T, 311 ) 
CALL FORCSTI~L,MU2,R2,BHtNZYE.R,MSl 
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C 
C 
C 

WR IT E II OUT, 311 ) 
IFIIBP.NE.IBO) CALL FORCSTIIBP,MU,P2,BH,~ZY~AR,MS2) 

C PLOTTING OF RESULT~, OEPENOI~G UPON ~S I~O~EY SAVt OPTIONS) 
C 

C 
IF IMS .GE. 3) GO TO 419 

00 210 I-l,NO 
J-r+ML-l 
NYOII) - NZYFAR + J 
S)llI - SXIJ) 
SYllI - SYIJ) 
YHII) • YtiIJ) 
RlIlI - RlIJ) 
112111 - R2IJ) 
11311) - R3IJ) 

2le CONTINUE 
C 

C 

T [) .' HAP 
TXA • INTIIIEIIC.O) + 1.C) 
TXB • -ITXA + 1.0) 
YL - 7.0 
CALL NUIPL T 

C SCALING THF X AXISI 
C wHEN X AXIS IS IN YEARSI 

TXY - NZYEAR 
OXY - lC.O 

C WHE~ X AXIS I~ NOT YEARS IIFI X-X) 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

CALL SCAOROITXX,OXX,SX,NO,XH,IE,Q.O) 

PLOTTING lUH AND IU VS xes 
PLDTTING OF SY AGAINST SX AND YHH AGAINST XH 

CALL SCAOIlDITy,DY,YHH,IE,SY,NO,YL) 
ITITLE - TITLEI2'20) II TITLEO 
CALL CIKSETI9.0,TXX,DXX,YL,TY,DY) 
CALL CIKPLTIXH,YHH,IE,ITITlEX,ITITLF.Y,ITITlt) 
CAll PLOTI-IO.O.I.5,-3) 
CALL CLI~EISX,SY'-NO,3) 
CALL SYMBOLI3.5,7.5,O.2,ISY VS SX AND YHH VS XHI,Q.O,22) 
CAll ENOPLT 

C PLOTTING MINERAL CnNSU~PTION R~SUlTS 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

CALL SCAORDITY,OY,V3,IE,P3,NO,Yl) 
TIll -, MINERAL CONSUMPTION 
ITITLE - TITLEI2'12) II 'I METAL CONS. PREOICTION ' 
CALL QIKStTITXA,TXY,OXy,YL,TY,OY) 
CALL QIKPLTll,V3,IE,TO,TITL,lllTLE) 
CALL PLOTITXP,1.~,-3) 

CALL QLINEINYD,~3'-NO,3) 

CALL ENOPL T 

IF INS .GE. 2) GO TO 41~ 

PLOTTING OF X A~O XH AGAINST TIME INY • YEAR) 
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c 
c 

C 

ITITlE- TITlEIZI20) II ITITlEX(2120) 
CALL SCAORDITY,DY,XH,IE,SX,NO,YL) 
CALL CI~SETITXA,TXy,DXY,Yl,Ty,DY) 

CALL CI~PLTIT,XH,IE,TO,ITITLE~,ITITLE) 

CALL PLOTITXP,1.5,-3) 
CALL CLINEINYD,S~,-NO,3) 

CALL SYM60LI4.0,7.5,0.Z,'X AND XH VS TIKE',O.O,lb) 
CALL ENDPL T 

C PLOTTING OF GNP ; PI/EDICHO IAf-I) AND ACTUAL IRll 
C 

C 

CALL SCAOROITY,Dy,AH,IE,kl,NO,YL) 
TIll -' GNP 
ITITLE - , ACTUAL AND PRtDICTED GNP 
CtLL CIKSETIT~A,TXY,DXy,YL,Ty,DY) 

CALL Ol~PLTIT.AH,lE,TD,TITL.ITITL~) 

CALL PLOTITXe,1.5,-3) 
CALL CLINEINYD,Rl,-NO,3) 
CALL EtiDPL T 

If I~SEL .EO. 2) GO TO 420 
C PLOTTING OF POP ; PR~DICTEC ISH) AND AC1UAL IRZ) 
C 

C 
C 

CALL SCAORUITY,DY,BH,IE,k7,N~,YL) 

TITl -, P n p 

11ITLE - , ACTUAL AND PREDICTED POP 
CALL CI~SETITXA,TXY.DXY,YL,Ty,DY) 

CALL CI~PLTIT,6H,IE,TD.TITl,IlITLE) 
CALL PlOTITX&,1.5,-3) 
CALL OLINEINYD,R2.-NO,3) 
CALL ENDPL T 

C PLOTTING Of SY AND YH AGAINST S~ 
C 
C 

c 
C 

C 

c 

470 CALL SCAORDITV,Dy,YH,NO,Sy,NO,Vl) 
ITI1LE - TITlEIZI20) II TITL[O 
CALL CIKSETI9.0,TXX,DXX.Yl,TY,DV) 
CALL OIK~LTISX.YH.NO,ITITLE~,lTITLEY,ITITLE) 
CALL PLOTI-IO.O,1.5.-3) 
CALL OLINFISX,Sy.-NO,3) 
CALL SYHBOLI3.5,7.5,O.2,'SY A~D YH VS SX'.O.O,15) 
CALL ENDPLT 

419 WPJ1EIIOUT,312) 
317 FPRMATIIIIII,' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX' 

Z,'1,10X,'~UN OVER, HAVE A HAPPY DAY',II, 
Z' X)XXXXXXX~XXXXXXXXX~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXXXX') 

q99 STOP 
END 

SURPOUTINF NAHEIKEO,NP) 
ChAPACTER TITLEO.20 
CrM~ON ITOI TITLEC 

C NAH~ C,IVES THE ECUATION TYPE SEING USED. 
C 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

GO TO (401,402,403,404,405,40b,407,40E,409,410,4111 ,KEO 
CALL GOTO(R 

401 WRITE(3,4211 
421 FGR~AT(II,lO~,IHnOIFltD EXPON~NTIAL EOUATICN',1,15~, 

l'~-PI+IP2.IP3 •• XI)I,/1 
TJTLEO - 'I MODIFIED EXP. 
GC: TO 9 

4C2 W~ITFI3,4221 
422 FOR~ATIII,lO~,ISIMFLf GRO"TH EOUATION',1,15X, 

l'V-Pl.t~PIP2.XI',/1 
TJTLFO - 'I FXP. GROwTH FIT 
GO TO 9 

407 WRITE13,4271 
427 FCRHAT(II,10X,'3 TO ~ PAR. LOGNORHAL IGIVEN NPI',1,15X, 

2'V-P4+IPI/X.IIP2.2.PIEI •• 0.51.tXPI-IILNIX/P31, •• Z)12.P21', 
1'+ EITHlR P5.~ OR P5IPb •• XI' 
1,11,15~,IP3-E~~IHEAN), PZ-VAR., p4.VHJN, PI-AREA UNDER V' 
Z,' P5 - OVERALL SLOPE, Pr.-CHA~Gt IN SLOPe',/1 

IF (NP .EQ. 3) THEN 
TITLEO. 'I 3 PAR LOGNOR~AL,7 ' 

FLSFIF (NP .EO. 41 TH~N 

TITL~O • 'I 4 PAR LOGNn~rAL,7 ' 
ELSEIF (NP .EO. 51 TH~N 

TITLEO • 'I 5 PAR LOGNOR~AL,7 ' 
ELSE 

TITLEO - 'I b PAR LOGNOR~AL,7 ' 
ENDIF 
GO TO 9 

403 WRITE13,4231 
423 FGRMATIII,lOX,'LOGISTICS rOUATION',1,15X, 

Z'V·Pl/(1+P2.EXP(-P3.XII',/1 
TITLEt - 'I LOGISTICS FIT 
~O TO 9 

404 WPITE(3,424) 
424 FORMAT(II,l~~"FIRST DE~IVATIVE LOGISTICS EOUATION',1,15X, 

2' V-Pl.P2.?3.EXP(-P3.X)/ll+PZ.cXPI-P3.X" •• 2',/1 
TITLEC - 'I 1ST DEP LOGISTICS I 
GO TO 9 

405 WPITEI3,42SI 
425 FOPMATIII,10l,'GOMPt~T2 EOUATION',1,15X, 

7'V-Fl.P2 •• P3 •• I~1 ',II 
TITLEC - 'I GOMPERTZ FIT 
GO TO 9 

40~ WRITEI3,42bl 
42b FOR~ATIII,lO~,'FIRST DERIVATIVE GOMP~RTZ',1,15X, 

ZIV-PI.LNP2.LNP3.IP2 •• P3 •• XI.IP3 •• X)',I) 
TITLFC - 'lIST DER GOMPERT2 I 
GC TO ~ 

40P ~~tTF(3,42bl 
42P FORMATIII,10X,'4 PAR. LOGNORMAL EOU. PI-MIN. V',I,IS), 

2'V-Pl+(P4/X.(IPZ.2.PJF) •• 0.5).EX~I-(ILNIX/P3)1 •• 2)/2.PZI' 
Z,I,1~~,IP3-EXPIMEANI, PZ-VAR., PI-VHIN, P4-AREA UNDER V',/I 

TJTLEO - 'I 4 PAR LObNORHAL,f I 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

GO TO 9 

409 ~RITf13,4291 

4Z9 FOPMATIll,lOX,lSTRAIGHT LI~E ~OUATIO~I,',15X 
l,IY • PI + PZ • XI,/I 

TITlEC - II STRAIGHT LI~E FIT I 
(;0 TO 9 

410 ~RITf13,4711 
471 FORMATIII,10X,ISTANDARD GROWT~ RATE EOUATIONI,',I~X, 

IIY - PI • 111.0 + PZI**xll,/I 
TITLEO - II GkOWTH PATf fOU. I 
GO TO Q 

411 W~ITfI3,47Z1 
472 FGRMATIJI,10X,ISIMPLE CON~TANT FOR Y USEDI,I,15X, 

IIY - P11." 
TITLEC - " Y-COt~STANTI~EANI I 

9 RfTUPN 
fND 

SUBROUTINE TYPEXIMB,ME,KX,Vl,VZ,XI 
CHARACTfR ITITLEX*20 
DIMFNSION V1IZ00l,V21200l,XI2CCI 
CCMMON ITXI ITITlEX 
COMMON ITIMEI TI2001 

C TYPEX CHOOSES THE TYPE OF INDEPlNDfNT VARIABLl TO Bl UStD. 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

GO TO 1601,602.603,604,6051 ,~X 

CALL GOTOH 

601 ~RITFI3,6111 
611 FGRMATIIII,5X.ITIME USED AS ThE EXPLANATORY YARIABLE XI,I, 

15X,IX-TPHI) 
ITITLEX - I X - TIHE 
DO 621 I-MB.HE 

621 XIII-TIll 
GO TO 61\'0 

6t2 W~lTEI3,61Z1 
612 FCRMATIIII,5X,IAH USFD AS THE fXPLANATOR~ VARIABLE xl,l, 

25X,IX-GNP IAHIII 
ITtTlEX - I X - GNP 
DC 612 l-MB,HE 

62l XIII-YUII 

603 
613 

6Z3 

(,0 TO 690 

WRITEI:,.6131 
~ORMATIIII.5X,IAH/BH USED AS 
I5~,IX-GNP/POP IAH/BHIII 

ITITlEx - I X - GNP I POP 
DC t-23 l-"B,ME 
XIII-YlIII/V2111 
GO TO 690 

604 WRITFI),6141 

THE EXPLANATORY vAR1ABLt XI,I, 

614 FORMATIIII,~X,ICUHULATIYE AH uSED AS THE ExPLANATOkY YARIABLE XI, 
Z/,~X,IX-CUM GNP (CUM AHIII 
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624 

605 
6B 

625 
C 

600 

C 

C 
C 

ITITLEX .' X - CUH. GNP 
X IMB-lI-VIIHB-l) 
00 624 l-MB,HE 
J-I-l 
XII)-XIJ) + VIII) 
GO TO 6C;0 
IIl<lTEI3,61S) 
FoRMATIIII,SX.'BH IS USED 

ll,SX,'X - GNPPC ') 
ITITL£X -, X - GNPPC 
00 625 I-MB.I1£ 
XII) - V211) 

R flU" N 
END 

AS THE eXPLANATORY VARIABLt X', 

S~BPoUTINE TYPEYIMB.HF,KY,Vl,V2,V3,Y) 
DIHf~SIoN VI1200),V21200),V31200),YI200) 
CHARACTFR ITITLEY.20 
CCHHON ITYI ITITLEY 

C TYPEY FORMULATES TH~ DEPENDENT VA"IABL~ v FROM THe RAW DATA 
C ACCoPDING TO SPECIFICATION OF KY. 
C 
C 

C 

GO TO 1401.402,403,404,405,4ut,4C7) ,KY 
CALL GOToER 

loCI .kIT£13,421) 
421 FORMATIIII,5X,'G~P IVl) IS THt DEP~NUENT VAR1ABLf',1,5X,'Y-GNP') 

ITITLEY -' GNP 
00 1,31 I-MB, ME 

431 YIJ)-VlII) 
GO TO 1,90 

C 
40? 
1,22 

~RITE(3,4221 

FORMATIIII,~X,' POP IV2) IS T~E DEPENDENT VARIABLE',I 5X, 

432 

C 
403 
423 

433 

C 

Z'V - POPULATION') 
ITITLEY -' POPULATIo~ 
DC 432 I-"'B, ME 
YII)-V2111 
1.0 TO 490 

IIPTTf 13,1,23) 
FoRMATIIII,~X.'HINERAL CO~SUMPTION 

Z,I.5X,'Y - MINERAL CONSUMPTION') 
ITITLEV -' MINERAL CO~S. 
00 433 I-HB.HE 
YII)-V3II) 
GC TO loC;O 

404 wRITEI3.1,24) 
424 FoRMATIIII.5X, 

IV3) IS THt DEPeNDENT VARIADL~' 

Z'INTENSITY OF USE IV3/VI) IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLf',1,5X. 
Z'Y - IU - MIN. CONS. I GNP') 

ITITLEY -' INTENSITY OF USE 
0(1 434 I-MB,HE 

434 YII)-V3II)/VIII) 
GO TO 490 

C 
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40~ WPITfC3,4251 
425 FG~MATCIII,5x, 

Z'POP/GNP CV2/VII IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABlE',I,5X, 
l'Y - POP/GNPI) 

C 

ITITLEY - I POP I G~P 
oD 435 I-Me,~E 

435 YIII-VZCII/VICII 
GO TO 490 

40~ wPIT~13,4261 
426 FCRMATCIII,~X, 

Z'GNP I POP CVI I V21 IS THE DEPE~DE~T VARIA~LE',I,5~, 
2' y - G~P I POP 'I 

ITITLEY .' GNP I POP 
DG 436 I-'4B,,",E 

436 YIII - VICII 1 V2Cl1 
~o TO 4110 

C 
407 
427 

437 
C 

49C 

C 

C 

WIIITEC3,4271 
!= OR II A TC 111,5 X, 

l'PFR CAPITA ~INEPAL CONS. CV3/V2) 
2/,5X,'Y • MIN. CONS. I PO~'I 

ITITLEY -, CONS. PfR CAPITA 
DC 437 I-"B,IIE 
YCII - V3CII I V2CJI 

RETURN 
END 

S~BROUTINE SMOOTHI~A,HB,H~,S,~SI 
DIMEN~ION ~1200I,SS(2COI,DSCZCOI 

IS THt DlPE~DtNT VARIABLe', 

C SMOOTH DJES A~ [MA] PERIOD MOVING AVERAGe OF THe RAM 5 DATA. 
C IT ReTU~NS TH[ ~MOOTHeD ~ATA AS 5S, IT DO~S NOT ADJUST 
C THF ~tGINNING crel ANC FNDIN& Cr.EI ARRAY INDEXl~. 

C 
IF I"'A .LE. 2) THEN 

DO 1 [-H[l,~E 

1 S SIll - S 1 1 I 
GO TO 9 

Et.DIF 
C 
C 

PlDL - Me +1 (Io1A-1I 12) 
HliU - HE -III1A-1I/21 

C 
DO 21 I-HDL,PlDU 
TS-O.O 
DO 22 Jal,HA 

22 TS-SII+J-III1A+11/21) + TS 
21 OS 1 I I - TS/HA 

C 
DO 23 1-I1B,I1F 
IF 1 J .Ll. HDLl 5SIII-0.0 
S S 1 I I - D5C1I 

23 IF ( I .GT. PloU) 5S11I-0.0 
C 
C 

II RETURN 
FND 

C 
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C 
C 

SUBROLTINE CALCI~B,~E,~EO,P,~,YH,NPI 
DIME~SION PIBI,~12QOI,YHI2001 

PIE - 3.1415926 

C CALC CALCULAT~S THE YH DEPE~DENT VARIABLE VAluES GIvEN THE 
C EXPLANATORY VARIABLE VALUfS X FOR THE KIND OF EQuATION 
C SPfCIFIEO AS KEO. THr PA~AMETER VALUc~ FOR THE tUUATION ARt 
C GIVtN AS p. THE ARRAY IhDEXES START AT HB AND l~D AT HE. 
C ~p IS TH~ NUMBER OF PA~AHETERS I~ THE eQUATION. 
C 

C 
C 

GO TO 1101,102,ID3,104,105,lD6,107,10a,10Q,110,1111 ,KlQ 
CAll GOTOE~ 

C HODIFIED tXPONENTIAl EQUATION 
C 

101 00 131 I-MB,HE 
131 YHIII-Plll+PI21+IPI31++IXIIIII 

GC TO 10 
C 
C f~PONENTIAL GROWTH EQUATION 
C 

102 DO 132 I-~R,HE 
132 YHIII-Plll.E~PIPI21.XIIII 

GO TO 10 
C 
C LOGISTICS EOUATION 
C 

103 00 133 I-HB,ME 
133 YHIII-PIII/11.0+PI21+EXPI-PI31+XIIIII 

GO TO 10 
C 
C FIRST DERIVATIVE LOGISTICS EQUATlON 
C 

C 

104 00 134 l·~B,ME 
DD-PI21·EXPI-PI31.~IIII 

134 YHII'-IPlll+P(31+DDI/II1.0+DDI++21 
GO TO 10 

C r,OHPERTZ EQUATION 
C 

105 00 135 I-MB,ME 
135 YMlll·PI11+(PI?I++IPI31.+IXIlllll 

GO TO 10 
C 
C FIRST DERIVATIVE GOHP~RTZ EO~ATION 
C 

lOt 00 13~ I-HB,HE 
8D·(Pl31.+IXIllll 

136 YHIll.PI11+IALOGIPI2111+IALOGIPI3111+(PI21++SDI+80 
GO TO 10 

C 
C 3 TO 6 PAR. lOGNOR~AL E~UATION, P4· HIN. Y 
C 

107 00 137 [-MB,ME 
YHIII·PI41+IP(11/1)III+SORTIFI21+Z.0.PIEIII+ 

IEXPI-IIAlDGIXIII/PI3111++21/12.0+PI2111 
IF INP .EQ. ~l YH(II·YHIII+PI~I+XIII 

137 IF INP .EQ. 61 YH(JI·YHlll+PI~I.IPlbl++Xllll 
GO TO l' 
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C 
C ~ PAR. LOGNORHAL EOUATION, PI- MIN. Y 
C 

C 

lOB DO 13B I-HB,ME 
138 Y~II I-P/11+/P/~I/(~III.SORT/P(ZI.Z.0.PIEIII. 

ZE~P/-(IALOGIXIII/P/3111··ZII/Z.0·P/ZIII 
G[' TO lC 

C STRAIGHT LINE EOUATION 
C 
10~ DO 13~ I-~B,HE 
139 YH/II-Plll+P(ZI.~(II 

GO TO 10 
C 
C STA~DARD GROWTH RATF EQUATIO~ 

C 
110 DO 140 I-~B,ME 
140 Yf'/II-PIU./ll.0+P/2I1UX(III 

GC TO 10 
C 
C SIMPLE CnNSTA~T IMEANI 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

111 DO 141 I-HB,ME 
141 YHIII· PIlI 

10 RETURN 
Eho 

SU9~OUTIN: FORCST(He,Mr.,F,F~,hZYEAR,MSI 
DIMENSION FIZOOI,FHIZOOI,oIFIZOOI 
R lAL HSCER 

C FO~CST FINDS THE E~ROR OF PRIDICTION ~ET~lEN THE ACTUAL VALve F, 
C AND THE PREDICTED VALUE Fri FOR THE PE~IOD HB THROUGH ME 
C IARRAY INDEX VALUES ~HICH START AT ZERO IN YEAR NZYlAKI. 
C 
C 

C 

c 

C 

C 

Tf - 0.0 
SFSO - 0.0 
SDIFSC - 0.0 
S VD IF • 0.0 
SolF - 0.0 

DO 10 1-11f1,ME 
TF • TF + F II I 
oIFIII-F(I'-FHIII 
~DtFSC - SDIFSO + IIABSIDIF(IIII •• ZI 

10 SoIF-SOIF + DIFIII 

F~EAN - TF I /ME-I1B+11 
ERHEAN - SDIF IIME-H~+11 
HSOER - SOIFSO IIHE-MB+ll 

DO 11 I-I1B,~E 
SFSO -I(AB~IFIII - FMEANII •• ZI + SFSO 

11 SVoIF· IASSIDIFIII - ERI1EANII •• Z + SVDIF 

VARER - SVDIF II~E-HB+ll 
STDfV • SORTIVARERI 
COFVAR - STDEV I ERMEAN 
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c 

C 
C 

c 
C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

C 

seE· SORTIMSQERI 
RSO • 1.0 -ISDIFSQ 1 SFSOI 
CINT • 1.9b • SEE 

NBY • NZYEAR + MB 
NEY • N1YEAR + ME 
N04 • IME-MB+ll 

W~ITEI3,121 NBy,NEY,SDIF,SDIfSO,EkMEAN,MSOER,VAREk,ST~EVISEE, 
ZCCFVAR 

12 FGQMATIII,~X"ERROR OF PRfDICTION FKOM ',14,' THROU~h ',14, 
Z' AREI ',11,7X,' SUM OF F.RRr.~S • ',f14.~,3X, 

Z' SUM OF ~RRORS SCUARED • ',flb.t,l,lOX,' MEAN ERROR· " 
7F14.~,49X,'MFAN SQUARED EkRO~ • ',Flb.b,I,3X, 
l'VARIANCE OF ERWORS • ',F14.~,',3X,'STD DtV. OF ERRO~S • " 
ZFI4.5,lX,'STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE· ',Flb.t,I,3X 
1,'COEF. OF VARIATION • ',F14.~1 

WRITEI3,1bl N04,SFSO 
16 FORMATIIO~,'THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IS • ',15,1 

Z,10X,'SFSO • ',F14.51 

WRITEI3,131 RSO,CINT 
13 FORMATI7X,'CORRELAT1CN COEFFICIENT ERSO a " 

ZF12.6,1,11X,'95 PERCENT CONFIOlNCl LIMITS ARE • +1- 1 , 

2F14.5,111,5X,'PREOICTIDN RESULTS', 
ZII,2X,'YEAR',11X,'Z',15x,'ZH',13X,'ERROR',/1 

IF IMS .GT. 0) GO TO Q 

DO 14 I.MR,ME 
NY - NZYEAR + I 

14 WRITf13,151 Ny,FII),FHII),DIFII) 
l5 FORMATI2X,I4,3IZx,F14.4)) 

q RETURN 
fND 

SUij~OUTINE SCAORDITA,DA,A,NA,B,NB,ALGN~) 

DIMENSION AINA),BINB) 

C SCAORD SCALES THE AxIS ACCORDING TO THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUN 
C VALUES IN APRAY A (wITH NA cLEMENTS) AND ARRAY B IWITH Nn 
C ELEMENTS) TA IS THE MINIMU~ AXIS VALUe AND DY IS TH~ ~CALE 
C FACTOR FOR THE AXIS. ALONG IS THE LENGTH lIN INCHeS) OF TriE 
C AXIS. 
C 

SHTN - All) 
SMAX - AINA) 
If INA .GT. HB) THEN 

C A HAS THE MOST ELEMENTS 

C 

00 100 I-l,NA 
IF II .GT. NB) GO TO 10 

IFIBII) .LT. SHIN) ~~IN.BIII 
IFIBII) .GT. SMAX) ~MAX·BII) 

10 IFIAII) .LT. SMIN) S~IN·AII) 
100 IFIAII) .GT. SMAX) SMAX-AII) 

ELSE 
B HAS THE HOST ELEMENTS 
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c 

c 

20 
200 

ENDIF 

IF II .GT. NAI GO TO 20 
IFIAIII .LT. S~INI SHIN-AlII 
IFIAIII .G1. S~A~I SHAX-AIII 

IFISIII .LT. SHINI SHIN-Sill 
IFISIII .GT. SHAXI S~AX-Blll 

TA • INT(SHINI 
S~AX - I~TIS~AX + 1.01 
D A • ISM A X - T A I I A L ON G 

RfTUIlN 
END 
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APPENDIX C 

DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF PROGRAM FULLIU 

Program FULLlU is the implementation of the full mineral con-

sumption model in Chapter 3. It uses equational representation of the 

important explanatory parameters of the model, rather than actual data, 

to siI!lulate the consumption requirements from the demands for final 

consumption items. The heart of the program is the subroutine MINPITM 

which calculates the mineral consumption of each item as determined by 

the demand function for the item, the item ill e, imports and exports of 

the item, the technology coefficients, and basic economic activity indi-

ca tors such as population and GNP. The remaining subroutines perform 

the functional calculations, comparison and computation of data for 

several items, scaling operations, plotting, percent change, etc. The 

main program is rewritten to accommodate the types of items being consi

dered, the modeling operations to be performed, and the type and method 

of outputting and displaying the results. The particular version shown 

in this program listing is the one used for Chapter 5' s modeling of the 

components of GNP. 
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Table C.l. Program FULLIU Data File Format. 

Line 
Number 

TIT L E o F 
ABO 

E X AMP L E , F I L E 
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N A M E 
1 XI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

11 14 14 F4.1 F4.1 11 
NI BYEAR EYEAR XL YL LPLOT 

2 XI_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_lxI_1 

12 11 Xl 6(lX,Ell.5) 
KEQX(l) NPX(l) PX(l,l) PX(1,2) 

3 XI_'_fX}_IX}_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_' _' etc. 

12 11 X2 6(lX,Ell.5) 
KEQX(2) NPX(2) PX(2,1) PX(2,2) 

4 XI_'_IXI_Ixl_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_IX/_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' e~c. 

12 11 XGP 6(lX,Ell.5) 
KEQX(3) NPX(3) PX(3,1) PX(3,2) 

5 X/_'_fXI_IX/_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_IXJ_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

12 11 GNP 6(lX,El1.5) 
KEQX(4) NPX(4) PX(4,1) PX(4,2) 

6 XI_'_IXI_JXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_fXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

POP 6(lX,El1.5) 
KEQX ( 5 ) NPX ( 5) PX ( 5 , 1) PX ( 5 , 2 ) 

7 XI_'_IXI_lxJ_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

(Data for each item follows; up to 9 items possible.) 

TIT L E o F 
ABO 

FIR S T I T E M 
B XI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

11 

9 
ITEM LIFE (L) 

12 11 II 6(lX,Ell.5) 
KEQ(l)KX(l)NP(l) P(l,l) P(1,2) 

10 XI_'_IXI_IXI_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 
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Table C.l (continued) 

HOME BUILT ITEMS (HBI) 
12 I1 II 6(lX,E11.5) 

KEQ ( 2) KX ( 2 ) NP ( 2 ) P ( 2 , 1) P ( 2 , 2 ) 
11 XI_'_lXl_IXI_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_fXI_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

EXPORTED HOME BUILT ITEMS (EHBI) 
12 II II 6(lX,E11.5) 

KEQ(3)KX(3)NP(3) P(3,1) P93,2) 
12 xt_'_IXI_IXI_lxt_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_JXI_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

IMPORTED ITEMS (II) 
12 I1 11 6(lX,E11.5) 

KEQ ( 4 ) KX ( 4 ) NP ( 4 ) P ( 4 , 1) P ( 4 , 2 ) 
13 XI_'_IXI_IXI_fXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_fXI_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

MINERAL PER HOME BUILT ITEM (MPHBI) 
12 II II 6(lX,Ell.5) 

KEQ ( 5) KX ( 5) NP ( 5) P ( 5 , 1) P ( S , 2 ) 
14 XI_'_IXI_IXI_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_(XI_'_'_'_'_'_' e~c. 

MINERAL PER FOREIGN BUILT lTDl (:'!?r3:::: 
12 II II 6(lX,Ell.5) 

KEQ ( 6) KX (6) NP (6) P (6,1) P (6,2) 
15 XI_'_lXI_rXI_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_fXI_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

ITEM EQUATION (ITEM) 
12 II 11 6(lX,El1.5) 

KEQ ( 7 ) KX ( 7 ) NP ( 7 ) P ( 7 , 1) . P ( 7 , 2 ) 
16 XI_'_IXI_IXI_IXl_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_IXI_'_'_'_'_'_' etc. 

(Repeat lines 8 through 16 for each item.) 

Note: X = Blank space. 



Program FULLIU 

1: Title of run and file. 

2: NI: Number of items. Lines 8 through 16 are specified for 

each item. 

BYEAR: Beginning year of the data to be generated. 

EYEAR: Ending year of the data to be generated. 

Plots and data output extend from BYEAR through EYEAR. 

XL: Length of the X axis of plots, in inches. 

YL: Length of the Y axis in plots, in inches. 
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LPLOT: If LPLOT is greater than 2, then plotting of each original 

item equation is suppressed. 

For all equation specification lines (3 through 7 and 10 through 16), 

the following definitions apply: 

3: 

4: 

5: 

6: 

7: 

KEQ: The kind of functional equation, as given by the numbers 

specified in Table A.l (of Appendix A). 

NP: The number of parameters P to be specified. 

P: The parameters of the function. 

The explanatory function Xl. 

The explanatory function X2. 

The explanatory function XGP, which is used as the 

variable in the functions for GNP and population. 

The function for determining GNP. 

The function for determining population (POP) . 

explanatory 
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Lines 8 through 16 are respecified for each item. Up to 9 items are 

allowed. 

8: Title of the item. 

9: KIT: Kind of item. This determines the type of item function 

specified in the item equation of line 16. 

If: Then: 

KIT=l Item equation is total items 

thus TI(M) = ITEM(M) 

and NITEM(M) = TI(M) - TI(M-l) * «L(M)-l.O)/L(M)) 

KIT=2 Item equation is total item per capita 

thus TI(M) = ITEM(M) * POP(M) 

and NITEM(M) as in KIT=l 

KIT=3 Item equation is total items per GNP 

thus TI(M) = ITEM(M) * GNP(M) 

and NITEM(M) as in KIT=l 

KIT=4 Item equation is new items 

thus NITEM(M) = ITEM(M) 
M 

and TI(M) = I NITEM(m) 
m=M-L+l 

KIT=5 Item equation is new items/POP 

thus NITEM(M) = ITEM(M) * POP(M) 

and TI(M) as in KIT=4 

KIT=6 Item equation is new items/GNP 

thus NITEM(M) = ITEM(M) * GNP(M) 

and TI(M) as in KIT=4 
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For equation lines 10 through 16, KX specifies which X function (given 

by lines 3 through 7 and time) are to be used as the explanatory 

variable for the function. 

10: 

11: 

12: 

13; 

14: 

15: 

KX=l: Time, starting at 1 in BYEAR is the explanatory variable X. 

KX=2: Xl is the explanatory variable X. 

KX=3: X2 is the explanatory variable X. 

KX=4: XGP is the explanatory variable X. 

KX=5: GNP 7 POP is the explanatory variable X. 

The function for determining the life of the item (L) • 

The function for determining the home built items (HBI) . 

The function for determining the exported home built items (EHBI). 

The function for determining the imported items (II) . 

The function for determining the mineral per home built item (MPHBI). 

The function for determining the miner per foreign built item 

(MPFBI). 

16: The function for determining the consumption of the item, as given 

by KIT. This must include the consumption of imported items, 

whether in the total or only new item form. 



Program FULLIU' Source Code Listing 

ROBER,BNb650b92 .• TIR. 
Pw 
FTN!I,DB-PMD. 
LGO. 
RPLOTIPLOT). 
FXIT • 
RPLOTI PLOT). 
"'z 

C 
C 
C 

PROGRA~ FULLIUIINPUT,OUTPUT,PLOT.TAPE5-INPUT,TAPE3-0UTPUT, 
ZTAPE9C;-PLOT) 

C PROGRAM FULLIU IS A PROGRAM TO SIMULATe THe TOTAL U~E OF A 
C MINERAL BY SOCIETY. THIS SPECIFICALLY INCLUDES THe 
C FOREIbN TRADE MINERAL GAINS AND LOS5E~ AND THE STOCK 
C OF MINERAL IN USE. 
C UP TO 9 DIFFERENT ITEMS CAN SE SPECIFIED. 
C ALL DATA IS BY EQUATIO~, NO ACTUAL DATA CAN BE USED. 
C 
C LANGUAGE I FOPTRAN 77 
C 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• •••••••• 
C 
C WRITTEN BY MARK C. ROBERTS. APRIL lQ84 
C 
C REVIStD OCTOBF.R,19&4 
C 
C ••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 
C 
C 

C 

INTE~ER KEOXI,),NPXI5).BYEAR,fYEAR 
R~AL PXI5.b), T(200),GNPI200),PuPI200),XIIZ00),XZIZOO), 

CMUI200),XGPI'OO).PDI~),EXI5,ZCO),NMCCNSIZOv),uNPPCIZO0) 

R~AL NE~MINI9.2uO),FULMINI9.ZCO),NtWITI9,200),FULITI9,200). 

CDUMFULIC;,ZOO),DU~NtWI9,ZOO),uUMMYIC;,ZOO) 
CHARACTER TX'ZO,TY.Z5,TW.45 
CHAkACTtR TITLE.eO,TITLED'ZO,TITL'o 
COMMON IX~ATAI ~X 
COMMON ISCAL(I XL,YL,LPLOT,MAXLIFE 
COMMON IITEMDAI NEWIT,FULIT 
CALL PMDARRYI5,bl 
INPT-5 
IOUT-3 
I1ULIFE - 1 

C READ INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C 

READIINPT.I01) TITLE 
WRITEIIOUT,10Z) TITLF 

101 FORMATIABOI 
10Z ~ORMATIIIIIIIIIII'III,ABO,'IIIIIIII 

C 

C 

READ IINPT,1031 NI,BYEAP,EYEA~,XL,YL,LPLOT 
WRITEIIOUT,103) NI,BYEAP,EYEA~,XL,YL,LPLOT 

103 FORMATIIX.Il,ZllX.I4),ZI1X.F4.11,lx.111 

DO 110 1-1,5 
REAO IlNPT,llll KEO~IIl,NPXIII,IPXII,JI,J-l,b) 

110 WRITEIIOUT,llll KEovIII,NPXII),IPXII,JI.J-I,bl 
III FORMATIIX,IZ.lX,11.bI1x.E11.5)) 
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c 
c 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

201 

211 

212 

213 

214 

21S 

2C5 

220 

CALCUL~TE THf EXPLANATORY V~~IABLfS XI 

LD • EYFAR - BYEAR + 1 
DO 201 1-1,LD 
TIll - I 

TlTL .IEXI2,)I 
liRITl:IIQUT,20S1 TIll 
00 211 H-l,NPXlll 
PDIHI - PXC},HI 
C~LL CALCCl,lU,KEQXC11,PO,0,T,Xl,NPXlll,TITLEOI 

TlTL - 'EXC3, I I 
WRITE13,2051 TITl 
00 212 H-l,NPXC2, 
POCHI - PXC2,HI 
CALL CAlCCl,lO,KfQXC21,PO'v,T,X2,~PXC21,TlTlcOI 

TITl • I XGP 
WRITEC3,2051 TITl 
00 213 H-l,NPXC31 
POl111 - PXI3,HI 
CAll CALCCl,lO,KFOXC31,PO,0,T,XGP,NPXC31,TITLEOI 

TlTL - I GNP 
WRITEC3,20~1 TITl 
00 214 H-l,NPXC41 
POIHI - PXC4,HI 
C~ll CALCC1,lD,KEOxI41,PO,0.X~P,GNP,~PXI41,T'TlEDI 

TITl - I POP 
~RlTtI3,2051 TITl 
00 215 H-l,NPXC51 
POCHI - PXC5,HI 
CAll CAlCCl,LO,KEQXI~I,PD,D,XGP,POP,~PXI51,TITlEDI 

FORHATIII,2X,' EXPLANATORY VARIA6LF I,Ab,1 IS CALCULATED FROHIII 

PRINT.,I EXPLANATORY VARI~BlE EXI5, I IX31 IS GNP/PO~ I 

\illITE OUT THE EXPLANATOPY VA~IAdlES 

WRITE 13,2201 
FORHATCIIIII,2X,' THE cXPlANATOR1 VAPIABlES AREI "'1" 

C 3 X, I E Xli , b X, I EX 2 I , '1X , I t X:3 I , b X, I X GP I E X" I' , t: X, I GN P', '1 X, I POP I , 
C9X,IEx5 1,7X,II',/' 

DO 225 I-l,lO 
ElIIl,I1 - TIll 
i:XI2,z1 - XICII 
ElCI3') I - X21I1 
ExI4,I1 - XGPIII 
EXI5,II • GNPIII I POPIII 
G~pPCIII • EXCS.I) 

225 WRITEI3,22bl I,X1(II,X2CII,XGPCII,GNPCl',POPIII,EX(~,I',1 
22b FORHATClX,13,bC2x,F1u.31,2X,I31 

C FIND MINERAL U)E PEP ITEM 
C 
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C 

CALL NAHPLT 
DO 301 K-l,NI 
CALL MINPITMILD,MU,Xl,NMCONS,GNP,POP,KI 

PPINT 'III3X,A/I',' (BACK IN ~AIN PR[G~AHI' 

DO 302 J-l,LD 
NE~HIN(~,JI - NHCONSIJI 

302 FULMIN(K,JI· MUIJI 
C 

301 CONT INU[ 
C 
C 
C P~DtFINE THE DATA A~PAYS TO AVOID STARTUP PLOT PROBLeMS 
C CAUSED BY LuNG LIVED IT~MS. 

C 
C 

LD - LO - HAXlIFt 
WPITf13,9011 HAXLIFE,LO 

QOl FOQMArlll,,~X,'HAXIHUH LIFE - ',13,5~,'NE~ LO - ',13,1/111 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

DC 905 L-l,LD 
LOLD - L + MAXLIFE 
GNPILI - 0.0 
POPILI - POPILOLO) 
DO 906 N-l,NI 

NEwITIN,LI - NEWITIN,LOLDI 
FULITIN,LI - FULITIN,LOlDI 
NfkMININ,ll - NEWMININ,lOlCI 
FULMININ,ll - FUL~ININ,lOlDI 

9Qb GNPILI - GNPILI + NEWITIN,ll 
905 GNPPCILI - GNP(LI 1 POPIll 

C FLOTTING AND OUTPUT OF RtSUlTS 
C 
C 
C PLOT ITEMS PER CAPITA VS GNPFC 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

DO 3~1 L-l,LD 
00 351 N-I,NI 

DIIP'NEWIN,L1 • NEWITIN,L1 1 FOPIL) 
~51 DUHFULIN,LI - FUllTIN,LI I POPILI 

TX - , r,NPPC ' 
TV - 'NEW ITEMS PE~ CAPITA' 
TW - 'NEW ITEMS PEP CAPITA VS GNP PEk CAPITA' 
CALL A~APLOTI~I,LO,DUMNt",GNPPC,TX,TV,TWI 

TV - 'TOTAL ITEMS PER CAPITA' 
T~ - 'TOTAL ITEMS IN USE PER CAPITA VS GNPPC' 

CALL AKAPLOTINI,LO,DUMFUL,GNPPC,TX,TV,Twl 

C PLOT CUMULATIVE lT~HS IN GNP VS GNPPC 
C 

TW - 'CUMULATIVi NEw ITEMS' 
CALL CUMINI,lD,NEWIT,OUMNEW,Twl 
TV - 'CUMULAT IVt NEw ITEMS' 
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C 

C 
C 

T~ • 'CUMULATIVE NEW ITEMS VS GNPPC ' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LO,OUMNE~,r,NPPC,TX,Ty,TWI 

Tk - 'CUMULATIVE TOTAL ITEMS IN USE' 
CALL CUMINI,lO,FULIT,OUHFUl,T~1 
TY - 'CUM. TOTAL ITtMS IN USE' 
T" - 'CUM. TPTAL IT£~S I~ USE VS GNPPC' 
CALL ARAPLOT(NI,LO,OUMFUl,f,NPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

C PLOTS OF CDMPONENT SHARES OF GNP lAS VARIABLE OUMNEWI 
C 
C 

C 

T" - 'NtW ITEMS AND ITEM TOTAL GNP' 
CALL FTOTINI,LO,NEWIT,TWI 
00 352 L-l,LO 
00 352 N-l,NJ 

352 OUMNEWIN,LI· NEWITIN,ll I NEWITINI+l,LI 
TY - 'SHAR~S OF GNP' 
TW m 'CO~PONrNT SHA~ES OF GN~ VS GNPPC' 
CALL ARAPlOTINI,lO.DUMNE~,r,NPFC,Tx,TY,TWI 

C FINO CU~ULATIVE COMPONENT SHARES lAS VARJABLe OUMFuLI 
C 

C 

T~ • 'CUMULATIVE NE~ ITEM SHA~E OF ITEM G~P' 
CALL CUMINI,LO,OuMNfw.OuMF~L,TWI 

TY • 'CUM NEW ITEM SHARf OF G~r' 
T~ • 'CUMULATIVE COHFONf~T SHAkE OF GNP VS GNPPC' 
CAll ARAPLOTINI,LO,OUMFUL,f,NPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

C PLOT SLOPE OF CO~PO~ENT SHAPeS 
C 

TY - 'SLOPE PF GNP COMPONfNTS' 
TW - 'SLOPf OF GNP COMPONENTS VIA GNPPC' 
CALL SLOPEINI,LO,nUHNEw,GNFPC,OUMMY,TX,TY,TWI 

C 
C FIND AND PLOT CHANGE OF COMPON~NTS lAS CUMNE.I 
C 

C 
C 

Tw - 'CHANGE IN COMPONENTS OF GNP' 
CALL CHANGtINI+l,Lo,NfWIT,DUHN~W,TWI 

TY - 'CHANGE IN GNP COMPONfNTS' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI+l,LO-l,DUHNEW,GNPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

C FIND PERC£NT CHANGE IN COMPONENTS lAS OUMFULI 
C 
C 

C 
C 

Tw - 'PERCENT CHANGE IN COMPONENTS OF GNP' 
CALL PERCENTINI,lO-l,DUHNEW,DLMFUL,TWI 
TY - 'PERC tNT CHANG~ COMPONENTS' 
CALL ARAPLOT(NI,LD-l,DUHFUl,G~PPC,TX,Ty,TWI 

C FIND AND PLOT PERCENT CHANGE IN MINERAL ~ONSUMPTION 

C 
C FOR NEW MINERAL CONSUHPTION 
C 
C 

TW - 'COMPONENT AND SUM OF NEW MINERAL CONSUMPTION' 
CALL FTOTINI,LO,NEWMIN,TWI 
Tk - 'CHANGE IN NEW MINERAL CONSUMPTION' 
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C 

CALL CHANGEINI+l,LD,NE~MIN,Du~MY,TWI 
TW - 'PERCE~T CHANGE IN NEW ~IN. CONS. BY COMPONENTS' 
CALL PERCF~TINI,LD-I,DUMMY,DLMNE~,TWI 
TY - 'PtRCE~T OF TOT~L CHANGf' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LD-l,DUMNEW,GNPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

C FOR TOTAL MINERAL CONSUMPTION 
C 

C 
C 
C 

T~ - 'COMPONENT AND SUM OF TOTAL MIN~RAl CONSUMPTION' 
CALL FTOTINI,LD,FULMIN,TWI 
T~ • 'CHANGE IN TOT. MIN. CON~UMPTION' 
CAll CHANGEINI+I,LD,rULMIN,DUMMY,Twl 
T~ - 'PERCENT CHANGE IN TOT. MIN. CO~S. BY COMPONtNTS' 
CAll PERCENTINI,LD-I,OUMHY,DU~FUL,Twl 

CALL ARAPlOTINI,LD-l,DUHNEW,GNPPC,TX,TY,T~1 

C EXA~INATION OF RESULTING INTENSITY OF USE IFULL AND NENI 
C 
C 
C PLOT CUMULATIVE MINERAL 
C 
C 

T~ - 'CUMULATIVE NEW MINERAL CONSUMED VS &~PPC' 
CALL CUMINI,LD,NEWHIN,DUMNfW,TWI 
TY - 'CUH. Nfw MINERAL REQUIRED' 
T) - 'G~PPC' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LD,DUMNEw,GNPFC,TX,TY,TWI 
TW - 'CUMULATIVE TOTAL MINERAL IN USE VS GNPPC' 
TY - 'CUM. TOTAL MINERAL IN USE' 
CALL CUMINI,LD,FULHIN,OUMFUL,Twl 
CALL AkAPLOTINI,LD,DUMFUL,GNPPC,TX,Ty,TWI 

C 
C FINO AND PLOT CUMULATED I~T~NSITI~S OF uSE 
C 

C 
C 

00 353 L-l,LO 
DO 353 N-I,NI 

DUMNEWIN,LI - OUMNEWIN,LI I NtWITINl+I,LI 
353 DU~FULIN,LI - DUMFULIN,LI I NEWlTINltl,LI 

TY - 'CUH. Nf.~ MIN lUi 
TW - 'CUMULATED NEW MINtRAl Iu VS GNPPC' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LO,DUMNEw,GNPPC,TX,Ty,Twl 
TY - 'CUM. TOTAL MIN. lUi 
T~ - 'CUM. TOTAL MIN. IN USF./GNP VS GNPPC' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LD,DUMFUL,C,NPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

C SLOPES OF IU COMPONENTS 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

DO 354 L-l,LD 
DO 354 Hal,Nl+l 

DUHN~WIN,LI -NfWMININ,ll I NEWITIHI+I,LI 
354 DU~FUlIN,LI - FULHININ,L) I NEWITINI+I,LI 

C RATIO OF TOTAL TO NFW MINFRAl lU 
C 
C 
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C 

C 
C 

C 

c 
c 

DO 355 L-l,LD 
DO 3~5 N-l,NI+l 

355 DUM~YIN,LI - OUMFULIN,Ll I OU~~EIII~,LI 

TV - 'RATIO OF TOT. TO NEil !L" 
Til - 'R~TIO OF TOTAL HINEPAL IU TO NEil MINERAL IU' 
CALL AR~PLOTINI+l,LO,OUHHY,GN~PC,lx,TY,Twl 

IF ILPLOT .GE. 41 GO TO qqq 

TW - 'COMPONENT AND SUM N~II MINLRAL IU' 
lY - 'NEw MINERAL 1U' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI+l,LD,DUMNEII,GNPPC,TX,TY,Thl 
TV • 'TOTAL MINEI/AL IN USEI r,t.P' 
Til - 'COMPONENTS AND SUr. TOTAL HINFRAL IL' 
C~LL ARAPL8TINI+1,LO,OUMFUL,GNPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

C SLOPE OF IU COMPONENTS AND PERCENT DUe TO EACH COMPONENT 
C 
C 
C HR NEw IU 
C 

C 

C 

TY - 'SLOPE OF NEil IU COMPONENT' 
Th • 'MARGINAL NtW IU FROM CHANGE IN GNPPC' 
CALL SLOPEINI+l,LD,OUMNEW,GNPPC,DUMMY,TX,TY,TWI 

Til - 'CHANG~ I~ "Ell IU COMP.' 
CALL CHANG~INI+l,LO,OUM"~W,DUMMY,TWI 

·TII • 'CHA~GE IN NEW IU BY COMPONENlS VS GNPPC' 
TY - 'CHA"IGE IN NEil IU COMP.' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI+l,LD-l,DU~Hy,('NPPC,TX,TY,TWI 

Til • 'HRCENl CHA~('E IN NEW IL BY COMPo VS GNPPC' 
TY - 'PERC~NT CHANGE IN NEW IL' 
CALL PERCENTINI,LD-l,DUHMY,DUMNE.ITIiI 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LO-l,DUMNEII,GNPPC,TX,TY,T~1 

C FOR FULL IU 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

TY - 'SLOPE TOTAL IU COMPONEN1S' 
Til • 'MARGINAL TOTAL IU FROM CHANGE IN GNPPC' 
CALL SLGPEINI+l,LD,OUMFUL,G"P~C,D~~HY,TX,TY,TWI 

T\. - 'CflANG~ IN FULL IU COMP.' 
CALL CHANG~INI+l,LOIOUMFUL,OUHMY,TIII 
Til - 'CHANGE IN FULL IU BY COMPONENTS VS ('NPpe' 
TY - 'CHANGE IN FULL IU COMP.' 
CALL ARAPLOTINI+l,LD-l,DUMHY,GNPDC,Tx,TY,TWI 
Til • 'PERCENT CHANGE IN FULL lU ~Y COMP VS GNPPC' 
TY • 'PERCENT CHANGE IN FULL lU' 
CALL PERCENTINI,LO-l,OUMMy,DUMFUL,TWl 
CALL ARAPLOTINI,LD-l,DUMFUL,C,NPPC,TX,TY,TIII 

qqQ STOP 
END 
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REAL YA(Q,ZOO) 
C 
C SUBRCUTI~E YSCALE SCALES THf Y AXIS WHEN ~ANY Y VARIABLES ARE TO 
C BE PLOTTED ON THE SAME GRAPH. ARRAY YA(~I,LD] IS THE Y 
C VARIABLE AND ~AS LD OBSeRVATIO~S FOR NI ITEMS. YL IS THE 
C L~NGTH OF THE Y AXIS, ya I~ T~E BEGINNING VALUE A~D SY IS 
C THE SCALING FACTO~ IN U~IT~ PtR INCrl. YSCALE CH~CKS ALL Y 
C VALUES IN YA TO FIND T~f SMALLlST (SHIN) AND LARGtST (SHAX). 
C A~AX SAVES THE LARGEST VALuE fOR COHBI~ED PLOT NEtOS. 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

AMAX - 0.0 
SHIN - YAel,}) 
SI'AX - YA(NI,LO) 
DO 100 K-l,NI 
DO 100 J-l,LO 
IF (YA(K,J) .LT. SHIN) $MIN-YA(K,J) 

100 IF (YA(K,J) .GT. SMAX) SMAX-YA'~,J) 
IF (SHAX .GT. AMAX) AHA X-SMA) 
IF((S~AX-SHIN) .GT. 1.0) THE~ 

IF (~HIN .GE. 0.0) THEN 
YB - INTISMIN) 

ELSE 
YB - lNT(SHIN - 1.0) 

ENDlF 
S~AX - INT(SMAX + 1.0) 

ELSf 
IF (SHIN .GE. 0.0) THEN 

YB - 0.0 
ELSE 

YB - SMIN 
ENDIF 

ENOIF 
SY. - (SMAX - VB) I YL 
RFTURN 
END 

S~BROUTINF CALC'H8,M[,KEO,P,~X,X,YH,NP,TlTLtO) 
OlMf~SION X(H~IHF.),YH(MBIME),P(NP),EX(;,ZOO) 

CHARACTER TITLEO.ZO 
CCHMG~ IXDATAI EX 
PIE - 3.1415QZb 

C CALC CALCULATES THE YH DEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES GIVEN THE 
C fXPLA~ATORY VARIABLE VALUES X FOR THE KIND OF EQLATION 
C SPECIFIED AS KEQ. THE PARAMETER VALUeS FOR THE e~UATION ARE 
C GIVEN AS P. ThE ARPAY INDtXES SlAWT AT Hti AND END AT ME. 
C NP lS THF NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN THE EQUATION. 
C KX ALLOWS THE StLECTION OF VA~IOUS X VARIABLES FkOM tX( , ) 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

IF (~X .LE. 0) GO TO 5 
DO 1 I-MB,ME 

1 XII) - EXIKX,l) 

5 GO TO (101,10Z,103,104,lO~,lOb,107,lOb,10q,110,111) ,KEQ 
CALL GOTOER 
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C 
C MODIFIiD EXPONENTIAL EOUATIO~ 

C 
101 00 131 I-MB,HE 
131 YHII)-PI1)+PIZ).I P I3)+'IXII») 

GO TO 10 
C 
C ~XPONENTIAL GROwTH EOUATION 
C 

10Z DO 13Z I-MB,HE 
13Z YhII)-PI1)+EXPIPIZ)'XII» 

GO TO 10 
C 
C LOGISTICS EOUATION 
C 

1C3 00 133 I-HB,HE 
133 YHII)·P(1)/ll.0+PIZI+EXPI-PI3)'XII») 

GO TO 10 
C 
C FIRST DERIVATIVE LOGISTICS ECUATION 
C 

C 

104 DO 134 I-HB,HE 
OC-PIZ)'EXPI-PI3)'XI1» 

134 YhII)-IPIl)'PI3)*DD)/lll.0+DO)"Z) 
GO TO 10 

C GOHPERTZ ECUATION 
C 
10~ DC 135 I-MB,~E 
135 Y~II I-Pll)'IPIZI'+IPI31+'IXI1»)1 

(,0 TO 10 
C 
C ~IRST DERI~ATIve Gn~pekTZ EOUATION 
C 

106 DO 136 I-He,HE 
BD-IPI31"lxIIIII 

13b YH(II-PIll'IALOGIPIZIII+IALOGIPI3»)'IP(£I'+8~I'BO 
GO TO 10 

C 
C 3 TO 6 PAR. LOGNQRHAL tO~ATION, P4- HIN. Y 
C 

107 DO 137 I-HB,ME 
YHIII-PI41+IP(1)/IXII)'SORT(PIZI+Z.O+PIE»)· 

ZEXPI-IIALOG(XIII/PI3»)"Z)/IZ.0+PIZ»1 
IF INP .EO. 51 YH(II-YHII)+PI51.XIII 

137 IF INP .Eo. 61 YH(II-YHII)+PI~)+IP(bl++XIl)1 
GO TO 10 

C 
C 4 PAR. LOGNORMAL EoUATION, PI- MI~. Y 
C 

C 

108 DO 136 I-HB,ME 
13P YHIl,-PI11+(P(41/(XII)'SORTIPlll.Z.O+PIE)II' 

ZEXPI-I(ALOG(X(II/PI3»).'ZI/IZ.O'PIZI)1 
GO TO 10 

C STRAIGHT LINE e~UATION 

C 

c 

10~ DO 13~ I-HB,ME 
13Q YhIII-Plll+FIZI+X(I) 

GO TO 10 
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C STANDARD GROwTH RATE EOUATION 
C 

110 DO 14C I-HB,~E 
140 YHII)-Pll).IIl.0+PI2)).*XII)) 

GO TO 10 
C 
C SIMPLE CONSTANT IHE~N) 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

111 DO 141 I-MB,ME 
1~1 YHII) - P(1) 

lC CONTI~UE 

C (THIS WAS FORHE~lY SUBROUTINE NAHE) 
C 
C ~AHE GIVES THE ECUATION TYPE ~EINC, USlD. 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

GO TO (401,4D2,403,404,405,40c,407,4Ce,409,410,411) ,KEO 
CALL GOTOER 

~01 WRITEI3,421) 
421 FOR~AT(II,lOx,'HQOIFIED EXPONfNTIAL lOUATION',I,I~X, 

Z'Y-Pl+IP2.IP3 •• X))',/) 
TITllO - 'I ~ODIFIED EXP. ' 
Gn TO 9 

402 WRtTf13,422) 
~ZZ FORHATIII,10~,'SI~PlE GROWTH ~OUATION'",15~, 

Z'Y-Pl.EXP(P2.X)',/) 
TITLEC - 'I E~P. G~O~TH FIT' 
GO TO 9 

407 wRITE(3,427) 
427 FORHAT(II,10X,'3 TO b PAR. LOGNORMAL (GIvEN NP)',',l~x, 

Z'Y-P4+(P1/~.((P2.2.PIEI •• 0.5).EXPI-IILN(X/P3)) •• 2)/2.P2) " 
Z'. tITHeR P5.X OR P5(Pb •• X)' 
Z,II,15x,'P3-£XP(HEAN), P2-VAP., ~4-YMIN' PI-ARcA UNOtK Y' 
z,' P5 - OvERALL SLOPE, ~~-CHANGE IN SLOPE',/) 

IF (NP .EO. 3) THEN 
TITLEO - 'I 3 PAR LOGNO~Y.AL,7' 

ELSEIF (NP .EO. 4) T~EN 
TITLfO. 'I 4 PAR LOGNORMAL,7' 

ELSEIF (NP .EO. 5) THEN 
TITLEO • 'I 5 PAR LOGNORMAL,7' 

ELSE 
TITLEO. 'I b PAR lOGNOR~AL,7' 

ENOIF 
GC TO 9 

403 WRITE(3,423) 
423 FORMAT(II,10X,'LOGISTICS EOUATIO~',1,15X. 

Z'Y·P1/11+P2.E~PI-P3.X)I"/) 
TITLEO. 'I LO('ISTICS FIT' 
GO TG 9 

404 WRITf.13,424) 
424 FORMAT(II.IO~.'FIRST DERIVATIvE LOGI~TIC5 EOUATION',1,15X, 

Z'Y·~I.P2.P3.EXPI-P3.X)/ll.P2.~XPI-P3.X)I •• 2',/) 
TITllC. 'I 1ST OEk LOGISTICS' 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

c 

GO TO 9 

405 WRITf(3.4251 
425 FGRhATIII.IOX.'GOMPEPTZ EQUATION',1.15X. 

Z'Y.Pl.PZ •• P3 •• IXI',/1 
TITLFC a 'I r-aMPERTZ FIT' 
GO TO Q 

40t WRITf(3.42bl 
42b FORMAT(II.10X.'FIRST O~RIVATlVE GOMPERTZ',I,15X, 

2'Y·Pl.LNP2.LNP3.IP2 •• P3 •• xl.IP3 •• XI',/1 
TITL~C a 'I 1ST OER GOHP~RTZ' 
GP TO 9 

40e W~ITE(3.42bl 
42b FOR~AT(II.IOX.'4 PAR. LOGNORMAL fQU. PlaHI~. Y',I,15X, 

2'Y-Pl+IP4/X.IIP2.2.PlEI •• 0.51.EXPI-IILNIX/P31' •• 21/2.P21' 
2,I,15X,'P3.EXPIHFANI, P2 aVAR., PlaYMIN, p4aAR~A UNOtR Y',II 

TlTLEQ· 'I 4 PAR LOGNORhAL,6' 
Gr TC 9 

409 W~ITeI3,42QI 

429 FORHATIII,lOX,'STRAIGHT LINE EQUATION',I,15X 
Z.'Y a PI + P2 • X',/I 

TITLtC - 'I STRAIGHT LINE FIT' 
GO TO q 

410 WRITE13.4711 
471 FORMATIII,10X.'STANOARO GRCWTH RATE EQUATION'.I,l~X, 

Z'Y - PI • 111.0 + P21 •• XI',11 
TITLEQ a 'I GROWTH RATt ECU.' 
GC TO Q 

411 WRITEI3,4721 
472 FORMATIII,lOX,'SIMPLE CONSTA~T Fa~ Y USED',I,15X, 

Z'Y - Pl'./1 
TITLFC a 'I Y.CONSTANTIMEANI' 

Q WRlTE13.9001 KX 
QOO FORHATI20X,'~X· ',11,11 

OC Q01 1-1,NP 
901 ~RITE(3.9021 I,PIII 
902 FORHATIZOt.'PI',I1,'I. ',Ell.51 

PRINT '1111' 

RETURN 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE HINPITHILO,HU,X1,NMCONS,GNP.POP,INHl 
INTEGER NPI7l.KEQI7l,KX(7l 
REAL HBl(200l.EHPIIZOOl,II(2Cll,HPHBI(200l,HPFBlI200l, 

CTI(200l.LI200l.XOl200l,Hl.X1(LOl.NMCCNSI2001. 
CFlS(2001.~IS(2001.NlTEHI200l,~tXP(200l.HUILOl,PI7,bl,PO(bl, 
CGNP(2001.POP(ZOOl.ITEH(ZOOI,N[WITlv,200I,FULIT(Q,ZOOI 

REAL EX15.Z001 
C~ARACTER TITLEO.30.TITEM.60,TITLE.40 
COHHON IITEHOAI NEWIT,FULIT 
COHHON IXOATAI EX 
CCHHQN ISCALEI Xl,Yl,LPlOT.MAXlIFE 
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C ~ATA INPUT 
C 
C 

R~ADI~,10) TITEM 
10 FORIIHIAl'IO) 

WPITEI3,1}) TITEM 
11 FCRIIATIIIII,' INPUT DATA FrR NEW ITEMI ',II,A60,/) 

READ 1;,13) KIT 
WRITEI3,13) KIT 

13 FORM~TI1X,Il) 

C 
C INN - ITEM NUMBER 
C 
C 

1 
12 

C 
C 
C 

10} 

C 

111 
C 
C 

102 

C 

103 

C 

104 

C 

105 

C 

lOb 

C 
C 
C 

107 

DO 11-1,7 
READ 1;,12) KEOII),KXI}),NPII),IPII,J),J-1,b) 
WRITfI3,lZ) K~QII),KXII),NPII),IPII,J),J-l,b) 
FORMATIIX.12,211X,Il),bI1x,E11.5)) 

BASIC EQUATIONS CALCULATIONS 

PRI~T 'IIIIIIA)',' LIFE OF ITtM CALCULATED FROMI' 
DC 101 H-1,NPIll 
PDIH) - PIl,H) 
CALL CALCII,LD,KEQ(1),PO,KXII),XD,L,NPII),TITLED) 

DO III H-I.LO 
IF ILIH) .GT. MAXLIFE) MAXLIFE - INTILIH)) 

PRINT.~' HOME BUILT ITEMS IHBI) CALCULATED FkOHI , 
00 10Z H-1,NPIZ) 
POIH) - PIZ,H) 
CALL CALCl1,LD,KEQIZ).PD,KXI2).XD,HBI.NPI2),TITLED) 

PRINT.,' tXPOR1ED HOHE BUll T ITEM) IEHBI) CALCULATeD F~OHI' 
DO 103 H-l,NP(3) 
PDIH) - PI3.H) 
CALL CALCI1.LO,KEO(3),PO,KXI3),XD,EHbl,NPI3),TITLEO) 

P~INT.,' IMPORTED ITEMS III) CALCULATEO fROMI , 
00 ICt, H-l,NPlt,) 
POIH) - PI4,H) 
CALL CALCll,LO.KEO(4).PO,KX(4),XD,II,NPI4),TlTLED) 

PRINT.,' MI~ERAL PfR HOME BUILT ITEM IMPnBI) CALCULAT~D FROHI' 
0[1 105 H-loNPIS) 
POIH) - PI5,HI 
CALL CALCl1,LD,KEQ(5),PD,KXI5),XO,MPHBI.NPI5),TITLED) 

PRINT.,' MINERAL PEP FO~EIGN BUILT ITEM I~PFBI) CALC. F~OMI' 
00 lOb H-l,NPlb) 
POIH) - Plb .... ) 
CALL CALCIl,LO.KEQlb),PO.KXlb).XD,MPFBI,NPlb).TITLED) 

CALCULATe THE ITEMS EOUATION IIT~MI 

PRINT.,' ITEMS CALCULATED FRCMI , 
00 107 H-l,NP(7) 
POIH) - PI7,H) 
CALL CALCIl,LO,KEO(7),PO,KXI71,XD,ITEH,NPI7),TITLtD) 
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C 
C CHECK FOk IHPROP~R NEGATIVE ITEM5 
C 

C 
C 

DO 25 IC-l,LO 
IF IhBIIIC) .LT. 0.0) HBIIIC) - 0.0 
l~ IEHBIIIC) .LT. 0.0) EHBIIIC) - 0.0 
IF IIIIIC) .LT. 0.0) IIIIe) - 0.0 

Z5 IF IITEHIIC) .LT. O.C} ITEMIIC) - 0.0 

C FINDING NE~ ITfHS INII AND TOTAL ITEH$ ITI) FROM THe ITEH 
C EOUATION (ITEH EOUATION HUST INCLUDE IMPORTS IN ITS ESTIHATION) 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

If I~IT .EQ.1) THEN 
DO 201 H-l,LO 

201 TIIH) - ITEMIH) 
FLSEIF IK1T .EO.Z) THFN 

DO 202 H-l,LO 
202 TIIH) - ITEHIH).POPiH} 

tlS~IF IKIT .EO. 3) THEN 
DO 203 H-l,LO 

203 rICH) - IHHIH).GNPIH) 
El5tIF IKIT .EO. 41 THEN 

DC 204 I18l,lO 
2e4 NITEHIM) - ITEHIH) 

ELSEIF IKIT .EO. 5) THEN 
DO 205 H-l,LD 

ZO~ NITfHI~) - ITEHIH).POPIH) 
ElSEIF IKIT .EO. b) THEN 

DO 20b H-I,LD 
20b NIT~HI~) - ITEMIM).G~PIH) 

FlSFIF IKIT .GE. 7) THEN 
Pf<INU,' ••••••• ERI10R IN KIT III!!!! •••••••• ' 

ENOIF 

IF IKIT .lE. 3) THEN 
00 210 H-Z,LO 

210 NITEHIH) - TIIH) - ITIIH-l)+lllIH)-l.Ol/lIH))) 
NITEHIl) - NITEH(2) 

ELSE 
DO 220 H-l,lO 
HL - INTCLCHII 
TlIII) -0.0 
00 2Z0 J-l,HL 

He: - H - J + 1 
If (HZ .LF. 0) HZ - 1 

220 TIIM) - TIIM) + NITlMIH2) 
ENOIF 

C FINO MINERAL IN USE 
C 

C 

PRINT '11113X.AII)',' RESULTS OF HINERAL IN use FORI' 
WkITEI3,31) TITEM 

DO 30 I-lrLD 
IF I~ITEHII) .lE. 0.01 THE~ 

FISII) - ('.0 
ELSE 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

fiSII) • 11(1) I NITEMII) 
f .... DIF 
HISII) • 1.0 - FISII) 

FUliTIINN,I) • TI(I) 
NtwITIINN,I) • INITEMII) * HISII)) 

ME~~II) - MPHBIIIl * EHBIII) 
I'll • 0.0 
l2 • 1- INTIlII)) + 1 

IF Il2 .lE. 1) THEN 
~I - I~PHBIIII*~ISII) + MPFBIII)*FISII)) * Till) 

ELSE 
DO 40 J·l2,1 

40 ~1· ~l +IMPHBIIJ) * HISIJ) + MPFBIIJ) * FISIJ))*NITEMIJ) 
fNDIF 
MUll) • I'll 

C ~CTUAl CONSUHPTION OF NEW HI~ERAl I .... NE~ ITEMS 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

NMCONSII) • INITE~II) - 11(1) + EMBIIIII'MPHBIIII 
IF IN~CONSII) .IT. 0.0) NHCONSIl) • 0.0 

30 W~ITEI3,32) I,lIIl,HBIII),fHBIII),IIII),NITEMII),TIII),FISII), 
CHISII),MPHBIII),HPFBIII),MEXPII),NMCGNSII),MUII),I 

31 FORHATl/,AIl0,III,3X, 1J',IX, 'LlFE',4X,'HBl',7X, 'EHBI',9X,'Il', 
C 7 x. ' N IT E 14 , , 8)r., ' T 1 • ,7)r. , , F IS' , 2 ~ , , H 1 ~ , , 5 x, 'M P HB 1 ' , b X, 'M P F 81 ' , 5)r., 
C ' Mf ~ P , , b X • 'N MC ON S • , 7 ~ , ' H U' , b ~, ' I ' , I) 

32 FO~MATIIX,I3,lx,F4.1,511X,EIC.4),211X,F5.3),211X,FIO.4), 
C311X,flO.4),lX,13) 

C PLOT THE ORIGINAL ITEM FU .... CTION 
C 
C 

C 

IF IlPlOT .GT. 2) GO TO 99 
TITLE • TITE~llll~) II ' ORIGINAL ITEM FUNCTION' 
TITLED - 'NEW ITEM PER CAPITA' 

DO 700 J-l,lD 
700 XIIJ)· EXIKXI71.J) 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

CAll CIKSETIXl,J.O,O.C,Yl,O.O,O.O) 
CAll CIKPlTIXl,ITEH,lD,' GNPPC ',TITlED,TITlE) 
CAll fNDPl T 

C;9 RFTURt; 
FND 

SUBROUTI~E FTOTINI,lD,APR,TW) 
R~Al AIIR19,200) 
CHA~ACTE~ Twt45 
P~INT '1II13X,AI',TW 

C FTOT FI~DS THE SUM OF THE COLUMNS OF AI!" AND SAVES IT IN 
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C COLUMN NI+l 
C 

C 

i: 
C 

C 
C 

NT - ~l + 1 
DO 1 I-l,lO 
AR'lINTd I - 0.0 
DC Z J-l,Nl 

2 ARRINT,II. A'lRINT,11 + ARPIJ,II 
1 WRITEI3,911 1,IARRIK,II,K·l,NTI 

91 FORHAT(5X,I3,9(2~,Ell.511 

RETURN 
EN!) 

SUBROUTINE ARAPLOT(NC,hO,ARRAY,X,TX,TY,T~1 

REAL ARRAY(9,2001,X(2001,YI20CI 
ChARACTER TX.ZO,TY*Z5,TW.45 
CC~~rN ISCALEI XL,YL,lPLOT,HA~LIFE 

C ARAPlOT PLOTS THE NC COLUMNS OF ARRAY WITH NO NUMBER OF 
C (BSE~VATIGNS ON ONE GRAPH. 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

1 

9 

XR · -IXL+l.CI 
K2 - 0 
DO 1 N-l,NO 
YIN I • ARRAYINC,NI 

CALL YSCALE(NC,NO,ARRAy,YL,YB,Sy,AHAXI 
CALL OIK5ETIXL,0.O,O.0,YL,YB,SYI 
CALL CIKPLTIX,Y,-NO,TX,Ty,T~1 

IF INC .EO. 11 GO TO 5 
CALL PLOT(XI1,1.5,-31 

K2 · 1 + K2 
KP • K2 
IF II< 2 .EO. 11 KP - 41 
IF IK2 .EO. 2 I KP • 46 
IF IK2 .EO. 31 KP · 36 
If (I< 2 .EO. 41 KP • 31 

IF (1l2 .LT. NCI T~EN 

DO 3 N-l,NO 
3 YINI - ARRAY(K2,NI 

CALL QlINtIX,y,-NO,KPI 
GO TO 9 

ENOl F 
5 IF ((YB .LT. 0.01 .AhO. (AMAX .GT. 0.011 THEN 

DO 4 N-l,NO 
4 YINI • 0.0 

CALL QLINE(X,y,NO,31 
Et.O]F 
CALL EHoPL T 

III:TUIIN 
END 

S~BROUTINt 5LOPEINC,LS,y,X,SLCPY,Tx,TY,Twl 
REAL Y(9,2001,X(ZOOI,SLOPY(9,2001 
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C 
C 

CHAQACTER TX*ZO,TY.Z5,TW.45 
COMMGN ISCALEI XL,YL,LPLOT,HAXLIFE 

91 FDRMAlI5X,I3,QllX,Ell.5)) 

C CALCULATE SLOPE IN COLUMNS Ot Y AS DEPENDENT ON X 
C 
C 

C 
C 

PPINl '111/3X,AIII',' SLOPE CF Y COLUMNS DEPENDENT ON XI 
lSS - LS - 1 
DO I l-l,lSS 
DO 2 N-I,NC 

2 SlOPYIN,L) - IYIN.l+I)-YIN.l))/IXll+l)-XIL)) 
1 IIRITEI3,QlI L,IHOPYIK,LI,K-l,NCI 

C PLOT THIS SLOPE IN Y AS A FVNCTION Of X 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

CALL AkAPLOTINC,LSS,SlOPY,X,lX,TY,TW) 

RfTUPN 
E~D 

SUBROUTINF CHANGEC~l.lD,A~AIN,ARAOUT,TITlE) 
REAL ARAINC9,200),AQAOUTIQ,200) 
INTEGEII CLD 
C~ARACTER TITLE*45 

C CHANG~ FINDS THE CHANGE ~ET~~EN O~E PERIOD AND THE N~XT; 
C THE ARRAY ARAOUT HAS ONLY lD-l n~SERVATI0NS. 
C 

C 

C 

C 

c 
c 

C 
C 

ClD - LD-l 
DO I l-lICLD 
00 l N-l.NI 

2 ARAOUTIN,L) - ARAININ,l+l) - ARAININ,L) 
1 \lRITEC3.91) l.IARAOUTIK,l),K-I,NI) 

R E"(UPN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PtRCENTINI,LD,APAl~,A~AOUT,TITLE) 
REAL ARAINIQ,lOO).ARAOUT(Q.200) 
CHARACTE~ TITLE*45 
I HTE HR SCHNG 

C PERCENT FINDS THE PfRCFNT OF ARAIN(NI+I,L) DUE TO THE Nl 
C COMPONtNTS. 
C 
C 
C DEr~CT A CHANGE IN ~IGN OF lAST COLUMN 
C 

SCHNG - 1000 
00 ,. L-l. LD 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

IFIIARAININI+l,LI.GT.O.OI.AND.IA~AININI+l,L-ll.Lt.O.OIISCHNG-L 

1 IFIIARAININI+l,LI.lf.O.OI.AND.IARAlN(Nl+l,L-ll.GT.O.CIISCHNu-L 

PRINT '11113X,A,lX,AIII','PERCENT CHANGE INI',TITLE 
WRITE(3,921 SCHNG 

00 7 L-l,LD 
IFIlL .GE. ISCHNG-ZII .AND. IL .LE. (SCHNG+2111 THtN 

ADUH 1.0£+09 
ELSE 

ADUM - ARAININI+l,ll 
ENDIF 

00 ~ N-I,NI 
8 ARAOUTI~,l)· ARAI~IN,LI I ADUM 
7 WPITEI3,91IL,IARAOUTIK,LI,K-l,NII 

~l FORMATI5X,I3,912X.EII.511 
92 FGRMATI/,lCX,'SlGN CHANGE OCCURED AT OBStRVATION NO. ',13,/1 

RETURN 
END 

5U8~OUTINE CUM(NI.LD,ARAIN,ARAOUT,TITLEI 
REAt ARAINI9,2001.ARAOUTI~,20Cl 
C~ARAi.TER TITLE.45 

C CUM CUMUL~TES THE NI COLUMNS. 
C 
C 

C 

C 

PRINT'11113X,A/(I',TITLE 
DO 1 J-l,LD 
ARAOUTll,J) - ARAINIl,JI 
DO Z I-2,Nl 

2 APAOUTIl,JI· ARAINIl,JI + AkADUTII-I,JI 
1 wkITEI3.91) J,IARAOUTIK,JI,~-l,NII 

RfTuRN 
ENO 
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APPENDIX D 

BASIC DATA USED 

The following references document the original sources for the 
data used in the research. See the List of References. 

Sources of United States Data 

1. Billions of 1972 dollars. 
Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics; 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey of Current Business and 
National Income and Product Accounts. 

2. Millions of residents. 
M~t~; 
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract. 

3. Primary plus old scrap copper consumption, thousands of short tons. 
ManthYj 
U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mineral Yearbooks. 

4. Primary metal plus nonmetal plus old scrap zinc consumption, 
thousand short tons metal content. 
Bureau of Census, Historical Statistics; 
U.S. Bureau ot Mines, Mineral Facts and Problems. 

5. Components of the distribution of U.S. GNP, 
billions of 1972 dollars. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, The National Income and Product Accounts 
of the United States. 

6. U.S. motor vehicles, millions of units. 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, Facts and Figures. 

7. Total copper consumption of the U.S. motor vehicle industry, 
thousand short tons. 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, Facts and Figures. 

8. U.S. apparent consumption of potash, all uses, thousand short tons 
of K20 equivalent. 
Manthy; 
Bureau of Mines, Mineral Facts and Problems. 
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9. u.s. consumption of K20 contained in fertilizers, 
thousands of short tons. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statisti.cs. 

10. Indices of U.S. farm (crop and livestock operations) 
total inputs and outputs, 1967 = 100. 
Loomis, Ralph, and Barton, Glen; 
Productivity in Agriculture; 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics. 
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u.s Metal Consumption Data 

GNP COPPER ZINC 
YEAR (1972$) POPULATION CONS. CONS. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

1870 37.000 39.900 10.300 10.000 
1871 38.500 40.900 10.200 13.000 
1872 43.200 42.000 15.700 14.000 
1873 43.200 43.000 22.700 13.000 
1874 43.200 44.000 19.700 15.000 
1875 44.700 45.100 16.700 18.000 
1876 44.700 46.100 14.700 17.000 
1877 50.900 47.100 16.900 16.000 
1878 54.000 48.200 17.900 20.000 
1879 57.000 49.200 16.600 21.000 
1880 63.200 50.300 30.500 28.000 
1881 64.800 51.500 32.400 30.000 
1882 69.400 52.800 43.500 42.000 
1883 69.400 54.100 42.000 46.000 
1884 70.900 55.400 39.200 42.000 
1885 70.900 56.700 46.400 43.000 
1886 78.600 57.900 71.600 45.000 
1887 80.200 59.200 59.400 54.000 
1888 83.300 60.500 76.500 57.000 
1889 87.900 61.800 77.300 60.000 
1890 92.500 63.100 111.000 63.000 
1891 98.700 64.400 88.220 79.000 
1892 95.600 65.700 128.000 81.000 
1893 91.000 67.000 75.700 75.000 
1894 92.500 68.300 98.700 73.000 
1895 101.800 69.600 129.000 88.000 
1896 103.300 70.900 98.100 72.000 
1897 107.900 72.200 117.000 87.000 
1898 118.700 73.500 150.000 106.000 
1899 123.300 74.800 206.000 123.000 
1900 124.900 76.100 178.000 102.000 
1901 135.700 77.600 191.000 138.000 
1902 144.900 79.200 276.000 154.000 
1903 149.500 80.600 263.000 157.000 
1904 148.000 82.200 241.000 177 .000 
1905 165.000 83.800 281.000 199.000 
1906 175.800 85.500 368.000 221.000 
1907 180.400 87.000 273.000 251.000 
1908 175.800 88.700 252.000 208.000 
1909 181.900 90.500 389.000 262.000 
1910 188.100 92.400 471.000 266.000 
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u.s. Metal Consumption Data--Continued 

GNP COPPER ZINC 
YEAR (1972$) POPULATION CONS. CONS. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

1911 192.700 93.900 448.000 280.000 
1912 203.500 95.300 526.000 343.000 
1913 205.000 97.200 543.000 344.000 
1914 195.800 99.100 433.000 288.000 
1915 194.300 100.500 718.000 359.000 
1916 209.700 102.000 1090.000 474.000 
1917 211.200 103.300 1081.000 468.000 
1918 237.400 103.200 1184.000 432.000 
1919 228.200 104.500 610.000 344.000 
1920 218.900 106.500 696.000 361.000 
1921 200.400 108.500 437.000 205.000 
1922 231.300 110.000 651.000 324.000 
1923 259.000 111.900 921.000 461.000 
1924 259.000 114.100 944.000 444.000 
1925 280.600 115.800 992.000 497.000 
1926 297.600 117.400 1122.000 575.000 
1927 296.000 119.000 1051.000 547.000 
1928 297.000 120.500 1170.000 578.000 
1929 315.700 121.800 1294.000 611.000 
1930 285.600 123.200 975.000 494.000 
1931 263.500 124.100 712.000 291.000 
1932 227.100 124.900 441.000 201.000 
1933 222.100 125.700 600.000 308.000 
1934 239.100 126.500 634.000 361.000 
1935 260.000 127.400 803.000 423.000 
1936 295.500 128.200 1039.000 504.000 
1937 310.200 129.000 1104.000 594.000 
1938 296.700 130.000 674.000 453.000 
1939 319.800 130.000 1002.000 578.000 
1940 344.100 132.600 1343.000 670.000 
1941 400.400 133.900 2054.000 854.000 
1942 461.700 135.400 2035.000 867.000 
1943 531.600 137.300 1930.000 985.000 
1944 569.100 138.900 1961.000 1024.000 
1945 560.400 140.400 1912.000 915.000 
1946 478.300 141.900 1797.000 836.000 
1947 470.300 144.700 1789.000 875.000 
1948 489.800 146.200 1719.000 832.000 
1949 492.200 149.800 1456~000 788.000 
1950 534.800 152.300 1932.000 1075.000 
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u.s. Metal Consumption Data--Continued 

GNP COPPER ZINC 
YEAR (1972$) POPULATION CONS. CONS. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

1951 579.400 154.900 1762.000 914.000 
1952 600.800 157.600 1775.000 843.000 
1953 623.600 160.200 1864.000 1014.000 
1954 616.100 163.000 1642.000 962.000 
1955 657.500 165.900 1851.000 1202.000 
1956 671.600 168.100 1835.000 1199.000 
1957 683.800 172.000 1683.000 1066.000 
1958 680.900 174.900 1568.000 967.000 
1959 721.700 177 .800 1654.000 1041.000 
1960 737.200 180.700 1577.000 917.000 
1961 756.600 183.700 1648.000 993.000 
1962 800.300 186.500 1768.000 1060.000 
1963 832.500 189.200 1845.000 1134.000 
1964 876.400 191.900 1969.000 1179.000 
1965 929.300 194.300 2039.000 1431.000 
1966 984.800 196.600 2128.000 1553.000 
1967 1011.400 198.700 1803.000 1402.000 
1968 1058.100 200.700 2097.000 1491.000 
1969 1087.600 202.700 2258.000 E:'::·~.OOO 

1970 1085.600 204.900 2089.000 1361.000 
1971 1122.400 207.100 2068.000 1321.000 
1972 1185.900 209.300 2359.000 1518.000 
1973 1255.000 211.400 2388.000 1652.000 
1974 1248.000 213.300 2261.000 1526.000 
1975 1233.900 215.500 1681.000 1152.000 
1976 1300.400 217.600 2242.000 1368.000 
1977 1369.700 219.800 2240.000 1285.000 
1978 1438.600 222.100 2558.000 1355.000 
1979 1479.400 224.600 2578.000 1202.000 
1980 1474.000 227.200 2481.000 1020.000 
1981 1502.600 229.300 2586.000 1127.000 
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UoS. GNP by Components 

NON-
YEAR GNP DURABLE SERVICES STRUCTURES DURABLE 

GOODS GOODS 
1. 5. 5. 5. 5. 

(BD..LIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS) 

1929 315.700 100.300 127.400 43.900 44.000 
1930 285.600 97.000 122.200 37.000 29.400 
1931 263.500 95.300 117.400 29.500 21.300 
1932 227.100 87.100 109.200 20.000 10.800 
1933 222.100 82.100 110.700 14.000 15.400 
1934 239.100 86.900 114.700 15.500 22.100 
1935 260.000 94.600 119.900 17.800 27.700 
1936 295.500 104.400 129.600 24.300 37.200 
1937 310.200 111.900 131.100 26.500 40.700 
1938 296.700 112.700 131.500 24.400 28.100 
1939 319.800 118.100 135.200 30.300 36.200 
1940 344.100 125.200 139.900 32.500 46.500 
1941 400.400 132.600 158.500 43.300 66.000 
1942 461.700 142.200 193.900 31.300 64.300 
1943 531.600 143.900 242.000 26.200 119.500 
1944 569.100 153.200 263.700 18.100 134.100 
1945 560.400 161.000 263.000 18.800 117.500 
1946 478.300 167.200 200.800 39.100 71.200 
1947 470.300 160.700 188.100 44.600 76.900 
1948 489.800 165.900 192.500 52.400 78.900 
1949 492.200 164.800 198.300 53.600 75.400 
1950 534.800 169.900 207.400 65.900 9l.600 
1951 579.000 176.600 231.300 64.300 107.200 
1952 600.800 182.500 243.200 65.500 109.600 
1953 623.600 188.400 247.500 69.300 118.400 
1954 616.100 187.300 249.100 74.300 105.300 
1955 657.500 195.000 260.100 80.700 121.700 
1956 671.600 200.100 270.200 80.500 120.800 
1957 683.800 201.400 282.400 79.700 120.300 
1958 680.900 205.800 287.600 81.700 105.800 
1959 721.700 215.000 299.400 89.800 117.500 
1960 737.200 218.200 312.500 89.000 117.600 
1961 756.600 223.300 326.900 9l.700 114.600 
1962 800.300 231.500 341.500 97.400 129.900 
1963 832.500 236.400 356.200 104.100 l35.800 
1964 876.400 245.700 374.000 108.600 148.100 
1965 929.300 257.200 390.700 116.000 165.400 
1966 984.800 270.100 412.600 115.900 186.300 
1967 1011.400 278.500 434.100 113.900 184.900 
1968 1058.100 290.300 453.000 122.000 192.800 
1969 1087.600 295.800 469.200 122.500 200.200 
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U.S. GNP by Components--Continued 

NON-
YEAR GNP DURABLE SERVICES STRUCTURES DURABLE 

GOODS GOODS 
1. 5. 5. 5. 5. 

(BILLIONS OF 1972 DOLLARS) 

1970 1085.600 299.400 482.400 116.300 187.500 
1971 1122.400 305.500 497.800 127.300 191.700 
1972 1185.900 315.100 519.000 137.300 214.600 
1973 1255.000 324.200 542.900 139.100 248.700 
1974 1248.000 320.500 563.000 121.000 243.500 
1975 1233.900 325.500 560.100 104.000 212.800 
1976 1300.400 341.500 682.600 112.100 236.900 
1977 1369.700 359.100 604.400 120.500 256.500 
1978 1438.600 366.300 649.000 132.100 289.600 
1979 1479.400 372.400 670.700 131.000 305.300 
1980 1474.000 379.600 687.700 119.100 288.600 
1981 1502.600 398.600 702.700 118.500 294.000 
1982 1485.400 392.000 712.200 111.600 269.600 
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u.s. Motor Vehicle Data 

TOTAL COPPER 
VEHICLE FACTORY VEHICLE VEHICLE CONS. IN 

YEAR REGISTRA. SALES IMPORTS EXPORTS VEHICLES 
6. 6. 6. 6. 7. 

1900 0.014 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1901 0.021 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1902 0.029 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1903 0.038 0.011 0.000 0-.000 0.000 
1904 0.058 0.023 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1905 0.078 0.025 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1906 0.107 0.034 0.001 0.000 0.000 
1907 0.142 0.044 0.001 0.000 0.000 
1908 0.197 0.065 0.001 0.000 0.000 
1909 0.311 0.127 0.002 0.000 0.000 
1910 0.468 0.187 0.001 0.000 0.000 
1911 0.639 0.210 0.001 0.000 0.000 
1912 0.944 0.378 0.001 0.000 0.000 
1913 1.287 0.485 0.001 0.025 0.000 
1914 1.711 0.573 0.000 0.029 0.000 
1915 2.446 0.970 0.000 0.038 0.000 
1916 3.513 1.617 0.002 0.077 0.000 
1917 5.104 1.874 0.000 0.081 0.000 
1918 6.147 1.171 0.000 0.047 0.000 
1919 7.565 1.876 0.000 0.082 0.000 
1920 9.232 2.227 0.001 0.177 0.000 
1921 10.463 1.616 0.001 0.064 41.700 
1922 12.238 2.544 0.000 0.127 52.500 
1923 15.092 4.034 0.001 0.235 61.000 
1924 17.592 3.603 0.001 0.293 53.700 
1925 20.034 4.266 0.001 0.429 0.000 
1926 22.137 4.301 0.001 0.393 0.000 
1927 23.268 3.410 0.001 0.466 0.000 
1928 24.630 4.359 0.001 0.583 0.000 
1929 26.653 5.337 0.001 0.734 0.000 
1930 26.719 3.363 0.001 0.406 102.000 
1931 26.005 2.380 0.001 0.242 73.600 
1932 24.295 1.332 0.001 0.120 40.000 
1933 24.058 1.890 0.001 0.177 64.000 
1934 25.223 2.737 0.001 0.311 81.000 
1935 26.511 3.971 0.001 0.335 115.000 
1936 28.465 4.461 0.001 0.346 128.000 
1937 30.041 4.820 0.002 0.476 144.000 
1938 29.853 2.508 0.001 0.326 73.400 
1939 31.010 3.589 0.001 0.316 110.000 
1940 32.462 4.472 0.001 0.202 0.000 
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u.s. Motor Vehicle Data--Continued 

TOTAL COPPER 
VEHICLE FACTORY VEHICLE VEHICLE CONS. IN 

YEAR REGISTRA. SALES IMPORTS EXPORTS VEHICLES 
6. 6. 6. 6. 7. 

1941 34.854 4.841 0.000 0.209 0.000 
1942 33.003 1.042 0.000 0.028 0.000 
1943 300888 0.700 0.000 0.001 0.000 
1944 30.479 0.738 0.000 0.014 0.000 
1945 31.035 0.725 0.001 0.039 0.000 
1946 34.373 3.090 0.002 0.331 0.000 
1947 37.841 4.798 0.002 0.512 0.000 
1948 41.086 5.286 0.029 0.436 0.000 
1949 44.690 6.254 0.008 0.288 0.000 
1950 49.195 8.003 0.022 0.304 0.000 
1951 51.949 6.765 0.024 0.471 0.000 
1952 53.301 5.539 0.034 0.330 0.000 
1953 56.255 7.323 0.031 0.325 0.000 
1954 58.543 6.601 0.036 0.401 0.000 
1955 62.728 9.169 0.058 0.387 0.000 
1956 65.183 6.921 0.111 0.372 0.000 
1957 67.163 7.221 0.268 0.336 128.000 
1958 68.470 5.135 0.446 0.268 0.000 
1959 71.497 6.729 0.690 0.266 0.000 
1960 73.858 7.869 0.468 0.323 216.500 
1961 75.961 6.677 0.289 0.259 215.000 
1962 79.150 8.173 0.387 0.232 243.000 
1963 82.697 9.100 0.427 0.268 254.000 
1964 86.313 9.292 0.553 0.320 281.000 
1965 90.358 11.057 0.590 0.168 313.000 
1966 93.950 10.329 0.971 0.256 333.000 
1967 96.906 8.976 1.109 0.363 261.500 
1968 100.898 10.718 1.750 0.423 287.000 
1969 105.096 10.147 2.018 0.438 317.000 
1970 108.418 8.239 2.167 0.379 258.500 
1971 112.986 10.638 2.826 0.487 298.500 
1972 118.797 11.271 2.736 0.531 335.000 
1973 125.654 12.637 2.627 0.661 390.000 
1974 129.934 10.059 2.719 0.816 322.500 
1975 132.962 8.985 2.200 0.864 248.000 
1976 138.446 11.480 2.701 0.881 367.500 
1977 143.750 12.642 3.017 0.899 401.500 
1978 148.778 12.871 3.395 0.955 387.500 
1979 154.118 11.456 3.281 1.048 374.000 
1980 159.029 8.010 3.592 0.807 251.000 
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u.s. Potash Fertilizer and Agriculture Data 

FARM FARM 
POTASH FERTILIZER INPUT OUTPUT 

YEAR CONS. CONS. INDEX INDEX 
8. 8. 10. 10. 

1910 280.000 211.000 78.000 43.000 
1911 274.000 232.000 80.000 42.000 
1912 254.000 222.000 81.000 47.000 
1913 272.000 244.000 81.000 43.000 
1914 207.000 237.000 84.000 47.000 
1915 50.000 81.000 83.000 48.000 
1916 18.000 16.000 84.000 44.000 
1917 41.000 33.000 84.000 46.000 
1918 47.000 46.000 86.000 47.000 
1919 86.000 88.000 86.000 47.000 
1920 265.000 257.000 88.000 50.000 
1921 83.000 189.000 85.000 44.000 
1922 209.000 226.000 87.000 48.000 
1923 229.000 237.000 87.000 49.000 
1924 222.000 259.000 90.000 48.000 
1925 282.000 283.000 90.000 50.000 
1926 291.000 290.000 92.000 52.000 
1927 274.000 286.000 90.000 51.000 
1928 390.000 333.000 92.000 53.000 
1929 382.000 338.000 93.000 53.000 
1930 390.000 354.000 92.000 51.000 
1931 262.000 275.000 91.000 56.000 
1932 168.000 192.000 88.000 54.000 
1933 293.000 222.000 86.000 50.000 
1934 275.000 263.000 81.000 43.000 
1935 420.000 307.000 83.000 ,51.000 
1936 396.000 350.000 84.000 46.000 
1937 556.000 416.000 89.000 58.000 
1938 468.000 393.000 86.000 56.000 
1939 387.000 409.000 89.000 56.000 
1940 449.000 435.000 92.000 58.000 
1941 491.000 467.000 92.000 61.000 
1942 636.000 547.000 96.000 68.000 
1943 678.000 643.000 96.000 67.000 
1944 754.000 649.000 96.000 69.000 
1945 809.000 754.000 94.000 68.000 
1946 867.000 852.000 94.000 70.000 
1947 1011.000 921.000 94.000 68.000 
1948 1100.000 1073.000 95.000 74.000 
1949 1070.000 1103.000 96.000 72.000 
1950 1412.000 1380.000 96.000 72.000 
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u.s. Potash Fertilizer and Agriculture Data--Continued 

FARM FARM 
POTASH FERTILIZER INPUT OUTPUT 

YEAR CONS. CONS. INDEX INDEX 
8. 9. 10. 10. 

1951 1653.000 1581.000 98.000 74.000 
1952 1731.000 1740.000 98.000 77.000 
1953 1816.000 1814.000 98.000 78.000 
1954 1971.000 1875.000 98.000 79.000 
1955 2054.000 1875.000 98.000 82.000 
1956 2058.000 1937.000 96.000 82.000 
1957 2085.000 1935.000 94.000 80.000 
1958 2281.000 2191.000 94.000 86.000 
1959 2373.000 2153.000 95.000 88.000 
1960 2337.000 2169.000 94.000 90.000 
1961 2276.000 2271.000 94.000 90.000 
1962 2557.000 2503.000 94.000 91.000 
1963 2882.000 2730.000 95.000 95.000 
1964 3199.000 2835.000 96.000 94.000 
1965 3391.000 3221.000 98.000 98.000 
1966 4004.000 3642.000 98.000 95.000 
1967 4141.000 3793.000 100.000 100.000 
1968 4340.000 3892.000 100.000 102.000 
1969 4720.000 4036.000 99.000 102.000 
1970 4728.000 4231.000 100.000 101.000 
1971 4815.000 4327.000 100.000 110.000 
1972 4816.000 4649.000 100.000 110.000 
1973 5563.000 4866.000 101.000 112.000 
1974 6086.000 5083.000 100.000 106.000 
1975 5111.000 4453.000 100.000 114.000 
1976 6149.000 5210.000 103.000 117.000 
1977 6605.000 5834.000 105.000 119.000 
1978 6836.000 5526.000 105.000 122.000 
1979 7624.000 6245.000 108.000 129.000 
1980 6999.000 6245.000 106~000 122.000 
1981 6849.000 6243.000 106.000 134.000 
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